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Abstract 

My aim in this thesis is to explore contemporary ways in which bisexuality is 

currently being produced - theoretically and culturally - in the US and the UK. I 

argue that bisexual desire is not discrete, and that it cannot be understood except 

in relation to other desires, bodies, texts, and contexts. I have mapped three 

concurrent, contemporary 'spaces', rather than tracing a more conventional 

history of bisexuality. I focus particularly on the movement and tension between 

sexual desire and sexual identity, and the inseparability of sexuality, gender and 

race in the formation of contemporary bisexual subjectivities. 

In Chapter One, I examine the development of bisexual space within the 

lesbian community of Northampton, Massachusetts USA in the late 1980s and 

early 1990s. I focus particularly on the bisexual/lesbian controversy surrounding 

bisexual inclusion in the annual Northampton Lesbian and Gay Pride March. In 

Chapter Two, I map bisexual and transsexual identities within contemporary 

feminist and queer theory, and lesbian and gay culture. I further explore bisexual 

and transsexual spaces of self-representation through the work of contemporary 

bisexual and transsexual photographers. In Chapter Three, I document the 

development of a separate bisexual identity in the context of the first US National 

Bisexual Conference San Francisco in 1990. 

My concern throughout the thesis is with the process by which specific 

and separate bisexual spaces are produced and negotiated and the relationship 

between bisexual and 'other' cultural and theoretical spaces. 
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Preface 

In October 19941 began work- on my doctoral thesis, believing I would be 

spending several years exploring the discursive production of bisexuality within 

late nineteenth century sexol. ogical texts, and comparing this to contemporary 

meanings of bisexuality. My desire was to begin a rather grand 'bisexual 

genealogy' that could be extended into the past or the future in a neat linear 

fashion. In the end, I decided that such a history could not do adequatejustice to 

the ways in which multiple meanings of bisexuality circulate at a given historical 

moment. My interest in contemporary culture and theory prevailed. I believe that 

focusing my research within a relatively narrow timeframe (late 1980s and early 

1990s) has allowed me to document more intricately the ways in which meanings 

of bisexuality are produced in relation to and in tension with one another. In 

addition, this focus has provided me with grepter scope for interdisciplinarity, 

the analysis of a broad range of materials, arV the consistent use of my own 

personal voice. It is my hope that this shift in perspective does not negate the 

importance of historical meanings, but highlights instead how 'past' and t) 
(I present' meanings inflect and complicate one anotber. 
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CHAPTER ONE. By Way Of An Introduction,,. 

Theorising Bisexuality, or, Towards a Bisexual Cartography 

Introduction 

My aim in this thesis is to explore contemporary ways in which bisexuality is 

currently being produced - theoretically and culturally - in the US and the UK. I 

have focused on analysing bisexuality as it is constructed in relation to other 

contemporary theoretical and political sites of sexuality arid gender. Throughout 

my thesis I argue that bisexual desire is not discrete in and of itself and that it 

can-not be underst. Ood except in relation to other desires, bodies, texts, and 

contexts. I focus particularly on the movement and tension between sexual desire 

and sexual identity, andthe inseparability of sexuality, gender and race in the 

formation of contemporary bisexual subjectivities. I argue that bisexuality is 

informative of the ways we understand, name and express desire in 

contemporary US and UK theories and cultures, irrespective of whether or not 

bisexual identities and communities are visibly present. 

his way of theorising bisexuality moves away from an approach that 

sees bisexual history as bonded to the emergence of bisexual identities or 

particular individuals. My aim instead is to develop a bisexual genealogy that 

examines the importance of constructions of bisexuality in the formation and 

maintenance of sexual desire, behaviour and identity generally. According to 

historian Michel Foucault, to privilege the history of sexual identity - its 

narrative, its emergence and its efj'. ects - is also to privilege dominant discursive 

formations. (Foucault 1971)" Such a history is less a narrative of resistance and 

No contemporary writer on issues of sexual desire and identity could be other than profoundly 

influenced by Foucault. I have also been influenced by feminist critics of Foucault, however, 

who point to the limits of his frameworks for feminist theory in terms of their'gender 
blindness'. (e. g. Diamond and QuInby 1988 and Bordo 1993, esp. pp. 45-99) As a result I make 
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mi ore a narrative of the dominant, one that has already been told, and gains only 

strength through its repetition-2 Foucault argues that we might better focus on 

releasing' subjugated knowledges, analysing and connecting them, thus creating 

genealogiesthat are at odds with the history of dominant identities. (Foucault 

1980: 85ff) In her description and critique of Foucault, Jana Sawicki describes 

this methodology as being 'designed to facilitate an"Insurrection of subjugated 1-15 in 
knowledges" '. (Sawicki 1991: 26) In this vein, I am interested -in innapping a 

genealogy of bisexual desire whose meanings are at odds both with dominant 

'history' which erases bisexuality, and with prevailing conceptions of bisexuality 

which privilege identity above more covert formations. In short, my aim is to 

trace disparity among, as well as cohesion of, contemporary bisexual meanings. 

This introductory chapter surveys the current arena of bisexual culture 

and theory in the US and the UK. I suggest a new approach to analysincy bisexual 

cultures and theories and outline the areas of study that this thesis is concerned 

with. Section One, 'Minefiel -us of Bisexual Meaning', docurnents the struggle to 

theorise bisexuality against existing models of sexual identity. ' Part One, 'T he 

Growth of Bisexual Theory and Culture', examines the recent increase In 

bisexual activism and theorising and explores some of the existing problems of 

bisexual cultural and theoretical meaning. Part Two, 'The Search for Bisexual 

Identity', charts bisexual responses to It-hose meanings and some of the limitations 

of those responses. In Section Two, 'Tracing Contemporary Bisexual Spaces', I 

argue for the usefulness of approaching bisexual theories and cultures from the 

use of Foucaultian perspectives as and where appropriate, but am not a devotee. I detail my 
eclectic approach to theonsing bisexuality in the final section of this chapter. 
' Foucault himselfis prey to identity's insistent narrative (as, indeed, we all are) in his 
structuring of modem sexuality around the intelligibility of a white, male homosexual identity 
at the close of the nineteenth century in History of Sexuality: Volume One, an Introduction. 
(Foucault 1978) 
31 began this work in an article entitled 'Biscxual Theoretical Perspectives: Emergcnt and 
Contingent Relationships', (Hemmings 1997). Section One ofthis chapter draws on this 
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perspective of 'spaces. In Part One, 'Bisexual Cartographies', I outline "the three 

'bisexual spaces' whose geography I trace through this thesis. Part Two, 

'Interdisciplinary Trials (Or, why is this feminist research? ) I, situates my project 

within a women's studies tradition of interdisciplinarity, self-reflexivity and 

responsibility. 

article but is substantialiv re-written and updated. 
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Section One: Mjnefields of Bisexual Meaning 

Part One: The Growth of Bisexual T heory and" Culture 

There has been very little bisexual theory to date that is not baseU i psychology, 

psychoanalysis or sexual identity politics. When three influential works on 

bisexuality were published between 1975 and 1978 - Margaret Mead's 

'Bisexuality: What's It All AboutT (Mead 1975) Charlotte Wolff's Bisexuality: A 

-s ry", -i -N 4 Study (Wolff 19`77) and Fritz Klein's The Bisexual 09plion (IrC-lein i-.; p 78) -a 

virtual silence about bisexuality was broken. This silence had stretched since 

Alfred Kinsey's findings -in the late 1940s and early 1950s that 'only 50 per cent 

of the population is exclusively heterosexual throughout its adult life, and 

only 4 per cent of the population is exclusively homosexual throughout its life', 

"Kinsey, Pomeroy etal 1948: 656) and his development of the 'Kinsey Scale'. k 

"Ibid: 656-659)5While Kinsey's findings shocked America in the late 1940s and k 

early 1950s, the implications of a bisexual continuum were evidently not 

addressed, since Mead's article twenty seven years later reminds readers that: 

'The time has come [ ... 1' when we must recognize bisexuality as a normal form of 

human behavior. ' (Mead 1975: 29)6 

Before Kinsey, bisexuality was represented and produced in twentieth- 

century fictional works such as Virginia Woolf's Orlando (Woolf 1928) and 

Radclyffe Hall's 774e Wellof Loneliness, (Hall 1928) or in sexological works 

'This is not to say that there were no writings on bisexuality between Kinsey and Mead, but 

none that had a widespread readership or effect. Other writings include Fast and Wells 1975, 
Blumstein and Schwartz 1976, and Bode 1976. 
'The Kinsey Scale numbers 0 to 6,0 being exclusively heterosexual, 6 being exclusively 
homosexual. The 'true bisexual' is understood to be a 'Kinsey 3', equally attracted to men and 
to women. (Kýinsey, Pomeroy et al 1948: 656-7) 
' It is not clear precisely why there was such a long silence about bisexuality from 1953 until 
the late 1970s. Work on bisexuality in this period still needs to be done. Gayle Rubin has 

written on probable causes of silence and repression of deviant sexual behaviour in the 1950s 

and 1960s. (Rubin 1984: 269-291) Rubin's influential piece does not include bisexuality as a 
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such as Wilhelm Stekel's Bisexual Love. (Stekel 1934) Orkv7dD represented and 

confirmed the medical view of bisexuality as a melange of male and female, 

masculine and feminine traits in one body. The Well of Loneliness may seem an 

unlikely choice of early twentieth century bisexual representation and production, 

given its prominent role within the canon of lesbian fiction. Bisexuality is that 

human propensity which allows Mary Llewellyn' to be attracted to both women 

and men, however: it both explains and enables her return to the heterosexuality 

at the end of the novel. ' 

After the late 1970s, bisexuality seems to disappear once again as a public 

subject of discussion. There is virtually no writing on bisexuality as a viable 

personal and political concern. and choice until the early 1990s. In the last few 

years there has been an 'explosion' of bisexual writing in the US and the UK, 

begun by Loraine Hutchins and Lani Ka'ahumanu's Bi Any Other Name: 

Bisexual People Speak Out in 199 1. (Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu 199 1) This 

bisexual 'explosion' has been particularly notable in the US, and has primarily 

taken the form of edited anthologies of personal histories or political 

perspectives. 9 In the UK, Sue George's Women and Bisexuality was the first 

non-edited book to be published on women's bisexuality for almost fifteen years, 

and is still one of the few British books on the subject, (George 1993) and the 

Off Pink Collective have published two volumes of bisexual narrative - Bisexual 

'deviant' sexuality, however. 
' Llewellyn is the feminine lover of the novel's masculine protagonist, Stephen Gordon. 
'This 'traitorous moment' has haunted twentieth century lesbian femmes ever since, and, more 
recently, has established a conflicted relationship between femme and bisexual identities. I 
discuss Mary Llewellyn as the 'bisexual subject-in-waiting' in 'Waiting For No Man: Bisexual 
Femme Subjectivity and Cultural Repudiation'. (Hemmings 1997) 1 am aware that The Well 
of Loneliness can also be read as a transsexual autobiographical narrative, (Prosser 1998) in 
which case our understanding of Mary shifts once again. 
9 In addition to Di Any Other Name see Closer to Home: Bisexuality and Feminism, (Weise 
1992) Bisexual Politics: Theories, Queeries, and Visions, (Tucker 1995) and PluralDesires: 
Writing Bisexual Women's Realities. (The Bisexual Anthology Collective 1995). The latter is 
Canadian. 
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Lives (Off Pink Collective 1988) and Bisexual Horizons. (Rose, Stevens et a] 
1995) 

Despite the lack of bisexual publications, local and national bisexual 

activism increased dramatically in the 1980s in both the UK and the US. In the 
UK there are currently twenty-four local bisexual groups; a national bisexual 

womeWs network; a national bisexual phoneline; a national HIV and AIDS 

education and action group, Bisexual Action on Sexual Health (BASH); a 

national SM bisexual group and newsletter, Ungagged; and a national bisexual 

youth network, Biscuits. (Bi Community News 1997: 11-12) The national 

magazine Bifrost folded in 1995, but has been replaced by the monthly Bi 

Community News. The UK National Bisexual Conference is held every 

September, attracting between 300 and 400 people annually-'O In the US there are 

local bisexual groups in almost every large city; a national bisexual network 

(BiNet); and a national magazine Anything That Moves. " The V National 

Bisexual Conference in the US was held in San Francisco in July 1990; 12 the 5h 

National Bisexual Conference will be held in Boston in April 1998., 3 Bisexual 

space has also been created on the internet, with user-lists and net-sites 

proliferating. " This burgeoning of bisexual community can be linked to the 

plethora of bisexual anthologies in the 1990s. 

'0 In 1997, the 151h National Bisexual Conference was held in London. I discuss the creation of 
bisexual conference spaces in the US in Chapter Four. 
" Anything That Moves is a relatively glossy magazine, with feature articles, national and 
local advertisers, and its own merchandise. Bi Community News looks more like a local 
newsletter. Figures I and 2 show two covers from summer 1996 - from Bi Community News, 
and Anything That Moves respectively - which indicate the different levels of financial 

investment in each magazine. 
12 Archive matenal from this conference forms the basis for Chapter Four. 
13 National Bisexual Conferences began much later in the US, and take place less regularly than 
in the UK. For reasons of distance, it is more difficult to organise a National Bisexual 
Conference in the US, and more difficult and more expensive for delegates to attend, than in the 
UK. 
"These include biact-1 (bisexual activism), bisexii-I (bisexuality), bifem-1 (bisexual women) 
and bithry-1 (bisexual theory). See Anything That Moves Issue #10 (1996) for details of 
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This increased activism, however, is not matched by a parallel interest in 

bisexual theory, which is still relatively scarce when compared with the 

burgeoning of lesbian and gay or'queer' volumes in the 1990s. When I began 
rn 

thinking about bisexual theory in 1991 there were no undergraduate or graduate 

courses on bisexuality in the UK or the US. 15 Robyn Ochs' undergraduate 

course -Contexts and Constructs of Identity: Bisexuality' - at Tufts University 

in 1992, was (as far as I know) the first course offered with bisexuality as its 

core topic. " And the bisexual anthologies of the 1990s were personally 

interesting It C> -0 me, but offered little in the way of theoretical vision. 

In the last few years, however, bisexual theorising has begun to make its 

mark within academia. In 1992 Elizabeth Ddumer published her'Queer Ethics; 

or, The Challenge of Bisexuality to Lesbian Ethics'. (Ddumer 1992) This was the 

first US or UK publication to theorise bisexuality in relation to queer and feminist 

L , theory, and swiftly became one of the most influential articles for the 

development of British bisexual theory. 17 In the UK in 1993, several bisexual 

writers, researchers and academics (including myself) met at the I Ith National 

Bisexual conference in Nottingharn, and formed the national network for research 

on bisexuality, Bi-Academic Intervention. In its first two years Bi-Academic 

Intervention held three one-day conferences and distributed a regular(ish) 

newsletter, providing a valuable space for bisexual theorists to develop and share 

'5 At the'Activating Theoni: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Politics' conference at the University of 
York in 1991, Ann Kaloski and I co-ordinated a workshop on women and bisexuality. One 
section of the workshop asked the question 'what is bisexual theorising? ' to which no one had 

even tentative suggestions. At that stage, the very possibility of theonsing bisexuality in a 
consistent way seemed difficult to imagine. 
16 Robyn Ochs' course on bisexuality was offered again in 1996, under the slightly amended 
title of 'I dent] ty/Pol iti cs: Bisexuality in Context'. A separate course on bisexuality is not the 
only measure of bisexual theory being taken seriously, of course. But most of the course 
outlines I have seen within lesbian and gay or sexuality studies do little more than gesture 
towards bisexuality as a central contemporary concern. 
" Ddumer's title situates both her writing and bisexuality as part of a queer narrative that sees 

itself in opposition to (radical) le-sbian/ferninism. 
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their ideas. " More recently two edited volumes of bisexual theory have been 

published: RePresenting Bisex. ucdities: Subjects and Culture of Fluid Desire (Hall 

and Pramaggiore 1996)" in the US, and The Bisexual Irnaginarýy: 

Representation, Desire and Identity (Bi Academic Intervention 1997) in the UK. 

Bi Academic Intervention also produced a LJSjournal special edition on bisexual 

theory. (Morris and Storr 1997)2' Bisexual writers are also increasingly being 

asked to -submit their work to anthologies which do not pnoritise bisexuality, blit 
21 which do consider a bisexual perspective to be a useful and necessary one. 

Two established academics have also demonstrated th ei r %-. n t, cal interest in 

bisexuality recent ty. Majorie Garber's epic Vice Versa: Bisexuality and the 

Eroticisrn, -ýf Ever37daýy Life was published in the summer of 199.5. (Garber 1995) 

Thesheer range of Garber's book is staggering. She discusses bisexuality's role 

within sexology, psychoanalysis and psychology, its functionin relation to 

luerature, art and culture, and the farthest reaches of its possible meanings (is 

sexual attraction to a grapefruit bisexual attraction? ). Garber's work is unlikely to 

change marty queer scholars' minds about the importance of bisexual theory to 

sexuality studies, however. Vice Versa is extremely well referenced, engaging in 

"' The last Bi-Academic Intervention daV conference was'Performing Bisexualities, at the 
University of York, November 1995. See Figure 3 for the flyer for this day conference. 
'9 In Chapter Four I engage with Michael du Plessis' article in this volume, in terms of his 

advocacv of a bisexual -middle ground'. (du Plessi s 1996) 
2" Bi Academic Intervention is currently idle, though it may be revived once key members have 
finished their PhD theses! 
" One of the first'queer' volum" that included bisexuality in its title and two articles 
addressing bisexuality %vas Activating Theor 

, 
y: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Politics. (Bristow and 

Wilson ]901) Other recent anthologies to include articles on bisexuality include: Feminist 

at 0(lclsi (Weisser and Heis Vightmares: Womet. 3chner 1994) Mapping Desire: Geographies of 
(Simpson IQ 6) Queer Studies: A Lesbian, Sexualities; (Bell and Valentine 19915) Anti-Gay, . c- 

Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Antholog., v; (Beemyn and Ellasan 1996) Queers inSpace: 
Coininunizies, Public Places, Sites o Res;, Iance; (Ingram, Bouthillette and Retter 1997) 
Pla 

, 
ving Hlith Fire: Queer Politics, Queer 77ieories; (Phelan 199117) BulchlFeintne: Inside 

Lesbian Gender, (Munt 1997) and Lesbian and Gav Studies: A Critical Introduction. (Medhurst 

-and Munt 1997) Asidefr0m. Activating Theor 
,y 

and the Queer Stuedies anthology, all of these 
anthologies include Just one (token? ) article on bisexuality. The Journal qf Lesbian, Gay, and 
Bisexual Identity, edited by Warren Blumenfeld, regularly Includes articles on bisexuality, and 
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has four bisexual researchers on its editorial board. 
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tone, and pleasurable to read, but could scarcely be considered theoretically 

rigorous. Garber uses a number of different bisexual meanings interchangeably, IM 

and presents bisexuality as the 'answer' to restrictive notions of sexuality and 

society generally. (Garber 1995: 15-16,206,156)22 Yet, given Garber's 

reputation and the large number of positive early reviews, 21 it seems likely that 

Vice Versa will appear on student reading-lists and clear some space for a 

consideration of, bisexual theory, if not within lesbian and gay/queer studies, then 

quite probably within cultural studies and film studieS. 24 

Jonat'll-mr, Dollu-nore has also 11begg 
, un to explore possible ways of theorising 

U: 

bisexuality. In 'Bisexuality, Heterosexuality, and Wishful Theory', (Dollimore 

1-1,96) Dollimore documents the defensive position bisexual theorists have been 

-r A* 
forced into, and relentlessly critiques the tendency of some bisexual theorists 

f 
kmyself included) to be 'more postmoderni than, thou' inthe attempt to brung 

bisexuality queer recognition. (lbid: 525,527-9) Instead, Dollimore suggests that 

we IfFollow Garber in confronting' 
the 

challenges and diffiCulties of the actual 

desiring encoun'ter with difference, as distinct from the comfortable theoretical 

invocation of it. ' (Ibid: 529)" As I argue later in this chapter, Dollimore's 

position is a useful progression for bisexual theory, though not without problems 

off itts own. 

This increased political and theoretical attention to bisexuality has meant 

4-L I. 

thatthell-crim bisexual' is now frequently invoked by lesbian and gay theorists, 

"I discuss Garber's work on bisexuality further later in this chapter and in Chapter Three. 
23For reviews of Vice Versa see: (in the US) Kermode 1995 and White 1995; (in the UK) 
Melly 1996, Johnson 1996 and Clarke 1996. All these reviews rave about Garber's ability to 

engage the reader and rekindle interest in bisexuality. 
24 My own work places bisexuality between, part of, or allied to lesbian and gay/queer studies 
and women's studies, though I do not see this as foreclosing other bisexual positionings. I 
discuss the interdisciplinary placing of'bisexual research in Section Three ol'this chapter. 
" Dollimore's article is repnnted in Lesbian and GaV Studies: A Critical Introduclion and so 
seems likely to become a frequently cited biselxual. text. (Dollimore 19971) 
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although their attention usually remains restricted to the CrIoss 'lesbian, gay and 

bisexual'. (Fuss 1991: 2; de Lauretis 1991: iv) It is rare, however, for non- 

bisexuals to theorise bisexuality other than to illustrate a related point. For 

example, in Getting Specific: Postmodern Lesbian Politics, lesbian theorist Shane 

Phelan makes the quite remarkable statement that for lesbian community to 

understand its own history it will need to acknowledge ' "bisexuality, " the 

inevitable supplement of sexual categorizing, at the center of lesbian experience. ' Cý 
(Phelan 1994: 96, my italics) Yet, ironically enough, Phelan herself only 

mentions bisexuality twice in her book, the second time to stress, once again, that 

bisexuals 'introduce another other, not at the margin but at the heart of lesbian 

theory. ' (Ibid: 1.52, my italics) Two exceptions to this invoking of 'the 

supplemental bisexual' are Pat Califia's Public Sex (Califia 1994) and Julia 

Creet's 'Anxieties of identity: Coming Out and Coming Undone'. (Creet 1995) 

Both writers interrogate the founding of lesbian desire and identity on bisexual 
t5 

repression, and (in particular Creet) advocate the acknowledgement of bisexuality 

as an important part of the process of creating a conscious, non-Freudian lesbian 

sexuality. (Califia 1994: 183-190; Creet 1995: 186)26 

'Mnefields' 

The lack of bisexual theorising can be partially attributed to the range of 

seemingly contradictory meanings that the term 'bisexual' carries. Eve Kosofsky 

Sedgwick asks the following questions about bisexuality on an email discussion 

list: 

Could we ask, about a concept like bisexuality that is gaining new 
currency, NOT so much 'What does it *really* meanT or 'Who owns it 

and are they good or badT, but 'What does it *do*? ' - what does it make 
happen? - what (in the ways that it is being or *could be* used) does it 

"I discuss this and other work of Califia's in Chapter Two, Section Two and in Chapter 

Three, Section One. I discuss Creet's article in Chapter Three, Section One. 
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make easier or harder for people of various kinds to accomplish and think? (Sedgwick 1994, author's emphases) 

Sedgwick's line of questioning is extremely useful: it moves us away from ztý 

absolute definition and possession, and towards an understanding of bisexuality 

gaining meaning through itsfunction. Sedgwick's angle allows us to ask: What 

meanings of bisexuality circulate currently? Could it be used differently, and, 

hence, come to mean something different? 

So many definitions of bisexuality proliferate in twentieth-century UK 

and US culture, that merely disentangling one meaning from another is a C) 

mammoth task. Malcolm Bowie's definition in Feminism and Psychoanalysis: A 

Critical Dictionary provides the three most common definitions of bisexuality: 

bisexuality This term has at least three current meanings, and these can 
easily produce confusion. As used by Darwin and his contemporaries it 
presented an exclusively biological notion, synonymous with 
hermaphroditism, and referred to the presence within an organism of male 
and female characteristics. This meaning persists. Secondly, bisexuality 
denotes the co-presence in the human individual of 'feminine' and 
6 masculine' psychological characteristics. Thirdly, and most commonly, 
it is used of the propensity of certain individuals to be sexually attracted to 
both men and women. (Bowie 1992: 26) 

As I suggested at the beginning of this cbapter, Orlando and The Well of 

Loneliness represent and reproduce these three meanings of bisexuality in 1928. 

Kinsey recognises these meanings but disputes the association of bisexuality with 

intersexuality, hermaphroditism or androgyny, (Kinsey 1948: 657) preferring to 

think of heterosexual, bisexual and homosexual as adjectives qualifying sexual 

behaviour rather than as predisposition.. (Ibid) Kinsey's wamings have not been 

heeded, however, 27 and all three meanings retain their currency today. 

" In a breathtaking presentiment of queer theory's emphasis on behaviour not identity, (e. g. 
Sedgwick 1990) Kinsey remarks that: '[the ten-n bisexual] should, however, be used with the 
understanding that it is patterned on the words heterosexual and homosexual and, like them, 
refers to the sex of the partner, and proves nothing about the constitution of the person who is 
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The three meanings of bisexuality that Bowie identifies combine in 

particular ways to make conceiving of an adult bisexual identity -a possible 
fourth and more contemporary meaning - difficult. For example, in a recent class 
I taught on bisexuality, a number of students validated their perception that 
'we're all bisexual really' by reference to the increased acceptance of androgyny 

in night-clubs, which meant that the gender of the person they desired was not 

always clear. None of these students acted contrary to their sexual identity, 

however. Their latent bisexuality allowed heterosexual or homosexual desire for 

either sex to surface; they could appreciate the 'other side' of themselves. A 

bisexual potential functions here as inclusive of heterosexual and homosexual 

desires, and gendered ambiguity, but it does not lead to an adult bisexual identity. 

There are a number of structural reasons why bisexuality is rarely 

conceived of as an adult sexuality. Firstly, the sex or gender of sexual-object- 

choice cannot signify bisexuality, where for heterosexuals, gay men and lesbians 

it can. Although we know that factors other than gendered sexual-object-choice 

do, of course, influence sexual identity, it is rare for these to be seen as the 
28 defining factor of sexual identity. In an 'inversion' schema where masculinity 

and femininity must remain sexual complements irrespective of heterosexual or 

labelled bisexual. ' (Ibid) It seems to me that Kinsey's work is a valuable resource much under- 
exploited by contemporary theorists. 
2" For example, people whose sexualities are formed primarily through fetishism or 
sadomasochism, or intergenerational or inter-racial dynamics, are difficult to account for. Their 
behaviour is rationalised as a secondary 'deviation' of the sexual aim. Freud discusses some of 
these in 'Deviations in Respect of the Sexual Aim', acknowledging that some degree of 
fetishism, for example, is 'habitually present in normal love'. (Freud 1905: 66) Freud believes 
that such a deviation becomes pathological only 'when the longing for the fetish passes beyond 
the point of being merely a necessary condition attached to the sexual object and actually takes 
the place of the normal aim'. (lbid: 66-67) Within contemporary lesbian and gay politics and 
theory, it is only in the last decade - with the US and UK 'sex wars' and the attack on SM 
practices by the British legal system in 1990 (Bell 1995: 304-317) - that SM and fetishism 
have been taken on as sexual identities by some practitioners of those acts. Such moves help 
to expose the fallacy that the sexual se-If is formed through sex and gender alone, although even 
people who identify as sadomasochists commonly still consider themselves lesbian, gay or 
straight. 
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homosexual object-choice, bisexuals' inconsistent sexual -obj ect-choice presents 
further structural difficulties. Lesbian or gay male sexuality can be theoretically 
heterosexual ised through such terms as *rnannish woman' and 'effeminate man', 

and by association with their correlate 'opposite-gendered' object-choices . 
29 If 

o "s gendered sub ne . ject position determines and is determined by a consistent 

opposite-gendered object-choice, a bisexual's structural lack of finite object- 

choice 30 throws her or his own gendered position into question: a 'sometimes 

mannish bisexual woman? It doesn't have quite the same ring to it! 

Neither does the 'bisexual subject 931 structurally display the requisite 

consistency of object-choice over time. The formation of sexual identity requires 

not only that one make a particular gendered and sexed object choice but that one 

continues to make that choice. The present can only be validated by the 

anticipated future, which can only be validated by a past that is retrospectively 

given meaning according to the present. One is allowed 'mistakes' as long as Z_ýý 

they are seen as mistakes, as an interruption to the narrative of one's true sexual 

identity. Contemporary lesbian and gay "coming out' narratives commonly 

follow this chronology, taking the form of either (i) a story of innate but 

repressed homosexuality uncovered or (ii) a conversion story of transformation 

from previous ignorance. '2 Similarly, bisexuals strive to create a "before" and 

"after" that lends validity to their present self-perception: ' "For the first time I felt 

29 1 am not suggesting that butch/fernme lesbian desires necessanly conform to heterosexual 
models of sexual identity formation. In the latter, the mannish xoman is the invert,. N,, hile the 
feminine object of her desire is a misguided heterosexual waiting to he cured. In non- 
heterosexual butch/fernme the femme's desire is also understood to be queer and it may be that 
she does not desire masculinity at all. 
30 1 stress the stmaural inconsistency here, because bisexuals may have consistent object- 
choice through time. 
"I use scare quotes here to propose a bisexual subject despite the fact that the structures of 
sexual identity I am examining work to preclude such a subject. 
32 Some versions ofthe coming-out narrative combine these two elements. (e. g. Malin 1994) 
For both critique and celebration of lesbian coming-out narratives see Kaloski 1997 and Creet 
1994. 
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like a whole person" '; (Gregory 1983: 150) ' "[m]y sexuality has caused me 

problems because it was too broad to be acceptable to me, as I was trying to force 

it into narrow definitions - first heterosexual, and second, lesbian" '. (Ibid) The 

above examples follow much the same 'redemptive line' as lesbian and gay 

narratives since they claim an innate but repressed bisexual self and/or a moment 

of bisexual revelation. Inevitably - in order to complete the myth of an authentic 

chronol ogi call y-validated bisexual self - lasting attractions to people of both 

sexes fi. gure prominently in bisexual self-narratives. One of the contributors to zD 
the volume Bisexual Lives tells the story of her bisexuality via a list of her 

various lovers: 'Amanda (for two and a half years), Paul (for four and a half 

years)' etc. (Clare, in Off Pink Publishing 1988: 27) The impression we are 

surely meant to be left with is that here is a real bisexual, dedicated to multiple 

object-choices of both sexes, steadfast in her endlessly mutable, never-satisfied 

bisexual desire. It is but a short step from here to the stereotype of the bisexual as 

necessarily non-monogamous and only representable in threes. Even supposing 

that all bisexual desire were expressed through the simultaneous, unbroken desire 

for both sexes. ) however, the gender complementarity necessary for bisexual 

desire to be heterosexualised could not be completed (because there are three 

participants, not two). A 'bisexual chronoloo, ' such as Clare's still does not lead 
cly 

to the end-point of the appropriate sexual and gendered subjectivity. 

Our 'bisexual subject', then, cannot be structurally produced or endorsed 

through gender of sexual-object-choice, gendered subject position or chronology 

of sexual identity, and hence cannot be understood as an adult sexual identity 

under these terms. It is thus that bisexuality is produced as hermaphrodite, 

androgyne, or as the potential that precedes adult sexual choice. " 

Figure 4 shows a contemporary representation of this notion of bisexuality as hermaphrodite, 
androgyne, and 'human potential'. (O'Sullivan, in Raven 1995: 11) Effectively, this Image Is 
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Figure 4. Photograph by Tim O'Sullivan, in Charlotte Raven (1995) 'Swap C) Shop', 'Future Sex', Observer Life, 15 October: 11. 

both an attempt to represent a bisexual body, and the desire that determines that body. One or 

other figure would not be a representation of bisexuality per se, but perhaps transsexual, ty. I 

return to this image in Chapter 3, where I am concemeý more particularly With the 

representation of bisexuality within contemporary feminist and lesbian/gay/queer discourses. 
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As a consequence, contemporary adult bisexuality is frequently understoodin 
tem-is of behaviour alone, 3' and is denied legitimacy in terms of sexual identity 6 
politics. For example, lesbian/feminist theorist Claudia Card argues that a 
'bisexual' woman is 'a good example of inauthenticity in a lesbian. ' (Card 1985: 

213 )35 To return to Kinsey, his research found that a large number of American 

men and women behave bisexually to some degree. However, this 'bisexuality' 

could only be made sense of as indicative of one's relative proximity to the 

nevertheless oppositional poles of heterosex"ity and homosexuality. 36 

Part Two: The Search for Bisexual Identity 

As a response to this structural and cultural exclusion, most bisexual writers 

argue that bisexuality is a valid sexual identity in its own right, with its own 

intemal. consistency, its own 'coming out' narratives (discussed above) and its 

own unique (and often separate) culture. Despite Mead's assertion in 1975 that 

L there is not, and it seems unlikely that there will be, a bisexual liberation 
movement. For the truth is, bisexual men and women do not form a 
distinct group, since in fact we do not really recognize bisexuality as a 
form of behavior, normal or abnormal, in our society (Mead 1975: 29) 

bisexual theorists frequently adopt identity and visibility tropes to advance 

' This production of bisexuality as sexual behaviour rather than identity partly informs more 
recent understandings of bisexuality as only sexual, and therefore as apolitical. I explore the 
construction of bisexuality through its association with 'the sexual' further in Chapter Two, 
Section Two, Part One. 
3: 5 A similar view of bisexuality in women as lacking the requisite loyalty for a valid sexual L, 
and political identity is expressed by Marilyn Frye when she says that'[I]oyalty and identity 
are so closely connected as to be almost just two aspects ofthe one phenomenon'. (Frye 1985: 
216) Both Frye's and Card's articles are discussed by Mariam Fraser in 'Lose Your Face' 
(Fraser 1997: 39-44,46-49) 
16 Curiously, in this context, bisexuality can become stripped of sexuality initself, while 
being seen as the 'tic that binds' the two oppositional poles of heterosexuality and 
homosexuality. Bisexuality is both only sexual, and also asexual. If to be a Kinsey 3 is to be 

equally attracted to men and women, i. e. completely bisexual, it is also to be equally 
miattracted to men and women, i. e. completely asexual. Bisexuality is never about two, only 
about one - asexual, or self-fulfilling - or three - continuously and equally attracted to both 

men and women. (Kinsey, Pomeroy et al 1948: 636-659; and 1953: 468-476) 
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notions of a discrete bisexual identity and community. 

Bisexual activists and researchers have becrun to use the concept of 
6monosexuality' to distinguish between bisexuals (who desire more than one sex) 

and monosexuals" (who do not), and thus create a sense of common bisexual 

ground: :0 

It may be [ ... I appropriate to regard those for whom sex/gender is a deciding factor in selecting or ruling out partners (homosexuals and In heterosexuals, sometimes collectively referred to as monosexuals) as 
more similar to each other than either is to those bisexuals for whom 
sex/gender is of little or no importance or relevance in their relationship 
choices. (Highleyman 1995: 86) 

Not only are bisexuals linked by their difference from monosexuals, we are also 

uniquely oppressed by 'monosexism'-'the belief that people can and should be 

attracted to only one sex/gender and that there is something wrong with those 

who cannot or will not choose'. (Ibid: 87)3" A rather cynical reading of Mead and 

Highleyman together suggests that bisexuals need their behaviour to be 

pathologised ('there is something wrong' with us) in order to secure a group 

identity from which to assert the normality of bisexuality. " 

"'Monosexual' is defined in Bi Any Other Name as: 'a term used for both heterosexuals and 
homosexuals - i. e., all people who love only one gender and take for granted the sexual 
dichotomy set up by the patriarchy. Bisexuality calls this system of categories and divisions 
into question. ' (Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu 1991: 370) Garber quotes Wilhelm Stek-el as 
declaring in 1934: ' "There is onl 

,V 
bisexuality [ ... ] There are no mon. osexualpersons! "' 

(Garber 1995: 202, italics in the original) While clearly Stekel creates a mutually exclusive 
opposition between the two terms, he does not believe 'monosexuals' to be real or genuine, 
where in the more recent definition and use they are. 
38 1 agree that the assumption that one is either lesbian/gay or straight is damaging or even 
fatal in terms of lack of adequate HIV+/AIDS prevention material aimed at people who have 
sex with men and women. (FaraJaJ6-Jones 1995: 119- 111) However, the monosexual/bisexual 
opposition effectively erases the differences between lesbians and gay men and heterosexuals. In 
a bid to claim minority status, the fact that lesbians and gay men do not have the same 
definitional, social or economic power as heterosexuals is conveniently ignored. (Blumenfeld 
and Hemmings 1996: 319) 
39 Ironically enough, advocates of a 'monosexuai'/bi sexual definitional framework are, in fact, 

rejecting a political model in favour of a psychoanalytic one. As Stekel declares, (see endnote 
36) and Highleyman implies above, monosexuals disavow heterosexual or homosexual desire. 
To endorse the bisexual /'monosexual' relation is to reassert a Freudian understanding of 
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X% The second way in which bisexual wný, L-. -rs lend ciedibility, to a bisexual 

identity is by constructing bisexuality as more authentic than lesbian, gay or 

straight sexualities. Thus, bisexuals have been erased from history, wrongly Zý) 

represented, and politically decried, not because bisexuality is rare, but because it 

is everywhere repressed. " Garber extends this maxim to its logical conclusion, 

insisting that sexuality and bisexuality are, in fact, synonymous, and, further, 

that jb1i sexuality is that upon the repression of which society depends for its 

laws, codes, boundaries, social organization - everything that defines 

"civilization" as we know it. ' (Garber 1995: 206)" The history of sexuality is re- 

written through a process of bisexual reclamation and naming that is itself a 

rewriting of the lesbian and gay liberation maxim: 'We Are Everywhere! ' (Desert 

1997: 20). Sappho, Oscar Wilde, 42 and Virginia Woolf are all being reclaimed as 

bisexuality as the pre-Oedipal ground from which 'monosexual' object-choice develops, an 
understanding that precludes a consideration of adult bisexual identity-development. 
' Two of the main proponents of bisexuality as historically (and currently) erased and wrongly 
represented are Sue George and Amanda Udis-Kessler. (George 1993; Udis-Kessler 1996) In 
'Challenging the Stereotypes' Udis-Kessler sees negative stereotypes of bisexuals as wholly 
erroneous, and in no way productive of 'true bisexuality'. (Ibid: 45-57) The editors of The 
Bisexual Imaginary write that the contemporary task is not to 'ditch' negative stereotypes and 
replace them with more 'truthful' representations, (Bi Academic Intervention 1997: 3-4) but to 
conduct analyses of 'the ways in which [bisexual] meanings accrue; and [to ask] what strategies 
can be used to effect a more useful or enabling range of meanings. ' (Ibid: 3-4) The latter 
approach draws heavily on Michel Foucault's critique of the belief that Victorian sexual 
repression has given way to a more sexually 'open' twentieth century, (Foucault 1978: esp. 3- 
13,42-57) and his attention to the mechanisms of power as endlessly productive rather than 
repressive. (Ibid: esp. 77-13 1). 
" See Chapter Three, Section One, Part Three, for Garber's perception of' bisexuality as a 
transgressive force for change. The difference between Freud and Garber is that Freud does not 
advocate the 'unrepression' of bisexuality, whereas Garber does. Freud does not envision a 
world beyond taboo; Garber wants everyone to have equal access to all the possible sexual and 
erotic pleasures that (bi)sexuality purportedly offers. 
' Both KJcin and Garbcr highlight Oscar Wildc's rclationships with both mcn and womcn, 
Klein in 1978 and Garber in 1995. Klein is unequivocal about his view of Wilde as bisexual. 
(Klein 1978: 147-148) Garber is aware enough of the theoretical problems of reclaiming from a 
contemporary standpoint to qualify her documentation of Wilde's erotic as bisexual: 'since 
Wilde's genius lay in inventing himself as an apostle of perversity, of transgression as such, to 
"reclaim" him as bisexual instead of gay would be merely to repeat the gesture of 
fragmentation and compartmentalization, the gesture of essentializing, that is contrary to his 

own practice and thought. ' (Garber 1995: 354-5) Since Garber considers any desire or behaviour 

that is not either exclusively focused on one sex, or exclusively deten-nined by the sex and 
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bisexual because of their relationships with more than one biological sex. Re- 

writing history in this way focuses on substitution rather than re-evaluation of 

our understanding of sexual identities, and the ways in which we write history in 

the first place. " 

The third way that some bisexual writers advance bisexuality as 'separate' 

from other sexualities is to describe it as the 'critical outside'. This position seeks 

less to explain or define bisexuality than to locate it on the critical edge (of 

feminist and lesbian and gay/queer identities, politics and theories, in particular), 

and as a too] that highlights the structural problems within sexual identity. 

Elizabeth DAumer proposes that: 

we assume bisexuality, not as an identity that. integrates heterosexual and 
homosexual orientations, but as an epistemological as well as ethical 
vantage point from which we can examine and deconstruct the bipolar 
framework of gender and sexuality in which, as feminists and lesbian 
feminists, we are still too deeply rooted, both because of and despite our 
struggle against homophobia and sexism. (Ddumer 1992: 98) 

Mirroring DAumer's arguments, I wrote in 1993 about a late twentieth-century, 

feminist 'bisexual body' that I envisioned as 'a signifier of the possible 

reconfiguration of the relationships between sexes, genders and sexualities'. 

(Hemmings 1993: 136) 1 articulate this bisexual (woman's) body as a 'double- 

agent' within heterosexual and lesbian communities, and present bisexuality as 

transferring knowledge rather than being produced by knowledge. Similarly, 

Maria Prarnaggiore draws on the work of Eve Sedgwick to envision bisexual 

gender of object-choice to be 'bisexual', however, and since she does not adequately or 
consistently distinguish between behaviour and identity, Wilde is, nevertheless, according to 
her definition, bisexual. A more pragmatic and accurate view of-'a figure such as Wilde is to say 
that, however he identified in his lifetime, Wilde is now 'important in the constitution of a 
bisexual imaginary anda gay imaginary'. (Bi Academic Intervention 1997: 208) 1 discuss the 
issue of reclaiming of bisexual identities further in Chapter Three, Section One. 
' As lesbian historian Lillian Faderman writes: 'there are no constants with regard to 
lesbianism, neither in the meaning of love between women nor in the social and political life 
that is created through iC (Faderman 1991: 305) 
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theory as an 'epistemology of the fence' that 'open[s] up spaces through which 
to view, through which to pass, and through which to encounter and enact fluid 

desires. ' (Pramaggiore 1996: 3) For Pramaggiore, 'fence-sitting' provides the 

bisexual with a unique vantage point allowing her'to reframe regimes and 

regions of desire by deframing and/or reframing in porous, nonexclusive ways. ' 

(Ibid) Such abstract metaphorisations of bisexuality have been critical necessities 

in the move to theorise bisexuality, but erroneously suggest that bisexuality is not 

produced by the same structures it critiques. 

In fact, the very notion of bisexuality as 'outside' is facilitated by existing tý 

structures of sexual identity. 44A queer bisexual perspective may see this position 

as deconstructive of identity, as a conscious positioning from which to look, 

rather than a pre-conscious one from which to emerge. Yet the aim is still to 

delineate the unique, separate insights bisexuality itself has to offer us (even as 

critical position),, rather than critically evaluating bisexual emergence, and its 

enmeshed relationship with 'other', at times inseparable, desires and identities. 

Dollimore's position in 'Bisexuality, Heterosexuality and Wishful 

Theory' (Dollimore 1996)45 is closer to the one I wish to develop in this thesis. 

As I outlined earlier. ) Dollimore rejects defensively-constructed bisexual theory 

and culture that insists upon bisexuality's numerous special virtues (including the 

notion that bisexuals are uniquely placed 'outside' of sexual identity structures), 

dubbing this the 'wishful theory' of his article's title. (528) Dollimore's interest 

lies instead in the 'mass of tangled desires and identifications' (528) that such 

theory wishes to disavow, or fay bare. He suggests that bisexual theorising t: l t) 

' Jo Eadie makes a similar point in his article I "That's Why She's Bisexual": Contexts for 
Bisexual Visibility', when he argues that instead of attempting to place bisexuality outside its 

Cý 
stereotyped representation, it would be more fruitful to examine that 'set of hegemonic 

conceptions of what bisexuality means which structure for all of us the perception of 
bisexuality'. (Eadie 1997: 143) 
4' All further references to Dollimore's article in this chapter are by page reference in the text. 
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(Williamson 190,5)'6 attend to 'the challenges and difficulties of the actual desiring, 

encounter with difference., as distinct from the comfortable theoretical invocation 

of it', (529) a process he sees exemplified in Garber's work on bisexuality. 

(Garber 1995) By way of illustration, Dollimore imagqnes, a bisexual scenario in 

which 'a bisexual male partakes of a threesome in which he watches a man 

fucking with a woman. ' (529) Dollimore believes that this bisexual man's 

contradictory identifications (be wants to be both the man and the woman; he. 

wants to have both the man and the woman) is what makes his position worthy of r, -1 -- 

our attention, rather than a socio-political perspective that obscures or attempts to 

resolve his experience. (53 1) 

Janice Williamson's 'autobifictograph', 'Strained Mixed Fruit', could be 

read as a refusal of the bisexual resolution Dollim-ore deplores. As with the 

experience of Dolli more's 'bisexual man', resolution within Williamson's 

bisexual narrative is always deferred, and never completely satisfying. Thus, 
Cý 

when the protagonist is about to 6come out9 as bisexual, her mother beats her to it 

by telling her that her best friend made love to her, then claims she did not enjoy Cý 

it. As her 'bisexual datt ghter chokes on the lettuce' (48) the mother 

continues: 

She was drunk you know. Reminded me of your 
Father - DRUNK. 
Perhaps if you tried it again, you might like it. 

Ck J No, I won't. (49) 

When our heroine finally does 'come out', her mother tells her she will have 'an 

unhappy life'. (49) This common homophobic parental response to children's 

queer declarations here reads as more reflective of the protagonist's m other's 0 

story of sexual misery. The mother interrupts the flow of her daug; hter's story 

' All further references to'Strained Mixed Fruit' are by page references in the text. 
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once more by mentioning her own mother, who she thought was a lesbian: C) 

'When she made my clothes, she stood on a chair to fit them to me. / Then she 

stuck pins in me. Touched my nipples. Made me cry. ' (49) Is the protagonist's 

grandmother an incestuous SM lesbian? Is her mother 'coming out' as an incest 

survivor? Or is the (Yrandmother a fabrication of the mother's homophobic mind? 
In terms of narrative, the mother's interruption pre-figures our heroine's second 
'coming out' as an incest survivor -ý [a]s I becrin to work on child sexual abuse 

narratives and my own suspected incest experiences, I feel some pressure to 

renounce my sexual past. ' (59) In both cases, the protagonist's 'coming outs' can 

only be understood in relation to her mother's more dramatic declarations, which 

punctuate and frustrate the former's rather banal narrative, and which do not 

cohere in a bisexual identity. 

Where Williamson differs from Dollimore, however, is in her concern 

with a bisexual desire that is both psychically complex, but also hi storically and 

socially grounded. The protagonist's experiences are explicitly historicised 

through the 1970s and 1980s, and are set against a backdrop of AIDS, racism, 

and potice violence in Canada, while Dollimore gives us no indication of time or 

place to guide our reading of the 'bisexual man's' experiences. In order to 

differentiate himself from 'bisexual wishful theory' Dollimore separates our 

psychic experience of the erotic from its material or social context. (Dollimore 

1996: 53 1) It becomes cl carer, then, why Do[ limore should praise Garber's work 

on bisexuality so highly. Both writers share a generalised sense of bisexual erotic 

possibility, based on a universal and ahistorical notion of 'the psyche'. Hence, 

although Garber takes us on a whirlwind tour through history, jalgain and C> 

again' (529) in Dollimore's words, 'confrontfing] us with the challenges and C) 
difficulties of [that] actual desiring encounter with difference, ' (529) she returns Z! ) 

('again and again') to the same, ultimately banal, conclusion. Bisexuality is 
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(I everywhere and everytime) repressed, denied and restrained, and is therefore the 

0 
'tMi"LIsgressive' other that is psychically bound to surface, ia bound to rupture the 

smooth passage of time and progressiol-I of history. C) 
In certain respects, then, I aim to do in this thesis what Williamson does 

in her'anti-narrative'; I aim to provide a history of bisexual experience without 

sacrificing the complex and conflicting ways in which that desire is experienced 
by the individual or group. Like Garber, I want to focus on the bisexual 

knowledges produced in the margins of dominant discourse, but I also want to 

connect those to one another through something other than an assumed bisexual 

universal.. I do not want to find bisexuality everywhere in the same forrn, but 

look at its contradictory productions in a number of parallel arenas. This position 

is in line with a number of the articles in the two recent bisexual theory volumes, 

RePresenting Bisavualities: Subjects and Cultures of Fluid Desire (Hall and 

Pramaggiore 1996) and The Bisexual Imaginary: Representation, IdentiO7 and 

Desire. (Bj Academic Intervention 1997) In RePresenting Bisexualities, Frann 

Michel argues for attention to be paid to bisexual meaning in lesbian butch/femme 

contexts. (Michel 1996)47 In The Bisexual Imaginary, Jo Eadie's article '"That's 

Why She's Bisexual": Contexts for Bisexual Visibility', interrogates bisexual 

meaning in contemporary film and critiques the search for the visible 'bisexual 

subject'. (Eadie 1997) Stephanie Device's photo-essays, " Sometimes It's Hard to 

Be a Woman/ Caught in the Act, suggest a range of contradictory and C) 
irresolvable bisexual meanings within the arena of contemporary sexual and 

gender politics. (Device 1997) 1 make regular reference to a number of texts from 

these two volumes throughout this thesis. Together they constitute a rich, if 

recent, context for this thesis to build on. 

'I- 
I return to Michel'swork in Chapter Three, Section Two. 
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Before I develop my position further in Section Two, let me be clear that I 

do not think that identity narratives are a 'bad' thing. As someone who calls 

herself bisexual, I attach a narrative of self to that term and make sense of a large 

number of my experiences through that identity. Such narratives are what enable 

us to make sense of our sexual selves in a hostile world. In fact, my desire for 

this 're-imagining' is precisely because of a lack of bisexual narratives 

emphasising the partiality bisexuals commonly experience, as against narratives 

emphasising only consistency, identity and community. Bisexual identity 

narratives do not make sense of the discontinuities and misrepresentations that 

make up my bisexual life, and are part of my bisexual history. If I were to present 

my own past as internally consistent, as inexorably leading to the present 

'bisexual moment". I would be denying my experience in favour of a one- 

dimensional gloss to describe my, and all other bisexuals', history. My three 

years as a lesbian separatist, the times when and the spaces where I am 'read as' 

something else, the always partial sense of 'homecoming', these things are at the t> 

heart of my present sense of self as bisexual, not peripheral to it. 
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Section Two: Tracing Contemporary Bisexual Spaces 

Do bisexual epistemologies go further than trendiness, charting the 
politics of sexualities in Western culture, redistricting and redistributing 
desire, and creating new cartoggraphies for our cultural erotics? 
(Pramaggiore 1996: 2) 

Following my engagement with contemporary bisexual theorists above, this 

section outlines my own approach to theorising bisexuality in contemporary US 

and UK contexts, and provides the framework within which to read the rest of 

the thesis. My focus is on the bisexual meanings produced in contemporary 

cultural and theoretical sexuatspaces. 1 am interested in delineating a number of 

spaces where sexual and gender identities are in negotiation with one another 

whether or not bisexuality is explicitly named, to create"new cartographies for 

our [bisexual theoretical and] cultural erotics'. (Ibid) The study of sexuality and 

space is a burgeoning area of academic concern influenced by the postmodern. 

shift from analysing social and cultural life through a focus on thne - grand 

narratives, linear history and so forth - to centring on 4 the logic of spatial 

organisation' (Keith and Pile 1993: 2) - temporary connections, local sites and so 

forth. Thus, Fredric Jameson argues that 'our psychic experience, our cultural 

languages, are today dominated by categories of space rather than categories of 

time, as in the preceding period of high modernism. ' (Jameson 1991: 16) It is 

Foucault, however,, who is most strongly associated with this 'spatial shift' in 

relation to the study of sexuality and space. 

In ýOf Other Spaces', Foucault writes on methods for 'interpret[in g] ZD 

human geographies as texts and contexts', (Soja 1995: 14) and discusses the 

interplay between geographic and historical imaginations: focus in this thesis is 

on the contemporary bisexual meanings produced in contemporary cultural and Z"n 

theoretical 'sexual spaces'. I am interested in delineating a number of spaces 
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where sexual and gender identities are in negotiation with one another whether or tp 

not bisexuality is explicitly named, to create 'new cartographies for our [bisexual 6 
theoretical and] cultural erotics'. The study of sexuality and space is a burgeoning 

;D 
area of academic concern that has much to do with the postmodern. shift from 

analysing social and cultural life through a focus on time (grand narratives, linear 

history and so forth) to focusing on 'the logic of spatial organisation' (Keith and Z-: ) 

Pile 1993 2) (temporary connections, local sites and so forth). Fredric Jameson is 

one of the advocates of this shift. Jameson argues that 'our psychic experience, 

our cultural languages, are today dominated by categories of space rather than 

categories of time, as in the preceding period of high modemism. '(Jameson 1.991 

16) Michel Foucault is, perhaps, most strongly associated with this 'spatial shift' 

in relation to the study of sexuality and space. In 'Of Other Spaces' Foucault 

writes on methods for 'interpret[ing] human geographies as texts and contexts'5 

(Soja 1995 14) and discusses the interplay between geographic and historical 4-D 

imaginations 

The present epoch will perhaps be above all the epoch of space. We are in 
the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch 
of the near and far, of the side-by-side, of the dispersed. We are at a 
moment, I believe, when our experience of the world is less that of a long 
life developing through time than that of a network that connects points 
and intersects with its own skein. (Foucault 1986: 22) 

Foucault's earlier work on genealogy began this move from time to space in its 

challenge to conventional historical narrative. (Foucault 1971: 215-37; 1980: 82, 

85) His later work on spaces provides a further critique of linearity, combining 

his genealogical commitment to 'subjugated knowledges' with a desire to 

excavate both the past and the future through their placement in the present -a 

crenealogy of the present. (Foucault 1986) Contemporary work on sexuality and 

space that emerges from this postmodern tradition assumes not that 'sexuality acts 
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itself out in space, ' (Colomina 1992: ii) but that 'the question of space [is] already 
inscribed in the question of sexuality'. (Ibid) How is sexuality spatially 

produced? How does it 'take up space'? Where are particular sexual behaviours 

and identities located? What imaginative (rather than simply geographical) spaces 
do the disenfranchised create and occupy? 

Foucault's understanding of 'heterotopias' (Foucault 1986: 24) is 

particularly pertinent to the study of lesbian, gay, queer or feminist 

understandings of 'sexual spaces'. A heterotopia is a site of 'mixed, joint 

experience' (Ibid) acting as a mirror for the self, a real and imaginary space at 

once. Heterotopias are linked, but not reducible to, normative spaces. Queer 

spaces" - such as the imaginative 'gay space' of a post-Stonewall USA, or the 

general notion of 'shared queer culture', as well as bars, clubs, and support 

groups - are understood as spaces of survival, as spaces that allow queer identity 

to flourish in the relative safety of other queers: 'Queer space enables people with 

marginalized (homo)sexualities and identities to survive and to gradually expand tn Cý 

their influence and opportunities to live fully. ' (Ingram, Boutillette and Retter 

1997: 3) As Foucault argues, these queer spaces are the heterotopias, of 

'compensation'. (Foucault 1986: 27) It would be somewhat ironic, of course, if 

6queer space' became wholly associated with sexual identity, in light of the 

postmodern history of the interest in 'space' as a site of identity's critique. In 

Mapping Desire: Geographies ofSexualities (Bell and Valentine 1995) and 

Queers in Space: Communities, Public Places, Sites of Resistance (Ingram, 

Boutillette and Retter 1997) - two recent volumes explicitly concemed with 

queer space' - however, the emphasis is on using the term 'queer space' as a 4ý 

John Bentley Mays attributes the first use of the term 'queer space' to Gordon Brent Ingram, 

an environmental planner from Vancouver. (Mays 1994: C7) Mays suggests that queer space is 
a particularly appropriate term to describe pubfic: spaces, such as park or toilets, that are 
' queered' by'noctumal sexual trysts and romps that have historically defined and sustained 
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mechanism through which to investigate difference as well as commonality. As C, 
far as I am aware, aside from a speculative piece of my own, 49 there has been no 
work on bisexuality and space per se. 

Part One: Bisexual Cartographies 

I becran thinking through the possibilities of theorising, bisexuality Un and through 1-11. ) týl 
sexual spaces after I went to the 'Organizing Sexualities' conference in 

Amsterdam in June 1994.50 The conference was organised to coincide with 
EuroPride 1994 and, for once, academic and activist worlds did not seem 

completely at variance. Amsterdam was buzzing, the streets were decked with 

pink triangles and banners, and the sun was shining. Performances, workshops, 

dance clubs, academic presentations, all jostled for my attention and were all 

designed to be part of the conference experience. Despite my feeling 'at home' at 

the conference and in Amsterdam generally, in keeping with the subtitle of the 

conference - 'Gay and Lesbian Movements since the 1960s' -I was the only 

person giving a paper on bisexuality, and it seemed as though I might be the on] Z: ) y 

bisexual delegate at the conference. The only space given to bisexuality as a Cý týl 

relevant area of concern was that created by my presentation or my specific 

interventions in discussion forums. Although the conference organisers and 

delegates seemed extremely interested in what I had to say, 'bisexual space' was 

restricted to my body, and disappeared if I was not in the room, or chose not to 

speak on issues of bisexuality. 

urban gay communities. ' (Ibid) 
My article 'From Landmarks to Spaces: Mapping the Territory of a Bisexual Genealogy', 

(Hemmings 1997) suggests possible uses of theonsing bisexuality and space, and provides 
three preliminary examples of the kinds of spaces open to such analysis. Of these three spaces, 
it is only the third, bisexual conference spaces, that I have pursued here. This section of 
Chapter One draws on and develops my arguments in that piece. 
-'O'Organizing Sexualities: Gay and Lesbian Movements Since the 1960s', International 
Conference, Amsterdam, June 22-24,1994. 
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One conference paper was on the different kinds of spaces in Amsterdam 

that mark out a young gay male identity. (Duyves 1994) In the discussion after 5 ztýl 
the paper, the grouP5 ' explored the importance of public and private spaces - e. g. 
bedrooms, hotels, streets,, parks, clubs, bath-houses - in the formation of a 

-52 contemporary gay male identity. One participant turned and asked me what and 

where bisexual spaces might be. I had to admit that there were no explicitly 
bisexual public spaces, and very few 'private' bisexual spaces such as support 

groups or households. Another delegate suggested that perhaps both gay and 

straight spaces are bisexual spaces. This is true in certain respects. Bisexuals 

certainly occupy both lesbian and gay and straight spaces, and may call one or 

other, or both, 'home'. And both gay and straight spaces (including bars, clubs, 

restaurants, and 'political' spaces) have been formed through the intervention and 

work of bi sexual peop] e as wel I as gay or strai ght people. But in thi s conference 

discussion about. gay male spaces, and for theorists of sexuality and space more 

generally, particular spaces were being posited as productive and reflective of 

named sexual identity. -" In that sense neither gay nor straight spaces could be 

said to be bisexual spaces, since a bisexual's identity is never the dominant 

" On arrival, conference delegates were asked to choose one 'workshop stream' to follow 
through the conference. This meant that there was a sense of group cohesion often lacking at 
large conferences, enabling complex discussions to - be carried through a number of'papers. 
" The importance of public and privatespaces framing lesbian identity is not as well 
documented as those framing gay male identity, and is hence relatively under-theonsed. Rare 
examples of lesbian 'spatial exploration' include: Joan Nestle's A Restricted Country-, (Nestle 
198'7) Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline Davis's Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold: 
The History of a L, -sbi"-n Community; (Davis and Kennedy 1993) Gill Valentine's'Out and 
About: Geographies of Lesbian Landscapes'; (Valentine 1995) and Sally Munt's'The Lesbian 
Fl&wur'. (Munt 1995) Queers In Space: Communities, Public Places, Sites of Resistance 
(Ingram, Boutillette and Retter 1997) makes a substantial contribution to this area including 
the following articles on lesbian space: Pat Califia's 'San Francisco: Revisiting the "City of 
Desire"', (Califia 1997) Joan Nestle's 'Restriction and Reclamation: Lesbian Bars and Beaches 
of the 1950s-, (Nestle 1997. ) Maxine Wolfe's 'Invisible Women in Invisible Places: The 
Production of Social Space in Lesbian Bars', (Wolfe 1997) and Yolanda Rettcr's 'Lesbian 
Spaces in Los Angeles, 1970-90'. (Retter 1.997) The concern with documenting lesbian space 
is clearly growing. 
53 See, for example, Munt 1995 and Nestle 1997ý 
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identity being produced or delineated in gay or straight spaces, and frequently 

bisexuality is not named. 

This exchange raised a number of issues for me, which I thought about ID Cý 
after the conference, and am still pondering now. If bisexuals are simultaneously 
included and excluded, central and marginal to gay and straight spaces, what are CO 4D r5 
the implications for a positive bisexual identity, or for bisexual theorising? If 

there are no 'bisexual spaces'per se, how do we represent bisexuality, and what 

is the relationship between bisexuality and space? Lesbians, gay men and 

heterosexuals also occupy cultural spaces that do not fully reflect their identity, of 

course. But lesbian anduay spaces, while not providing a perfect match for all 

those naming themselves as 'lesbian' or'gay' do provide a space within which a 

recognised lesbian or gay identity can be negotiated. Heterosexual spaces are 

rarely named as such, yet this is because spaces that are not otherwise named are 

assumed to be heterosexual by default. Bisexual presence within 'other' spaces of 

sexual identity is uniquely central to the constitution of a contemporary bisexual 

sub ectivity. 

A small hand-drawing by Joan Nestle (Figure 5) graphically displays this ZID C 

problematic. (Nestle 1997: 65) Nestle's drawing is an illustration of the gay and C. r5 

lesbian beach she used to frequent at Riis Park, New York, in the late 1950s and 

early 1960s. Nestle describes how the safety of this space of queer desire was 

always restricted and demarcated by heterosexual onlookers, from the wall 

behind the beach, from the straight part of the beach, and by police patrols. (Ibid: 

65-66) In Nestle's drawin a (and in the sexual imagination more generally) cray C) C 

and straight spaces are separated by a thin line on the beach, and the double line 
r) 

of the wall. Where is bisexual space, either actually or imaginatively? Is bisexual 
Co 

space in the thin line in the sand? Or sandwiched between the two lines separating C, 

the voyeurs behind the wall from the sunbathers? Is it to be found, perhaps, 
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within either gay or straiaht territory? Inside the changing rooms? On the softball C. t> rý 
Figure 5. Hand-drawing of lesbian space at Riis Park, New York, 1958. 

(Nestle. 1997: 65) 
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fields? Inside the police vans? Is bisexual space entirely absent, or is it perhaps 

all-inclusive, allowing gay and straight to coexist, and marked by the four straight 
lines forming the boundary to the map itself? C) 

Nestle's drawing also highlights an important aspect of sexual geography. C) Cýl 
The g 

,, 
ay spaces Nestle sketches here are not concrete or absolute. The lines 

separating straight from gay are imaginative ones that can be transgressed, or 
ignored. The gay beach is there under sufferance as the presence of the police 

vans and the onlookers indicate. As Nestle states: 'we were always watched'. 

(Ibid: 65) Neither is this gay space permanent. Nestle renews her annual summer 

pilgrimage 'sometimes as early as May but surely by June'. (Ibid: 63) In the 
54 winter months the bars of the city become, once again, the only gay space. The tý 

imaginative extent of the gay beach at Riis Park is brought to the fore in an C5 
incident described by Nestle: 

Only once do I remember the potential power of our people becoming a 
visible thing like a mighty arm threatening revenge if respect was not 
paid. A young man was brought ashore by the exhausted lifeguards and 
his lover fell to his knees, keening for his loss. A terrible quiet fell on our 
beach, and like the moon drawing the tides, we formed an ever-growing 
circle around the lovers, opening a path only wide enough for the police 
carrying the stretcher, our silence threatening our anger if this grief was CI 
not respected [... ] The freaks had turned into a people to whom respect 
must be paid. (Ibid: - 66) 

Determination that the man's grief will be respected transforms the Cray space of r5 IM 

the beach, unifying its members, and solidifying such that heterosexuals 

transgressing that space (through mockery) would be courting violence. The fact 
C, 4: ) ý=-5 

that this space of resistance cannot accurately be mapped in no way alters its 

' In her discussion of the Sea Colony bar, Nestle again emphasiscs the precarious safety of gay 
space. She remembers the humiliation and anger of being forced to queue for the toilet (to 
prevent more than one woman at a time going in) and being handed her allotted amount of 
toilet paper. Nestle carries these memories with her in the present: 'We wove our freedoms, our 
culture, around their obstacles of hatred, but we also paid the price. Every time I took the 
fistful of toilet paper, I swore eventual liberation. It would, however, be a liberation filled with 
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power to shape gay community and identity. In many respects, such Imaginative 

sexual space is more powerful than those geographically visible spaces that can 
be contained by the hostile heterosexual gaze. As I look at Nestle's drawing I ZID 
wonder where such an imaginative bisexual space mi ght reside. Cý 

Interestingly, since the Amsterdam conference in 1994, more and more 
bisexual spaces have been opening up. Bisexuals are increasingly named in. what 

are now Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual, or Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender 

events, organisations, or spaces. For example, 'Bisexual and Transgender' were 

explicitly included in the London Lesbian and Gay Pride March for the first time 

in 1996, and scarcely any university campus 'queer' groups in the UK or the US 

now question the need for named bisexual inclusion. Queer academic conferences 

in both the UK and the US tend now to include 'Bisexual% or to use the umbrella 

term 'Queer' rather than, or in addition to, 'Lesbian and Gay'. For example, the 

Lesbian. and Gay Studies Conference held at Rutger's University in 1991 in the 

US was superseded by the Queer Studies Conference at Iowa State University in 

1.994. As I mentioned above, bisexual conferences are held annually in the UK, 

and also (less frequently) in the US. There are bisexual phonelines and self-help 

g, roups, bisexual magazines and newsletters, bisexual resource centres and 5 
bisexual national organisations. Public bisexual spaces are still rare, however. 

The attempt in 1996 in San Francisco to create a public bisexual club night, 'The tý 
Fence Sitters Lounge', was unsuccessful: the event was only held twice. While 

the development of bisexual spaces suggests a consolidation of a bisexual 
tNýý 

movement and identity in the 1990s, these spaces are not, as yet, culturally 

widespread enough to be a primary factor in bisexual self-identification. 

While in Amsterdam, the question of spaces seemed vexing and even 

inappropriate to bisexual theorising. Yet, in fact, the problem of bisexuals and 

a memory. ' (Ibid: 63) 
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space provi es an entry-point into asking questions about bisexuality. How do Cn 

bisexuals negotiate sexual spaces that do not take their name, or confin-n their 

identity? What difference to otherwise named spaces does a bisexual make? "' 

Where do we look to find bisexual histories? As bisexual spaces begin. to take 

shape, what do they look like, and why? A focus on sexual spaces is a useful 

way of looking at how bisexuality expresses itself in relation to other sexual 

identities and how its history is marked by its presence in different communities. 

In an imaginative bisexual space in the same genre as Nestle's, who is being 
Z: ý 

asked to respect bisexual space and identity and who is included in bisexual 

visible presence? This focus on spaces, then, is a way of foregrounding 

bisexuality while insisting on its partiality; it is a way of mapping bisexuality 
Cý 

without necessarily privileging identity. 

'Thesis Outline' 

The three following chapters of my thesis are an. attempt to map bisexual 

subjectivity and the bisexual body in contemporary US and UK sexual spaces, 

and, in doing so, to present a challenge to a 'progressive', linear notion of 

(bi)sexual history with identity as its natural end-point. The genealogy of 

bisexuality I propose to traceill. this thesis juxtaposes three concomitant spaces, 

both concrete and imaginative, where bisexuality plays a significant role, 

irrespective of whether or not it is named. They are not necessarily spaces that 

promote bisexuality, but bisexuality is always constructive of as well as 

constructed through their geography. I aim, then, to conduct a partial archaeology 

of a complex and contradictory bisexual present. " 

5' A bisexual perspective may be one way of highlighting the internal variance of lesbian, gay 

or straight spaces. 
As Maxine Wolfe suggests in her article 'Invisible Women in Invisible Places', (Wolfe 1997) 

such an approach'seeks to clarify and relate the historical interplay among forces at the present 

moment and at other times, looking for differences and similarities, discontinuities and 
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Chapter Two, Desire Bi Any Other Name: Bisexual Desire and IdentItY, 

and the 'Northampton Pride March Controversy', situates bisexual women. 's 

desire within lesbian community in Northampton, Massachusetts, USA. I trace 

the oscillation between bisexual women's desire and identity in the late 1980s and 

early 1990s, in the context of debates on the inclusion of the term 'bisexual' in 

the annual Northampton Lesbian and Gay Pride March. How do bisexual women 

and lesbians share the same spaces? I am particularly interested in the 

mechanisms used to set up women's bisexuality and lesbianism as separate from 

one another, and in the extent and implications of the 'success' of the desire for 

named bisexual recognition. 

Chapter Three, The Erotics of Theory: Charting Bisexual and Transsexual 

Representation, situates bisexuality and transsexuality within contemporary 

lesbian and gay, feminist and queer theories and cultures. How are bisexuality 

and transsexuality placed and to what (or whose) ends? What effects does the 

association of bisexuality with transsexuality have on both bisexual and 

transsexual subjectivity? Pre-operative transsexual bodies appear dissonant with 

the subject, and bisexual bodies cannot be recogni-sed through association with a 

particular sexual partner. How, then, can we map these bodies, whose gendered 

and sexual graphology is not always transparent? This chapter is an 

acknowledgement both that contemporary theories of sexuality and gender 

constitute a 'space', or 'hyperspace', (Ingram, Boutillette and Retter 1997: 13) 

and that what constitutes a'bisexual space' is imaginatively and actually shaped 

by its theoretical production. 

Chapter Four, A Place to Call Home: The Creation of a Separate Bisexual 

Space, charts the development of national bisexual conferences as uniquely 

bisexual spaces. I focus here on the 1990 National Bisexual. Conference in San 

continuities, changes in language, use, and meaning as well as physical form. ' (Ibid: 301) 
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Francisco, which was the first national bisexual conference in the US. My 

concern, here is with the process by which a separate bisexual space is produced 

and negotiated and the relationship between this bisexual space and 'other' 

cultural and theoretical spaces. I trace the discursive formation of 'the bisexual' in 

one of the few specifically bisexual spaces, asking how such a space is mapped 

out and how the bisexual subject of that space is articulated. 

Aside from forming a geography of parallel 'bisexual spaces', these three r: ) ; -,: I 

chapters share a number of other similarities and connections. Each space is 

partly influenced by the other two and specific texts may cross-reference one 

another. For example, feminist or lesbian ideas central to the production of 

bisexuality in theory's 'hyperspace' (Ibid) may be invoked in the other two 

contexts, or bisexual meaning in San Francisco may be cited in Northampton to 
'57 different effect. This is partly a result of the concomitant occurrence of the three 

bisexual spaces I delineate, of course. 

Although I have argued that 'bisexual space' Is formed in relation to both 
C1 

gay and straight space, I focus primarily on lesbian/feminist, gay or queer sites of ýP C, 
bisexual production in this thesis. A pragmatic reason for this decision is that the 

bisexual thread is easier to trace here than in heterosexual spaces. Since 

heterosexuality rarely names itself, what is included or excluded from that ten-n 

generally remains hidden. Naming and visibility are critical issues for sub-cultural 

communities and identities. As a result, there is more documentation on bisexual 

inclusion or exclusion in non-heterosexual contexts, because there is more at 

stake. 

In addition, my focus on these particular sexual spaces is a reflection of 

my own interests and investments. The spaces I choose to navigate in this thesis 

57 Where such overlaps and intertextual references are pertinent I have noted them. Othcrxvise I 
invite the reader to draw her own imaginative maps from the ones I offer. 
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are familiar ones, are ones I have traversed or immersed myself in. I am not a 
dispassionatefl&wur. I provide one particular link between the three spaces; I 

am, if you like, one of these spaces 'own skein[s]'. (Foucault 1986: 22) 1 have 

lived in, both Northampton and San Francisco, and consider myself to be a part of 

an expanding transgendered community in the US and the UK. My own sense of 0 C5 

self as bisexual has been negotiated primarily In. relation to these lesbian, gay, 

queer and transgendered social and political spaces. " Historian Dell Upton writes 

that'an individual's perception of a landscape changes with the experience of 

moving through it', (Upton 1988: 357) and sexual geographer David Bell cites 

'Sally' who argues that 'a lesbian is occupying; space as it occupies her. ' (Bel. 1 

1997: 84) My thinking about bisexuality, and indeed my sense of bisexual self, 

has changed due to my travels in and through these particular sexual landscapes. 

'Space is, after all, a form of representation': (Colomina 1992: i) the spaces I 

trace are not only an attempt to locate bisexuality, but a representation of my own 

location. 

Finally, these three spaces are not only sexual sites, or more accurately 

perhaps, there is no 'purely sexual' zone. Gordon Brent Ingram points out that 

ja] queerscape isjust as much the product of marginalizations derived from 

inequities based on gender, race, culture, language, class, age, and disability as 

queer desire and acts. ' (Ingram. 1997: 3 1) The queer spaces I describe in this 

thesis are populated by diverse groups and individuals. Pat Califia makes a ZD 

similar point that 'the sex zone' is generally also a space for other disenfranchised 
Cy 

groups: poor people, recent immigrants, sex workers and queers (Califia 1997: 

177) rub up against one another or rub each other up the wrong way. Neither, of 2n 0 

course, are 4poor people', 'recent immigrants', 'sex workers' and 'queers' 

"I am aware, however, as Nestle's sketch suggests, that those spaces arc always circumscribed 
by heterosexual culture as well as providing their own momentum. Heterosexuality is never 
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categories distinct from one another. It is only by paying attention to difference 

and dissonance within sexual spaces that accurate maps of those spaces can be 

sketched. 

Part Two: Interdisciplinary Trials (Or, why is this feminist 
research? ) 

In. this thesis I am not methodologically faithful to any single discipline or r-P 
approach. My primary materials include newspaper articles, photoaraphs, 

interview transcripts, political flyers, letters, personal experience, audio-taped 

workshops, audio visual materials, fiction, feminist and queer theory, 

newsletters, and a host of other archive material from a number of different 

geographical locations, And I have combined a range of contemporary feminist 

and lesbian and gay/queer critical and discursive approaches with those of cultural tD 

geography, oral and community history and social analysis. The fact that the texts 

I engage with are so disparate is not accidental: far from it. I believe that the 

eclectic, piecemeal nature of the body of my research is true to the conditions of 

bisexual production at present. Bisexual research is still in its infancy, with very 

little cultural, political, or personal documentation and theory to call its own. And 

as I discuss above,, bisexual sub ects are constituted through, not in spite of, their j 

partiality and their'cultural theft'. An attempt to unify these conditions through a z! ) 

single disciplinary perspective would be seeking a form of theoretical harmony I 

do not consider appropriate. 

Both my interdisciplinary research perspective and my interest in personal 

location are part of a women's studies tradition. " Part of the reason for women's 

studies' widespread encouragement of interdisciplinarity in the UK lies in the 
C) 

wholly absent from these spaces, in other words. 
I success that TIt must have an 59 Sue Lees cites as one of the pre-requisites for women's studies' I 

interdisciplinary base and should not be subsumed into a faculty structure, ' (Lees 1991: 
101) and Rosemarie Bujkema and Anneke Smelik note that '[w]omen's studies is characteiised 
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history of its evolution. Women from within different disciplines in the university 
came together out of frustration with the lack of space to teach and conduct CI 

research in areas commonly not considered scholarly by their own departments. 

(Broughton 1993: 73)' The history of women's studies is, at least partly, a 
history of the attempt to convince university administrators, teachers and students 
that women's studies is at once an interdisciplinary pioneer and a valuable and 

61 viable 'discipline' in its own right. Joanna de Groot and Mary Maynard 

describe this tension as produced by the attempt'to express both methodological 

pluralism and specificity in our scholarship. ' (de Groot and Maynard 1993: 14)62 

Rosi Braidotti's understanding of traavdisciptinarity in feminist research has also 

been highly instructive for me. In Nomadic Subjects Braidotti advocates that 

feminists: 

become fluent in a variety of styles and disciplinary angles and in many 4-ýý 
different dialects, jargons, languages, thereby relinquishing sisterhood in 
the sense of a global similarity of all women qua second sex in favor of Z: P the recognition of the complexity of the serniotic and material conditions 
in which women operate. (Braidotti 1.994: 36) 

For Braidotti, feminist attention to differences among women is precluded by the zlý 

reliance on a single disciplinary approach. Braidotti's vision is not of a 'seamless 

by its interdisciplinary nature. ' (Bulkema and Smelik 1993: xi) aBroughton 
warns us, however, of women's studies' tendency 'to construct itself as 

"seamlessly" interdisciplinary: as gratifyingly inclusive and internally conflict-free. ' (lbid: 75) 
6' For example, Sandra Coyner is insistent that Women's Studies needs to construct itself as an 
academic discipline with its own identifiable methods, (Coyner 1983: 46) while, in the same 
anthology, Gloria Bowles advocates a move away from increased specialisation: 'Perhaps one 
day the renaissance man will be replaced by the interdisciplinary woman'. (Bowles 1983: 40) 
6' Aside from the developments of -women's studies as an inter/disciplinary concern within the 
academy, the close historical relationship between feminist research and feminist political 
activism has also meant that notions of intellectual 'purity' are commonly abandoned in favour 
of adopting the best means to the purpose of the research. Feminist scholars have argued that 
far from this approach making their research less objective 'value-laden research processes [ ... I 
are producing [ ... ] more complete and less distorted social analyses' (, Harding 1987: 182) than 
those which falsely claim neutrality. Joan Acker, Kate Barry and Johanna Esseveld make a 
similar point in their article entitled 'Objectivity and Truth: Problems in Doing FcmInist 
Research'. (Acker, Barry and Esseveld 1991: 133-153) 
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interdisciplinanty' but of a feminist transdisciplinarity disrespectful of hierarchy. 

(lbid) For Braidotti, 'rigor' is no longer applicable to a highly specialised 
disciplinary expertise, but to a 'passionate investment in a project and in the quest 

of the discursive to realise it. ' (Ibid: 93) Such a method is not based on purity of 

ideas and does not pay homage to their supposed origins or ownership, but is a 

practice of ' "'theft, " or extensive borrowing of notions and concepts'. (Ibid: 36- Cý 
37) True to her word, Braidotti borrows the technique of ' "deterritorialization" 

or the becomin g-nomad of ideas' (Ibi d: 36-37) from Gilles Deleuze. My 

genealogy of bisexuality is, in effect, a process of scavenging from 'other' 

locations, to flesh out a bisexual sub ect whose presence has been difficult to 

trace from a more conventional historical perspective. 

In relation to personal location, a central concem for women's studies is 

that of reflexivity in research and teaching methods. De Groot and Maynard 

emphasise the importance for women's studies of the 'lived experience' (de 

Groot and Maynard 1993: 10) of both researcher and researched, and argue that 

self-reflexivity is 'very much part of the feminist tradition of linking awareness, 

experience and interpretation'. (Ibid: 11)" In my own work, self-reflexivity has 

been key in negotiating the research subject's 'lived experience', although I 

endorse Joan Scott's critique of a simplistic appeal to 'women's experience' as 

the authentic foundation of feminist research. (Scott 1992: 3 1) " The place of the 

'personal voice', either of the research subject or the researcher, is no longer self- 

evident. Rather than abandoning 'experience' as a useful intervention or ground 

for analysis, I have tried to explore the interfaces among different 'voices' in this 

' Mary Margaret Fonow and Judith A Cook highlight the significance of 'reflexivity as a 
source of insight' (Fonow and Cook 1991: 2) in feminist research, as does Sandra Harding who 
stresses the importance of 'locating the researcher in the same critical plane as the overt subject 
matter'. (Harding 1987: 8) 
' Scott follows on from the work of Teresa de Lauretis who writes of experience as a process 
constitutive of subjectivity, (de Lauretis 1984: 159) and Denise Riley who challenges the 
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thesis. How do these 'voices' inflect one another or produce one another and to 

what effects? What does bisexual experience mean in relation to lesbian, fem-inist7 

queer and transsexual experience? Reflexivity, for me, is less about proclaiming C5 
one's position at the outset" than it is about being open to the ways in which r-) 
collision, collusion and conflict with one's research bodies shape one's own 

position and give it meaning. In this I am, of course, influenced by Adrienne týl 
Rich's 'Notes Toward a Politics of Location'. (Rich 1984) Rich argues 

seductively that one should jb]egin [... j not with a continent or a country or a 

house, but with the geography closest in - the body', (Rich 1984: 212) 66 while 

issuing the warning that one's own feelings 'are not the centeTof feminism. ' 

(Ibid: 23 1) Rich's desire to locate herself in her writing, which I share, inflects 

my genealogy of 'bisexual spaces' with a feminist ethics, a feminist politics of 0 t: 1 
location. 

Braidotti brings together interdisciplinarity and the feminist researcher's 0 

reflexivity when she describes transdisciplinary as the process of- 

Passing in between different discursive fields, and through diverse 
spheres of intellectual discourse. The feminist theoretician today can only 
be 'in transit, ' moving on, passing through, creating connections where Z--y things were previously dis-connected or seemed un-related, where there 
seemed to be 'nothing to see. ' (Ibid: 93) 

The bisexual subject whose path I am tracing commonly masquerades as, or is 

political efficacy of a movement built on the notion of 'experience'. (Riley 1988: 100) 
'-5 In that by now familiar, glib, initial declaration of race/class/sexuality positioning. Rarely 

are other markers of difference - age, physical ability or disability, income - stated. Perhaps the 
latter are still considered matters of 'private' concern! My point here is that self-reflexivity only 
functions as more than a political gesture if one's own position is integrated into the actual 
research (whether or not it is stated in the text). 
'6 The influence on feminist theory of Rich's text has been immense. Donna Haraway 
(Haraway 1988) is clearly influenced by Rich when she emphasises the importance of locating 

the Westem eve not the'Other'. (Haraway 1988) In the 1990s, feminist researchers Elspeth 
Probyn and Ciiandra Tolpade Mohanty also explicitly reference 'Notes To'Ayard a Politics of 
Location'. (Probyn 1990: 177; Mohanty 1992: 82) 
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read as, sornething else. She may be passed by unnoticed or she may pass as 

someone else. At to be highly appropriate r nsdisciplinary approach seems, then7 tn 
both to my position as researcher navigating different disciplines and 

communities and to my subject. I would wish to bear in mind Elspeth Probyn's 

lingering suspicion of this nomadic researcher, however. Probyn writes that: 

The 'nomad' has recently appeared as the model of the Western subject 
wandering through various localities [... T]he metaphor of the nomad tln 

unfortunately recalls some of the more unsalubrious aspects of tourism. 
The nomad or the tourist is posed as unthreatening, merely passing 
through; however [her] person has questionable effects. (Probyn 11-990: 
184) 

It is -my hope that my attention. to my own position of engagement throughout this 

thesis will, prevent this tourist-Ilike separation between researcher and researched 

in uncharted territory, and may indeed provide fresh perspective on places I 

thought I already knew. 1-5 

Art0ther way of looking all, this work is to see it as part of an emerging CF 
'bisexual studies', an inter or transdisciplinary area that has beer, bom of a 

number of other disciplines. " The trajectory I trace in this thesis places my 

bisexual genealogy within and among lesbian and gay/queer studies and 1-1 W 
-r f eminist/w omen's studies in particular. Tfhroughout my work the relationship 

between women's studies and lesbian and gay studies is presented as one of 

dependence and mutual reinforcement, contradiction and tension. Following ; -M, 
Judith Butler's critical inquiry into the 'proper object' of study for gender and Z-: ) 

sexuality studies respectively, (Butler 1.994) my research clouds not only the 

distinction between these disciplines, but further, the distinction between those 

6 the first place. Butler writes: proper objects' - gender or sexuality - -in L In 

'I do not actualiv favour the term 'bisexual studies', suggesting as it does more unity than 
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What separates the putative object of feminism - aender, construed as sex 
- from the putative object of lesbian and gay stud'ies - sex, construed as sexuality - is a chiasmic confusion in which the constitutive ambiguity of "sex" is denied in order to make arbitrary territorial claims. (Ibid: 6) 

By making central the fact that sexuality and gender are mutually constitutive of 
bisexuality in the contexts I examine, and that both these terms are produced 

through discourses of race and ethnicity, I hope to make the case for 

tran sdisci pli nary attention to indiscreet ob ects and subjects. j 

Like Donna Haraway's 'illegitimate offspring' the postmodern cyborg, 

(Haraway 1985: 191) the bisexual subject's allegiances are never clear. My 

bisexual (rather thaDeyborg) 'myth is about transgressed boundaries, potent C) 

fusions and dangerous possibilities which progressive people might explore as 

one part of needed political work. ' (Ibid: 196)68 In certain respects, the bisexual 

subject whose history I trace is a classic undisciplined juvenile who is placed in 

an endless stream of different homes, but who is always moved on once she 

starts makin trouble. Lesbian and gay studies and women's studies are, of 9 

course, somewhat 'illegitimate' themselves. The bisexual juvenile's women's 

studies and lesbian and gay studies parents may tum out to be temporary foster 

carers only. 

there is and more texts than there are. It is a useful contingent term, however, for discussing 
the roots of interdisciplinary work on bisexuality. 
68 Haraway might balk at the association arguing as she does that'[tlhe cyborg. has no truck 
with bisexuality'. (Ibid: 192) The bisexuality Haraway defines her cyborg against, however, is 
the pre-oedipal bisexual potential I have critiqued earlier in this chapter. I would like to believe 
that she would rather like the bisexual subject I am tracing In this thesis. 
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Desire b 

Introduction 

I begin this work on bisexual spaces by exploring the overlaps and differences 0 tn 

between women's bisexuality and lesbianism in Northampton, Massachusetts, 

USA. Since the late 1960s, Northampton, and the surrounding areas of Amherst, 

South Hadley and the valley hill towns - together known as the 'Happy Valley' - 
have been home to a thriving lesbian communit . 

69A bisexual women's C) y 

community, however, has never established itself in Northampton, although there 

are numerous bisexual women living there. In this chapter I focus on events and 0 

writings between 1989 and 1995 during which time a series of heated debates 1-11. ) 5 
took place concerning the named inclusion of bisexuals in the annual Gay and 

Lesbian Pride March . 
70 1 

am interested particularly in how bisexual and lesbian 

identities are discursively produced as separate within this contemporary space, 

and how, within the same context, lesbian and bisexual experiences and personal 

narratives work to undennine such a separation. 

In the context of my thesis as a whole, a consideration of bisexual and 

lesbian space in Northampton provides a rare opportunity for analysing the 

attempt to carve out bisexual space within lesbian community. My emphasis is 

less on the 'success' or 'failure' of this endeavour, than on the extent to which it 

69 Northampton came to the eyes of the ever-curious US public in a feature article with the 
header'Strange Town Where Men Aren't Wanted' in the National Enquirer in April 1992. 
(Anon April 21 1992: 8) The sensationalist article dubbed Northampton 'Lesbianville, U. S. A. ', 

and gave the false impression that a third of Northampton's population is lesbian. More 

conservative estimates are that between one tenth and one fifth of the population is lesbian or 
gay (whether these statistics include bisexuals is never stated). (Galst 1994: 12) The National 
Enquirer article gave rise to a number of other articles on the town's lesbian community (see 

endnote 72) and was covered on CNN (a national TV news station) and 20/20 (a sensationalist 
news program) in September 1992. 
70 1 discuss briefly the position ofbiscxuals in relation to San Francisco' s annual Freedom 

CHAPTER TWO. 
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is marked by its particular lesbian context. The Pride March debates create the 
first overt space for discussion about bisexuality in Northampton's contemporary 
lesbian history. This is also one of the first times that bisexuality has been 

discussed at length within the contemporary lesbian and gay community in the 00 
US generally. Stacey Young remarks that: t! l 1-13 

the controvers over the Northampton Pride March brought us y C7ý 
[bisexuals] a long way. The thoughtful and sustained public discussion of bisexuality and the role of bisexuals in queer communities/movements 
was unprecedented, coming as it did before the publication of any of the 
bisexual anthologies. (Young 1995: 225) 

I want to argue alongside Young that '[a] close look at the Northampton 4-n 

controversy and Gtzy Community News's (GCN) coverage reveals a good deal 

about some of the different ways that identity and community are conceptuallsed 

within lesbian and gay politics'. (Ibid: 219) Northampton holds a prominent place 

in the lesbian imaginary, serving as a focal point for notions of lesbian identity, 

community and possibility within the US, much as San Francisco does for gay 

men. ', As Michael Lowenthal notes, 'Northampton is something of a lesbian 

Mecca, to which all dykes must make at least one pilgrimage during their lives'; 

(Lowenthal 1994: 75) and the Los Angeles Times suggests 'common wisdom 

holds [that ... I "All lesbians pass through here at least once"'. (Mehren 1991: 

El) 72 The ripples of disruption caused by these debates spread throughout lesbian 

Parade (thc equivalent of the Lesbian and Gay Pride March) in Chapter Four. 
7' Although there has not been any extensive work on Northampton's lesbian community a 
number of authors refer to its importance in the lesbian imaginary. (Garber 1995: 80-82; Ferber 
1995; LeVay 1995: 116-117; Lowenthal 1994) 1 discuss the attempt to carve out a bisexual 

space in San Francisco in Chapter Four. 
12 Other articles that focus on Northampton as a symbol of lesbian community include: 'A 
Town Like No Other'; (Kantrowitz and Senna 1993) 'What Price Paradise: Life in 
Northampton after "20/20"'; (Galst 1994) 'Northampton: How to Make Lesbian Meccaý; 
(Neves 1994) ttats-Unis: La Cit6 des Femmes'; (MacCoy 1993) 'Northampton, Paradis des 
Femmes'; (Anon 1996) 'You Don't Have to Be a Lesbian to Live Here, But It Doesn't Hurt'. 
(Cowley 1993) As the titles of these disparate articles indicate there is considerable investment 
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communities in the US, and have implications for both lesbian and bisexual 
identity and community more generally. Cý 

Although the debates I attend to in this chapter surround the Lesbian and 
Gqy Pride March, the discussions almost exclusively concern the relationship 
between lesbians and bisexual women, and lesbian and bisexual community. 
Both bisexual men and women take part in the debates, but gay male opinion is 

curiously absent, although several gay men resigned from the 1990 March 

Committee following its decision to exclude bisexuals. " My analysis focuses 

explicitly on the relationship between bisexual women and lesbians as outlined in 

and created through these debates. " C) 
Section One of this chapter, 'Personal and Political Locations: 

Background to the Pride March Controversy', provides a cultural and historical 

background to the debates I analyse in more detail in the rest of the chapter. Part 

One, 'Lesbian/ Bisexual Wanderings', interweaves the narrative of three decades 

of lesbian community and culture with my own experience of living in 

Northampton. I also begin to trace a history of bisexual women's identity and 

community in Northampton. In Part Two, 'Bisexual/Lesbian Struggles', I outline 

the history of debates about bisexual inclusion and exclusion in the Northampton 

Lesbian and Gay Pride March and Committee, and begin to identify some of the 

in Northampton as 'lesbian home' from both within and outside the lesbian community itself. 
' Although gay and bisexual men do make up a strong presence in Northampton, there is little 
organised community as such. (Lambert 1992) In 1994 there was an attempt to forge 
community by setting up the Valley Gay Men's Calendar, with the support of The Calendar, 
Northampton's listings magazine for lesbian events in the area. The Valley Gay Men's Calendar 
did not last more than a year, however. Michael Lowenthal discusses the (sometimes 
productive) tension between lesbians and gay men in Northampton in his article 'The Happy 
House 0' Queers at 281 State'. (Lowenthal 1994) 
74 In June 1997 1 had a conversation with Ann Ferguson, who suggested that the exclusion of 
bisexuals was a direct result of bisexual men and gay men taking centre stage in 1989, when the 
Committee and March names were first changed to include 'Bisexual'. Ferguson believes this is 
evidenced by the lack of a lesbian speaker at the 1989 Pride March Rally. I briefly address this 
issue later in this chapter. Gay men and bisexual men swiftly ceased to be the focus of 
attention, however. 
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themes that characterise these debates. Section Two, 'A Question of Difference: 
Discursive Constructions of Bisexual and Lesbian Identities', examines the texts 

produced through the Pride March Controversy in terms of how 'bisexual' and 
'lesbian' are situated in relation to one another. In Part One, 'Sexual and Political 
Territory', I explore the association of bisexual women with sexual behaviour 

and of lesbians with political community. I also examine the function of the 

notion of 'heterosexual privilege"in constructing bisexual identity as less V5 týl 
politically progressive than lesbian identity. In Part Two, 'Visible Identities', I 

analyse the Pride March debates through the theme of visibility politics: who is 

seen, how one looks, and the political and discursive implications of these 

viewpoints for bisexual and lesbian identities in Northampton. In Part Three, 

'The Contradictions of Experience, I read the stories of Sharon Gonsalves and 

May Wolf to see how two individual sexual and identity narratives shed a 

different light on the Pride March debates. 

The texts that I work with in this chapter are drawn from The 

Northampton Collection, located at the Northampton Sexual Minorities Archives 

(NSMA) in Massachusetts, USA. I conducted the majority of the research at the 

NSMA in the academic year 1994/95, " and completed additional research there in 

Spring 1997. The NSMA is a grassroots resource, run by the curator Bet Power" 

7s The term 'heterosexual privilege' refers to the freedom and lights accorded opposite-sex 
couples that are not accorded to same-sex couples. This lack of freedom and rights may be 
institutional (in terms of lack of health benefits for same-sex spouses in the US, for example), 
or legislative (in terms of homosexuality or sodomy still being illegal in some US states, and 
differing ages of consent for heterosexuals and homosexuals in the UK). See Jonathan 
Goldberg's Sodoinetries and Anthony Grey's Questfor Justice for a US and UK analysis 
respectively. (Goldberg 1992; Grey 19922) Loraine Hutchins and Lani Ka'ahumanu define 
'heterosexual pnvilege' as 'the benefit of basic civil rights and familial recognition that 
heterosexuals accord themselves as the "norm"'. (Hutchins and Kaahumanu 1991: 369) As a 
result anyone who is not heterosexual risks being emotionally and socially stigmatised or 
victimised (often violently). The use of the term 'heterosexual privilege7 is a way of 
linguistically signalling that this 'norm' is, in fact, dependent on homosexual oppression. 
76 Thanks to the Fulbright Commission for funding this project. 
77 My thanks go to Bet Power for his extensive help in my research for this chapter, and for 
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from his home by the river on the outskirts of Northampton (Figure 6) . 
7'The 

Archives is an unfunded project housing approximately 660 periodical titles, 
3500 books, and special collections on Northampton and Chicago (its previous 
home). (Hemmings 1996: 43) The Northampton Collection is a rich, ongoing, 
local collection of personal papers, cassettes, slides and newspaper clippings, 
documenting lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered events, political V5 Cý 
discussions, celebrations and personal relationships in the Northampton area 
from 1968 to present . 

79 It is made up of general files in date order (1968- 

present), files on particular individuals and groups, and material on particular 

issues (e. g. several files concerning sadomasochism (Shelix box)). ' In Section 

One I make use primarily of the general files and special collections; in Section 

Two I focus on the local and national newspaper and magazine debates (1990- 

1991) that emerged from and partly comprise the Pride March Controversy. 

As well as using The Northampton Collection I follow comparable 

debates in a number of lesbian and feministjournals, in particular Sojoumer and 

Lesbian Connection to highlight the fact that the issues I am identifying in this 

facilitating my access to The Northampton Collection. Power was a key participant in the 
Northampton Pride March debates; he is a female-to-male transsexual but identified as lesbian at 
the time of the debates. Where I reference Power's words before his change in identity I use the 
pronoun 'she'. Although Power himself believes he has always been a man, at the time of the 
Northampton debates Power was lesbian both to herself and to the lesbian community. I bclievc 
that to use 'he' in this context would be unnecessarily confusing for the reader. 
78The Archives has an interesting history. It began life as the New Alexandria Library for 
Lesbian Women in 1974, was shortened to the New Alexandria Lesbian Library [NALL], and 
became The Sexual Minorities Archives in 1992, coinciding with Power's own transition from 
butch lesbian to transgendered man. In November 19941 interviewed Bet Power about the 
relationship between the Archives' transition and his own. The interview forms the basis of my 
article'From Lesbian Nation to Transgender Liberation', which gives more detailed information 
on the Archives. (Hemmings 1996: 37-60) 
79At present the materials in the Archives could be said to be roughly 60% lesbian, 20-25% gay 
male, and the rest - though obviously interwoven - bisexual and transgender. I briefly discuss 
archiving issues and sexual orientation in Chapter Four, Introduction. The Archives are open 
(evenings and weekends only) to anyone to use, irrespective of sexual orientation or gender. The 

number of visitors varies from 300-500 annually, the majority being women's studies students 
and researchers from the five colleges in the area. (lbid: 44) 
8' To my knowledge this is the first time that The Northampton Collection has been worked on 
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Figure 6. Photograph ( 1995) of The Sexual Minorities Archives, 
Northampton, Massachusetts 

forac, adc-I. -mc purposes. 
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local context are also relevant in a national, and international context. In addition, 
I consulted materials at The Stonewall Center, " and the files on Northampton 

housed at Northampton's queer bookstore Pride and Joy. " Discussions with 

personal contacts living in the area, and my personal experience of being a 
bisexual woman in a predominantly lesbian town have also influenced the writing 

of this chapter. 83 

The Stonewall Center is the lesbian, bisexual, gay and transgender centre at the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst. 

Thanks to Karen Bellavance-Grace for letting me work in the bookstore. 
I include a range of archive material from The Northampton Collection in Appendil" 1, to give 

the interested reader a flavour of the texts I have been working with. I have included flyers and 

articles from three decades of lesbian activism and community in Northampton and some of the 

texts I discuss in this chapter. 
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Section One. Personal and Political Locat the Pride March Controversy 

Part One: Lesbian/Bisexual Wanderings 

'Creatina Community' 

Northampton's contemporary lesbian community began in the early 1970s, with 
the establishment of women's and lesbian/feminist co-operatives. Many 

lesbian/feminists studied at the women's colleges - Smith (based in 

Northampton) and Mount Holyoke (based in South Hadley) - and stayed on after 

graduation. This is still common today. "' In the 1980s the lesbian influence on 
Northampton became more firmly established, mainly through the establishment 

of local lesbian entrepreneurship and cultural events. Lesbian-owned businesses 

- bookshops, craft shops, lingerie shops, restaurants and bars - proliferated. As 

a result, other businesses began to target the burgeoning lesbian market, offering 

'dyke discounts' (Freedland, 1995: 7)" and dyke-friendly ambience. Before and 

during the 1995 Lesbian Festival in Northampton - run yearly by WOW 

Productions, a lesbian-run entertainment promotion company" - many 

" One negative side of this 'expectation' that new lesbians will come from the women's 
universities is the use of the term 'lesbian until graduation. This is used as a slur against those 
women who'explore' same-sex desire while undergraduates, and'turn straight' the moment they 
graduate. These women are seen as fickle and a drain on resources, as scared of the social and 
possibly career disadvantages admitting to being a lesbian would bring. These accusations are, of 
course, not dissimilar to those levelled at bisexual women. See 'Lesbians Until Graduation'. 
(Kornblut, 1995: 36-41) Figure 7 shows the lead picture for the article, Figure 8 shows one of 
the photographs: 'I am not a Lesbian'. The photograph depicts two 'feminine' women limply 
embracing, confirming by their pose what they are denying by what we assume to be their 
words - their lesbian desire. At least, this is the reading the author provides, a reading that sees 
only a choice between lesbian and straight, and does not consider that some of these 'lesbians 
until graduation' might see themselves as bisexual. 
85 How one can certify one's 'dykedom' is not clear. I do like the idea, though, of heterosexual 
women musing over whether to insist that they are 'dykes' in order to 'cash in' on a rare lesbian 
economic advantage. 
86 In previous years The Lesbian Festival was held on private land outside Northampton. After 
the 1994 Festival, however, when it rained all weekend, WOW Productions decided to hold it in 
the town centre. This move met with a mixed reaction. Some lesbians thought that the 
unavoidable presence of men in the town centre would dilute the social and political feel of the 
Festival; others thought that the move would strengthen lesbians' position within 
Northampton, declaring that presence central to the town. The 1995 Lesbian Festival was the 
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Figure 7, Cover image. for lxsbiants Until, Gradtiation. 'Romblut 1995: 35) 

lastoric Norffiamptoflý WOW Productjcqjý, jjjýtdc. a finwicial fos, ýat the Fostival from which. it 
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Fi gure 8. Photograph in 'Lesbians Until Graduation'. (Kornblut 1995: 37) 
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storefronts sported bright pink festival posters and flyers, saying 'Welcome to C) ? -III, 
Northampton's Lesbian Festival'. Lesbianism is big business in Northampton. 

Culturally, the town offers lesbian music, lesbian dances, lesbian films (at the 

local arts cinemas), lesbian theatre, book-readings, academic papers, and more. 
Northampton is certainly no metropolis: it maintains its small-town feel. As a 
friend from San Francisco notes: 'It feels a bit like they're going to take the set 

down at the end of the day. ' A walk through the streets of Northampton gives an 

impression of the town. Walking up Main Street from Market Street, under the 

bridge with lesbian graffiti (two entwined women's symbols) emblazoned in 

red '117 you pass Praktically Worn (A), "" a second-hand clothes store, two well- 

known town dykes behind the counter, the piercing service ('navels and nipples - 

reduced') advertised in the window. Continuing up Main Street, taking a left onto 

Pleasant Street is the Pleasant Street Theater arts cinema (B), showing non- 

mainstream, foreign, and queer movies. A couple of blocks down Pleasant Street 

is Sylvesters (C), a rather up-market breakfast diner, where groups go every 4715 

Sunday a. m. en masse, the sidewalk bursting with queers nursing their hazelnut- 
Z71 

vanilla coffees and reading the New York Times. A short walk further down 
1_15 

Pleasant brings you to the mostly gay male SM store Primitive Leather (D), 

where you can buy all manner of rubber, leather and lace clothing, sex toys, and 

SM equipment. 

Just around the comer on Pearl Street is Pearl Street night-club (E), 

' This graffiti was reproduced in the article in the National Enquirer article on Northampton 
(see footnote 69). 1 have not included a copy ofthis in the Figures as one of the 'stars' ofthe 
article has requested that the article (or any parts of It) not be reprinted. Hei-experience at the 
hands of the National Enquirerjourrialists was highly unpleasant. She was photographed under 
false pretences and had no idea that the icture of her with her lover was going to be nationally PI I 
reproduced by the tabloids. (Bradway 1992: 6) The sensationalism of 'Lesbianvilic USA' has 

certainly had its casualties. By 1997 this lesbian graffiti had been'cleaned up' and carried instead 
a pastel rendition of a hand wielding a large paintbrush. 
" Sites are marked alphabetically on the map of Northampton (Figure 9) and correspond to the 
letters in the text. 
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Figure 9. Map of Downtown Northampton, illustrated by Helene Siebfits 
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which hosts a lesbian and gay night every Thursday. Back up to the main t> t> 
intersection and out onto King Street is Lunaria (F), Northampton's (lesbian) 

feminist bookstore, housing the *Lesbians for Lesbians' group influential in the Z7) 
debates about the inclusion of bisexuals in the Pride March (Figure 10). "9 A sign 

over the lesbian fiction section asks men not to browse. 'O 

Coffee shops predominate on Main Street, ranging from the rather 

exclusive caf6, Curtis and Swartz (G), 9' for the more chic lesbian couple, to The 

Haymarket caf6 (H), which offers a slightly younger and trendier experience. On 

the right off Main Street is Center Street, home to Northampton's own lesbian r5 
lin(yerie store. Gazebo (1), offering the 10% dyke discount. Just down the road 

from Gazebo is the Iron Horse (J), a bar and performance venue where lesbian, 

gay and queer acts from all over the country come to play, despite its small size. 92 

Further up on the left off Main Street, on Crafts Avenue, is Pride and Joy (K), 

the town's only specifically queer (mixed) bookstore. Pride and Joy also stocks 

videos, sex toys, magazines, badges, T-shirts'ý' and cards, and serves as a týl in 

community base for information-94 

89 Lunaria has a sign in the window, sa-ying'Third Wave', to indicate a new generation of 
lesbian/1-cminist activists. Lunana has long been a site of controversy within the lesbian 

communitv, insisting on a no pornography or SM materials policy. Popular urban myth has it 

that in 19ý6 two lesbians went into Lunaria and began to enact a public SM scene. This act of' 
provocation resulted in TC refusing to advertise Shelix (Northampton's xvonian-to-, ývoman SM 

group) in its pages. (News Release, NALL June 1989) 
" After Lunaria, King Street becomes a landscape of parking lots, service stations and 
supermarkets on your way out of town. The town center of Northampton is only a few blocks 

square. 
9' Curtis and Swartz closed in June 1997. 
"' To give some idea of the diversity of queer life in Northampton, in May 1997 both Pheron 

(an interriationally-adored lesbian folk singer) and Sleater Kinney (a'not grrl' punk band with a 

generally younger following) played to packed audience. 
9' Pride and Joy had T-shirts printed with the slogan 'Lesbianvilic, USA' after the media 
attention, as both a tourist souvenir and ironic momento for locals (Figure I I). 
"'It may seem surprising that there is no Lesbian and Gay Community Center in Northampton. 
Partly this reflects the small size of the town, and the huge resources needed to set up a centre. 
Partly there is so much available to lesbians (and gay men) in Northampton, that the usual 
function of a Community Centre as 'somewhere to go' to meet other lesbians and gay men is 

rendered less meaningful. In the last couple of years, though, there have been moves towards 
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Figure 10. Photograph of Lunaria: Third Wave Feminist Booksellers, 
Northampton, Massachusetts 

establishing such a centre. Benefits to raise monev for this purpose are held every now, and then, 
and a commiltec has been set Lip to oversee theseFUnds. Notice was sent out in 

ýJoven-iber 1991 
of plans to start aGa)/, Lesbian, Bisexual Community Center'. (Anon 1991) The Initiative 
Nvas in part a rcsult of conflicts within the community about blsc\ual Inclusion, and the 
identification of the need for a space of" community focus' where diversity could be celebrated 
and differences aired. 
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Fj gure II. Tesbi anvi Ile, USA' from the Chicago Tribune. (Tobey 199-3: 10) 

Section 5 Chicago Tribune, Sunday, December 5,1993 

Figure 12. Photograph of the North Star Bar, Northampton, Massachusetts. 
I_,:, zn 
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eryone likes the nickname for Northampton, which adorns this T-shirt sold at Pride and Joy, 

i resident Pamela Kimmell says, "I ýhink it's hiladous. It's a very empowedng word. " 
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Continuing tip Main Street towards the imposing edifice of Smith College 

at the top of the hill, you pass the Unitarian Church (L). The church steps provide 

the unlikely site for a daily congregation of young butches, decked out in their 

casual yet precise teaming of white T-shirts and tow-slung 501s, drinking coffee, C7 
and projecting their erroup gaze outwards, as much to mark out their own territory .5 zn L_ 

as to cruise. Past the church on the left is the old stone building of the Academy 

of Music (M), now an alternative theatre, film and performance venue. 95 

Walking past Smith College on your right, up to West Street, you can see 0 tn 
the North Star (N) ahead of you (Figure 12). The North Star bar and dance club 

is Northampton's lesbian bar, owned and run by and for lesbians and gay men 

. 
96 1 Star is 5pm, arriving for almost ten years My favourite time to go to the North L CID M 

straight from Smith's Neilson Library. Sitting at the bar with my friend Rebecca, 

only a few other regulars in the place, a unique camaraderie develops as we nurse 

our 'Buds' and watch re-runs of 1950s sit-coms playing on the TV behind the 

bar. At that time of the day, the sweat of the previous night still hangs in the air, .71 

the ambience lonely and comforting at the same time. C, 
It has only taken me fifteen minutes to gret to the Green Street Caf6 (0), an C) 11 / 

upmarket restaurant run by two gay men, which prides itself on serving 'only the 
C 

lry 

best' French cuisine. As the waiter shows me to my friend's 'usual table' in the 

window and I consider the menu, two women walk by the window hand in 

hand. This is such a common sight that I barely even register the moment; itis 

9' In May 1997, The Academy of Music showed both Chasing An7.. y and Female Perversions, 

two films that have central queer (and arguably bisexual) female protagonists. 
"6 ft was sold in November 1995 and ceased to be a specifically lesbian bar, after attempts to 

save a failing business in the winter by closing the restaurant. The North Star changed hands 

again in May 1996 becoming The Grotto. I continue to use the old name in this chapter, 
although The Grotto is also a queer bar, as I have barely visited it under the new inanauement. 
See Chapter Three, Section Two, Part One, for further elaboration ofthe significance ot the 
North Star. 
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only now, in writing, that I remember. 

The picture I am building is one of a vibrant, welt-serviced lesbian 

community, with the emphasis most definitely on the 'serviced'. It can be 

extremely difficult for new women in town to meet other women, precisely 

because most 'lesbian spaces' are so con-u-nerce-oriented, " and require company 

for you to feet part of the community. For lesbians and bisexual women, sitting 

in a coffee shop surrounded by lesbians, is, perhaps, only a joyful community 

experience if you are with someone else already; it is not necessarily the best 

environment to meet new people. Specific lesbian events in Northampton tend to 

be organised around a theme. TC lists endless potlucks and group therapy 1-15 

meetings but few political or purely social events. " In this respect the very Zý, -) 

public nature of Northampton's lesbian community can make 'coming-out' a very C 

isolating experience. Perhaps this is where the nostalgJa I experience when 01 

writing about the North Star's lingering sweat comes from. I think that what I Z5 C 
liked about 5pm at the North Star was the residue of a sub-cultural queer 

experience that is otherwise lacking in Northampton generally. There are few 
;M C3 

treacherous heterosexual urban territories to negotiate, queer haven all the. sweeter 

for the danger. The brash commercialism of Northampton's lesbian community - 

though selling rainbow earrings and aromatherapy rather than computers or fast 
C t> 

food - can be linked to, say, the bnght lights of Grand Opening (Boston's 
Z: ý r-15 

women's sex store), where what was hidden and marginal is made visible and 

central. For people whose 'illicit' desires are not separate from the contexts in 

which they have more traditionally found expression, the shopping opportunities Cý 

9' Katja Sarkowsky highlights this shift in lesbian and gay community from the anti-capitalist 
1970s to the consurner-oriented 1980s. (Sarkowsk-y 1996: 4) 
" TC's editorial and letter pages traditionally pro,,,, Ide a space for lesbian/feminist views. During 

Z__ I 
t") 

the Pride March Controversy TC gave regular updates ofrelated community events. and urged 
I L_ 

lesbians to participate actively in the debates. 
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and cappuccinos of Northampton can be about as exciting as a cold shower. 99 

Yet, Northampton is not the totally safe lesbian haven that the tabloids 

(and at points, my own narrative) would have you believe. 'O" The town-wide ban. 

on smoking in public places serving food"" has had the unanticipated effect of t3l t5 
forcing alcoholic smokers onto the streets, thus increasing the levels of 1=1 týý 

homophobic harassment lesbian and bisexual women receive. "' In Northampton, 

lesbian moral, physical and mental health also provides a major source of lesbian 

income. In every issue of TC there are well over forty advertisements for tesbian 

health practitioners and counsellors. Nevertheless, the economic and consumer 

base of Northampton's community remains precarious. As should be clear from 

my 'tour' of Northampton, lesbian and cray businesses often follow a pattern of IM 

opening, closing, and re-opening. While there is always a client-base for lesbian 

venues or alternative health practices, there is not a regular enough cash flow to 6 t: ý 

secure the long-term health of these ventures. In her discussion of the '20/20' 

reporting, Liz Galst emphasises that the prime-time TV slotfailed to mention that 
Cý 

in 1994 Northampton's unemployment rate reached an all-time high at 7.5%. 

Neither did the program represent the large number of 'professional lesbians' 
Zn r) 

delivering pizza or working in coffee shops in order to afford to live in the Happy 
C Z: ) 

Valley. (Galst 1994: 13) Valle Dwight suggests that 'Northampton's national 
I t>tý- 

" See Eve Kosofsk-y Sedgwick's exploration of the pervasive paradigm and sexual excitement of 

the closet In Chapter Two of The Epistemology of The Closet, (Sedgwick 199 1) though 
Sedgwick also warns her reader of the dangers ot'glamorising such repression (as I seem to be 

doing). 
"3' The CNN and 20120 television coverage of Northampton presented the town as entirely non- 
homophobic, and interviewed only prosperous professional women. (Galst 1994: 13) 
"' Effective from Summer 1994, and part of the gradual move from lesbian bar-culture to 
lesbian health culture (though not only affecting lesbians, obviously). The flyer advertising a 

workshop on lesbians and alcohol in 1982 (Figure 13) signals the beginning of this trend. 
112 A lesbian friend of mine talks of how she has begun to find walking past Bart's and Coffee 

Connection (two coffee shops on Main Street) intimidating, because of the comments and 
harassment she endures from the men sitting outside smoking. She notes that Nvalking by used 

to be a lesbian femme cruising experience, but that this had been ruined now that the smoking 
ban has taken effect. 
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Figure 13. Flyer(] 982) 'Alcohol and the Lesbian Community', Northampton t> General Files, The Northampton Collection, The Sexual Minorities Archives. 
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DATE: NOVENBER 6,1982 

LOCATION: 
THORNES 14ARKET THIRD FLOOR 
VALLEY WOMEN'S MARTIAL ARTS 

SPACE 

TIME: ]Oam-]pm 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT: 

MADELEINE 586-8127 
SANDY 584-9016 

THIS WORKSHOP IS DESIGNED TO OPEN 
DISCUSSION ABOUT THE AFFECTS AND 
IMPLICATIONS OF ALCOHOL ABUSE AND 
ALCOHOLISM IN THE LESBIAN 
COMMUNITY. 

ANYONE WHO HAS AN INTEREST OR 
CONCERN ABOUT THEIR OWN OR SOMEONE 
ELSES ALCOHOL USE IS ENCOURAGE TO 
ATTEND. 

T'H'E 

SOME DRINK AND CALL IT CELEBRATION 
FOR SOME IT'S PAIN AND SORROW 

SHE SAYS "WELL MAYBE JUST THIS ONCE 
WOULD BE OK" 

BUT THE VOICE OF MILLIONS STRONG 
SURVIVING GUIDING LIGHT 

A CIRCLE HOLDS HER TIGHTLY 
AND SHE THROWS THE 

DRINK AWAY ................ 

to something about the women" 
holly near 

drlfý 
,1 11 1 11 
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reputation as an accepting environment for gays and lesbians has I ... I meant an 

increase in visitors, ' (Dwight 1994: 8) resulting in. the local Lesbian and Gay 0 Z3 

Business Guild 'workincy with other groups to bring tourists to the area year- L_ 

round, especially in the traditionally slow winter months. ' (Ibid) It is the lesbian 

tourist-trade that sustains Lesbianville's alternative economy, not, in fact, the 

lesbian 10-30% of Northampton's more permanent population. 

Neither is Northampton an idyll immune from incidents of homophobic 

violence. A 1977 article in Lesbian Connection on Northampton's lesbian 

community -'Analysis of a Lesbian Community - Part One'- discusses the 

creation of an 'attack and defense patrol' in August 1975. (Anon July 1977: 7) C 
The patrol was established in response to several weeks of harassment, 

cculminating in an. attack by several men with a shovel and a machete, at a C) 

neighbourhood bar where lesbians hung out. ' Obid; NALL 1984) In late 1982 

and early 1983, the New Alexandria Lesbian Library, Womonfyre Books, 103 and 

individual lesbians prominent in Northampton's lesbian community, became the 

targets of homophobic harassment in the form of death threats left on answer- 

phones and in letters. (NALL 1984)104 COMMUnity organising and the resulting 

pressure on Northampton's mayor and police force in early 1983 resulted in the 

arrest and conviction of the perpetrator in October of the same year. '" Similarly, 

" The first Icsbian-owned book-store in Northampton selling feminist, lesbian and queer books, 
Womonfyre Books closed in January 1989 for reasons discussed below. 
'04A video made by Heramedia on violence against lesbians includes a section on the 1982- 
1983 violence in Northampton. Violence against lesbians is explained in the video transcript as 
the result of men's feelings of exclusion - 'lesbian by definition excludes men and this is seen 
as a threat to male prerogative and masculinity'. (Heramedia 1986: n. p. ) This definition of 
'lesbian' comes under attack in a very different xvity during the Pride March Controversy, as I 

argue later in this chapter. 
'os Robert Kremensky was convicted ofvIolating the rights of lesbians, (NALL 1984) and was 
given a one-year jail sentence, This was the first such sentence under the state civil rights law 

I or a violation of a person's civil rights. That year's Pride March - 'Come Out For Justice: 
Come Out For Good' - was entirely comprised of speakers talking violence: Bet Power, on the 
homophobic violence against NALL. Gwen Rogers, on behalf of All People's Congress and the 
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4a 21 -year-ol d Northampton woman I was] punched 1 n. the face I ... ] by a man 

who made obscene references about her being a lesbian', (Moulton 1.99-3: n. p. ) 

outside Pearl Street ni ght-club on 4 March 1993. Once again, the perpetrator was 1=ý Z-- 

prosecuted under a civil rights violation with bodily injury and battery, (lbid) 

and, once again the lesbian community immediately rallied around the victim, 
holdincr a candlelit viail at the scene of the crime. (Loisel 1993. n. p. ) Clearly 

Northampton lesbians do face homophobic violence. The difference between 

Northampton and many other towns, however, is the extent to which the 

community as a whole responds to such incidents. "' 

The failure of the Domestic Partnership Ordinance to pass the town 

referendum in November 1995, also indicates that hornophobia can be mobilised 

when right-wing factions feel that the town's lesbians and gay men have stepped ZID Z!, 0 

over the line. As the report in the UK's The Guardian suggested the day before, C) 

a dream of sorts' was on trial: 'By Wednesday morning, [lesbians] will know if tlý 
their safe haven is still safe'. (Freedland 1995: 7)' 07 The failure of the Ordinance 

by only 87 votes - 4,770 to 4,683 (Anon 1995: n. p. ) - was particularly shocking C, 

since the Ordinance itself would not have guaranteed health insurance benefits for 

partners, but merely allowed same-sex couples to gain a certificate attesting to the 

nature of their relationship. Responses to the defeat of the Ordinance varied from, 

'ft]his is a city of great hope and spirit', to 'I'm surrounded by people who don't 
C 

support me at best and at worst hate me. ' ([bid) 

People's Anti-War Mobilization, on the link between violence against lesbians and violence 
against other communities. (Heramedia 1986) 
"' Pat Califia makes a similar point about queer safety in San Francisco: 'there was this weird 
dynamic, ofqueer areas of San Francisco being simultaneously under attack and yet often well- 
defended. ' (Cali fia 1997: 193) 
107 1 am not suggesting that equal rights would be guaranteed had the Ordinance passed the 
referendum. The issue of Domestic Partnership is highly contentious, not least because it 
assumes that lesbians and gay men want to be 'just like I heterosexuals. Nevertheless, It is 
clearly seen as a threat to 'heterosexual morality' by those contesting it. For some of the pros 
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'Analys] s of a Lesbian Community - Part Two' also mentions some of 
the internal tensions of a lesbian community that aspires towards unity, but 

necessarily includes people with different politics, experiences and needs, 

particularly those of class and ethnicity. (Anon September 1977: 9- 10) The 

importance of discussion, respect and inclusion is highlighted in this early article, Z! ) zn 

but in the 1990s Northampton's lesbian community remains overwhelmingly 

white and middle-class. (Sarkowsky 1996: 7) While Northampton itself is a 

white middle-class area, there are established communities of Puerto Ricans and 

Latinos in the areas surrounding Northampton - in particular Florence Heights. 

But little attempt has been made to examine the reasons why there are very few 

people from those communities who consider themselves to be a part of 

Northampton's lesbian community. In an interview about the wave of 

homophobic violence in Northampton in 1982-83, Kiriyo Spooner and Bet 

Power mention racist attacks perpetrated against the Hispanic community at 

around the same time. (Heramedia 1986: 3) When asked why links between the 

two communities had not been made, Spooner points out how 'insular' the 

lesbian community is -'I call myself a separatist, and I[... ] haven't been 

involved in doing coalition political organizing. ' (Spooner, in Heramedia 1986: 
4D tý) C) 

3) At no point does the fact that there mi crht be Hispanic lesbians for whom the C) 
I 

two identities are not a matter for 'coalitions' but of inseparable identity occur to 

Spooner. Both Spooner and Power acknowledge that the lesbian community sees C) 

itself as separate from other communities, and, by default, white: 

I think the perceptions that I (, ),, et, walking around Northampton, are of Cý 
segregation. Florence Heights is somewhere out there, the Hispanic 

C) r> Cý 
community is somewhere out there, the Black community is somewhere 
out there, and this is the white community. (Power, in Heramedia 1986: 
4-5) 

and cons of fighting for Domestic Partnership or marria ghts see Blumenfeld 1996. gc ii , 
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Such searegation means that Northampton cannot be seen as a safe environment C) tý- 
for lesbians of color. "' 

Debates about pornography and sadomasochism in the late 1980s split 

Northampton's lesbian community in much the same way as the Pride March 

Controversy. Rather than providing a supportive background to a thriving C1 L" 
community, in the late 1980s Northampton became the site for irreconcilable 

waning factions. The May 1989 issue of Valleýy Women's Voice published a 

letter mouming the closing of Womonfyre Books on January 21,1989. (Power 

et al. 1989: 5) The authors blame 'anti-pornography Lesbians and [ ... Ia group of 

women who opened Lunaria Bookstore in Northampton, too small a eographic 9 eý 

area to support t: N,,, o Lesbian-feminist bookstores. ' (lbid)`9 Womonfyre was 

allegedly the target of numerous attacks by anti -pornography feminist activists, C) Cý 

closing when its owners were no longer able to meet the cost of replacing z! ) C C1 

repeatedly broken windows. The debate attracted national attention when Susie 

Bright reported in On Our Backs that 'Lesbian Censors Close Women's 

Bookstore'. (Bright 1989: 9)"0 

interestingly, though, the Northampton area has 'more Jewish lesbians per capit -a than any 
other area (with the possible exception of the Park Slope section ot'Brooklyn). ' (Newman 
1993: 32-33) The majority of those are Ashkenazi rather than Sefardic Jews (i. e. are of 
European rather than Middle-Eastern heritage) and so this could illustrate the relative case of 
white ethnic assimilation. However, there is a strong commitment to Jewish visibility and 
community in Northampton that contradicts that view. 
"" Womonfyre operated a policy of no censorsfiýp of lesbian materials, stocking lesbian- 
feminist texts, alongside lesbian pornography and erotica. The NSMA in Northampton has 

recently acquired several boxes of archive material relating to Womonýyre Books. Unfortunately 
these arrived as I was leaving Northampton and I was unable to look through them. The 

information included here is from the general files. 
"' The next edition of' Valley Women's Voice published a number of other letters on the 
closing of Womonfyre Books including a response from the owners of Lunana who rejected the 
claims of Power et at, and information about Womonfyre Books from a former employee. A] I 

the letters took issue with the letter from Power el at, and with the editorial decision to publish 
the letter. (Maloof and Zadik 1989: 4-5; Ryan 1989: 5) The cditors apologised to Lunaria. After 
the owner of Gazebo (the lesbian lingerie store) responded to rumours that the antl-porriography 
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From March 1989 onwards there were frequent anti -pornography rallies 
in and around Northampton which culminated on 16 April 1989 in Amherst, 

where women publicly burned large quantities of pornographic material, opening C, tl) t5 
up the floodgates to the pro- versus anti-censorship debates (Figure 14). ' " In the C) C) 
same period, TCs editor refused to print an advertisement for Shelix 

(Northampton's woman-to-woman SM group) in its listings, provoking an angry C) in 0 en 
response from the anti-censorship lobby (Figure 15). As part of the response, a 

lesbian sex reading was held at The New Alexandria Lesbian Library on May 7 0 
(Figure 16). All through the summer arguments raged, ' 12 blending with the Pride C) 4n zn ý-n 

March debates the following year. Those who argued against the inclusion of the 

terrn 'bisexual' were commonly the same people who had been vocal in the anti- 

pornography campaigns. In many ways these larger debates about sexuality form 
C) C. 0 

the backdrop to the debates surrounding the inclusion of bisexuals in the Pride 

March and Committee. 

'Bisexual Culture' 

One might expect - as I did - that in a town so full of lesbians and gay men, with 

so much to offer in the way of consumerism and community, there would also be 

a thriving bisexual community, a network of active, 'out' bisexuals. When I first 

arrived in Northampton in Autumn 1994,1 scoured TC for bisexual 

groups and activities. A bisexual women's discussion group took place on 

Wednesday evenings at The Haymarket. Brimming with enthusiasm and hopeful 

lesbians were about to fire-bomb her business, the women at Lunaria speculated that police 
10 infiltration into the lesbian community might have been responsible fr these and other such 

rumours. (TC May 1989: 1; Anon April 1989) 
"' This event was followed up with a public lecture the next day by Andrea Dworkin on 
'Pomography and Civil Rights'. (Anon April 1989a) 
"' In August there was'A Week of Feminist Views' organised by the anti-pornography lobby, 

including an educational slideshow, lectures, and rallies. The events took particular care to link 

the fight against pornography with Feminist pro-choice campaigns. (Anon August 1989) 
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Saturday, A 
11: 45 AM: 
12: 00 PM: 

)HI 15, Amherst 11: 45-2: 00 PM 
Assembly, music at Amherst Commons 
March down Pleasant St. through downtown 

AI 

A% Aft ý &, doP AP 

Protest pornography - the sexualized degradation of 
women in our world. Come with your banners, signs, 
family, and friends to proclaim your anti-pornography/ 
pro-freedom stand. There will be a creative and 
meaningful rally, interesting speakers on the censorship 
controversy, sexuality, and women's oppression, 
music and performances. 

Sign and Banner-Making Party: Tuesday, April 11 th 7-10 
Northampton (5iq-1o'aw -fdY-v"Y-P_ A-fo) 

-.. dommý --. dem - - m»od»h 

Figure 14.1989 Flyer for the March A gainst Pornography. from L- zn The Northampton Collection. 
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Figrure 15.1989 Flyer 'Shelix: The True Story', Shelix Box, 
The Northampton Collection 
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Figure 16.1989 Flyer, 'Fire and Power: Lesbian Sex Readino's', Shelix Box, 
The Northampton Collection. 

S U. n., MA'y 7,1989,7 PM 
NEW ALEXANDRIA LESBIAN LIBRARY 
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for my research, I turned up at the appointed time, anticipating several tables of 
bisexual women with. stories to tell, and a bisexual political perspective on 
Northampton's lesbian and gay culture. I wal. ked around The Haymarket a -few 
times; there was no sign saying 'Bisexual. Discussion Group' i n. bold letters and 

the clientele of the cafe offered no clues. In the end I had to ask several tables of 

people if they were the bisexual women's discussion group - and was greeted by C, t7y 
blank stares, or incredulous laughter - before I happened upon the right table. 

The bisexual women's discussion group turned out to be three women, all under 

twenty-five, white, middle-class, and very recently 'out' as bisexual. All. three 

had only recently moved to the area. 

A Northampton bisexual women's group bad been active in the early 

1990s, but had disbanded after the 'resolution' of the Pride March Controversy. 

The Amherst-based Valley Bisexual Network boasted over 1-50 members during 

the Controversy but also disbanded in 1-992. The group was at the centre of 

bisexual activism up until this time. ' 13 The Valley Bisexual Women's Support 

Group was formed by newcomers to the area in Autumn 199-3. This group 

collapsed six months later due to internal conflicts over confidentiality and 

race/ethnicity that proved impossible to resolve. "' The bisexual women's 

discussion group I attended at The Haymarket comprised several women from 

that support group. These women al. so organised monthly Bisexual Women's 

Brunches, and advertised them in TC so that other women could come along to 

something more informal than a discussion or support group. These were much 

"' It is not clear why the group did not continue. It may have been supplanted by the inception 
of Queer Nation in 1991, or the Pride March Controversy may have resulted in leadership 
'burnout'. 
"' One of the groupý s co-facilitators felt that her needs as the only woman of color in the group 
were not being met. Conversely, some members of the group felt that this woman took up too 
much space, and was not fulfilling her role as facilitator. None of this was dealt with directly, 
but discussed among cliques outside the group. The bad feeling escalated until the group fell 

.Y apart, not through direct confrontation, but because members of the group (unsurpri singly) 
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better attended than the discussion groups, with between 5 and 10 regulars. 
By Spring 1995, however, the Bisexual. Women's Discussion. Group had ;n 

ceased to meet, and a -new fortnightly Bisexual Women's Support Group was 0 
organilsed, attracting between 7 and 15 people to each meeting. ' 15 This group's 

relative success was, I think, due to the fact that most group members had only 

recently begun to acknowledge their desire for people of more than one sex, and 

needed a safe social (rather than pol i ti ca I or tb eoreti cal. ) space to explore what 

bisexual desire might mean. ' 16 Most of the women were struggling to understand 

their desire within the framework of Northampton's lesbian community: the 

lesbian community had been their'home'for a long time. Those women in 

relationships with lesbians felt that there was no space for their bisexual desire 

(whether or not they identified as bisexual) to be acknowledged within the lesbian 

community. Yet they also expressed fears that the 'bisexual community' would 

not be able to offer the level of support that they were used to. This group did not 

last long either. Women who were comfortable with their bisexual desire or 

identity found they no longer needed a support group, and the frequent 

changeover of participants created too much instability. By January 1996 the 

group had faded away. As far as I know no other bisexual groups have been 

established since then. 

General information on bisexual. ity is equally hard to locate. The NSMA 

has only a couple of books and some out-of-date newsletters from US cities (e. g. 

Seattle, Boston and San Francisco) with targe bisexual. groups. Pride and Joy 

simply stopped going. (Personal sources 1994-95) 
"-51 was a member of the Bisexual Women's Support Group for several months in 1995. The 
intormation recorded here is gathered Irom my impressions while attending the group, and from 
follow-up information about the group from another participant. The other members of the 
group agreed that 1 could make use of this information. 
"' The only requirement to be a part ofthe group was that the woman be questioning her desire 
(for one sex exclusively) whether or not she identified as bisexual. Of course, the word 
'bisexual' jr, the name of the group meant that the majority of women , N, ho came were 
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stocks a couple of US bisexual anthologies, in addition to a 'humorolls' postcard 

suggesting that lesbians take out 'bisexual insurance'. The idea is that a lesbian. CIC) tl 

can use this insurance to gain compensation for being heart-broken when her 

fick. le bisexual lover (inevitably) leaves her for a man. "' None of Northampton's 

lesbian-friendly businesses have 'dyke and bi discounts'. At the 1995 

Northampton Lesbian Festival I was the only and first ever person to facilitate a 

workshop on bisexuality (there were several hundred workshops over three 

days). Academic interest in. bisexuality has grown. within the Five College area in I Z-: ) 

the last few years. Nevertheless, syllabi and course outlines do not conceive of 

bisexuality as anything other than a last-minute addition. to a women's studies or 0 

lesbian and gay studies curriculum. 

Yet the evidence is contradictory. Sitting in Bart's one day, reading one of 

the local free newspapers - The Valley Advocate -I was struck by the women's 

personal advertisements, an ,. proximately 60% of which included the word'bi': 'bi 

woman seeks'; 'bi femme looking for', 'lesbian looking for bisexual experience 

with non. -sexist man', etc. These women were clearly marking out their bisexual 

desire and seeking a lover, partner or friend on the basis of that desire. The 

dis, parity between the six or seven people making up the core of the bisexual 

women 9s group and the dozens and dozens of women anonymously proclaiming .1 
t7 

thei r bi sex ual desi re does seem marked. They were prepared to advertise for i t, 

but not tojoin a group of other women identifying as bisexual. Somehow, 

bisexual desire,, identity and community are never quite united in Northampton. 

considering such an identity. 
10 Both the curator of the NSMA and the owner ofPnd e and Joy are, in fact, extremely bi- 

n ilability. A single call positive. Their reasoning for the lack ol'bisexual mate a] was lack ofavai I 
to BiNet USA (the US national bisexual organisation), however, could have provided them with 
a wealth of leaflets, news sheets and book-lists. 
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Part Two: Bisexual/Lesbian Struggles 

'History' 

The lesbian. and gay community of Northampton was divided between 1990 and 
199.3 between those who favoured inclusion of the term 'Bisexual' in the Lesbian 

and Gay Pride March, and those who did not. The debates concerned the nature 

of sexual politics and the boundaries of a. queer community, as well as specific 

issues. attending named inclusion of bisexuais. 

In 1988, two members of the Valley Bisexual Network approached the 

Northampton Lesbian and Gay Pride March Committee (PMC) requesting that the 

name be changed to the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Pride March. The response 

was negative; the reason for the decision. was given as time-constraints. (Anon 

1991 a: 4) In the October before the 1989 March, a unanimous vote was taken by 

members of the Comrnittee (five to six people, including members of the Valley 

Bisexual Network) to change the name to include 'Bisexual'. The meeting saw ain 

influx of bisexuals and allies for the voting process, most of whom did not 

continue to be a part of the Committee or working groups after the motion was 

passed successful. 1y. (Ibid) The 1989 PMC sent out a memo to political groups in 

the area announcing without preamble that: 'It's that time again - we're getting 

ready to bold the 9' Annual Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Pride Marcb'. (Logan 

19sq) 
A proposal to revert to the former name was made at the first meeting of 

the 1990 PMC, on December 13,1989. (Lew 1990: n. p. ) This time the 'vote went 

in favour of the original name, by one vote. (Anon 1991 a: 5) Several participants 

at that meeting did not consider the vote binding, however, and called for 

another, more formal, vote. The editor of TC announced a'COMMUNITY 

ALERT'-, arguing that the lesbians who had attended the December 13 meeting 

had 'tried to express our concerns, but were met with hostility and 
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condescension'. (TC Jan 1990: 1) Angry at the fact that the initial vote was Cý 
ignored, TC called for as many lesbians as possible to attend the next Pride Cý 
Committee meeting on January 10,1990, and to meet the week before for a V. > 

strategy meeting. Northampton Center for the Arts was also booked for a ?: ý Z") 

6 meeting of the entire Lesbian community' on January 23. (Ibid) The 

announcement makes it clear that one is expected to choose between the lesbian 

'we' who have 'created a community we care deeply about, and are in danger of 

seeing [ ... I made invisible' (Ibid) and the bisexual interlopers. At the January 10 

meeting attended by between forty and fifty people a clear majority confirmed the 

decision to revert to The Lesbian and Gay Pride March. (Anon. 1991a: 5) 

The primary reason given for hostility to the change in name to include 

bisexuals was that it reflected a move away from lesbian visibility and politics. 

Among the speakers at the 7" Annual Lesbian and Gay Pride March in 1988 were 

a gay man with AIDS and black lesbian keynote speaker, Barbara Smith. " 9 At 

the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual March in 1989 a white bisexual man spoke on 

bisexuality, and a white heterosexual woman spoke about the recent 

Massachusetts gray and lesbian civil rights bill. (Oh 1988: 19)12' The marked r: $ t: ý 

absence of any lesbian. speakers confirmed many people's suspicions that 

bisexual inclusion equals lesbian exclusion. (Lew 1990; Brook and Dreher 1990: 

3-4)" Thegay men and bisexuals who had been on the Committee resigned, and t5 6 

instead, the all-lesbian Committee invited 'bisexual-s and other politically 

"' The editor of TC, Pamela Kimmell, supported the original name of 'Lesbian and Gay' 
throughout the Controversy. 
119 Smith spoke of the importance of coalition building among diverse minorities, not just 
sexual minorities -'I have to believe in coalitions because those are the only kinds of politics 
that can save my life"'. (Smith, in Oh 1998: 19) 
"' The ten Committee members - five lesbians, three bisexuals anC-I two gay men - decided to 
select speakers according to specific issues rather than identities. The lack of any lesbian 
speaker-, was partly due to last-minute cancellations. Most of the entertainment was lesbian, 
both ASL interpreters were lesbian, and the MCs were lesbian and gay. (lbid) 
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sympathetic g-Toups to march as our allies'. (TC Feb 1990- 1) 

A community wide meeting was called on March 15 1.990, as a. 'chance to 

discuss diffeiring perspectives on who is a part of our "cornmunity" I... and] how Cý 

we can model dealing with conflict in a progressive way'. (TC March 1990: 1) 

The meeting was called by the Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual 

Concerns 122 at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and facilitated by 

Felice Yeskel, the lesbian co-ordinator of the Program. As the editor of TC- notes, 

and as the name of the Program suggests, the organisers, of the meeting were in 

favour of bisexual inclusion. (Ibid) 123 Over three hundred people attended the 

meeting, many of whom aired their discomfort with the January 10 decision. 

(Power 1990: 5) The feeling at the March 15 meeting was overwbelmingly in 

favour of explicit bisexual inclusion. (Anon 1991a: 5) An informal agreement 

was made to schedule another meeting for the Fall to continue the dialogue, and 

establish a clear way of deciding who was to be explicitly included i n- the March's 

title and organisation, although this meeting never materialised. e> 
In March 1990, Micki Seigel began what became known as the 

6newspaper wars', when she wrote a letter protesting the exclusion of bisexual.,, 

from the PMC. Seigel, a bisexual woman who had served on the Committee the 

previous year, resigned after the return to the original name. According to Seigel, 

'[bli sexual s had been working on the march for years, without official 

acknowledgment [ ... ] Now I am the one who is invisible. ' (Seigel 1.990: 2) In 

their letter responding to Seigel, Sarah Dreher and Lis Brook denied the allegation 

that. she was forced to resign as publicity officer, though they did not attempt to 

"-" See footnote 74. 
122 The Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns was renamed The Stonewall Center in 
1995. 
123 Two of the other organisers of the meeting were former members of the PMC, who had 

resigned after the January 10 vote to restore the original title of the March. 
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hide their vehement anti-bisexual feeling. (Brook and Dreher: 3-4) So began the t> I: ) 
parade of feelings for and against bisexual inclusion, published in local CI 
Northampton papers and the national gay and ferninist presses, which lasted until 

mid- 199 1. 

In 1991, the Lesbian and Gay Pride March and Committee's name 

remained unchanged. One month before the 1991 March, four lesbians who had 

secured the permit for the March and formed the Steering Committee called a CI 
public planning meeting. The issue of bisexual inclusion was met with a C) C, 
'stubborn refusal to discuss the issues and emotions surrounding the march. ' 

(Anon 1991 a: 5) When cri ti ci sed for this refusal, members of the Committee 

homed in on the lack of interest on the part of those requesting the name-change, C 
arguing that 'the current group stepped in when no other group fon-ned to help C) 
take responsibility for organising the march. (Brook, in Kroeplin 1991: 1) The CO 
Committee's decision to name the march 'Claiming Our Identity: Protecting Our Cý Cý 
Lives'. did nothing to lessen bisexuals' feelings of anger at being excluded once C) 0 

more. An alternative March Committee, calling itself 'The Committee for an All- 
C$ 

Inclusive Pride March', met twice weekly in the month leading up to the March. 

The alternative theme was announced as 'Unity is Our Power, Diversity Our 

Stren Vth). 124 S. eng 

The alternative committee issued this statement: 

The issue has become larger than just the name change. [The. 
Committee's] stance symbolizes a refusal to acknowledge and embrace 
the diversity of sexual identity (whether it be Bisexual, S/M, Drag Queen, 
and/or outside of a narrow definition of what it means to have a 
homosexual identity) in our community. (Committee for an All-Inclusive 
March 1.991: 6) 

These words are echoed by Sarah Dreher in her speech at the 1991 Lesbian and 

'24Figure 17 shows the altematýve Pride March T-shirts from 1990 and 1991. 
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H gure 17. Photographs of alternati vel'-shi rts for th-e 1990 and 19191 
Northampton Pride Marches. 
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Gay Pride March Rally, when she says that: 'Something's going on here, and it's 

bi gger than a name. ' (Dreher, in Kroepl in 199 1: 1) Dreher's claim is perhaps best 0 

supported by the fact that she was booed and shouted down throughout her 

speech, which damned 'inclusion' and 'diversity' as 'pretty words' designed to t5 
gUilt-trip', and which empbasised the importance of a political lesbian identit C> y 

(Dreher, in TC June 1991: 2) Since the same women who were vocal in the anti- 

pornography/SM arguments in 1989 spoke most publicly in favour of Cý C; 

maintaining the Pride March as Lesbian and Gay, their position began to be seen 

as advocating a homogeneous lesbian community. "' From this point on, the anti- ZD 

bisexual-inclusion advocates were damned as anti-diversity and even 'fascist' as 

well as biphobic. 

After a series of long and drawn-out community meetings in 1991, a 

lesbian, gay and bisexual, community-wide ballot was held to determine the 

majority view. On February 2,1992 voters decided in favour of a Lesbian, Gay 

and Bisexual PMC comprising three lesbians, three bisexuals and three gay 

men. 
126 The Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Pride March, with the theme 'We Are 

Fami I y: Pri de Equal s Pow er', took pi ace on May 9,1992 (Fi gure 19). Fi n a] I y, it 

seemed, bisexuals had achieved the inclusion and visibility they sought. The title 

of the 1993 Pride Marcb was similarly amended to become the 'Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual and Transgender Pride March'. (Figure 20) 

'Exclusion and Inclusion' 

The debates about the inclusion of the term 'Bisexual' in the Northampton Pride 

March and Committee emerged as a result of conflict within the lesbian and gay 

community, rather than from outside it. The 1988 Pride March's full-page 0 

advertisement in the Daily Hampshire Gazette says: 'Tomorrow, thousands of 

" See pages 70 and 71. 
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Figure 18. Sample Ballot paper for the public ballot on the 
Pride March name-change. zn 

1992 Pride March 
Sample Ballot 

What would you like the 1992 Pride March to be named? 
1992 Lesbian & Gay Pride March 1992 Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual E: 1 Pride March 

Who would you like to see on the 1991 Pride March Steering Committee? 
(it was decided that the committee will be composed of 12 people, except in the case noted 
below *. ) 

Lesbians, Gay Man & Bisexuals El 
It you choose this option, what 
would you like the composition of 
the Steering Committee to be? 

F-1 4 Lesbians, 4 Gay Men, 4 Bisexuals 

1-7 4 Lesbians, 4 Gay Men, 3 Bisexuals' 

F7 Other 

Lesbians & Gay Men El 
If you choose this option, what 

How would you like the 1992 Pride March Steering Committee to be formed? 

El Have people volunteer today after the ballots have been counted. 

1: 1 Have election by and of those present after the ballots have been counted. 

There are three months left until the Pride March. The Steering Committee will 
need to be formed tonight. After the ballots have been counted (at around 5: 15), 
the Steering Committee will be formed and the work of the Pride March will begin. 
If you are interested in submitfing your name for Steering Committee membership 
or voting on the Steering Committee membership, please stay or return at 5: 15. 

"' See Figure 18 for the ballot paper for this referendum. 
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Fi gure 19. Flyer with theme of 1992 Pride March. t> 
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Figure 20. Flyer with theme of 1993 Pride March. 
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cray men, lesbians and bisexuals will march with their friends through the streets 

of Northampton proclaiming who they are within the safety of the crowd. ' (Anon 

1988: 18) At this point, bisexuals are considered part of the core of lesbian and 

gay community, in need of rather than being allies, despite the fact that they are 

not named in the March. By 1990, however, the bisexual position in the lesbian 

and gay community is relegated to one of 'political affiliation'. (Contrada 1990a: 0W 975 - 
16) Responding to accusations of bisexual exclusion the 1990 March Committee 1 C5 - 
argues: 'We can work together and march together; but we cannot be pressured 0 Cý ID 
into decisions which change the shape of our own political identities. ' (Ibid) The 

'we' being potentially pressured here is clearly not lesbians, gay men and 

bisexuals. 

One way of expelling bisexuals from a conception of lesbian and gay 

community is to vilify bisexual women for claiming lesbian space that is not 

theirs. Elisabeth Brook's comment is typical: 'We lesbians have worked long and 

hard to create safe communities for ourselves. Bisexuals are welcome to5 and 

should. do the same. But do not try to crrab what we have created. ' (Brook 1989: 

6) This moves easily into the accusation that bisexual women are unwilling or 

unable to create their own community -'[flor reasons [the Steering Committee] 
I- 

Cý - 

cannot comprehend, some bisexual women seem to feel they cannot create their 

own community, but must attach themselves to the Lesbian community. ' (Dreher 

and Brook 1990: 3). Boston bisexual acti vi st Robvn Ochs responds to such 
.1- 

accusations of parasitic bisexual behaviour thus: 'I say to [... I all the people 

who still don't get why I and other bisexuals insist on "attaching" ourselves to the Cý 
lesbian community: I do so because it is my community. ' (Ochs 1990: 5) 

Initially, then, those arguing for the inclusion of 'Bisexual' in the title of tý, 

the Pride March do so on the basis of 'group unity inclusion'. (Contrada 1990: 
1115 1- 
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12) rather than through a desire to create a bisexual community separate from the 

lesbian and ay community. The rhetoric of bisexual separation or inclusion 91 
.1A. 

remains ambivalent throughout the debates, however. For example, committee 

member Sue Krause suggests after the 1990 March that jt1he lesbian and gay 

community gets on very well with the rest of the community'. (Krause in, 

Contrada 1-990b: A-2) It is not clear here whether bisexuals form part of 'the rest 

of the community' or are included in 'the lesbian and gay community'. In the 

former case recent controversv would scarcely warrant saying that the two 'I get] .1 Z> 10 

on very well'; in the latter, the 'bisexual inclusion' arguments become figured as 

internal wrangles within the lesbian and gay community. Similarly. Elisabeth 

Brook's statement that 'I s]ome people were confused because [bisexual 

inclusion] had never been a factor before and they wanted to remain in keeping 

with the historical significance of using "lesbian and gay"', (Brook. in Contrada 

1990: 12) could be read as a lack of desire to address the issue of bisexuality, an 

assumption of pre-existent bisexual inclusion within 'lesbian and gay', or a 

combination of the two. Likewise, the re-naming of the Pride March to include 

bisexuals provokes several readings. On the one hand, bisexual inclusion is 

sought as a way of acknowledging the history of bisexual work - personal, 

political and historical - within the lesbian and gay community. It is an attempt to 

make bisexuality visible, and to prevent its continuing to be a secondary 

consideration subsumed within 'lesbian and gay'. On the other hand, this naming 

signals a move towards a separate bisexual identity, and a way of making 

bisexuality visible in its own right, which could be read as confirmation of the 

view that bisexuals are not necessarily part of lesbian and gay community after 

all. 

The Pride March Controversy takes place within this contradictory 

framework of inclusion. and exclusion. The struggle to establish the positions of 
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bisexuality and lesbianism in relation to one anotherstructures the Controversy a-, 

I discuss below. One effect of this is that the debates surrounding bisexual and 

lesbian identity, desire and community become more polarised than might 

otherwise be the case. Bet Power reports that at the March 1-5 19% community 

meeting many lesbians were angry and confused over the rift between lesbian. -, 

and bisexual women, because 'I. they are lovers or friends of Bisexuals; 2. they 

are themselves Lesbians coming out as Bisexual s. '(Power 1990: 5) Power 

highlights the indivisible nature of 'Lesbi an' and 'Bisexual' identities ratherthan c 
focusing on the separate merits of either one. The terms of the discursive rift It 
between 'Bisexual' and'Lesbian', however, mean that there is little 

documentation that Dursues this line, other than to make the case for bisexual 

inclusion (still separately defined) within the lesbian community. 
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Section Two. A Question of Difference: Discursive Constructions of Bisexual 
and Lesbian Identities 

In this section I want to explore the mechanisms used to establish bisexual 

women "s and lesbian identity as related to different communities and desires, as, 

effectively, different from one another. Often this relationship is established as an 

antagonistic and hierarchical one, when bisexuals or lesbians claim their 

'difference' as evidence of individual and cultural superiority. 

Part One: Political and Sexual Territory 

'The SexuaUPolitical Divide' 

One of the primary ways in which the distinction between bisexuality and 

lesbianism becomes marked in the Pride Controversy is through oppositional use 

of the terms 'political' and 'sexual'. TC emphasises its arguments against tn 
bisexual inclusion by using a capital T' for 'Lesbian' and a lower-case W for tý, 
'bisexual'. In a sense this marks the difference between what is perceived as a 

political identity - Lesbian - and a sexual identity - bisexual. "' This same 

stratec, of capitali sing 'Lesbian' and not 'bisexual' (or 'bi -sexual'), is used cly 

sixteen years earlier in the C. L. I. T. papers of 1976 - 'many of the women of the 

Black Left are Lesbians or bi-sexual'. (C. L. I. T. 1976: 47)12" Throughout her 
zn 

1990 letter Power capitalises 'Bisexual' and 'Sadomasochi. st' as well as 

Tesbian'. Power is stressing the political nature of 'Bisexuals' and 

'Sadomasochists' through the use of capital letters. IDa sense she is marking out 

these terms as identities in their own right, rather than as subsidiaries of 'Lesbian' 

or descriptive terms for behaviour, even though she is arguing for the difficulty 

"' This capitalisation is not consistent within the Pride March debates, however. It is most 
commonly used when the particular political point discussed is being made. 
"8 The use of '-' in 'bi-sexual' similarly constructs bisexuality as orientation or propensity 
rather than identity. 
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of separating the terms in a community context. 
129 What is interesting here, too, C) ZD 

is the way in which bisexuals and sadomasochists are grouped together - by C: ) C) 
proponents of bisexual inclusion as well as dissenters - as sexual positions 

oppositional or subsidiary to the organic term 'Lesbian'. Not only is bisexuality 

constructed as wholly sexual, bisexuals themselves are also charged with trying 0 e) 
to redefine lesbianism in terms of sexuality -'[slome of the n. on-lesbian members 

of the committee appeared determined to define our lifestyles in purely bedroom, 

not political, terms. ' (TC January 1990: 1) The 'personal' nature of bisexual 

sexual choice is contrasted with the continued need for a strong political lesbian 

identity and community, because of 'societal homophobia, job security, foster 

care, woman-hating and violence against women'. (TC February, 1990: 1) t: I t: $ 
Rather than focusing, on 'sexual preference' alone, the 19% March Committee 4D 

argue that 'the abbreviated title is aimed at focusing on the broader spectrum of 

, o, ay issues'. (Contrada 1990: 12). These 'broader' issues are cited as 'child- 

rearing, foster care and marriage. ' (Ibid) These three areas of concern initially 

seem a curious choice tojuxtapose. against bisexuality, which would surely have 

a siOrnificant contribution to make to a discussion on children and marriaae. What 
1-5 t: ý 

is being asserted, however, is that for lesbians - who cannot legally get married Z: 5 CD 0 
in the US, are frequently not allowed to foster children, andrisk losing parental 

charge of their own children in courtjudgements - these issues are political. The ZID 

implication is that for bisexuals these issues are simply matters of sexual choice 

or JIL-ALeterosexual privilege. 
130 

"' it is significant that in her letter Power alternates between capitalising 'Transvestite' and 
'Transsexual' and using the lower-case. At this time Power cannot be unequivocal about their 
status, either within the lesbian community, or as separately validated identities. It is not until 
1993 that the issue of whether to change the Pride March and Committee name to 'Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual, and Trarugeider' surfaces. 
13" The argument that bisexuality emphasises the sexual rather than the political Ironically 
mirrors the arguments of the Northampton anfi-pride lobby that holds a'Straight Pride' rally 
each year to protest the Lesbian and Gay (and Bisexual) Pride March. (Riley 1991: 6). Both 
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It is the overlaps in terms of homophobia that are figured as the common 

ground between bisexual women and lesbians. Ara Wilson argues that ji]t seems 
irrelevant to create a distinct bisexual identity - what bisexuals havein common 

with lesbians and gays is their experiences as homosexuals. ' (A Wilson 1992: C) 

28)"' Oppression and political identity are seen as co-extensive here. 132 What is 

never mentioned is that what constitutes expressing those 'experiences as 

homosexuals' is, at least partly, same-sex sex. A bisexual women's- desire is both 

the key to polit-r -. _. 7 _ 
i -!;, ] ; dpnti tv 5k nd credibitity and the reason she does not have access 

to political iddentit., and] t--r. ed.; h-;. I;. t, 7. By extension, a bisexual woman can only 

claim a political identit. -71 iff her same-sex desire leads her to identify as, n les-bian. 
.I __ --ý 

Bisexuals' responses to the accusation that they are 'w-at. 6 cy ir J rin,, down' 

lesbian politics characteristically fail to challenge this opposition of sex and 

politics. Firstly, bisexuals downplay the extent to which sexual behaviour is 

formative of -a bl-ssexumll. identity. So- Moore ---t. r. ---sses thatijuct A-, 

a. - .. is a way of fifi- not Just somethin a we do in- I-led" I ... wle bi-z--, Yuals "Iesbiani-s-ron .. -I .. Lj .7j- -C, 

are not vaginas or clitorises or penises, we are wIlliole human beings. ' (Moore 

1990): P.. p. ) Secondly bisexuals emphasise their political closeness to lesbians and 

t1hpir shared community. Hence, in r. i---n s- March 1990) 
, nse to Dreher and Brook'- 

letter, Ochs ins-ists that: 

li. b ion. Whenr out wi h iny giriffiend, I would not liberation is my crati Gay .J In- 
, get Just halfway -beat Lip by a gay basher 1 would not be fired from 
= J- In-j 

parties focus on sexual behaviour as a private concern. The association of bisexuality with 
sexual behaviour rather than (political) identity is still current. In January 1998 1 noticed that 
Silver Moon Books ('Europe's largest' feminist bookshop on Charing Cross Road) has its 
books on bisexuality in the 'Sex and Sexuality' section of the shop, rather than the 'Sexual 
Politics' section. Other than The Joy of Lesbian Sex, all books on lesbianism are shelved in 
the 'Sexual Politics' or 'Lesbian and Gay' sections of the shop. 
131 31milarly, Leýley Mountain -a bisexual woman - propo8es that it is oftly ' When We Cxpre8S 
the lesbian or gay part of our sexuality that we will suffer Lfrorn oppression]. ' (Mountain 1992: 
7) 
"' In other contexts this associatin-n can be rnade for bisexuals by use of the terrn 
monosexism', as I discussed in Chapter One, Section One, Part Two. 
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only half of my job by a hornophobic boss[... -] If I had children I would 
not lose only half of them in a custody battle I ... ]I wouldn't lose half of 
my apartment if I were living with a woman lover and my landlord didn't 2: -) 

like that [ ... I Yes, bisexuals who are not 'out' will not suffer direct effects 
of homophobia. But neither do lesbians who are not out. (Ochs 1990: 5) 

Ochs redefines the issue as one of political commitment (signified by being 'out') 

as well as common sexuality (the argument would not work quite so effectively if 

Ochs were out with her boyfriend). She consolidates her argument by 

emphasising her political credentials, citing her participation in an impressive rýý 

array of lesbian, gay and bisexual events and groups. (lbid) For Karin Baker and 

Helen Harrison (two leading figures in the Boston Bisexual Women's Network 

(BB)VN)' 33 ) bisexuality's primary political contribution to the lesbian, gay and 

bisexual community is its gender subversion: 'Bisexual liberation [ ... ]depends 
týp 

on the subversion of gender categories. The same can be said of lesbian and gay 

liberation. ' (Baker and Harrison 1990: 3) 

In stressing their political affiliation with lesbians and gay men, however, 

it becomes less and less clear why Ochs, Baker, Harrison and Moore want 

bisexuals named separately. Their insistence on bisexuals as political rather than 

purely sexual beings, and their failure to engage with any possible differences - 1: ) 

sexual or political - between bisexual women and lesbians, leaves me wondering, 

why do they not politically identify as lesbians? At no point do these writers 

examine more closely the function of the 'sexual versus political' separation, 

which must be seen in the context of a larger structuring dichotomy producing 

bisexual women and lesbians as discrete entities. Bet Power is one of the few 

people to articulate the sexual av political in this context. Power argues that unlike 

133 The Boston Bisexual Women's Network was formative in the development of a US National 
Bisexual Network in the late 1.980s. I discuss its role in a national context in Chapter Four, 
Section One, Part Two. 
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lesbians and gay men, bisexuals, transvestites, transsexuals,, sadomasochists, 

and 'other sexual preferences IL ... arell just bezginning to find their voices'. (Power 

1990: 5) Power envi sages a broader Sexual Minorities Movement evolving from 

the Gay and Lesbian Movement. "' 

In her speech at ti-le 1991 Lesbian and Gay Pride March rally, Sarah 

Dreher argues that '[s]ome of us feel 'that bisexuals are a part of our community 

because they are oppressed for their sexual choices. Some of us feel that it Lakes a 

lot more than sexual oppression to be a community'. (Dreher 1991: 2). 

Bisexuals' best attemptsto evidence their common sexual oppression with 

lesbians now prove fruitless. Dreher shifts the terms of the debate by defining 

lesbian com munity as in excess of 1. -hat oppression and as something to which 

bisexuals cannot have access. Dreher's speech is peppered with references L to the 

form that excess takes. ) revelling in her 'Lesbian heritage' and 'our special 

outlook or, life'. (Ibid) In reference to Northampton's lesbian community, Dreher 

stressesthat: 'We have been strong. We have built a center of Lesbian power that 

is recognized and admired across the country'. (Ibid) The closing paragraphs of 

Dreher's speech remember previous lesbian community spaces in Northampton, 

and talk of the need to 'pick up the torch' again to create new spaces, such as a 

community centre and a local lesbian newsletter -joilur overriding goal must be 

to create, not destroy. ' (Ibid) Dreher's perspective is very much in line with that 

of lesbian philosopher Sarah Hoagland who says, 'I_w]hat I am calling "lesbian 

community" is not a specific entity; it is a ground of our be-ing. ' (Hoagland ZIn tD 

1 

1.988: 3) 

For Dreher, bisexuals' inclusion in lesbian community, signalled by their 

named inclusion in the Pride March, 'would erase our politics, our special 

"' Though many transsexuals and transvestites have struggled to keep gender identity distinct 
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outlook on life, our identity. They would have you say "We're all alike except for 

who we sleep with, " and thereby reduce all our issues to sexual issues. ' (Dreher 

1991: 2) The 'lesbian ethos' sketched by Dreher seems to derive from a structural 

'Lesbian Difference' presumed to be at the heart of lesbian community, and 

which provides the explanation for why bisexuals can only march as allies. If 

Dreher's 'Lesbian Difference' is innate, a bisexual woman can only be a part of 

lesbian community if she is true to her lesbian self, if she 'comes out' as a 

lesbian. If this difference refers to the rich history of lesbian community in the 

US, bisexual women are equally effectively erased from that history. Pamela 

Kimmell, the editor of TC, asserts that bisexual lack of compromise in the 

Northampton debates shows ' "an extreme lack of understanding and respect of 

lesbian and gay history and the people who lived it. "' (Kimmell, in Kroeplin 

1991: 1) Since a separate bisexual community has only become an issue in the 

1990s in the US and the UK, the insistence on lesbian cultural difference strips 

bisexual women of their own genealogy within lesbian history. Lesbian theorist 1-n 
Shane Phelan argues that lesbian culture has always been peopled by women who 

desire both women and men, 135 and that bisexuality is 'at the center of lesbian 

existence. ' (Phelan 1994: 96) 136 Whether or not those women called themselves 

bisexual, they were certainly predecessors of a contemporary bisexual 

subjectivity. The insistence on 'Lesbian Difference', whether cultural or innate, 

sets bisexual women at a distance from lesbian history and community. 

The language used by those against bisexual inclusion in the Pride March 

underscores this notion of 'Lesbian Difference'. Throughout the debates, 

from sexual identity. 
135 See particularly Boots qf Leather, Slippers of Gold for a detailed local history of US lesbian 
bar culture of the 1940s and 1950s in Buffalo, New York, (Davis and Kennedy 1993) and Public 
Sex for the inaccuracy of separating bisexual and lesbian history within S/M and butch/femme 
cultures. (Califia 1994: 186) 
136 1 discuss the extent of Phelan's commitment to this 'bisexual history' in Chapter One, 
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bisexual threat is contrasted with lesbian bewilderment. Bisexuals are 'self- 

serving', (Dreher and Brook 1990: 2) while lesbians are 'alarmed and 

concerned'. (lbid) Bisexuals are parasites 'attach[ing] themselves to the Lesbian 

community', (Ibid) feeding off the hard work and creativity of lesbians -jilt's in 

all being done by dykes'. (TC June 1990: 1) Lesbian concern and caring is Z> 

consistently met with bisexual 'hostility and condescension'. (TC. January 1990: 

1) In retum, bisexuals accuse the lesbians on the 1990 and 1991 March 

Committees of 'fascism' and 'conspiracy'. (Kroeplin 199 1: 1) At the 

predominantly lesbian 1990 Pride March keynote speaker Virginia Apuzzo asks' 

"I'm wondering why my dyke self feels so at home here today"' 9 (Apuzzo, in 

Contrada 1990b: A-2) This safe lesbian home needs to be vigilantly guarded tý, 

against the 'danger' (TC January 1990: 1) of both homophobic violence and 

bisexual interlopers. 

The lesbian 'reclaiming' of the 1990 March is consistently viewed in 

terms of territorial rights. TC's triumphant editorial after the return to the 'Lesbian 

and Gay Pride March' in 1990 was entitled 'Take Back the March Night'. (TC 

February 1990: 1) A parallel is being drawn between violence against women - Z: ) 
traditionally protested by feminists in 'Take Back the Night Marches' - and the 

perceived 'bisexual violence' against lesbians. This link is made even more 

explicit in a 'note to the editors' of the Valley Women's Voice: 

The following statement on lesbian occupied territory was in part 
sparked by the recent controversy in Northampton, MA surrounding the 
1990 Gay/Lesbian Pride March... (Northampton Lesbians Fighting 
Pornography 1990: 3) 

The authors link the Pride March debates with the rape of a woman following the 

'Take Back the Night March' in the same year. They argue that both marches will 

Section One, Part One. 
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remain symbolic until the Northampton community really becomes'LESBIAN 

OCCUPIED TERRITORY', (I bid, authors' emphasis) which is the only space 
that'can offer long-term protection from men, and create alternative women's tný 

culture free from the violence of heterosexuality. ' (lbid)"' The threat posed to 

lesbian territory by bisexual women is their relationship, or potential relationship, 

to men. The bisexual woman's male lover lurks in the shadows; she is his phallic 

envoy into uncharted territory. 138 

'Heterosexual Privilege and "Lesbian Difference"' 

In a early letter, Dreher and Brook report that at one of the PMC meetings they 

were scorned for pointing out that lesbian and gay issues differ from bisexual 

issues 'because bisexuals continue to enjoy beterosexual privilege', (Dreber and 

Brook 1990: 2) and told that they too could 'pass' if they 'dressed differently' 

(Ibid). Dreher and Brook continue by saying that 'Mrs. Seigel announced that she 

could speak for the Lesbian community "because I have always felt like a man in 

a woman's body. " And so on. The horror continued. ' (Ibid) 

The 'bisexual voice' in Dreher and Brook's letter confirms their initial 

accusation of heterosexual privilege and so represents the absolute antithesis of 

lesbian desire and identity. Firstly, there is no doubt that Seigel is one of those 

1371-esbian freedom from the 'violence of heterosexuality' is also placed in the context of the 
anti-pomography debates. The authors state that '[w]e see the fight against pornography as 
central to this politics, central to the struggle to reclaim our lives and to make Lesbian 

community more than mere safe space for Lesbians. ' (Ibid) 
138 The pages of Sojourner carry debates about inclusion of male children at lesbian festBals at 
the same time as the debates about bisexual women's place in the lesbian community are being 
thrashed out. (Johnson 1989: 7; Anne 1989: 7-8) The debate that took place within the pages of 
Sojourner seemed to assume that women could divided into lesbian and straight even though the 
terms of the debate were similar to those structuring the bisexuality discussions. One woman 
writes that 'there are tnatq ways in which we identify ourselves; being lesbian and straight are 
not the only ones. Being a feminist mother and a non-feminist mother are identities... Being 
Black, Hispanic, Indian, Asian-American or white; being elderly or a teenage mother'. (Randall 
1989: 3) What starts off promising a degree of complexity with regard to 'affectional preference' 
(Ibid) only sees oppositional constructions of sexuality as complicated by the 'other' factors 

mentioned, not by internal difference. 
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bisexuals exercising her heterosexual privilege given the pointed referencing of 
zn 

tý, tn) 

her as 'Mrs. Seigel' throughout Dreher and Brook's letter. Secondly, the 

suggestion that Dreher and Brook could (and by implication, should) 'pass' as 
heterosexual stands in opposition to the pride of being 'out' as a lesbian. Finally, 

Mrs. Seigel claims to identify with and be able to represent lesbians on the 

grounds that she has always felt like a man in a woman's body. What appear in 

Dreher and Brook's text as examples of bisexual difference from lesbianism, are 

used by Seigel as reasons for being able to speak for the lesbian community. At 

no point is there any discussion of differing fon-ns of heterosexual privilege, 

passing and male-identification, 139 or of why it is that they are considered so 

dreadful. That 'lesbian' is the antithesis of these three 'bisexual blunders' is also 

assumed to be self-evident, and Dreher and Brook's 'horror' is cast as a natural 

lesbian reaction in need of no elaboration. To question that 'horror' is to ask more 

precisely which acts, and which behaviours really do signify 'lesbian' and which 

do not; to elaborate would be to admit that'Lesbian Difference' is formed 

relationally rather than self-reflexively. 140 

Dreher and Brook are not unusual in their understanding of lesbianism. In 

many respects it is an assumed distance from men that marks out a particular 

strand of lesbian/feminism in contemporary US and UK culture. As the C. L. I. T. 

Collective argue in 1976: 'the initial and continuing power of the Women's 

"' For example, for some women 'heterosexual privilege' may go hand in hand with violence 
from their male partners. 
'40 Bet Power's 1990 letter can be read as a response to the assumption that lesbians and 
transsexuals are mutually exclusive groups. (Power 1990: 5) Power asserts that many of the 
lesbians at the March 15 1990 community meeting were unhappy with the decision to revert to 
the former name of 'Lesbian and Gay Pride' because of their own transvestite or transsexual 
feelings, behaviours or experiences. (Ibid) Power contends that: ' "[Oeeling like a man in a 
woman's body" is no horror, contrary to Ms. Dreher and Ms. Brook - it is simply a fact of life 
for another brave and proud group of newly-emerging oppressed people. ' (Ibid) Power challenges 
the assumptions both that lesbians do not have sex with men, and that they are not men. In 
doing so, Power must only increase the 'horror' Dreher and Brook feel. I discuss feminist/queer 
'horror' of and fascination with transsexual bodies and subjects In Chapter Three, Section One, 
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Movement flows from our actual separation from men to form a movement of 
women dissatisfied with men'. (Collective Lesbian International Terrors 1976: 

41) Elisabeth Brook continues this lesbian/feminist tradition in her letter to 
Sojourner, 'Lesbians Don't Fuck Men'. (Brook 1989: 6) Brook poses her 

questions -'How can you call yourself a lesbian when you have sex with men? 
How can you have sex with men when you believe yourself to be a lesbianT 

(lbid) - in disbelieving terms. For Brook, women who have sex with women and 

men are bisexuals, 'period' (Ibid); sexual behaviour and identity are supposed to 

mirror one another. Yet 
, in asking her questions, Brook is unwittingly forced to 

discuss lesbians who do have sex with men, lesbians whose sexual behaviour 

and sexual and political identity may not be aligned. 141 

Once the incontrovertibility of 'Lesbian Difference' falters a space is 

created to ask these questions in a different way, however. Greta Christina is, 

thus, able to inquire: 'Is a lesbian: a woman who only fucks other womenT 

(Christina 1990: 14) Here the incredulity of Brook's question is replaced by 

another rhetorical turn of phrase, only Christina's assumes the answer 'No'. 

Christina continues: 

That would include bi women who're monogamously involved with other 
women. A woman who doesn't fuck men? That would include celibate 
straight women. A woman who would never get seriously involved with 
men? Rules out lesbians who've been married in the past. A woman who 
never has sexual thoughts about men? That excludes dykes who are into 
heavy and complex gender play, who get off on gay men's pom, or who 
are maybe just curious. Do you have to be 100% directed at women and 
away from men in thought, feeling, word, and deed from birth to qualify 
as a 'real' lesbian ? 142 That would rule out all but about two women on the 

Part Three. 
... Monique Wittig's work on the lesbian as 'not woman' relies on a similar separation ofthe 
lesbian world and 'other worlds'. A lesbian is 'not a woman' because she is socially and 
politically positioned outside of heterosexual patriarchy. Her desire cannot be made sense of in 
hierarchical relationship to 'man'. Wittig does not discuss bisexuals, in part, because their 
social and political location and desire may seem at odds ('not-woman' and 'woman' at different 

moments). (Wittig 1992: 9-20) 
'42 A T-shirt sold at Pride and Joy in Northampton suggests the same homogeneity that 
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planet. I hope they can find each other. (Christina: 14-15) 

Christina mentions a range of practices, identities, experiences and histories, 

including but not restricted to bisexuality, that cannot be accounted for by the 

separation of ' 'lesbian' from 'sex with men. It becomes increasingly clear why 

many of the arguments made against bisexual inclusion in the Pride March link C, tn 
bisexual women with lesbian sadomasochists and lesbians who oppose the 

censorship of pornography. Each of these positions is seen as increasing the 

likelihood of male infiltration into the lesbian community. In the Northampton 

Lesbians Fighting Pornography's article I cited earlier, SM is linked to 

heterosexuality -'[hlow many dykes can truly say that the eroticism of s/m 

differs In any significant way from what every tract of compulsory 

heterosexuality from Freud and Havelock Ellis to Harlequin has force-fed us 

since infancyT (Northampton Lesbians Fighting Pornography 1990: 3) - as are 

bisexuality and pornography. (1bid) 

These connections are by no means restricted to the Northampton Pride 

March debates. In a US context, Elizabeth Armstrong cites an anonymous writer rýl 

lor the San Francisco Bqy Times, who argues that bisexuals who claim lesbians 
Z!, 

sleep with men and who call themselves * "bi-dykes" [oppress] lesbians as surely 

as straight male pornography. ' (Armstrong 1995: 199) In a UK context, Susan 
Z. n 

Ardill and Sue O'Sullivan connect a number of behaviours and identities as 

potentially *other' to lesbianism, in their discussion of the banning ot lesbian 

sadomasochists from the London Lesbian and Gay Centre in 1985: 'Bisexuality, 

paedophilia, sadomasochism, transsexuality, dress codes - all came up in the MC 

[Management Committee] discussions about who could or should be welcome in 

Christina is critiquing here. The T-shirt has'100% Icsbian' wlittcn on the front and the words 
'NO COMPROMISE' in capital letters emblazoned on the back. 
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the centre. ' (Ardill and O'Sullivan 1986: 36)' 43 The stratecric positioning of tý tD 
sadomasochists as 'other' to lesbian identity within the Northampton debates is 

not consistent however. As a key figure within Northampton's anti-pornography 

lobby, one might expect Sarah Dreher to denounce lesbian sadomasochism as not Z! ) 
'real' lesbian behaviour. In her 1991 Pride March speech, however, Dreher 

counters claims that SM lesbians are honorary bisexuals, saying that they 'sure 

seem like "real Lesbians" to me. ' (Dreher TC 1991: 2) In a strategic move, 

Dreher claims SM lesbians as 'same' in order to ensure that the greater threat of 

bisexual women remains 'other'. Ardill and O'Sullivan also raise the salient point 

that 'there is often a chasm between discussions about the "politics of sexuality" 

and discussions about what our actual different sexual practices are. ' (Ardill and 

O'Sullivan 1986: 3 1) Pat Califia explores how lesbian denial of actual lesbian 

sexual practices (including sex with men) can lead to the fatal refusal of the reality 

that lesbians can transmit the HIV virus to one another. Self-preservation 

becomes self-destruction. Califia writes: 

Lesbians still don't believe that AIDS has anything to do with them. The 
best-educated dykes will grudgingly concede that the disease might be 
able to pass from one woman to another, but not from one real lesbian to 
another. We already knew that real lesbians don't have sex with men, for 
fun or for money. But because of AIDS, the pool of women-loving- 
women, pussy-eating, cunt-fucking women who also qualify as 'real 
lesbians' has grown even smaller. Real lesbians don't shoot drugs, share 
needles, or play sex games that expose them to somebody else's blood. 
We're all in twelve-step programs, but none of us are junkies. Real 
lesbians don't sleep with straight women or bisexual women. Real 
lesbians don't have heterosexual histories. (Califia 1993: 210) 

'43The authors add that '[a]t the same time the MC, an all-white group of men and women, 
discussed making the centre accessible to more Black and working-class gay men and lesbians. ' 
(lbid) Coming as it does straight after the passage I cited above, this sentence seems to link the 

committee's ambivalent relationship to bisexuals, pacdophiles, sadomasochists and transsexuals 
to the centre's acknowledged lack ofrace and class diversity. Here we have a further example of 
the way in which bisexual inclusion becomes associated with a more general diversity in a 
rather uncritical way. 
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Here Califia. explores a context where talking about lesbian sexual practices, 
however uncomfortable the information, is more likely to ensure the preservation 

of lesbian safe space than the reliance on a self-reflexive mode of difference. 

Brook tries to manoeuvre around this problem of lesbian desire for men 

by an appeal to oppression and guilt. She says: 

Occasionally a lesbian may find herself having sex with a man because 
she is tired of fighting a homophobic society, because she is tired of 
hiding, because of her own internalized self-hatred or homophobia. But 
this is not bisexuality, this is pain. (Brook 1989: 6) 

Brook does admit that lesbians do have sex with men, then. Or, more precisely, a 

lesbian who finds herself having sex with a man (notice the passivity implied -a 

lesbian would never choose this sexual behaviour), can only remain a lesbian in 

Brook's terms if she is a 'guilty lesbian', or a 'lesbian in pain'. (lbid)" It is not 

coincidental that Brook identifies 'true bisexuals' as those who enter 'into healthy 

unions with both sexes. ' (Ibid) By extension, 'true lesbians' would enter into 

'healthy unions' with women only. 

Colleen Urban displays similar slippage in her article 'Lesbians are not 

Bisexuals', when she argues that to include bisexual women in the word 'lesbian' 

is dangerous, 'because it does not recognize that there are women out there 

whose primary emotional, social, sexual, and spiritual connections are with 

women, exclusively. ' (Urban 1989: 4) Like Brook's, Urban's emphasis on the 

fact that some lesbians are exclusively committed to women does not put a final 

barrier between bisexuals and lesbians, but rather between 'complete lesbians' 

and those lesbians and bisexuals with sexual or emotional commitments to men. 

Brook's lapsed lesbian is by no means a lost cause. She can still purge herself of 

" This is a similar point to the one I made about lesbian and gay 'coming out' narratives in 
Chapter One, Section One, Part One: 'mistakes' or 'interruptions' are fine as long as they are 

seen as such. 
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her non-lesbian error: 'The lesbians I know who find themselves attracted to men 

are disturbed by this, expend a lot of time and energy soul-searching, and try to 

get down to the root of the problem. ' (Brook 1989: 6) Even for Brook the 

meaning of 'lesbian' has shifted. Being a lesbian now seems to be more about 

occupying a particular personal and political position relation to men, rather 

than a simple refusal of attraction to men. 'Lesbian Difference' becomes equated 

with ideal lesbianism, which needs to be defined in relation to other identities, 

and specific sexual practices. The 'Lesbian Difference' that was presented as 

axiomatic , is now figured as a strategic distinction marking out a political position 2: 5 tn' 
in opposition to 'bisexual' (sadomasochist or transsexual) in the context of the 

Pride March debates. 145 

Part Two: Visible Identities 

Dreher's statement 'I am a lesbian and I see the world through lesbian eyes', 

(Dreher 1991: 2) at the end of her speech to the 1991 Lesbian and Gay Pride 

March rally foregrounds the key context of 'visibility' that structures the 

Northampton debates about bisexual inclusion. Throughout the Controversy, 

increased visibility is unquestioningly desired by both lesbians and bisexuals, is 

grasped as a sign of political power and credibility. As with the strategic tn 

polarisation of the 'sexual' and the 'political', the mobilisation of tropes of 

visibility informs the way participants of the Controversy understand such 

concepts as 'self', 'community' and 'identity'. 

'Come out, Come Out, Wherever You Are' 

As I mentioned earlier, one of the main reasons why some people were opposed 

to bisexual inclusion was because increased bisexual visibility was understood as 

"5 Like Denise Riley I do not believe that to highlight a term's 'inherent shakiness' (Riley 

1988: 98) is to strip that term of value. Clearly 'Lesbian Difference' is, in many cases, as 
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producing increased lesbian invisibility. The January 1990 edition of TC reports t5 

that '[w]e have created a community we care deeply about, and are in danger of 

seeing that community made invisible. ' (TC January 1990: 1) In the same edition 

the terms of the debates are set as having to choose between 'the bisexual or the tn 
Lesbian community'. (Ibid) 146 The Dreher and Brook letter to GCN in March 

1990 picks up on the theme of visibility more explicitly with its title, 'Visibility? 

Whose Visibility? ' (Dreher and Brook 1990) Advocates of the March remaining 

'Lesbian and Gay' argue not that bisexual and lesbian visibility are in inverse 

proportion to one another, but rather that bisexual inclusion equals lesbian 

invisibility. Any increased visibility afforded bisexuals (i. e. their named inclusion 

in the March) is seen as erasing lesbian visibility. In the letter I cited above that 

sparked the newspaper debates, Micki Seigel uses similar language to argue in ty 
favour of bisexual inclusion. Her rationale for specific bisexual naming is that 

'[b]isexuals had been working on the march for years, without official 

acknowledgement. ' (Seigel 1990: 2) And in reference to the defeat of the motion 

to include bisexuals, Seigel says jn1ow I am the one who is "invisible". ' (lbid) 

Presumably, the inclusion of the word 'Bisexual' in the March does not 

actually result in the erasure of a lesbian identity. Lesbians still exist, take part in 

the March and understand themselves in relation to the lesbian (gay and bisexual) 

community. Nor does the lack of bisexual acknowledgement in name mean that 

bisexual involvement in the Pride March is a fantasy. Bisexuals may not be 

visible as bisexuals in that context but one assumes that they might be highly 

visible in other respects - as members of the lesbian and gay community, or as 

workers on the March Committee,, for example. For both lesbians and bisexuals, 

however,, visibility is about being seen as, and being able to see oneself as. ) a 

useful term for lesbian survival. 
"' Note the lower-case 'bisexual' and upper-case 'Lesbian' distinction made here, as discussed In 
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distinct sexual identity. The association of bisexuality with the sexual accounts to 

some extent for the fears that the lesbian community as a political community will 
be compromised by bisexual inclusion. And that same association fuels 

bisexuals' determination to be valued as part of that political community. Further 

than this, though, bisexual visibility as part of the lesbian community does indeed 

mean the disappearance of the proverbial 'Lesbian Difference'; if bisexual and 

lesbian women march together one never quite knows who is who. 147 

The relationship between sexual identity and community needs to be 

consolidated through another form of naming, too. Not only must community 

embrace you and name you, individuals must also provide validation of sexual 

identity, whether shouting your/their name in the street or whispering it in your 

ear. One of the organisers of the 1.991 March explains that: 

I find it hard to imagine that someone who's been in a heterosexual 
marriage for 20 years, 

148 
and goes out and has a fling with [someone] of 

the same sex should be setting the political agenda for me. That person 
can't speak for me. (Anon 199 1: n. p. 

149) 

What is implied is that while the married woman cannot speak or set the political 

agenda for the author, someone else could. Since the author's argument is being 

made in defence of not including 'bisexual' in the Pride March, we presume the 

woman who can speak for the author must be a lesbian, rather than a bisexual. or 

heterosexual woman. But that is to presuppose a seamless visibility politics. We 

Section Two, Part One. 
" in part this is because bisexuals do not have a separately Identifiable dress code. Ironically 

enough, it is those bisexuals (or lesbians) marching with male lovers that are likely to be read 
as bisexual. They arc less of a threat to lesbian i(icntity than those marching with a woman 
lover. The power of 'Lesbian Difference' is, surely, that same-sex lovers will be read as lesbian 

whether they are or not. 
'4 This could be an oblique jibe at Micki Siegel, the married bisexual who resigned from the 
1990 March Committee. 
" See Appendix I for the text of this article from the Northampton Collection. Unfortunately 
there is no way of tracing the referencing information for this text. The article ", as obviously 
written in 1991, probably the week before the Pride March, but although I searched the local 
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do not actually know the sexual identity of the author's ideal advocate. We only 
know about her behaviour, and more precisely, what her behaviour does not 
include. The woman the author assumes can speak for her, and set the political 

agenda, is described only in terms of experience and behaviour: unmarried and 

not merely 'flirting' with same-sex desire. The organi ser's advocate could 

therefore be lesbian, bisexual or heterosexual. 150 Ironically, the author assumes 

that sexual behaviour and identitv go hand in hand, even though that is precisely 

the issue in question during the Pride March Controversy. For the author, and 

for visibility politics, there can be no gap between behaviour, identity and 

community. 

This visibility discourse, then, assumes not only a separation between 

terms ('lesbian' can be seen, and sees itself, as different from 'bisexual'), but 

also a reflexive relationship among individual lesbians and among individual 

bisexuals that vouchsafes who they are and affirms that difference. Visibility 

functions as a way both of creating and maintaining self and of obtaining external 

political validation. Community reflects the individual, and the individual can see 

herseýf reflected in both community and other similarly formed selves. In this 

respect, the visibility discourse is both a way of presenting sexual identity to the 

world, and a way of confirming what constitutes that identity. Instead of sexual 

identity residing in self, it is its (community and individual) reflection that carries 

the weight: surface rather than depth. As we have seen, that reflection can also be 

the site of identity's undoing, though, when what you see is not what you get. 

The 'Stay Out: Stay Proud' theme for the 1990 Pride March is, of course, 

highly appropriate. Not only should you 'come out', you should also 'stay out'. 

What is required is repetition of the act of making oneself visible. 'Stay out' reads 

newspapers for that time, I was unable to trace its origin. 
'50 Her heterosexual advocate might be a celibate woman whose pnmary emotional relationships 
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more like a demand than an invitation. Coming out as bisexual in the context of 

the Pride March has already been precluded (other than as ally). The theme is 

addressed to lesbians and gay men. Hence the statement 'Stay Out: Stay Proud' is 

not finished - it is a demand to 'stay out' as lesbian or gqy. The associated issues 

of remaining closeted are interesting in this context. For those people in the Cý zn 

process of coming out as bisexual (as many people did during the Controversy), Cý 2D 
obeying the invocation to 'stay out' as lesbian would be to remain closeted. zn 

The theme 'Stay Out: Stay Proud' suggests a kind of refusal to accede to C)tn 

change. The reflection that confirms your identity only ever reflects who you are 

now, not who you might become, or even who you have been. It is a reflection CD 

that feeds off the object it confirms, in an endless, but static circle. There is no 

room for the change of heart that bisexuals represent. Jo Eadie argues that 

'[cloming out appeals to the narcissistic pleasure of presenting to another a C) zn 
finished image of ourselves, which they return to us in exactly the same form. ' 

(Eadie 1996: 2) This is the circle that needs to be endlessly repeated, projected 

back into the past (this is who you always were) and endlessly into the future 

(this is, and always will be, your true self). One could argue, then, that in this 

context the 'Stay Out- Stay Proud' theme is primarily motivated by the fear of 

change represented by bisexual inclusion. Separation, self-reflection and stasis: 

three aspects of sexual identity manifested and validated through the visibility 

discourse in operation here. 

The theme of the 1991 Lesbian and Gay Pride March was'Claiming Our 

identity- Protecting Our Lives'. Once more, sexual identity is produced through 

territorial allusion. Before. the March Lis Brook 'encourages as many people as 

possible to "come out, " or reveal their sexual identity. ' (Brook, in Kelliher 1991: 

3) Ordinarily, this invocation would be read as asking people to 'reveal' the pre- 

are with other women, for example. 
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existent truth of who they are. But in relation to the visibility discourse her 

comment reads as asking people to become who they are through revealing it, and ZD In 
seeing themselves reflected back. 

The terms of the visibility discourse do, of course, mean that within the 

'bisexuality debates' exclusion does come to equal invisibility. A number of 

bisexuals and their allies did not attend the 1990 March because they had not been 

explicitly named. As well as not participating herself, Bet Power remarks that 

4 many more Lesbians, Gay men, S/Mers, TVs and TSs, will also choose to 

refuse the terms of this year's discriminating Lesbian/Gay March. ' (Power 1990: 

5) In an exchange of letters, Bet Power and Steve Boal (a founding member of 

the Amherst-based Valley Bisexual Network) discuss the relative merits of 

staying away from the March versus participating in it as visibly as possible. Boal 

expresses concern at Power's decision to withdraw her support from the March, 

arguing that this merely plays into the hands of those who would deny bisexual 

visibility -'no voice, no visibility'. (Boal to Power, April 7,1990: 1) Boal's 

response to bisexual exclusion is to try and co-opt the March's theme 'Stay Out: 

Stay Proud', by marching 'loudly and visibly', (lbid) and distributing armbands 

and balloons proclaiming their possessor to be bisexual or a bisexual ally. In her 

reply, Power reiterates her decision not to attend the March, adding that she will 

continue to 'speak out' in articles. (Power to Boal 1990: 1-2) She adds that she 

will return to the Northampton Pride March once it includes'all sexual 
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minorities'. (IlbndNýI-"l 

Bisexuals' desire for inclusion in the Pride March mirrors lesbian desire 
for a community in which one's own sexual identity can be separately named and 

validated. In my view, by adopting the same terms of visibility and tn 
representation, bisexuals ignore the power of bisexuality to disturb the accepted Cý 
form of visibility politics. In a different context one lesbian comments that: 

An-ned with heterosexual privilege and statistical distortions, bi's [sic] try 
to redefine 'lesbian' in their own image. Bi's [sic] are getting a lot of 2D In t: ý 
support for this If only it weren't for those damned uncooperative 
lesbians. (Anon, in Armstrong 1995: 199-200) tn 

Acceptance of bisexual women into the lesbian cornrnunity means that the closed 

circle of lesbian identity and community is opened up so that the internal variance 

of both can no longer be denied. 

'Becoming Visible' 

As I have argued above,, the aim of bisexual inclusion was initially to include and 

represent bisexuals within their lesbian and cray community. Inevitably, with the tý) 

adoption of the visibility form of identity politics, bisexuality begins to be marked 

out within the Northampton debates as both a separate identity and one tied to an 

independent bisexual community. In response to assertions that bisexual women 

are incapable of forming their own community -'some bisexual women seem to 

feel they cannot create their own community, but must attach themselves to the 

Lesbian community' (Dreher and Brook 1990: 3) - bisexuals themselves begin to t> 

emphasise the importance of a bisexual cornmunity related to, but not coextensive 

with, lesbian and gay community. From Ochs' statement that the lesbian 

community'is my own community', (Ochs 1990: 5) and Jodi Lew's that 

jb]isexuals certainly will be invisible if they are explicitly excluded', (Lew 1990: 

"' I have included Boal's and Power's letter exchange in Appendix I- 
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n. p. ) we move to stronger assertions of bisexual community. Karen Baker and 
Helen Harrison argue that a 'IvIisible and active bisexual community is critical to tn 
the success of the movement as a whole', (Baker and Harrison 1990: 3) and Brad 

Robinson (of the Valley Bisexual Network) speaks of a 'bisexual population' 

which is alienated and excluded from the 1990 March. (Robinson, in Muther 

1990: 3) This 'bisexual population', or community, now claims to be 'critical to' 

and unethically excluded from the lesbian and gay community on the grounds of tD tn 
the common interests and shared concerns of discrete bisexual, lesbian and gay 

bodies. Cynthia Van Ness asserts that: 

Bisexuals are indeed participating in gay and lesbian events but that tn doesn't mean that we aren't simultaneously building our own community. 
GCN covered last spring's East Coast Bisexual Conference, and I'm 
looking forward to this year's first annual National Bisexual Conference 
in San Francisco in June. (Van Ness 1990: 4)" 

It is not clear from the documentation generally whether this growing bisexual 

community is conceived as a subset of the lesbian and cray community, or as an 

overlapping community. This lack of specificity perpetuates the confusion over 

bisexual inclusion and exclusion. The language is a rather vague one of coalition 

politics, where different, distinguishable groups are all part of one big happy 

family. It is no coincidence that the themes for the 1992-1994 Pride Marches are: 

'We Are Family: Pride Equals Power' (Figure 19); 'Diversity is Our Beauty: Our 

Unity Is Our Strength' (Figure 18); 'Breaking Down Walls: Building a 

Community' (Figure 2 1). All three themes emphasise a common bond across 

difference. 

Similar rhetoric is used by proponents of the umbrella term 'queer' in 

's' Van Ness is here invoking the development of national and regional bisexual conferences to 
make her case. Bisexual communit,,,, does not develop in Northampton, though, as I have 
already noted. I discuss both of the bisexual events Van Ness mentions in Chapter Four of this 
thesis. 
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Northampton. 'Unity' and 'diversity' are used interchangeably to present a vision 

of an all-inclusive 'queer' community, where everyone is acknowledged 

separately, but is seen as part of a diverse whole. For all the language of unity, 

visibility as a particular identity is still seen as a political necessity: 

We are all diminished if any one of us remains invisible - whether it is 
the lack of lesbians and gay men as speakers at last year's March or the 
decision this year to remove 'Bisexual' from the title and exclude bisexuals and heterosexual allies from the March Steering Committee. We 
also all remain invisible if those of us with privilege accept it without 
question or action - whether that privilege be heterosexual, white, class, 
gender, age and so on. (Anon 1991 a: 6) 0 tn' -) 

Yet such queer notions of inclusion and naming are always doomed to failure, in 

part because it is never possible to name everyone, as a result of which we must 

all be 'diminished'. In the Northampton context, the queer endeavour seems to 

end up amounting to little more than an expansive liberal pluralism, where if only 

we could tolerate each other's differences we would be able to live in harmony 

and strength. This tendency towards a 'different but equal' view is satirised in 

The Calendar as an 'April Fool', in a false announcement for 'the Bisexual, 

Trisexual, Transvestite, Transexual [sic], Asexual, Oversexual, Ultrasexual, 

Heterosexual, Non-sexual Pride March Committee'. (TC April 1990: 1)153 The 

list is expanded to the point where even the initial inclusion of 'Bisexual' appears 

ridiculous. Gcýv Communiýv News'April 1,1990 edition - Gay Community 

Nudes - also provides a satire on the Northampton debates in its article 'Dyke 

and Bi Factions Sling It Out', (Seccs Uelle 1990: 43) interviewing participants in 

a mock mud-wrestling contest between lesbians and bisexuals: ' "There's been so 

much mudslinging already we decided we might as well go for the real thing, " tn 

said Mac Truque, spokesdyke for one of the groups, Butches Offended by Bi's 

'53The announcement underlines the association of 'bisexual' with 'the sexual' as discussed 

above. In this context the capitalisahon of each identity is highly satirical. 
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Figure 21 
. Photograph of 1994 Pride March T-shirt. zn. 
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[sic] (BOB). ' Qbid) As a result of facilitation the bisexual and lesbian groups find 

common around in their anaer at ' "self-identified femme lesbians who are 2: ) 6 

sleeping with men. "' (Ibid) Everyone knows who she is, how she relates to other 
identities and who the enemy is; everyone is 'mud-wrestling' for her own 

particular patch of territory, as well as for recognition within a 'larger whole'. 

Continuing in the queer-pluralist vein Marcia Deihl emphasises that she 

strongly support[s] lesbian separatist events and spaces, and I personally 
would never intrude as a bisexual woman. I support the right U ... ] of any 
minority to meet alone [... ] But a Queer Pride Rally is another event 
entirely. Historically, it has been a coalition event. (Deihl 1990: 5) 

Deihl is pre-empted by a contributor to So * 
. journer who araues that 'bisexual tno 

inclusion' does not'homogenize lesbians into invisibility, but [... adds] our tn 

diverse voices and strengths to a community of incredible breadth and vision. ' 

(Hutchinson 1989: 38) Yet such views of community are somewhat simplistic, 

assuming we can distinguish among our commonalities and differences without 

difficulty, while leaving the terms of identity politics intact. The bisexual/lesbian 

dispute is 'resolved' in Northampton by a form of coalition politics, an additive 

politics. What begins as a dispute about who is able to call themselves 'lesbian' - 

who can be a part of lesbian and gay communities, a challenge to the self- 

reflexivity of identity-formation and perpetuation - becomes a question of who 

can create identity and community along the same lines. 

Ginny Lermann unwittingly highlights one of the problems with this 

political model of inclusion when she proclaims that: 'To step from the safety of 

the lesbian community into new territory is no mean feat. I am proud of my 

courage'. (Lermann 1989: 5) Lermann continues by saying: 'I still participate in 

non-biphobic activities within the gay community, for this is my community too'. 

(Ibid) The tension, for Lermann, arises from being part of lesbian community on 
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the one hand, and striking out to find new territory that could be safe for 

bisexuals on the other. There are a number of questions raised by Lermann's 

story about the nature of the hard-won 'bisexual territory': 

Does bisexual territory overlap with lesbian territory, or is it separate? 

How will identities be neaotiated within that'common ground'? 

Are lesbians expected to 'give up' some of their territory to share with 

bisexual women? 

Will lesbians be welcomed in bisexual territory? 

Is bisexual women's involvement in the lesbian community to be 

restricted to those 'places of commonality"? "' 

Details about what these 'commonalities' might be, where (in both concrete and 

theoretical terms) they might be found, and how they relate to the existing forms 

of sexual politics are never forthcoming. Thus, Michele Moore suggests that: 

Bisexual women and men are creating our own community. But building 
a community takes time, and all communities borrow elements from those 
that have preceded them. The gay rights movement borrowed from the 
women"s movement, which borrowed from the Black civil rights 
movement; and so the bisexual movement borrows from the gay and 
lesbian movement. I'm sad some lesbians and gay men feel threatened 
rather than flattered that bisexuals find their movement and culture 
admirable enough that we want to borrow elements from it. (Moore 1990: 
n. p. ) 

Moore does not specify what bisexuals are 'borrowing', however, relying on 

assumptions about the general terms'culture' and 'movement'. "' Perhaps it is t) 
because the nature of bisexual territory is never explored - other than rhetorically 

through something we mi ght now term 'Bisexual Difference' - that bisexual 

'-5-'Thesc questions arc similar to those I asked in relation to Nestle's hand-drawing (Figure 5) 
that I discussed in Chapter One, Section Two. In the Northampton context, however, the 
questions have shifted so that it becomes possible to ask \'vhat changes might affect lesbian 

space in the creation of bisexual space. 
"' In Chapter Four I begin that work of documenting what is borrowed and what is left behind 

in the establishment of a bisexual identity and community. 
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community does not flourish in Northampton even after the inclusion of 
'Bisexual' in the Pride March. 'Bisexual Difference' emerges as a strategic 

category to enable 'bisexual inclusion' (in whatever capacity), in much the same 

way as 'Lesbian Difference' seeks to preclude the same. The historical and 

personal relationship of bisexual women to the lesbian and gay community is 

betrayed by an emphasis on crass political visibility that has no real ground. 

Part Three: The Contradictions of Experience 

The polarisation of 'bisexual' and 'lesbian' in the Northampton Pride March 

Controversy oversimplifies the experiences of both bisexuals and lesbians in 

Northampton. Consequently, the unsettled nature of sexual identity and its 

relationship to what Marjorie Garber terms 'apolitical' (Garber 1995: inside 

cover) desires, behaviours and experiences is minimised. 156 For me, the 

Northampton debates highlight the fact that a bisexual history is always also a C) 
history of other desires, identities and communities. A history of women's 

bisexuality in Northampton is inevitably inseparable from the town's lesbian 

history. While I acknowledge the need for bisexuals to be validated and for their 

work to be acknowledged, I do not necessary believe that that has to take the 

form of a separate naming made meaningful through the entrenched rubric of tný 
identity politics. I want to look now at two examples of how desire, community 

and identity do not always 'fit' into that rubric. 

In May 1989, Sharon Gonsalves wrote an article for Sojourner in favour 

of 'greater acceptance [of bisexuals] in the lesbian and gay communities'. 

(Gonsalves 1989: 7) 157 What is most interesting to me about Gonsalves' article, t> 
however, is her representation of the relationship among her own desire, identity 

5 '' 6Garber views bisexual desire as the spanner in the works, whereas I believe that the 
relationship among desire, experience, behaviour and identity is rarely stable for anyone 
(whether their desire is bisexual or not). 
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and understanding of community. Initially, Gonsalves speaks of her difficulty in zIn 

6coming out' as bisexual. She describes the sense of the 'loss of our community' 
(7) both for her personally, 'and for other lesbians who have come out as 
bisexual'. (Ibid) That Gonsalves chooses not to modify the term 'lesbian' to 'ex- 

lesbian' or 'women who thought they were lesbian' is highly significant. 

Gonsalves is not speaking here of bisexual women who were previously hiding t5 V5 
in the lesbian community, masquerading as lesbians; Gonsalves presents herself 

and those like her as lesbians who have taken a bisexual identity. This subtle, but 

important, distinction is underscored later in the same paragraph, when 

Gonsalves tells us, '[a]lthough being seen with a man may make me look like a 

straight woman (and afford me heterosexual privilege), I feel like a lesbian who's 

seeing a man. ' (7) Gonsalves experiences her desire as lesbian, even though she 

is in a relationship with a man. Or perhaps I should say, Gonsalves experiences 

her desire as lesbian and is in a relationship with a man; the two are not presented 

as mutually exclusive here. For Gonsalves, her lesbian desire comes not from 

sexual-object-choice but from her sense of self, and from the lesbian community, 

which provides the context for her desire. 

One might expect Gonsalves to continue to identify as a lesbian who has 

sex with men, her lesbian desire relating to a lesbian identity still, irrespective of 

sexual-object-choice. After all, Gonsalves herself sees the lesbian community as 

6a place where I belong', (7) and she acknowledges that in some instances she 

does 'come out' as lesbian: 'I'm much more likely to refer to myself as a lesbian 

when I'm with straight people than when I'm among lesbians. '(8) Yet among 

lesbians Gonsalves feels 'like an imposter', 'invisible', and 'dishonest', if she is 

unable to come out as bisexual. Gonsalves says that she needs to be seen as 

bisexual, in order for her 'true self' (the self that desires men as well as women) 

"' All further references to this article will be by page number in the tcxt. 
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to be acknowledged, understood, and appreciated -'[g]ettin4: y rid of labels makes t: ) tIn 
our differences invisible'. (8) Gonsalves believes that the label 'bisexual' allows 

her to be read as who she is. Utilising a familiar visibility politics rhetoric, 

Gonsalves proclaims, 'I am bisexual all the time, not straight among straights and tý' 
cray among crays. ' eý C) C) (8) 

And yet, Gonsalves' own story is much more complex and contradictory 

than her 'pride-in-self-identity' story might seem to suggest. Gonsalves is clear Z-: ) 

that the 'self' referred to in both gay and straight contexts is bisexual -'I am 

bisexual all the time' - but this self is not necessarily best signified by the 

corresponding label 'bisexual'. Presumably, it is not through a desire wilfully to 

misrepresent herself that Gonsalves refers to herself as a lesbian in some 

heterosexual contexts, but because she feels that offers a better view of herself 

than referring to herself as bisexual. For example, it is not uncommon for 

bisexual women to be treated 'more indulgently' than lesbians by hornophobic 

straight friends, on the basis that the former are at least partly heterosexual. In 

lesbian contexts, however, Gonsalves feels that referring to herself as bisexual 

offers a better view of who she is. Gonsalves is, in fact, suggesting that one's 

publicly proclaimed identity is not always the same as one's self-perception, 

though she does consider her self-identity to be constant. This sits rather bizarrely 

with her stress on the importance of accurate labels, since her own experience 

brings into focus the ways in which label and self do not always precisely 

correspond. 

The relationship between desire and identity is called similarly into 

question through Gonsalves' narrative. As I mentioned earlier, Gonsalves terms 

her own desire 'lesbian'; this desire can be directed to a man or a woman. 158 

'-58 Appropriately enough, Elisabeth Brook's lettcr'Lcsbians Don't Fuck Men' (as discussed 

yourner as a response to Sharon Gonsalves' article. Not above) appears in the July edition of So' 
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Already, this is problematic, given the usual assumption that lesbian desire can r: ) 
only be directed towards women. "' Still more unlikely, the 'end result' of 
Gonsalves' desire is bisexual not lesbian identity. Gonsalves' desire for men 

could perhaps be written as a 'mistake', as 'false consciousness' or even as a 

queer perversion, if she continued to identify as lesbian. What Gonsalves' 

experience suggests, however, is that lesbian desire can lead to and confirm a 

bisexual identity. She elaborates: 

[As ... Ia lesbian, I've learned a lot about myself; the patriarchy; ways 
male and female children are socialized; and about [ ... ] oppression 
I've also learned what relationships can and cannot be. I relate to 
individuals, not penises or breasts. I am capable of loving men and 
women, and they are capable of loving me. (8) 

Gonsalves' lesbian desire does not stand in contradiction to her bisexual identity, 

but is productive of it. In contrast to the conventional 'coming out' narrative, "' 

Gonsalves does not need to rewrite her lesbian desire as bisexual desire in order 

to endorse retrospectively her bisexual identity. 

Gonsalves' narrative also challenges the accepted relationship between 

community and identity, whereby community acceptance of a particular desire 

eases the way into an identity reflective of that communi t Y. 16 ' Thus, in 

Northampton, lesbian desire can become lesbian identity with the aid of a 

supportive and well-establi shed community context in which to express itself. If 

only do lesbians 'fuck men", but, according to Gonsalves, lesbian desire itself can be directed to 

women and men. 
"' Elizabeth Daumer argues even more controversially that there should be no reason why 'a 

man [could not] resist his designated gender [ ... J and assume a lesbian identity'. (Ddumer 1992: 
95) Ddumer's words provoke an ardent response from Jacqueline Zita for whom the idea of a 
& male lesbian' remains a profoundly immaterial (in all senses) concept. (Zita 1992: 106-127) 
'60 See Chapter One, Section One, Part One. 
161 In rural areas or towns with no established lesbian and gay community in the US, same-sex 
desire is much less likely to coalesce into a lesbian or gay identity. Similarly, in places with no 
bisexual community, those who might otherwise identify as bisexual may identify as lesbian, 

gay or straight. 
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the expression of a certain desire - e. g. lesbian sadomasochism, or Gonsalves' 

lesbian desire for women and men - is unacceptable to that community, an 

alternative identity - sadomasochist, or bisexual - may be produced. When desire 

and the resultant identity do not match, community may fail to provide a space for 

the recognition of that identity. So, the lack of support for sadomasochistic desire 

within Northampton's lesbian and gay community has given rise to a separate SM 

community. 162 Clearly, the Northampton lesbian community does not easily 

provide a context for bisexual women's identity. But in terms of the structures of 

sexual communities, although Gonsalves argues in favour of 'coming out' as 

bisexual, there is no guarantee that a bisexual community would provide the 

support for her (mis-matching) lesbian desire either. 163 

As a way of attempting to resolve the tension between lesbian desire and 

bisexual identity in their own sexual narratives, Gonsalves and others become 

members of a community explicitly intended to mediate and reflect the 

relationship between these apparently contradictory forces. 

I have gained a lot of strength from meeting with other lesbians who have 
In 

come out as bi. My support group (the Hasbians) has helped me get back 
out into the lesbian community -a place where I belong. (7) 

The 'hasbian community' acts as a kind of interim community, serving the 

functions (supporting and strengthening) that the larger community cannot. 164 
1-21 Z! P z! ) 1-1) 

Supported by this'hasbian community', lesbian desire can be integrated into 

"' In a similar vein, Henry Rubin argues that the creation of a separate transsexual identity and 
community emerges in the 1970s in the US, after butch lesbians were no longer welcome 
within the lesbian/feminist movement. (Rubin 1997) 
'(`3 At a bisexual discussion group meeting in Nottingham in 1993, two bisexual women in a 
long-tenn relationship with one another expressed discontent at the ways in which they felt that 
their needs within what could easily be defined as a 'lesbian relationship' were not being met. 
"I do not wish to suggest that the term 'hasbian' is unproblematically embraced by bisexual 

women who have previously identified as lesbians. For example, Stacey Young sees labelling 
bisexual women as 'hasbians' or 'straighf as part of the same discursive move that categorises 
all non-lesbians as the same, as not lesbian. (Young 1991: 79) 
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bisexual identity. 165 Where lesbian community serves to blur the distinction 

between lesbian desire and lesbian community, so that it becomes difficult to see 

which 'came first', Gonsalves' 'hasbian community' is self-consciously 

constructed to meet the needs of those for whom the disjuncture between desire 

and community has resulted in a bisexual identity. 166 

In June 1990, May Wolf wrote a letter to GCN in which she bravely 

risked ostracism from the lesbian community by asking whether or not bisexual 

desire can in turn lead to lesbian identity. Wolf relates the Northampton Pride 

March debates directly to her own experience, saying that jthe furore] has come 

at a time when I have been reevaluating how I define my sexuality. ' (Wolf 1990: t5 
4) 167 In her next paragraph, which is worth quoting in full, Wolf raises two key Cý ZD 

issues in relation to lesbian identity: 

I know that there are many women who feel as though they have been 
lesbian from birth or at least a young age. I am not one of those women. 
In fact I identified as heterosexual and was interested in boys all of my 
growing years. I had close friends of both genders. But in my 16h year, 
my emotionally abusive father added sexual abuse to his repertoire of 
efforts to Injure my soul. After that certain body parts., sounds, touches 
and smells became triggers not to excitement or pleasure but fear and 
anxiety. (4) 

In the first couple of sentences, Wolf challenges the lesbian coming-out narrative 

that requires lesbian desire to have always been present in some form. In the 

second half of the paragraph, Wolf describes and claims her personal relationship 

to her father's abuse, and the influence this has had on her sexuality. In the face 

of homophobic discourses which attribute lesbianism to a response to abuse and, 

165 In Britain, several 'bisexual women and lesbians' discussion groups exist, serving the same 
function of making the transition from lesbian to bisexual, or bisexual to lesbian easier, as well 
as providing space for people in 'mixed couples'. (Bi Communily News, January 1996: 12) 
166 Hasbians are obviously part of both the lesbian community and the bisexual community 
(where one exists). So far there have (thankfully) been no attempts to advocate a change to the 
'Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Hasbian, and Transgcndcr Pride March. 
'67 All further references to this article will be by page number in the text. 
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therefore, as pathological and curable, Wolf's declaration is highly politically 

charged. In addition, Wolf's narrative could be used as confirming the stereotype 

of lesbians as women who fear or hate mein, and hence she risks the wrath of a 

lesbian community in Northampton that has established itself as a positive 

woman-loving-wornan community. 

Wolf has been sexually and emotionally involved with a woman for more 

than ten years. Ordinarily, this would provide her with almost mythical status in a 

still-young community. Yet Wolf says that she 'cannot honestly call [her]self a 

lesbian', (4) because, while her experience of abuse means she cannot act on it, 

she has a continuing sexual attraction to men. Wolf has been an active member of 

Northampton's lesbian community for a long time and, until now, has always 

marched in the 'Lesbian and Gay Pride March'. She speaks of a complex and 

politicised relationship with her female partner -'[m]y partner and I live our 

livesl debate whether or not to have children, bemoan the fact that we can't be on 

each other's health insurance, make daily decisions about whether to be out to 

whom and to what degree. ' (4) In light of her relationship, it is tempting to write 

Wolf's experience as that of a woman who finds a home for her bisexual desire in 

the lesbian community, a place of harmony after the violence of the heterosexual 

world. It is clear, however, that Wolf does not find the lesbian community to be 

such a place. Wolf relates that she did not march in the 1990 Pride March because 

she did not feel 'full belonging'. (4) The need to define who 'counts' as lesbian 

in the face of the debates about bisexuality results in Wolf interrogating her own 

place in the lesbian community. In the face of the stark polarisation of 'bisexual' 

and 'lesbian' during the Northampton debates, Wolf is forced to choose, 

redefining as nearer to bisexual than lesbian. This reading is confirmed by the 

way Wolf closes her letter: 'Since I haven't yet found a label which fits me, 

bisexual is as close as I can come. And when the march includes bisexuals, so 
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too will I come. ' (4) Although, 'ji In the early years [she] identified fiercely as a týl 
lesbian', (4) Wolf's has to renegotiate her sense of self once more when she 
discovers that the lesbian community cannot support her (undemonstrated) d esire 
for men. 

Wolf's narrative of desire and identity actually resists such an easy 

reading, however. Her final uncomfortable 'coming-out' as bisexual effectively z! ) 

undercuts itself. Wolf can not find a 'label which fits' her, and so will grudgingly 

adopt 'bisexual'. But in stating that 'when the march includes bisexuals so too 4: ý il 

will I come', Wolf distances herself from the term she appeared to have accepted. 

Earlier in her letter, Wolf remarks that 'I'm not even sure that the label bisexual 

quite explains my experience. ' (4) Wolf further declares that despite her sexual 

and emotional relationship with her female partner '[t1he reality is that I feel 

heterosexual. The reality is that I am grateful that I am also comfortable with the 

sexual and emotional love of my woman partner, because that means I have love 

and I might not have had love. ' (4) 

If we can speak of Sharon Gonsalves as experiencing lesbian desire for 

men and women, could we also conceive of May Wolf as experiencing 

heterosexual desire for men and women? The latter feels much more difficult to 

assert, because the two conclusions have very different implications in the current 

political climate. One can all too easily Imagine a homophobic argument being Cý 

made that since heterosexual desire can be directed to both men and women, no 

one need now identify as anything other than heterosexual. But Wolf never 

asserts a heterosexual identity, and her experience of opposite-sex sex was 

scarcely one of privilege or power. I also think it is important to point out that tn) 

Wolf's partner is fully aware of Wolf's feelings about her sexuality -Ja] 

measure of our love is that we are able to talk about everything, even the issues I 
t, 

raise here. ' (4) If Wolf's partner does not see Wolf's sense of herself and her 
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desire as an impediment to their sexual relationship, then it seems reasonable to 

conclude that a woman's heterosexual desire can , indeed, be directed to women 

as well as men. In Wolf's case, her heterosexual desire for men is not acted 

upon, which may be why she never identifies as heterosexual, only as 

emphatically lesbian or almost bisexual. 

The problem with the relationship I have been examining between desire, 

community and identity is that a'resultant' sexual identity is usually anticipated, 

even if that identity changes later. Wolf attempts to resist this solidification of her t: ) 
desire, though, of course, the debates about bisexual inclusion which precipitate Zý' 

her article make this very difficult. Wolf says: 

Sexuality is a complex phenomenon; labels perhaps offer a way to 
generalize across great numbers of people. But if we really pause and talk 
with one another, the complexity and heart defy easy lines of demarcation 
between in and out. I am out, I am out as a woman whose sexuality has 
been interrupted and interfered with by incest, a woman who feels sexual 
feelings for men, but who lives a primary emotional and sexual life with 
another woman. (4) 

Wolf's moving passage (whichjust precedes the final paragraph in which she 

almost 'comes out' as bisexual) complicates the relationship between desire, 

community and identity within the conventional coming-out narrative. Wolf 

6comes out', not as a lesbian, not as a complete and finished sexual package, but 

as a woman whose complex experiences and desires bring her to living with 

another woman. To insist Wolf is lesbian or bisexual, or indeed to situate the two 

identities as opposed and force her to choose, would be to deny her history and to 

invalidate her story. 
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Epilogue: A Couple Of Years On 

113 Market Street is a three-storey, detached wooden-slatted Massachusetts 

house, with front and back porches, near the centre of Northampton. To a 

woman fresh from England it definitely looks like an old woman in a shawl on a t: ) 
front-porch swing would complete the picture. 113 Market Street is a 'dyke 

household', owned by a dyke landlady, and advertised as such. This is no 

novelty in Northampton. I replied to the advertisement in TC -'woman wanted 

for dyke household' - not sure whether or not I qualified as a potential or 

desirable part of a 'dyke household'. Katie (my eventual flatmate) opened the 

door and invited me into a spacious living room with polished floorboards; she Cý 

was a vision of loveliness in long skirt and blouse, blonde bob immaculate, 

make-up perfect. I confess my immediate thought was 'she doesn't look like a 

dyke'. 

Soon after I move in, I decide that it is mildly ironic that 113 should be 

called a'dyke household', since most of the people living there either would not 

call themselves dykes, or do not come under 'general dyke specifications' (Figure 

22). The landlady is a different matter, however. Penny is a Northampton dyke 

through and through. She has been living here since the 1970s, has the 

ubiquitous Northampton dyke haircut - short and spiky on top, long at the back - 

wears jeans and flannel shirts, never wears make-up, and looks faintly bemused 

when she visits to collect the rent. ) or mend the boiler. 

Flat One, First Floor: Katie and me. Katie, it turns out, is a femme dyke, 

social worker, WASP (White Anglo-Saxon Protestant), previously married to a in 

woman named Molly, recovering alcoholic, and, subsequently, close friend. She 

had one important relationship with a man in her early twenties, which she still 

values. She is extremely positive towards bisexuals, sadomasochists and 
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Figure 22. Photograph of the members of the 113 Muk-et Street Household. t- z^:, Clockwise from left to right- Katie, ine, Isobel, Joey, Katrina, Rebecca, Carlos, 
I ln- 
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transsexuals. In the course of living in flat one, both Katie and I modify our Cý 

senses of self quite considerably. 1 begin to identify more strontgly as a bisexual 

femme (in part tbrougob living witli Katie). By the 'Llme I an-i nearing the end of my 

time in Northampton, Katie is beginning to question whether she i-rugfilt be In zD 
bisexual. Our friendship is cemented by our experiences ol rela6011SMPS With 

transsexual men. 
F Flat Two, SeconU Floor: Joey and Katrina. Joey and Katntia are allesbian 

couple, who have lived together for a number ot years. Both of LInen) have 

working-class roots. Though they do not identify SLrongly in this way, their 00 

styles would allow them to be read as, respectively, butch and femme. Joey js 

much more traditionall than Katrina, both in temis of general POIlLiCs, and in ternis t3 
. r-r- of fun-iiii-tst/liesibian POLLICS. While 11 an-i there, Katrina is pregnant. She has had 

artificial insei-runati0fit 'through her insurance, 01-1 the grounds 'that she and her 

'sl ing I u- f over a year with parlb-ter k he never Stated her -pai Lim s sex' ) had been try, I 

no success. Joey and Katrina are busy preparing 10 r the baby's arrival, trying to 

save -money, buying a view car, decorating the house, etc. Katrina is certainly the 

one who 'holds things together' in Fr-IaL Two. Katie and Katrina are close f1friei-ids, 
Im t! ) 

-. -- -1 ý1- - 
I- 

-, --I 

allU UIC LIIICC 01 the-n-j have in comIll0l) O'Llier friends who visit the house. 

t -rn sc-ý ý1- -T 

Flat Three, Third Ploor: Rebecca., Isobell and C-aflos. IL Lu )aL that I 

already know Reb- ecca - LhOUglI CIOL Very We'll -I r01111 the bisexual women's 

group. We become friends, partly on the basis of both being bisexual femmes 

a town that often likes neither. Rebecca is a Jewish,, [muffle-class bisexual dyke, 

i- -1 ý, - Y- - -I' Iý0*, A- I- - I- -I 

and a feLlafrill-fig SLUCte11L -111 Engulish at onvi Slic , as been -with Isobel for three 

years, and they 1-1-IOVeLl tOINIOrdianipton from Arizona in the summer of 1994, 

with Isobel's twelve-year old son, Carlos, and their seven cats. Isobel is a Cuban 

butch, who was brought up as a boy by her father. She is working as a 
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temporary social services relief worker (ajob for which Katie recommended her). 

Rebecca in particular, identifies strongly as SM. After meeting my transsexual 

male ]over, and talking to him about gender issues 
, it emerges that Isobel is 

considerina whether or not she micrht be transsexual herself. Carlos is a fairly shy 

twelve-year old, who seems to accept the relationship between his mother and 

Rebecca, though this year he did not go to the Pride March in. case anyone from Cý In 
his school saw him. 

All seven householders of 113 are on friendly terms. We often meet in the 

morning on the back porches, share videos, and ao out for breakfast as a group t5 
to Sylvesters on a Sunday morning. The most regular visitors to the household 0 Z" :) 

are my lover, Mark, and Katie's gay male friends Frederico and William, who are t-D 

also friends of the other members of the household. It could be argued that this is 

not really a dyke household at all: too many male-female relationships; too many 

bisexuals; too many femmes and butches; too many male visitors. This was my 

initial feelincy. Yet all of us see ourselves as part of the lesbian community of 

Northampton; all of us see ourselves as part of a dyke household, certainly with 

as much right to be there as anyone else. 168 

On reflection, this was a mini community capable of modification, too. 

Katrina and Joey bad never met a transsexual before, but through their friendship 

with Katie and me, and spending time with Mark, their views shifted. Isobel's 

sense of self clearly shifted; as I mentioned, so did mine and Katie's. It was this, 

I think, that allowed us all to think of ourselves as a part of a dyke household. 

There was no single image in the mirror to be recognisable as self. Separate 

identities - such as bisexual, and in a different way, SM, or femme, or even man 

168 By June 1997 things have, of course, changed. Katie now identifies as bisexual and is in a 
relationship with a heterosexual man. Joey and Katrina have had their baby - Diana - and 
moved to a larger apartment. They are in the process of ending their relationship. Isobel and 
Carlos have also moved out after Rcbccca and Isobel ended their relationship. Rcbccca continues 
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- while of critical importance were not seen as exclusive of the term 'dyke'. It is 

not that the other senses of self were 'subsumed' under the term 'dyke', it is 

more that in this context, the terms were compatible with one another, could 

reside in a complex but friendly and productive tapestry. 

to see Carlos regularly. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The Erotics of Theorr 

Introduction 

Representation 
Charting Bisexual and Transsexual 

How can I reconcile the contradictions of sex and crender, in my 
experience and my politics, in my body? We are all offered a chance to L 

escape this puzzle at one time or another. We are offered the True or False 
correct answer ... But the boxes that we check ... do not contain the 
complexity of sex and gender for any of us. (Pratt 1995: 21) Cý 

In this chapter I continue to explore possible answers to the question I asked in 

Chapter One regarding imaginative bisexual spaces: how are these constructed in 1-: ) Z: ) 

relation to other spaces of sexual and gendered subjectivity? "' Here I move from Z"D 

the geographical and i maginative 'lesbian space' of Northampton, Massachusetts, 
t: 5 týl týl 

and into the theoretical space(s) of contemporary sexuality and crender studies. C) 

will be tracing the discursive meanings of bisexuality, as produced by and in 

relation to contemporary US and UK feminist and queer theories. "' As in the 

previous chapter, my concern is both with how 'other' categories of sexual and tn 

gendered identity become meaningful by deploying bisexuality in particular ways, 

and with how bisexuality cannot be wholly contained by those deployments. 

Bisexuality has been, and continues to be, understood as either regressive 

or transgressive in relation to feminist and queer theories. On the one hand, 

bisexuality is viewed as that which consolidates gendered and sexual cateoories, C) C) 

occupying the sexual and gendered 'middle ground', and holding polarised 

6 opposites' in (heterosexual) tension. Thus, for Ara Wilson and Elizabeth Wilson 

writing in the 1990s, political bisexuality shakes the firm ground of lesbian and 

"' See Chapter One, Section Two, Part One, especially pages 36-37. 
170 Thus, this chapter could also be read as a move from lesbian studies to the linked but 
different fields of feminist and queer studies. I agree with Judith Butler when she suggests that 
the time may be ripe 'to encourage the kinds ofconversations that resist the urge to stake 
territorial claims through the reduction or caricature ofthe positions from which they are 
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cray identity and community by fetishising heterosexuality as sexually C) zn 

transgressive, (E. Wilson 1993: 112-3, A. Wilson: 24) a position which is not so t5 II 
far removed from the C. L. I. T. Collective's view in 1975-76 that 'bi-sexuality' 

only benefits strai ght women who 'want a little excitement in their sex lives' In 

with men. (C. L. I. T. Collective 1975-76: 27) On the other hand, bisexuality 

emerges as that which exposes the limits of binary gendered and sexual 

categorisation, providing one transgressive alternative to heterosexual/ C. 4-n tlý 
homosexual, male/female oppositions. 171 So Mar orie Garber asks rhetorically: 

'Is bisexuality a "third kind" of sexual identity, between or beyond 

homosexuality and heterosexuality? Or is it something that puts in question the 

very concept of sexual identity in the first placeT (Garber 1995: 15) 

We have seen how these contradictory meanings of bisexuality played out 

in relation to lesbian space in Northampton. There, bisexual inclusion was 

viewed either as precluding lesbian transgression of heteropatriarchal norms tn t: p 
(regressive), or as exposing the limits of identity and community formation 

through static object-choice (progressive). In this chapter I want to explore these en 

contradictory bisexual meanings in a different context, and introduce a further 

level of analysis. In the course of my research for this chapter it became clear that 

transsexuality is also contemporarily produced as either regressive or 

transgressive. Hence, for Bernice Hausman, writing as recently as 1995, as for 

Janice Raymond in 1979, transsexuals become subjects only through surgical and 

medical patriarchal intervention; their true aim is to maintain the status quo. 

(Hausman 1995: 110-140; Raymond 1979: 99-119) While for writers such as 

Sandy Stone and Kate Bornstein, transsexuals present the most radical challenge 

to 'accepted discourses of gender'. (Stone 1991: 295; Bornstein 1994) Stone ZT) 

differentiated'. (Butler 1994: 2 1) 
171 See Chapter One, Section One, Part One, 'Minefields' (pages 13-20), for an introduction to 
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articulates her position thus: 

I am suggesting that in the transsexual's erased history we can find a Ino t: ) story disruptive to the accepted discourses of gender [... ] the transsexual 
currently occupies a position which is nowhere, which is outside the 
binary oppositions of gendered discourse. (Stone 1991: 295)"' tý, 

Given these discursive similarities between bisexuality and transsexuality, I have 

decided to look, in this chapter, at how both terms and identities are produced in 

feminist and queer rhetoric. It is my contention that an examination of the spaces 

that these identities occupy within the overlapping fields of sexuality, gender, tD 2: n 
feminist, lesbian and gay, and queer studies tells us as much about those fields as 

it does about bisexuality and transsexuality per se. My aim in this chapter is to 

provide a map of contemporary feminist and queer theory in terms of what they 

want bisexuality and transsexuality to 'do' and why. In this, I hope to remain 

faithful to my initial desire to explore bisexuality as indiscrete, as historically 

produced in relationto other bodies and desires. "' 

Section One of this chapter, 'Such an Endless Fascination', examines 

some of the current meanings of bisexuality and transsexuality within 

feminist/gender and queer/sexuality studies. Part One, 'From Hermaphrodite to tý 

Androgyne', briefly sketches the interdependent relationship between bisexuality 

and transsexuality in history, theory and representation, and highlights my own 

j 
investment in linking bisexual and transsexual production. Part Two, 'Sub ects of : =I 
the Dominant Order', investicrates further the positioning of bisexuals and t: ) Cý 

transsexuals as regressive ('traitors'), through the mobilisation of a particular týp t: ) 
feminist and lesbian understanding of 'femininity'. Part Three, 'Subjects of 

these contradictory meanings of bisexuality in a contemporary theoretical sphere. 
172 Stone suggests that 'passing' transsexuals erase themselves by 'constructing a plausible 
history - teaming to lie effectively about one's past. What is gained is acceptability in society. ' 

(Stone 1991: 295) 
'73See Page I of my thesis, where I outline this overall position. 
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Transgression', analyses in more depth the construction of bisexuln n tný _1 q--d 

transsexual subjects as subversive. Section Two, 'Territorial Occupation and 
Bodily Resignification', focuses on the ways in which bisexual and transsexual 

photographic images open up new spaces of meaning where bisexual and V5 C, tn 
transsexual bodies, subjectivities, narratives and desires can be represented other 

than as reductively transgressive or regressive. In Part One, 'Whose Body am I zn 0 
Reading? ', I look at 'Self Portrait' by Loren Cameron, (Cameron 1993) tracing 

the progression of my own reading of Cameron's image, and inviting non- tn 
transsexual readers to do the same. In Part Two., 'Whom Does She DesireT, I 

look at how frequently contemporary bisexuality is represented through 'threes' 
ZD 

(three couples, three bodies, three objects), and as a way of imagining a different zn C, 

representative form I turn to a series of images by Stephanie Device. I am 

particularly interested in how Device turns the gaze that seeks to stereotype 

bisexuals back onto the viewer. What changes to the feminist/ 0ender, 

queer/sexuality terrain do these excessive transsexual and bisexual bodies make? 

I have used a range of different materials and sources for this chapter. 

Section One makes use of feminist, lesbian and gay, queer, bisexual and 

transsexual writings on the subject of transsexuality and bisexuality, and also 

refers to recent community events and conferences, conversations, and my own 

personal experiences. Section Two uses the photographs of Cameron and Device. 

Cameron and Device are both activists and artists, poorly paid (if at all), for 

whom photography is something to be fitted around the paid work they do to 

survive. Their work remains outside the establishment and so provides what I 

consider a timely critique of many of the issues I discuss in Section One of this 

chapter. 
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Section One: Such an Endless Fascination 

Here on the gender borders at the close of the twentieth century, with the faltering of phallocratic hegemony and the bumptious appearance of heteroglossic origin accounts, we find the epistemologies of white male t5 C) In medical practice, the rage of radical feminist theories and the chaos of lived gendered experience meeting on the battlefield of the transsexual 
body: a hotly contested site of cultural inscription, a meaning machine for 
the production of ideal type. (Stone 1991: 294) 

Part One: From Hermaphrodite to Androgyne Z;,. / 

Within US and UK lesbian, gray, bisexual and transcrender communities the 

distinctions between transsexuality, bisexuality and homosexuality is only now 

beginning to be charted. (Denny 1994: 21-23) Historically bisexuality has been 

read as physical or psychical hermaphroditism, (Freud, 1905: 55) or as psychical. 

androgyny. (Hirschfeld 1910, Weininger 1903). Other sexological. authors t: ý 

conceive of bisexuality as the 'ground' from which heterosexual or homosexual 

adult sexual orientation evolves. (Krafft-Ebing 1894; Ellis 1928) Thus, in her 

article 'The Sexual Reproduction of "Race": Bisexuality, History and 

Racialisation', Merl Storr cites Ellis who suggests that: 

'We can probably grasp the nature of abnormality better if we reflect on týl the development of the sexes and on the latent organic bi-sexuality in each 
sex. At an early stage of development the sexes are indistinguishable 1: ý it may be said that at conception the organism is provided with about 50 
per cent. of male germs and about 50 per cent. of female germs' (Ellis, in Cý 

Storr 1997: 8) 

Storr also quotes Krafft-Ebing who suggests that: 'The primary stage [of CD 

evolution] undoubtedly was bi-sexuality, such as still exists in [ ... I the first 

months of fetal existence in man'. (Krafft-Ebing in Storr 1997: 9) Physical 

hermaphroditism (bi-sexuality) is used by both Ellis and Krafft-Ebing as an 

explanation for later gender and sexual inversion. Transsexuality has similarly 

been read as inversion (Ellis 1918) or hermaphroditism and intersexuality. (Allen 
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1954) Unsurprisingly, then, there are points where bisexuality and transsexuality 

are also used interchanzgýeably. To return to Tim O'Sullivan's contemporary 

representation of bisexuality as hen-naphrodite and androgyne that I mentioned in 

Chapter One, (O'Sullivan, in Raven 1995: 11, in Figure 4) the same image could 1--5 
also be read as two transitioning transsexuals - one female-to-male, one male-to- t) 
female (reproduced here as Figure 23). Bisexuality and transsexuality may be 

read for one another, then, through their common association with 

hermaphroditism, contemporary blurring reflecting a much older merging. 4D t: l 
Recently, energy from bisexual and transsexual communities has been 

expended in wresting those merged meanings apart, and reassigning historical 00 

personages as one thing or another. Transgender activists (such as the group 1-15 
'Transsexual Menace' in New York) have been concerned to reclaim such 

canonical figures as Gertrude Stein, Radclyffe Hall, and Billy Tipton from 

lesbian and gay history as transgendered if not transsexual -'queer, but not gay'. 

(Denny 1994: 23) Bisexual activists have insisted that Sappho and Oscar Wilde 

were really bisexual. (Klein 1978: 139-166; Garber 1995: 20,28,282) '71 To 

insist that these characters were, or are. ) bisexual, or transsexual is often counter- 

productive. There is a danger that a historically false separation between different 
t5 

gender and sexual identities gets set up, in order that previously ignored or 

maligned identities may gain validity and prominence. "' 

In this chapter I want to connect the disparate histories of transsexualism 

174 yet it is interesting to note the lack of scarring in the Raven photograph, the glamorisation 
of the notion of being 'two', rather than changing sex, which is presumably in part a reflection 
of the overall title of the series, 'Sex in the Twenty-first Century'. 
175 See Chapter One, footnote 42. 
176 This act of reclaiming is also completely understandable, however. A brief look at two recent 
films Carrington and Butterfly Kiss indicates the continued gross misrepresentation of women's 
bisexual desire. In Carrington, there is no hint of Carrington's sex with women (also note that 
she also wears dresses throughout the film, except for the initial temptation of Lytton Strachey, 
though she was contemporarily known as a cross-dresser). By contrast, Butterfly Kiss includes 
women having sex with both men and women, but has been billed exclusively as a lesbian film. 
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Fi gure Z-- 23. Photograph by Tim I I O'Sullivan, in Charlotte Raven (1995) 'Swap Shop', 'Future Sex', Observer Lýfe, 15 October: 11. 
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and bisexuality in this precise historical moment, in order to interrogate the ways 
that they are read as either similar or different. This move is not an attempt to 

recreate pre-1930s conditions whereby bisexuality, transsexuality and 
homosexuality are viewed as subsets of one another. "' But it is an attempt to steer 

a slightly different course than the contemporary political one within lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgender communities which seem bent on negating historical 

overlaps in the search for a discrete bisexual or transsexual, lesbian or gay, body 

and identity. This approach also allows me to concentrate on the mechanisms and 

effects of continuing to produce bisexuality and transsexuality as similar to or C) 
different from one another (particularly in terms of transgression or regression) 

rather than struggling primarily to disentangle them. tnvý- 
My own experience is woven into my text and provides its own 

motivations. As well as the political and theoretical links between bisexuality and 

transsexuality, I am specifically concerned with the relationship between bisexual 

femme and female-to-male or FTM subjectivities. "' I want to look at some of the 

ways in which these two identities, histories and experiences relate to, miffor and 

problematise one another. I emphasise the bisexual femme, rather than bisexual 

woman, and FTM,, rather than MTF, not because I think this conjunction is more 

widespread or more significant in terms of the discourses of gender and sexuality 1=1 tý, 
I am concerned with, but precisely because neither bisexual nor transsexual 

experience can be generalised. My choice here is partly influenced by a sexual 

relationship that I had with an Ff M, which was highly significant for me, not Z: ) 

'77Jay Prosser argues convincingly that 'female' inverts arc the predecessors of a contemporary 
transsexual subjectivity rather than lesbian subjectivity (sexual perversion being a subset of 
inversion in Havelock Ellis, and not necessanly coextensive With it). (Prosser 1998) 
178The terms 'FTM' and 'MTF do more than simply shorten 'female-to- male' and 'male-to- 
female' respectively. They denote a shift in political emphasis and in transsexual narrative 
progression away from the idea of movingfroin female to male, or vice versa, towards claiming 
transsexuality as an identity in itself. 
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least because of its coincidence with my own 'coming out' as femme. Because of C) 
my own experiences I am more familiar with the experiences and issues 

surroun. ing týý 'I'M and bisexual femme subjectivities than I am with those raised 

by MTF or bisexual butch or bisexual non- gender- specific subjectivities. "I 0 
While I was preparing the materials for this chapter one question kept Zý 

coming back to me: What is it that you desire in FTMs, Clare? This question 

could be asked and answered in a number of ways. What is it I physically, 

emotionally or intellectually desire in FFM bodies and histories? What is it that 

attracts me to, makes me want to have, to write about FTM bodies and histories 

in conjunction with my own? What is it about my bisexual fernmeness that creates 

or fuels that desire? What do I actually, physically, desire? This last question is 

the cause of the most anxiety for me. As a bisexual woman, my desire for FTMs 

is interpretable as desire for the ultimate 'bisexual object-choice', for a body and 

gender that do not 'match'. "' For example, Annie Sprinkle rejoices in her desire 
ýI 

for her lover, 'a female-to-male transsexual/hen-naphrodite - the perfect playmate 

for bi-sex! ' (Sprinkle 1991: 103)"1 One point of contention between my lover and 

I during our relationship was my bisexuality. Because I am able to relate sexually 

to men and to women, he said he could never be sure I was not responding to his 

gendered maleness as butch rather than as male. The fact that I was able to 

eroticise his body/gender mismatch, while enabling on one level, was unsettling 0 

179 1 also discuss the relationship between bisexual femme and FTM subjecti-vitics in the article 
'Waiting For No Man: Bisexual Femme Subjectivity and Cultural Repudiation', (Hemmings 
1998) though in that context I am more concerned with establishing a basis for theonsing 
lesbian community from such a perspective. 
"" This is particularly true with respect to FTMs who have not had upper and/or lower body 

surgery. 
'8' Bisexual writer Marcy Sheiner also describes this fascination with and desire for the 'two-in- 

one' of her transsexual lover: 'I caught glimpses, in his facial expressions and gestures, of the 

woman who still lived inside the man. The effect of these flashes upon my psyche was almost 

electrical: I could actually feel my brain cells straining to process the bombardment of bl- 

gendered signals. ' (Sheiner 1996: 19) 
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to him on another. I did not mind what he clearly minded so much. 
My lover's anxiety and Annie Sprinkle's enjoyment do not entirely 

resonatewit my experience. It is certainly true that my bisexual femme desire 

allows me to croticise FTMs. However, I think that my desire has at least as 

much to do with the specific shared histories of some bisexual femmes and 

FTMs, as it does with bisexual desire for male and female. Many bisexual 

women learn the expression of their desire in lesbian communities. "' Many FTMs 

also learn the expression of their desire in lesbian communities, often as butches. 

Both bisexuals and FFMs may maintain and negotiate their ties to the lesbian 

community, at least in the early stages of transitioning. " A bisexual woman and a Zý 

transsexual man: this could be read as a heterosexual relationship with an 

altogether unexpected narrative, a heterosexual relationship with a combined 

lesbian history. Like the anxiety surrounding bisexual women's open presence in 

the lesbian community that I documented in Chapter Two, FFM presence in the 

lesbian community is similarly a cause of controversy and negotiation. " In e_ý 
London in July 1996, queer (and formerly dyke) photographer Del Grace came 

out as transgendered during his slide show event at The Ritzy, (Grace 1996) zný 

causing outrage in the mostly lesbian audience. Again, as in the Northampton 

context, the fear of transsexuality is partly structured by issues of inclusion and 

exclusion. Trans or bisexual people can be included in a Pride March as additions 

to a community without too much disruption, but problems occur the moment a 

182 For example, see my discussion of Sharon Gonsalves' narrative of desire in Chapter Two, 
Section Two, Part Three. 
'83 'Transitioning' here refers to changes in sexual mxI gendered identity. 
'84 Gayle Rubin idcntifics the 'permeable boundaries' between butch and FTM subjectivities and 
experiences, advocating tolerance towards FTMs: '[a] sex change is a transition. A woman does 

not immediately become a man as soon as she begins to take hormones. During the initial 

stages of changing sex, many FTMs will not be ready to leave the world of women [... ] They 

will leave lesbian contexts on their own, when they can, when they are ready [ 
... 

I Some FTMs 

will experiment with sex change and elect to abandon the effort. They should not be deprived of 
their lesbian credentials for having cxplored the option. ' (Rubin 1992: 475-6) 
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lesbian expresses bisexual or transsexual experience within 'her' own 

subjectivity. The external 'other' can be 'tacked on', but the 'other' within causes 

a more structural fragmentation within lesbian identity. 185 
Cý 

But I wanted to be even more specific. My bisexual femininity is only 
latterly learned, previously avoided, mostly re-signified as wanting to have, when 
I wanted to be. "' I see that reflected in an FIFM masculinity and maleness which 
is hard-fought for, and never entirely consolidated. So my desire is less a desire 

for ambiguity, than a desire for consciously attained masculinity and maleness 

that reflects back, stresses, dwells on, accentuates and values my femmeness. 

Our desire may take form in a lesbian context, but it cannot deny its 

heterosexuality, its definite male-femaleness, which is the spectre that must be 

banished from the butch-femme dynamic. 187 

Part Two: Subjects of the Dominant Order 

Transsexualism has been a subject of contention within feminism ever since 

Janice Raymond published The Transsexual Empire - her condemnation of 

transsexual subjectivity and medical technological intervention as always and 

necessarily patriarchal - in 1979. (Raymond 1979) For Raymond, male-to-female 

"35 As we saw in Chapter Two, bisexuality and transsexuality are less threatening to lesbian (and 
gay) selves if they can be differentiated. Once differentiated, they can be reassimilated into the 
4 queer realm', but always as 'different'. I would like to continue in my assertion that the recent 
inclusion or addition of 'bisexual and transgendered' to prcviously'Icsbian and gay' groups, 
meeting places, and events is not always as unproblematically progressive as it may seem. For 
example, in 1996, 'London Lesbian and Gay Pride' became 'London Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 
Transgender Pride', yet the festival's Pride Magazine made no mention of bisexual or transgender 
issues, individuals, or groups except in terms of a trivialisIng spread on 'drag fashion'. (Pride 
Magazine 1996) 
186 1 am aware that this separation is a rather convenient and simplistic one. As Diana Fuss 

illustrates in Identification Papers, (Fuss 1995) wanting to have (desire) and wanting to be 
(identification) often occur in the same moment, and are thus not mutually exclusive. 
'87 1 discuss this notion of heterosexuality as the structuring myth of lesbian butch/femme, 

which results in lesbian theory's denial of 'bisexual femme' as a valid subject position both 
later in Part Three of this section, and the article I mention in footnote 178, above. (Hemmings 
1998) 
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transsexuals are the horrific result of men's womb envy, the material form of the 

desire to leave women no integrity in a coercive and patriarchal society. (Ibid: In 
103-4,112) And while transsexual women ('male-to-constructed-females') are 

really malicious men who sap female energy, transsexual men ('female-to- tý, 

constructed-males') are really women seduced by the desire for patriarchal 

power. (Ibid: xix) Stephen Whittle writes that The Transsexual Empire 

discredited for a long time any academic voice that [transsexuals] might 
have[had ... I with feminist theorists. As a result of [Raymond's] work, 
feminists saw transsexuals as misCruided and mistaken men seeking 
surgery to fulfil some imagined notion of femininity, and furthermore, 
upholding the gendered sex-role structure inherent in the patriarchal 
heaemony which sou(: Yht to discredit feminist work. (Whittle 1996: '21.07)"' 

r: ) tn 

Here Wluttle touches on an issue that strikes me as central to any discussion of 

Raymond's argument - her intense dislike of femininity. Throughout The 

Transsexual Empire Raymond argues that only by embracing stereotyped 

-ranssexual gain access to 'to ones and surgery: 'the femininity can anNLITFI 
4L 

tD I rtr 

male-+Lo-construc+Led--j, 'L'emale transsexual exhibits the attempt to possess women in 

-1-heimacres into which men have molded women'. a bodily sense while acting 
out III 

tn) in 

to 'possess (Raymond 1979: 99) In addition, 'lesbian-feminist' transsexuals seek L 

women at a deeper level, this time under the guise of challenging rather than 
In t: ) C) 

conforming to the role and behavior of stereotyped women'. (Ibid) In other 

words, male-to-female transsexuals confirm 'femininity' as a projected male 

fantasy whether through displaying classically feminine behaviour and garb, or zn C) 

through possessing women by cruile (and hence behaving in a traditionally 

male/masculine way). 

" Sandy Stone's 'The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto', is also a response to 
Raymond, as the title suggests. Like Whittle, Stone argues that: 'Though Empire represented a 

specific moment in feminist analysis and prefigured the appropriation of liberal political 
language by a radical right, here in 1991 [ ... I it is still the dcfinitiN, c statement on 
transsexualism by a genetic female academic. ' (Stone 1991: 283) 
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Raymond's belief that femininity per se is an irredeemable ill (notjust 

when displayed by transsexuals) is confirmed in her more recent work. As part of 
her argument that male-impersonation does not rely on an investment in male In 

privilege, and so is fundamentally different to male female-impersonation, 0 
Raymond states that: 

The reason that women wear pants is mainly comfort and convenience. 
Pants are practical in all types of weather and don't make women 
physically vulnerable or encourage sexual harassment, as certain styles of feminine clothing do. (Raymond 1996: 217)' 88 2-n 

This is a startling quote. Raymond vilifies transsexuals with the excuse of 

protecting feminist culture, yet here accuses women who wear 'certain styles of Z: -5 

feminine clothing' of making themselves vulnerable to, or even encouraging C) týp 

sexual attack. This could hardly be considered a feminist approach to issues of 

violence against women. For Raymond femininity can only ever be a subset of 

masculinity, derived from maleness and 'the patriarchal order'. 

Unsurprisingly, Raymond also dislikes androgyny, which she sees as the 

merging of the two opposites which nevertheless remain unchallenged, 'and so 

androgynous humanism replaces feminist politics'. (Raymond 1996: 218)"' 

Raymond ends her article by insisting that ja] real sexual politics says yes to a 

view and reality of transgender that transforms, instead of conforming to, 

gender'. (Ibid 223)'" Yet precisely what 'areal sexual politics' might be remains 
.D t) 

"' This article first appeared as the 'Introduction to the 1994 Edition' of The Transsexual 
Empire: The Making qf 1he She-Male (New York: Teacher's College Press, 2nd edition). 
(Raymond 1996: 215) 
"'9 The notion of androgyny is discussed rather more ambivalcntly in the early Icsbian/feminist 

classic Lesbian Woman. (Martin and Lyon 1972) For Martin and Lyon, androgyny involves 
wearing trousers rather than skirts, for similar reasons to those stated by Raymond: 'they give 
you much more freedom of movement than skirts, and they are wanner'. (Ibid: 66) Martin and 
Lyon's androgynous woman maintains a non-masculine balance by continuing to wear lipstick, 
however. (Ibid: 68) 
'90 It is curious that this line of Raymond's comes right at the end of BlendingGenders, (Ek-ins 

and King 1996) a volume that offers a (mostly positive) range of contemporary views on 
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unaddressed and obscured by Raymond's anti -transsexual and anti-feminine 

vitriol. 19, 

Bernice Hausman, writing in 1995, might seem an unlikely successor to 

Raymond's comprehensive anti -transsexual position, given that her perspective is 

more influenced by Michel Foucault and Judith Butler than by Mary Daly. 

Hausman charts the importance of the historical and medical separation of 'gender 

identity' from 'sex' and the body in the production of contemporary transsexual 

subjectivity. She argues for a Barthesian perception of contemporary gender 

identity as the 'mythic' signifier that has displaced sex and the body in the 

primary semiotic chain naturalising heterosexual reproduction. (Hausman 1995: 

175-194) Hausman conflates these two main strands of her argument by 

presenting the transsexual subject as being wholly (and willingly) produced 

through technology and, therefore, as the personification Qfthat regulatory 

'myth' of gender identity. ' 92 For Hausman as for Raymond: gender is bad, and 

transsexuals are the most gender-invested of all contemporary subjects. " 

transsexuality, transvestism and transgender. 
"' Of course, not all feminist theorists 'misidentify the construction ofthe feminine within a 
masculinist economy with the feminine itself'. (Butler 1994: 18) For example, two years before 
the publication of The Transsexual Empire, French feminist theorist Luce Irigaray, imagines the 
possibilities of female labial signification operating independently of the phallus in The Sex 
Which Is Not One. (Ingaray 1985) As Butler says, for Irigaray 'the feminine could not be 
theorized in terms of a determinate relalion between the masculine and the feminine'. (Butler 
1990: 10) 
'9' Although one might wish to make a critical distinction between Hausman and Raymond's 

interrogation of hegemonic gender norms and their treatment of transsexual or transgendered 
subjects, both writers in fact damn (in feminist terms) the latter through the former. Raymond's 

choice to call transsexuals by their former gender (e. g. 'male-to-constructed female', for 
transsexual woman), and Hausman's collapse of regulatory systems and subjectivities, 
effectively produce the transsexual subject as the embodiment of those norms, and nothing 
more. I discuss Hausman's denial of any other form of transsexual agency at the end of Section 
One of this chapter. 
193 Jay Prosser takes issue with Hausman's 'gender chronology', which fixes the emergence of 
gender identity as a category of self firmly in the 1930s onwards. He writes that: 'Arguably, in 
Freudian psychoanalysis, which preceded the medical technologies subject to Hausman's focus, 

gender is already in excess of corporeal sex. ' (Prosser 1997: 3) 1 would suggest that Hausman 

needs to fix the simultaneity of gender identity's emergence and transsexual subjectivity in order 
to secure her premise that transsexual agency is wholly circumscribed by technology. 
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Bisexuality has also frequently been dismissed as the antithesis of a 

political or personal challenge to patriarchy, again through its association with an t: ) b t) 
oppressive femininity. Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon, commenting on lesbian roles e) 
and styles of the early 1970s, note: 

We have found some interesting anomalies in the butch-femme pattern 
over the years. One which crops up rather consistently is women - usually divorced and, we suspect, not Lesbian at all - who pair up with butch Lesbians. In these partnerships the entire male-female dichotomy is 
acted out to the nth degree. The femmes insist that their butches wear only 
male clothing and that they appear and act as nearly like the stereotyped C) 
male as possible Most of these femmes have been divorced more 
than once. It appears that they have been so badly treated by men that they 
can't bear the thought of re-marrying. (Martin and Lyon 1972: 67) C$ 

Martin's and Lyon's two references to 'divorce' in the above passage emphasise 

these femmes' (at least) behavioural bisexuality. The bisexual/femme makes real 

the fear that femininity craves masculinity for its fulfilment, settling for a butch 

only when 'a real man' is unavailable or proves to be a disappointment. The 

figure of the bisexual woman is used to confirm the assumed link between 

femininity and heterosexuality and thus shores up the assumption that femininity 

is always and only ever defined in hierarchical relation to masculinity. 

Writing in 1995, femme writer Minnie Bruce Pratt retrospectively 

explains the motivation for the rejection of 'gender roles' in the 1970s: týl 

As women and as lesbians we wanted to step outside traps set for us as 
people sexed as woman, to evade negative values gendered to us. We 
didn't want to be women as defined by the larger culture, so we had to get 
rid of femininity. We didn't want to be oppressed by men, so we had to 
get rid of masculinity. And we wanted to end enforced desire, so we had 
to (yet rid of heterosexuality. (Pratt 1995: 19) 4n 

In the framework Pratt describes, lesbianism figures as the primary challenge to 

heteropatriarchy because of its rejection of both sex with men and femininity. 

Such a framework is still formative today. Julia Penelope, writingr in a radical 
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feminist volume in 1996, argues that when a lesbian embraces femininity her C) 
motivation is always and only to remain closeted, to pass as heterosexual. As 

with Martin and Lyon, the link between femininity and bisexuality in lesbian 

culture is central but never explicit: 

We may or may not choose whether we will love women or men, but we do choose whether or not we will act on our desire. Many lesbians still 
choose to behave heterosexually, to marry men, and to bear them sons. Eventually, some find their way to acting on their love for a woman, but 
not all, and they frequently bring their acquired heterosexual behaviors 
with them when they enter the Lesbian community. Apparently, it does 
not occur to most of them that unlearning femininity might be a good idea. Others, the hasbeans, choose to love women for a while and then 
marry men and bear them sons. (Penelope 19% 126-7) 194 

Femininity, bearing sons, marrying men, behaving heterosexually while being t5 t-: ) Z: ý 

lesbian; these are combined as part of Penelope's attack on the bisexual women 

she can never quite bring herself to name. Mirroring Raymond's abhorrence of 

the femininity of transsexual women, Penelope concludes her article in no 

uncertain terms: 'Femininity is a choice I won't respect'. (Ibid: 147)111 

This association between bisexuality and fernininity is linked to anti- 

transsexual feeling in Sheila Jeffreys' work on the legacy of the 1960s' 'sexual 

revolution'. Jeffreys picks up where the C. L. I. T. papers left off, arguing that C, 

'94 Penelope's words remind me of Elisabeth Brook's in 'Lesbians Don't Fuck Men'. (Brook 
1989: 6, discussed in Chapter Two, Section Two). 
195 For Penelope, femininity/bisexuality is not only not lesbianism, it is one of many sources of 
6 real lesbians' oppression. Penelope associatcs fcmininity with having money (being able to 

buy all those accessories), with having access to money (through better job prospects and male 
attention), (lbid: 120) and with being thin. (lbid: 127) Clearly, not all femmes and butches are 
working-class, as Sheila Jeffreys points out in 'Butch and Femme: Now and Then', (Jeffreys 
1993: 171-72) but to claim, as Penelope does, that lesbian femininity only ever denotes class 
privilege (as well as bisexuality) is fundamentally inaccurate. This stands in direct contradiction 
to the evidence of femme theorists such as Joan Nestle, Madeline Davis and Elizabeth Lapovsky 
Kennedy who have researched the importance of fernme-butch identities in working-class lesbian 

communities. (Nestle 1987; Davis, and Kennedy 1993) An altogether different approach to 
femmes and class is taken by Betty Rose Dudley in her'in-your-face' article 'A Fat, Vulgar, 
Angry Slut', where she rages against middle-class girls'doing' butch and femme as'stud' and 
'slut', when 'they expect a privilege that no slut or stud that I grew up with ever envisioned'. 
(Dudley 1996: 14) 
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bisexuality is a way of straight/feminine housewives pleasing their husbands. 

(Jeffreys 1990: 111,115). In the same volume Jeffreys also critiques 

transsexuality in terms of what she perceives to be its structural homophobia: 

Transsexuals are people who have grown up in a homophobic society but 
are attracted to others of their own sex. Such is their aversion to 
homosexuality that these men and women are unable to accept that they 
are simply gay. In order to relate to people of their own sex they need to 
transform their bodies so that they can convince themselves that they are 
really heterosexual. (Jeffreys 1990: 182) 

The same passage can easily be re-read substituting 'bisexual/femme' for 

'transsexual'. Bisexuals are commonly accused of being unable or unwilling to 

relinquish heterosexual privilege, or of suffering from internalised homophobia. 

Just as Martin and Lyon's bisexual/femme insisted her butch wear male clothing, 

the third sentence above could read as follows: jbisexual fernmes] need to 

transform their [same-sex lovers'] bodies [from lesbian to butch/male] so that 

they can convince themselves that they are really heterosexual. ' For Martin and 

Lyon the bisexual/femme is heterosexual in truth, where for Jeffreys she is a 

lesbian. 

These productions of bisexuality and transsexuality as politically reductive 

and therefore incompatible with feminism occur because there is so much at 

stake. To challenge the assumption that lesbianism is always the most effective 

challenge to patriarchal heterosexuality, or that femininity is always and only ever tD 

circumscribed by oppressive masculinity, is to question some of the central tenets 

of feminist thought. Hawed though those tenets may be, the threat of their 

disappearance may be equally unsettling. My own experience is that 

transsexuality and bisexuality tend to make non-transsexual or non-bisexual 

feminists uncomfortable, because acknowledgement of those subjectivities forces 

a re-evaluation of the relationship of gender to the body and of gender and object- 
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choice to sexuality. 196 In other words, there is very deep resistance to the idea that 

'feminine-' or ý masculine' subjects may not be wholly contained within or 

produced by the entrenched dominant structures of gender. tn 

Part Three: Subjects of Transgression 

Queer theory is a primarily US-based critical approach to contemporary theory, 

culture., literature and film that has strong ties to postmodem and post-structuralist Z-15 
feminist theories. Queer theory mirrors queer activism which sought to challenge t: ) 
assimilation policies within the lesbian and gay movement, particularly through 

HIV and AIDS activism, and offered a forceful critique of the predominantly 

white, male and middle-class composition of gay and lesbian movements. 19' It is 

difficult to isolate specific texts as being among the most influential within queer 

theory, not least because the creation of a queer canon runs counter to the stated 

anti-linear, anti-narrative aims of queer theory and politics. Yet I think few would 

disagree when I suggest that Judith Butler's Gender Trouble (Butler 1990) and 

&-5 
91) are two key texts Eve Sedgwick's Epistemology of the Closet (Sedgwick 19 

that any queer theory enthusiast would certainly have had to have read. "' I would 

"' Donna Haraway argues that gender/sex distinctions are too useful to feminists to be 
debunked, even though women have been oppressed by (as well as resistant to) them. (Haraway 
1992: 134) 
'97 See Lesbians Talk Queer Notions for a useful summary of the history of queer activism. 
(Smyth 1992) For more in-depth analyses of queer activism see Warner 1993 and Woods 1995. 
Queer political activism had mostly fizzled out by 1993, though its approach survives in some 
fringe groups, for example, the Lesbian Avengers. In Chapter Four, I mention the Queer Nation 
San Francisco archives in connection with the influence of the 1990 National Bisexual 
Conference in San Francisco. 
118 Having said that, a posting to the Queer Studies email discussion list in Scptember 1996, 

asking for an initial bibliography for queer studies prompted a listing which did not include 
Sedgwick or Butler! Instead the list focused on cultural politics-based texts such as The Material 
Ower. (Morton 1996) 1 would argue, though, that the Butler-Sedgwick combination has been 

particularly influential in circumscribing the relationship between bisexuality and transsexuality 

and queer. It is worth noting, too, that Butler's Excitable Speech also makes this move towards 
discussing queer and materialism. (Butler 1997) Of course, Butler and Sedgwick-'s work does not 

appear from nowhere. Butler's most obvious precursors are Gayle Rubin and Monique Wittig, 

and both she and Sedgwiclc utilise the work offoucault extensively. (Rubin 1984, Wittig 1902, 

Foucault, especially 1978) Butler acknowledges this debt to both Rubin and Wittig in her edited 
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also suggest that Gloria Anzald6a's BorderlandslLaFrontera is important for 

queer theory both in terms of the way she intertwines autobiography and theory, 

and of her careful negotiation of sexuality and race borders/crossings. (Anzaldua 

1989)1" All three of the above texts highlight one of the central desired effects of 

queer theory: to expose the difference and opposition between heterosexual and 

homosexual identities as fictional and politically motivated, and to challenae 

heterosexuality's normative status. This is typically achieved by problematising 

the relationship between gender and sexual identity, and/or the relationship CD 
between aender and the sexed body: 'Queer theory [seeks] to denaturalize gender, In 

to loosen its tie from sex, gender's bodily referent. ' (Prosser 1995: 484) 

It is easy to see how bisexuality (which problematises the assumed 

relationship between object-choice and sexual identity) and transsexuality (which 

problematises the assumed relationship between genetic sexed body and gender 

identity) could figure as the epitome of all that is transgressive of 

heteronormativity after Gender Trouble. (Butler 1990) Butler's insistence on the 

tenuous hold gender nonns have over subjects potentially 'releases' bisexual and 

transsexual subjects from their production as emblematic of those norms. Diana 

Fuss asks in her introduction to InsidelOut: 

[W]hat gets left out of the inside/outside, heterosexual/homosexual 
opposition, an opposition which could at least plausibly be said to secure 
its seemingly inviolable dialectical structure only by assimilating and 

journal special edition 'More Gender Trouble'. (Butler 1994) Other works that have been 

influential include Teresa de Lauretis' edited queer theory edition of Differences, (de Lauretis 
1991), Diana Fuss's InsidelOut, (Fuss 1991) Joseph Bristow and Angelia Wilson's edited 
collection Activating Theory, (Bristow and Wilson 1993), and more recently and morc 
eclectically, Laura Doan's The Lesbian Postmodern (Doan 1994) and Elizabeth Grosz and 
Elspeth Probyn's SexV Bodies. (Grosz and Probyn 1995) What strikes me is the literary, critical 
theory or philosophy slant to all of these texts. Lesbian and gay history texts, for example, 
while clearly influenced by queer theory to a certain extent have not debunked the categories 
'lesbian and gay' in quite the same ways. See the work of Duberman, Vicinus and Chauncey 
1991; Chauncey 1994; Abelove, Barale and Halperin 1993; and Nestle and Preston 1995. 
'99 While most queer volumes include several texts by people ofcolor, AnzaldOa7 g work on race, 

gender, and sexuality differences is still a rarity. 
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internalizing other sexualities (bisexuality, transvestism, 
transsexualism ... ) to its own rigid bipolar logic? (Fuss 1991: 2) 

For Fuss, bisexuality, transvestism, and transsexualism are positioned together 

as 'outside' the dialectical structures that they are said to shed light on. Fuss's 

lack of further attention to these three categories only confirms the impression she 

gives that they provide the same critique and occupy the same outsider position as 

one another. Marjorie Garber, too, conflates transgenderism, cross-dressing and 

bisexuality. In Vested Interests: Cross Dressing and Cultural Anxiety, Garber 

argues that transvestism provides 'a space of possibility structuring and 

confounding culture'. (Garber 1992: 17) It is 'the disruptive element that 

intervenes, notjust a category of crisis of male and female, but a crisis of zD 

category itself'. (Ibid) In her 1995 book Vice Versa: Bisexualitv and the 

Eroticism of Everydqy Life, Garber makes almost identical claims about 

bisexuality's capacity to force such a 'crisis of category': 'Bisexuality is that upon 

the repression of which society depends for its laws, codes, boundaries, social 

organization - everything that defines "civilization" as we know it'. (Garber 0 C) 

1995: 206)21 1 find Garber's focus on the 'pleasures and possibilities' of 

transgendered and bisexual experience to be extremely significant in terms of their 

relation to queer theory and politics. 

'Bisexual Pleasures' 

Behaving bisexually does indeed seem to figure as the epitome of transgression tn V: I Cý 

for self-respecting queers within the lesbian and gay community at present; the 

gay press is full of references to lesbians and gay men acting on their (parodic, 

rather than normative) opposite-sex desire. I want to take two examples of this 

flirtation with bisexuality in an attempt to identify the discursive position of 

'0" See Chapter One, Section One, Part Tvvo, for a slightly different analysis of this citation. 
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bisexual pleasure within a queer rubric more specifically. 

In Nic Williams' erotic short story 'The Boy at the Bar', (Williams 

1995)"' the gay male protagonist is picked up in a SM leather bar by a tough, 

menacing stranger. His humiliation (and queer pleasure) is complete when the 

stranger reveals herself as other than the male leather daddy the protagonist had 

thought he was responding to. (lbid: 14) Opposite-sex sexual behaviour is not 

antithetical to queer in this fictional scenario. The discovery of the 'true' sex of 

the leather daddy provides precisely that desired queer disjuncture between sexed 

body, gendered role and sexual identity. But as the story develops it is clear that 

the 'heterosexual' act and the queer sexual identity must remain distinct and in 

oppositional tension. The protagonist, Phil, realises that his 'leather daddy', 

Chris, is a woman throucrh the followincy exchancre: 4D V) VD 

'That's for staring at my girlfriend. ' 
Jesus! What now? Did he mean he's straight? What the fuck? 
'Some of us like cocks, ' he continued evenly. 'We just don't need the 
guy attached. ' Oh my god, what a set up. Tony's [the barrnan's] friends 

with all the dykes, he must have known Jesus, a woman, a dyke at 
that, fucking me! (Ibid) 6 

Phil moves swiftly from imagining his'daddy'to be a straight man (signalled by 

the reference to the girlfriend), to realising 'he' is a 'she', and a dyke. At no 

point, even before her revelation that she just likes 'cocks' not men per se, does 

Phil consider bisexuality as a viable identity for his 'assailant', even though this 

would actually make more immediate sense for a narrative that is otherwise 

confused and fragmented. Chris's dislike of men once again precludes bisexuality 

within the narrative; both Phil's and Chris's sexual identity can remain 

unambiguously gay and lesbian respectively. As a result, the subjects whose 

gendered and sexual behaviour is not contained within dominant gendered and 

"' Published In the UK's most recent queer pornographic/crotic magazine, Common 
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sexual norms are always already oppositional subjects - gay men and lesbians. In 

other words, structural location and subjectivity are conflated once again. 0 
In Public Sex, Pat Califia ruminates on the reasons she does not call 

herself bisexual, even thouoh she has opposite-sex sexual partners: tD 

Why not simply identify as bi? That's a complicated question [ ... IA self- identified bisexual is saying, 'Men and women are of equal importance to ZD me. ' That's simply not true of me. I'm a Kinsey Five, and when I turn on 
to a man it's because he shares some aspect of my sexuality (like S/M or 
fisting) that turns me on despite his biological sex. (Califia 1994: 185)... 

Califia argues that she 'croticize[s] queerness, gayness, homosexuality' (Ibid: t: l 0 
185) rather than same-sex attraction, arguing that jilt is very odd that sexual 

orientation is defined solely in terms of the sex of one's partners'. (Ibid: 186) Yet 

even though Califia frames her story in terms of a discussion of bisexuality, at no 6 

point does she consider the implications of sex with a bisexual man. She views 

her lesbianism and her partner's gay maleness as the reason why her opposite-sex 

sexual encounters remain queer despite a temporary 'heterosexual' object choice. 

Clearly, if either participant were to identify as bisexual the opposite-sex object 

choice could not be framed as peripheral to identity in quite the same way. 

For both Califia and Williams, then, a 'heterosexual' act and lesbian or 

, gay identity must remain separable for'queer pleasure' (the distancing of n tD 

gendered and sexual behaviour from gendered and sexual location) to be the 

resultant effect. Jo Eadie makes a similar point when discussing the following 

comment in the British magazine Gay Times: 

Denominator. 
202 Califia does acknowledge that biphobia may also be the reason some lesbians or gay men do 
not identify as bisexual when they experience opposite-sex desire. It is also worth noting that 
sclf-identified bisexuals do not necessarily desire men and women in equal proportion as Califia 
suggests. However, I want to stress here that Callfiaý s piece (first published in 1983) was one of 
the first to defend the right of bisexual women to be a part of lesbian sub-culture. 
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'Sex between glay men and lesbians is [ ... I coming out of the closet [ ... I Now people talk openly of their opposite-sex-same-sexuality lovers and at 
the party after the SM Pride March a gay man and a lesbian had sex on the rýl dance floor, but it wasn't heterosexuality. You can tell. ' (McKerrow 
1993: 29, in Eadie 1993: 150) 

For Williams, Califia and now McKerrow, the queer pleasures of opposite-sex 

desire can be acknowledged and acted upon as long as you can tell it is not Z: ) t) - 
heterosexuality. I would argue instead that what you need to be able to tell is that Cý 

the act is not not lesbian and gay, since being, able to tell that an opposite-sex act 2=) tý. 

is 'not heterosexuality' does not open up a space for bisexual queerness. 

Bisexuality (as behaviour or as identity) can only be acceptable within a queer 

arena if its closeness to 'heterosexuality' is erased or denied; if gender parody is 

always finally visible as such. The effect of bisexual production within and 

borrowing from queer theory is two-fold. Firstly, bisexuality has to prove its 

subversive credentials within the same form in order to be considered worthy of 

attention. Secondly, subversion itself becomes the sought-after chalice, and is 

assumed always to be progressive. " 

Bisexuality becomes rather curiously repressed as the boundaries of queer 

as oppositional to heteronormativity are so vigilantly guarded. Judith Butler's 

work, for example, barely considers bisexuality. Where Butler is discussing the tn 

ways in which butch/fernme can be seen as highlighting rather than replicating the C) 

constructed nature of the heterosexual matrix, she makes one of her most 

frequently cited statements: 

The replication of heterosexual constructs in non-heterosexual frames 
brings into relief the utterly constructed status of the so-called 
heterosexual original. Thus, gay is to straight not as copy is to original, tn t: ) In 0 
but, rather, as copy is to copy. (Butler 1990: 3 1) 

203 Using the example of Nazi radicalism, Elizabeth Wilson argues that the simple crossing of 

established boundaries does not always guarantee progressive political change. (Wilson 1993: 
108,115) And Michel Foucault argues that transgression is simply defined as the crossing of a 
boundary, which in turn sets up another boundary to be crossed, ad infiniturn. (Foucault 1977) 
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Those non -heterosexual frames mi ght be imagined to include bisexuality. Instead týý 
Butter privileges gender mirroring/parody of heterosexuality, invoking 000 C) 
butch/fernme and dracy as exemplary in this reoard, and considering bisexuality t) C) 

only in terms of its psychoanalytic meanings rather than its performative zn 

potential. (lbid: -54,57-77)2' Butler's theory of what makes butch/femme and 

drag so potentially subversive is their very closeness to heterosexuality, the way Z-: ) 

in which their 'performance' makes conscious the mechanism of repudiation in 

sustaining our identities, thouah this is clearer in the 'masculine lesbian' than the ýn 1__5 
femme. (Butler 1993: 85-88,234ff) The feminine woman repudiates 'the 

masculine' but cannot be read as repudiating heterosexuality other than through 

the presence of a visibly non-heterosexual masculine subject (the butch). One 

could quite reasonably transfer Butler's criteria for femme parody to a bisexual 

sub . ect. Bisexuality can make an almost perfect copy of heterosexuality in terms 

of sexed bodies as well as gender 'perfon-nance', and, like the lesbian femme's 

desire, bisexuality is rarely visible outside an explicitly queer context. Butler's 

heterosexual 'replication' can only take place in lesbian or gay frames because 
C) 

what allows the notion of 'repudiation' to work is a bisexual mechanism that 

always threatens to surface. As Carole-Anne Tyler notes, in the Butlerian 

scenario 'mimicry functions as an index of [the 'real'], gesturing toward it, and 0 týl 

maintaining a certain contiguity with it. ' (Tyler 1994: 235) The non- 

204 Very recently, Butler has begun to address bisexual possibilities for perfon-nativity more 
precisely. In the 'Afterword' to Sally Muni's BulchlFetntne: Insicle Lesbian Gender (Muni 1998) 
Butler acknowledges that the relationship between heterosexual and non-hetcrosexual frames 

must be theorised as at once divergent and similar, (Butler 1998: 227) and that a bisexual femme 

position might be a useful one from which to continue this task. She suggests that Islome 
forms of bisexual practice not only cross that line [between heterosexual and homosexual], but 

muddle the very possibility of drawing the line. If a bisexual woman is not quite straight, even 
betrays straightness by her refusal to offer absolute sexual loyalty to its norm, she is also not 

commi quite a lesbian, if we understand lesbianism to require an exclusi itment to women. ' 
(Ibid: 228) 
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heterosexuality of the femme is particularly precarious, given that she is not tn 

legible as femme on her own, and given her history of recuperation as Cý Z: ) 
heterosexual. "-' 

Rather than rejecting the established theoretical links between the femme C) 

and her heterosexuality (the subject and her structural location), lesbian culture 

transfigures that relationship in terms of 'myth' - the (lesbian urban) myth of 

femme abandonment of her butch lover for a man. Pat Califia's femme-butcb 

poetry foregrounds the tension between the myth of femme abandonment and the C) 

assumption that she will stay with her butch: 

And you can tell she's a femme 
Because she makes you cry 
When you can't give her everything 
You imagine she wants 
That a man could give her 
(Califia 'Diagnostic Tests' 1992: 484) 

The butch lover imagines herself lacking in relation to a man; it is her femme 00 
(who is, of course, used to this scenario, structured as she is by its confines) 

who 'makes her cry', not by leavin cr her (she is femme after all) but by chiding t) 
her ]over for her foolishness. Califia is the femme's champion, acknowledging t-: ) 

her bravery and the taunts she receives from 'both sides': 

Being a successful femme 
Means making a butch desire you 
And then enduring when that lust 
Turns into suspicion. 
'If you want me, ' she sneers, 
'You must really want a man. ' 
Nobody knows how much it burts 
When you go out on the street tn' 

And strai ght men tell you rý The same damned thing. 
(Califia'The Femme Poem' 1992: 417) 

`5 See, for example, the inscription of'Mary in Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness as a 
'subject-in-waiting', as always about to be recuperateý into heterosexual i Ly . (Hall 1928) 
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The 'successful femme' (the femme who does not fall into heterosexuality), 

endures her butch's suspicion, rather than deflecting or circumventing it tn tn ý 
presumably because she knows that is an impossibility. The poignancy of the 

poem lies in Califia's astute perception that both straight male and butch readings 

of the femme must necessarily co-exist. The shadow of Carole-Anne Tyler's 

grammatical structuring of the femme as not-quite-not-straight Cý tý, j, 
(Tyler 1994) lurks 

between these lines, echoing Califia's earlier sentiment in the same poem that Cý 

she's 'a sucker' (Ibid: 416) for 

[... ] women who can never have what they want 
Because the world will not allow them 
To be complete human beings - that is, men. 
(Ibid: 417) 

The structure of this sentiment allows multiple readings. Men are 'the world', are 

that which prevents women having 'what they want'; or, what those women want 

is men, but the loss of human status attending such desire is too high a price to In In 

pay for heterosexual privilege. "' The spectre of strai ghtness that has always 

structured the femme is transformed in these poems into an 'operative myth' that 

enacts Butler's functional mode of repudiation. That the shadow of straightness is 

not a structuring trope for butches can be seen in the up-front clear 

acknowledoement of butch desire for a man: In 

You can tell she's butch 
Because she's one of the boys 
(And fucks one of them occasionally 
To prove it). 
(Califia, 'Diagnostic Tests', 1992: 485) 

... This reading, of course, echoes Martin and Lyon's description (cited above) of the divorced 
femme as turning to butches because of having suffered irredeemable ills at the hands of men. It 

also reminds me of May WolP s description of her desire for women as heterosexual desire, as 
cited in the final section of Chapter Two. 
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Here the butch is 'saved' from the spectre of straightness through her ability to t73 V:, 
identify with 'the boys', and through the tone of irony that marks this 

representation of butch desire for men, a tone that is absent from her femme 

representations. In Califia's poetry, the unconscious heterosexual object-choice 

that the femme has always already made becomes conscious, becomes part of the 

social and erotic dynamic of the butch-fernme play (that both femme and butch are 

aware of). As a result the femme may become a contemporary subject without 

having to deny her historical, cultural and grammatical location. zn t! ) 
What enables femme identity to be constituted, however paradoxically, as 

always 'about to abandon' her butch is the perpetuation of bisexuality as 

structuring potential. I am not suggesting that Califia and Butler are wrong to Z5 tn 

creatively manipulate particular meanings of bisexuality in order to produce a 

contemporary femme subject. Bisexuality as a sexological and psychoanalytic C) 

potential certainly does function as a refusal of femme - historically, politically, 

and structurally. Indeed, such meanings of bisexuality as sex-and-gender merged 

sub ects continue to circulate currently. However these are not the only meanings j- 

of bisexuality available. Bisexuality can also mean desire - whether acted upon or 

not - for men, women and trans people . 207Bisexual identity can be taken on as an 

adult sexual identity rather than pre-Oedipal potential structuring the heterosexual 

and homosexual opposition. These latter meanings are overlooked in the work of 

Butler and Califia. 

There is another possible aspect to Butler's performative mode here too. 

Julia Creet argues that Butler's exclusive focus on lesbian and gay contexts marks in 4-n 

207 Lani Ka'ahumanu and Loraine Hutchins define 'bisexual' as 'people who have erotic, 
affectionate, romantic feelings for, fantasies of, and experiences with women and men, and/or 
who self-identify as bisexual. ' (Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu 1991: 369) See Chapter One, Section 
One for close attention to the different meanings of bisexuality circulating currently. 
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less the site of subversion of heterosexuality than it does her own anxieties of 

'coming undone'. (Creet 1995)2111 Creet discusses her own attraction to 

heterosexuality, and re-interprets lesbian and gay Insistence on the distinctness of 

homosexual identity as a political 'defense against re-incorporation into 

heterosexuality or into the categorization of what might more accurately be called 

bisexuality. ' (Ibid: 186)"' 

'Transgender Perfon-nance' 

Throucyhout the 1990s transoender 'performance' has assumed an almost 

mythical position within queer theory and politics. In 1998 - eight years after her 

suggestion in Gender Trouble that drag might offer useful insights into 

discontinuities among sexed body, gender role and sexual identity (Butler 1990) 

- Judith Butler writes that '[t]he questions posed by transgender promise to 

become some of the most vexing and most important for the radical theorization 

of gender in the next decade. ' (Butler 1998: 229) Such queer reclaiming of zn 

transgenderism can be seen as an attempt to validate gender performance in the VýI 
face of the vilification of transsexuals by radical feminists, as discussed above. 

As a result queer theories tend to prioriti se transcrender 'subversion' in the face of 0 

accusations that transsexuals and transvestites are normative and misogynist. We 

might recall Madorie Garber's enthusiasm for the trairisvestite's'decoiristruction' 

of categories of identity, (Garber 1992: 17) as well as Kate Bornstein's insistence 

that 'the transgendered person [is] a gender outlaw [causing] the destruction of 

the gendered system of reality on which most people base major aspects of their 

lives'. (Bornstein, in Whittle 1996: 211) Writers such as Gilbert Herdt and Leslie 

Feinberg have similarly celebrated transgendered people as the 'third sex', and 
C) tn 

208 1 have already mentioned Crcet in Chapter One, page 6, as one of the few theorists to discuss 

bisexuality as central to lesbian identity-formation seriously. 
209 Creet's own rather shy hints at a bisexuality that threatens to undo her own lesbian identity 
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transgenderism as a space in-between male and female. (Herdt 1994; Feinberg Cý zn 
1996) 

Transgendered blurring or highlighting of the structures of sex, gender 

and sexuality is also seen by some theorists as posing a challenge to the often 

unspoken 'raced' nature of that relationship. Thus Garber explains her assertion 

that transvestism causes 'category-crisis' by elaborating: t> tn 

I mean a failure of definitional distinction, a borderline that becomes 
permeable, that permits of border crossings from one (apparently distinct) 
category to another: black/white, master/servant, master/slave. (Garber 
1992: 16) 

Garber expands on her assertion by focusing on historical narratives in which 

African male slaves cross-dress in order to escape captivity: 'a black man sees 

that he can pass as a woman because he is, in white eyes, already a woman'. 

(Ibid: 293) Garber suggests that such forms of cross-dressing make conscious r) 

and strategic use of the construction of race and gender as imperialist and 

patriarchal effects of one another. "' 

Such attention to the relationship between race an gen er in 

transgendered contexts occurs in critical readings of Jennie Livingston's Z: -: ) 

acclaimed Paris Is Burning, a documentary of African-American and Latino drag 

balls and gay male subculture in New York. (Livingston 1991) Judith Halberstam 

argues that the film offers its audiences: 

lessons about how to read gender and race [ ... I as not only artificial but 
highly elaborate and ritualistic significations. Paris Is Burning focused 
questions of race, class, and gender and their intersections with the drag 

C) tIn 

resonate throughout her text. 
"' For Merl Storr the cultural association of black men with femininity finds its 'ground' in 

nineteenth century sexological works that equate masculinity with a white reproductive 
heterosexuality, allowing for the construction of homosexuals, prostitutes and black men and 

women as 'deviant'. (Storr 1997) In a similar vein, Sander Gilman traces eighteenth and 

nineteenth century representations of prostitutes and black women, highlighting their common 

production as physically coarse, and therefore masculine. (Gilman 1992) 
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performances of poor, gay men of color. (Halberstam 1994: 211) 

For Halberstam, then, transgender performance calls identity into question on 0 

more than a (Yendered front. However the subversion of aendered and raced t5 t) 
norms relies on Livingston's transgendered subjects not 'passing', on their C$ 

gendered performances being read av performances. A subject such as Venus 

Xtravaganza who by passing successfully as a white woman troubles the Z: P 5 C5 

association of transgender perfon-nance with gender, race and class subversion, 

cannot remain intact within the film's bounds. The film notably ends with the 

narrative of her murder by a 'client" on discovery of her deception. Judith Butler 

argues that Venus's passing as a white woman outside the framework of the Zý) t5 
'balls" consolidates hegemonic norms: C) 

Venus, and Paris is Burning more generally, calls into question whether 
parodying the dominant norms is enough to displace them [ ... II want to 
underscore that there is no necessary relation between drag and 
subversion, and that dracr may well be used in the service of both the Z-ý 

denaturalization and reidealization of hyperbolic heterosexual gender 
norms. (Butler 1993: 125) 

Butter's implication is that the denaturalisation of white heteronormativity would 

have been secured had Venus performed her subjectivity exclusively within queer 

frames, had she remained legible as both transgendered and of color. It is difficult 
t5 

to shake the impression that for both Livin cyston and Butler it is Venus's desire to t> 
be 'real' rather than 'subversive' that engenders her own demise. "' As a result, 

Venus is forced back into being the embodiment of the gendered and sexual Z: I) 

non-ns that Raymond, and later Hausman, argue inscribe al[ transsexual 

subjectivity. Through her sleight of hand that dismisses 'passing' as a strategy 

that might offer up different readings of the relationship between (trans) gender t-) C) CýP 

21 ' Thus Paris Is Burning and the queer secondary sources combine to produce Livingston's text 

as something of a contemporary queer moral fable or fairy tale, with deviation from the queer 
I 
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and race, 212 Butler effectively distances herself from the scene she surveys and 

positions herself behind Livingston's lens. Im 
In her critique of Paris Is Burning, bell hooks argues that Livingston, 'a C) 

white Jewish lesbian from Yale', (hooks 1991: 61) takes on the role of detached 

white observer who offers fame and fortune to unfortunate poor gay men of 

color, but who takes the accolades for herself. (lbid)'13 Butler attempts to 

exonerate Livingston (and thereby herself) from hooks' charges of unconscious 

yet objectifying eroticization by arguing that the subjectivity of the (white, ýD 00 
lesbian) creator/observer of the film is also challenged: 

What would it mean to say that Octavia [a black male-to-female 
transsexual] is Jennie Livingston's kind of girl? Is the category or, 
indeed, 'the position' of white lesbian disrupted by such a claim? If this is 
the production of the black transsexual for an eroticizing white gaze, is it 
not also the transsexualization of lesbian desire? (lbid: 135) 

While Butler does all she can theoretically to move Livingston (and herself) 

beyond her position as white eroticiser, she exercises no such attempt to extricate 

Venus from her position as collaborator in raced and gendered normativity. Butler 

effectively uses hooks' critique of Livingston's/her white self to situate V! ) 
transgender performance as transgressive only within a white queer frame of 

desire. 

Coco Fusco critiques the above white queer framework asking the zn 

pertinent question, jilf subversion occurs because of ambiGuity, for whom does 
0 

ideal punishable by symbolic (as well as actual) death. 
212 For example Venus's death could be seen as a result of white male panic attending the 
discovery of the lack of distance between natural and constructed white femininity, rather than as 
evidence of passing's futility. 
213 Butler acknowledges her own identification with Livingston when she remarks that hooks' 
comments form 'an interpellation which also implicates this author in its sweep'. (Butler 1993: 
133) Jackie Goldsby affirms hooks' critique when she states that '[Livingston] can tell this story 
because her identity is not implicated in it', (Goldsby 1993: 115) because her 'cultural and social 

I 
p vilegge is inscribed into the film, however unobtrusive she strivcs to be. ' (lbid) Goldsby ri LI 
notes that she is 'thankful that [Livingston] did' make the film, however, because 'never has 
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it occurT (Fusco 1995: 73) and suggests that an emphasis on subversion is a tý 11-5 

particularly white entry-point into the lives of the voigmers. " Fusco critiques a 

queer analysis of the voguers' 'families' as the antithesis of the traditional 

heterosexual family unit by highlighting its white western presumption: C) 0 

To suppose that the vo4: yuers reinvented the white American middle-class family also implies that subaltern lives are purposely organized to subvert 
white heterosexual American norms, which is hardly the case, though 
whites may read them as such. To assume so, as Butter would seem to 
do, is surprisingly, if not alarmingly, ethnocentric. (Fusco 1995: 74) Cý 

At no point does Butler consider the voguers' families in relation to heterosexual 

norms within their own cultures. For Fusco this failure indicates that a continued 

queer emphasis on 'subversion' perpetuates the centrality of white heterosexism 

as that by which all else may be measured. 

Halberstam maintains this tradition of using transgender performance as a 2D 

way of challenging dominant sex and gender norms: Zý tn 

we are all transsexuals [... ] We all pass or we don't, we all wear our 
drag, and we all derive a different degree of pleasure - sexual or 
otherwise -from our costumes. It is just that for some of us our costumes 
are made of fabric or materiaL while for others they are made of skin; for 
some an outfit can be changed; for others skin must be resewn. There are 
no transsexuals. (Halberstam 1994: 212)211 

Viewed only as transgressive spectacle, Halberstam's reading of transgender rý- t> 0 

speech, as performance and oral text, been so irresistible to my eyes and ears. ' (Ibid) 
"" Voguer' is a slang/familiar term for the drag queens who 'vogue' at the balls. 'Voguing' is a 
staged dance made popular by Madonna. As Goldsby points out, Madonna's appropriation of the 
term and the style relics on the drag queen vogucrs' invisibility. (Goldsby 1993: 113) 
215Halberstam's work follows the tradition established by Virginia Prince (a well-known male- 
to-female transvestite) in 1976, who argues that '[o]f all people in the world, TV's should 
recognize the fact that you do not have to be a female to 'be' a 'girl, ' because a great many of us 
definitely feel ourselves to be girls when we are dressed even though we are perfectly aware that 
we are males. If a TV looks well enough to pass on the street it should certainly be clear to her 
that in society she is a girl not only to herself but to everyone else who sees her or has any sort 
of interchange with her. Gjrlness is set forth by the clothes, the hair-do, the shoes, makeup, 
jewelry', manner and general actions. ' (Prince 1976, in Hausman 1995: 135) Like her successor, 
Prince does not differentiate between 'looking like' and 'being'. 
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performance marks the difference between material and skin as purely incidental. 

As a result, transsexuals who claim that their sex-change (or skin-change if we 

believe Halberstam) is meaningful in different ways to drag, risk being accused 

of essentialism, of upholding rather than dismantling a static concept of gendered 

or sexual identity. In her analysis of Blah, the documentary film of Les Nicols' 

transition from female to male, and his relationship with 'post-pom' star Annie 

Sprinkle, Halberstam suggests that: tnrý 

By apparently understanding his gender performance as no perforrnance 
at all and his gender fiction as the straight-up truth, Les Nicols takes the 
trans out of transsexualism. There is no movement, or only a very limited 
and fleeting movement, in crossing from a stable female identity to a 
stable male identity, and Les seems not to challenge notions of natural 
gender at all. (Ibid: 219) 

Halberstam thus places transsexuals and transgender people at opposite ends of a 

spectrum of gender subversion, with passing transsexuals firmly placed at the 1: -) t"n 

normative end, and transgender people whose gendered performance can easily 

be read, firmly placed at the subversive end. Both Butler and Halberstarn are 

searching furiously for the ways in which trans subjects might be validated within 

already established terms. Thus Butler asks: 

Is transgender a betrayal of lesbian identity, or is it the radical extension 
of the butch/fernme challenge to gender norms? Does it support the most 
idealized and recalcitrant forms of gender norms, or does it expose the 
way in which every body 'becomes' its gender? (Butler 1998: 229) 

Transsexual experience is seen as wholly 'managed' by the competing discourses 

of contemporary sexuality and gender studies; it is never the starting point from 

which theory might be developed or critiqued. Halberstam never asks,, for 

example: why can queer theory only account for Les Nichols as normatively 

heterosexual? Or, if Les Nichols is 'normatively heterosexual', how do the 

meanings of that category shift when one of its members is Les Nichols, a former 
rý 
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lesbian separatist? 

Sandy Stone's 'The Empire Strikes Back: a Posttranssexual Manifesto' is 

commonly read as underscoring the queer argument for the transgressively tý, zný t! 5 

transcrendered self. Stone argues that it is the disruptions to the smooth linear V) t:, 

narrative of self that make transsexuality so disturbing to heteropatriarchy: 0 

In the transsexual as text we may find the potential to map the refigured 
body onto conventional gender discourse and thereby disrupt it, to take 
advantage of the dissonances created by such a juxtaposition to fragment 
and reconstitute the elements of gender in new and unexpected geometries 

In order to effect this, the genre of visible transsexuals must grow by r) 
recruiting members from the class of invisible ones, from those who have 
disappeared into their 'plausible histories. ' (Stone 1991: 296) 

Stone concludes by directly addressing 'passing transsexuals', invoking them to 

're-vision' their lives, to lay 'the ground work for the next transformation. ' 

(lbid: 299) On an initial reading, Stone's words do not seem very different from 

Halberstarn's or Butler's, with their focus on incongruity and fractured 

narratives. Yet there is one very important difference: Stone's emphasis remains 

consistently on the transsexual body. Although she imagines the transgressive tD V: I 

possibilities of transsexual experience in terms similar to queer theorists, Stone 

always returns to the meanings of the transsexual body, its realities, and its 

impossible position in relation to a medical discourse that seeks to deny 

transsexual agency. It is Stone's fight to validate a viable transsexual subjectivity, 

always in excess of dominant prescription, that motivates and permeates her 

presentation of the transsexual body as text; whereas for Halberstam and Butler 

transgendered performance is a tool for validating and prioritising a queer 
C) tn t) 

discontinuity that ultimately resides in a lesbian or gay body. The task for 
t: ) 

bisexual and transsexual theorists, then, may be to find ways of resisting the 

production and representation of bisexuals and transsexuals only as objects of 

attention and desire, rather than as subjects of their own histories and 
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experiences. 

Towards a New Method 

In his article on bisexual representation in contemporary film, Jo Eadie urges us 

to examine how bisexuality is used as a discursive trope for other issues, such as 

impurity, self-obsession, or American identity. (Eadie 1997) Eadie is keen not to 

dismiss this as only 'biphobia', but instead to look at how conceptions of what 

bisexuality means 'structurefor all Qf us the perception of bisexuality. (Eadie 

1997: 2, my italics) How, in other words, can one have a positive, complex 

sense of oneself as bisexual outside of the rather limited theoretical production 

that I have been describing? I conclude my article Tocating Bisexual Identities' 

asking a similar question: 

In critiquing feminist structures of sameness and difference, am I trying to 
create myself as somehow not implicated in those structures? If 
bisexuality is not adequately accounted for, where could it be located? 
From what position(s) could a bisexual feminist theory be explored? 
(Hemmings 1995a: 50) 

In both Eadie's and my own text, a central question emerges. How is bisexual 

subjectivity at once contained within normative structures and resistant to/illegible 

within those structures? Clearly, one of the central problems for theorising 

bisexuality at present is that of representability. How do others see us, and, 

perhaps more crucially, how do we see ourselves? 

This issue of representation and the gaze is one that concerns transsexual 

writers and artists as well. Transsexual writers have commonly responded to the 

hostile, universalising gaze that would render transsexual subjectivity and 

experience non-existent, invalid, or monstrous, by turning the question back: 

From where do you look? What do you hope to see? How do you position 

yourself in relation to me, and to what ends? Raymond writes in her 'Preface' to 
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The Transsexual Empire: 

While various individuals have looked at the issue of transsexualism very 
few have ever really seen it. Transsexuals see themselves as women 
Doctors fixate on hormonal techniques ... I Therapists view 
transsexualism as a humane solution The public sees the media's 
image of the talk-show transsexual [ Many women see the transsexual zn 
[ ... ] as the man who has paid the ultimate price of manhood in a 
patriarchal society. (Raymond 1979: xiv) 

The implication is that Raymond herself does not need to look at what she sees; 

she sets herself up as the observer, as the one who does not 'view' but the one 

who 'knows'. In response, Carol Riddell writes: 'I want to know where Janice 

Raymond is coming from about transsexuals If Ms Raymond sorted out her 0 

projections about transsexuals it might lead her to want to write in a different 

way. ' (Riddell 1996: 178) This is, of course, a recommendation Raymond has 

yet to take up. 

In an extract from Cherry Smyth's article on the 'phenomenon' of FrMs 

in San Francisco, Susan Stryker opens: 'I know why I let myself be 

photographed. Do you know why you look? ' (Stryker in Smyth 1995: 21) 

Stryker links this issue of perspective to the queer desire for transsexuals to 

provide liberation from gender oppression, which then turns to anger when 'we 

don't offer a way out they've been looking for but haven't found. ' (Ibid: 40) She 

concludes: 

I'm tired of being a scapecroat for the gender trouble of everyone else. 
Ask yourself - why do you look when we transsexuals make spectacles 
of ourselves? Is it the curiosity of the freak show, the same voyeuristic 
desire mixed with dread and titilation that makes you scan the asphalt for 
gobs of red as You drive slowly past the accident scene? Or is it some 
fantasy of transcending material limits to behold the sex of angels? And 
ask yourself, too, what it is that you see. Monsters, mutants, cyborgs, 
perverts, exotic objects of queer lust? Orjust men and women by other 
means? (Ibid) 
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With Stryker's words in mind, I want to look once more at the work of Bernice 

Hausman. Hausman begins her'Preface' to Changing Sex with a remark about 

her 'fascination' (Hausman 1995: vii)"' with transsexuali sm and ends it by saying 

that she has no desire to 'condemn transsexuals themselves', (xi) perhaps hoping 

to si onal beni cyn curiosity or an objective anthropologist's approach to her t: p 1-=) In 

subject. Yet, elsewhere in her 'Preface', and, in fact, throughout the book, I am tn 

reminded of that alternative meaning of 'fascination' -'to fascinate vb 2. [] 

arousing terror or awe'. (Collins 1990: 301) Hausman's 'terror' in respect to 

transsexual bodies is first evidenced by a story she tells: 

I am perhaps one of the few expectant mothers who worry that they will 
give birth to a hermaphrodite. At four months, I sat in front of my 
computer rewriting my chapter on intersexuality, thinking that I knew 
more about congenital abnormalities of sex than any pregnant woman 
should know. Rachel waited until I sent the manuscript off to Duke before 
making her way into this world; I thank her for her patience. (x) 

God forbid that Hausman should give birth to one of those 'abnormally sexed' 

beings that are the object of her scrutiny! "' Hausman presents herself as an Eve- 

like innocent, where knowledge of intersexuality could, like the original sin it 

represents, harm her unborn child. To conceive of intersexual or transsexual 

agency after setting the direction of the gaze so firmly would indeed be difficult. 

Throughout the book, Hausman's 'terror' simmers under the surface of the text, 

contained by her intractability on the subject of transsexual agency, bubbling up Z: ) 
in her insistence that transsexuals should tell the true 'horror' of their physical 

experience of transition, and finally being reduced to her concluding warning that 
CO tý' 

"' All future references to Changing Sex are by page number in the text. 
217 Jay Prosser remarks of the same passage that it is exemplary of her 'critical perspective: that 
she views the unclearly sexed body with anxiety and alarm because she imagines her own body 
in a clean, unambivalently sexed location'. (Prosser 1996: 401) 1 am reminded here of Sarah 
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taking hormones should not be done 'without proper medical treatment and tý, 

supervision', (200) thereby reinforcing the medical -transsexual relationship she 
has hitherto been so critical of. 

Rosi Braidotti recounts how 'Pare describes the monstrous birth as a 

sinister sign (Imauvais aucrure') that expresses the guilt or sin of the parents. ' týl C) 

(Braidotti 1996: 139) Hausman's insistence on transsexual 'monstrosity' could 

be read as part of Braidotti's genealogy of teratology (monsters), as a way of 

Hausman maintaining a distance between self and other. Certainly her story 

expresses more about Hausman's own subjectivity than it does about 

transsexuals'. Prosser argues in the same vein that jt1he horror in [Hausman's] 4: ) 
fantasy derives from its breaking down - through the imaginary hen-naphroditic 

child - her antithesis between subject and object, between critic and transsexual. ' 

(Prosser 1996: 401) Again, for Braidotti: C> 

The peculiarity of the organic monster is that s/he is both Same and Other. 
The monster is neither a total stranger nor completely familiar; s/he exists 
in an in-between zone. I would express this as a paradox: the monstrous 
other is both liminal and structurally central to our perception of normal 
human subjectivity. (Braidotti 1996: 141 )218 

Both transsexuality and bisexuality are situated as both Same and Other to 

feminist/gender and queer/sexuality studies. They are 'not quite nots' of gender 

and sexuality politics and theory, and so can simply be expelled but must be 

endlessly reproduced as marginal (and therefore as central) to feminist and queer 1-15 

subjectivity. 

What queer and feminist concems about transsexuality and bisexuality 

articulate is a concern with the relationship - changing, political and productive - zIn 

Dreher and Elisabeth Brook's 'horror' of 'passing lesbians' discussed in Chapter Two. 
`8Susan Stryker has also written on the notion of transsexual as monster - 'I will say this as 
bluntly as I know how: I am a transsexual, and therefore I am a monster' (Stryker 1994: 240) - 
arguing for the reclaiming of this term, along the same lines as lesbians, gay males, or 
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among genders, sexualities and bodies. To my mind, the proscription of C) C) 
bisexuality and transsexuality as regressive or transgressive of dominant t) t) 
structures of gender and sexuality signals deeper theoretical and political concerns t) t) 
about the relationship between dominant culture and sub-cultural resistance. The 

question of how and in what ways sexual and gendered subjects are produced by 

or in excess of social and political structures of gender dominates contemporary 

feminist and queer theories. What the writings of Raymond and Butler have in 

common, then, is a desire to explore and articulate that relationship between 

subjects and relations of domination. For Raymond and Penelope, the lesbian 

challenge to heteropatriarchy must involve the rejection of stereotypical gender- 

roles, while for Butler and Halberstam, the dissonance between same-sex desire 

and gendered role-play of butch/femme subjects exposes the limits of the 

heterosexual regulatory regime. It is clear, however, that this queer parody can 

only be performed by visibly oppositional (lesbian and gay) subjects. Other 

potential sub ect-location dissonance - through transsexual and bisexual j 

challenges to the logic of sexed bodies of sexed object-choices - is dismissed as 

already contained within dominant structures. In particular, queer theorists treat 

bisexual and transsexual ability to pass as (always having been) heterosexual, in 

much the same way as Raymond and Penelope - as a sign of location within the 

dominant. The changing narratives that inform bisexual and transsexual 

subjectivity, are seen as belonging to the past or to the future, rather than 

productive of present bisexual and transsexual meaning whether visible or not. 

The integrity of the visible subject of resistance is thus maintained; bisexual and 

trans subjects may be transgressive, paradoxically, only in so far as their current 

narratives allow them to be read as lesbian or gay. 

bisexuals have claimed 'queer', 'dyke', 'fag' or'fence-sitter. 
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Section Two of this chapter moves away from others' representations of 

bisexual and transsexual bodies, genders and sexualities, and toward bisexual 

and transsexual self-representations. I am particularly interested in new 

configurations that present a challenge to the confines of the feminist/queer gaze tD I-, -) 
that would limit bisexual and transsexual meaning to a regression/transgression 

dyad. Can the -relationship between sub ectivity and relations of power be made j 

visible in ways that the over-emphasis on gender transgression for lesbian and C) 

, gay subjects precludes? 
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Section Two: Territorial Occupation and Bodily Re-signification 

Through the real-life postmodernist practice of hearing (and listening to) 66 
many voices 4gender, sex and sexuality are facing notjust 
deconstruction, but also reconstruction in the practices of many individuals 
and in the community's view of who can claim membership. (Whittle 
1996: 204) 

Part One: Whose Body Am I Reading? 

I have chosen to look at a self-portrait by Loren Cameron (Figure 24), a FTM 

from San Francisco, who is a transsexual artist and a self-taught photographer. Zý) 
Stryker - in the same article which discusses the importance of 'the gaze' in 

transsexual representation and reading - says of Cameron: 'So far, [he] is the C) 

only photographer familiar enough with the nuances of transgender desire and I= tn C, 

transsexual embodiment to do the kind of work I wanted to be a part of. ' (Stryker 

in Smyth 1995: 40) The self-portrait I am looking at is reproduced in both 

Stryker's article and Stephen Whittle's essay in Gender Blending, (Whittle 

1996), and was originally exhibited in San. Francisco in 1993. Other photographs 

by Cameron were published in Leslie Feinberg's Transgender Warriors, and his 
tý 

own photographic collection, Body Alchemv. (Feinberg 1996; Cameron 1996a) I 

think it is fair to say that Cameron is the US's foremost transgender photographer t) CP 

at present. "' Cameron's 'Triptych' (Cameron 1996 - Figure 25), exemplifies the 

feelings of claustrophobia and containment that transsexuals commonly feel in 
r) 

relation to feminist or queer discourse, or as objects of desire for the exotic, as 

discussed above. Cameron's main concern throughout his work is to represent tn 

transsexuals positively and beautifully, to rectify some of the balance of negative 0 

press and objectifying curiosity transsexuals commonly encounter. (Ibid: 8-12) 

"' In the UK, transgender self- representations are only just beginning to emerge, in the work of 
photographer Del laGrace Volcano, for example. The emphasis in Grace's work is on 
empowerment and returning the gaze straight to the camera. (Grace 1996) This certainly appears C5 
to be an emergent theme in transgender photography. 
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Figure 24. Loren Cameron (1993) 'Self Portrait', in S Whittle (1996)'Gender Fucking or Fucking GenderTin R Ekins and D King, eds, Blending Genders: 196-214. 

GENDER FUCKING OR FUCKING GENDER? 

4A 

L. Cameron, 199-3. 

Loren Caineron'ý self-portrait 
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Figure 25. Loren Cameron (1993) 'Triptych', in L Cameron (1996) Body 
Alchemy: Transsexual Portraits - Photographs by Loren Cameron (San 

Francisco: Cleis Press): 29-31. 
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In terms of reading, the transsexual text of self-representation, the text of 
the transsexual, I want, as a non-transsexual, to focus on the process and 

narrative of my own reading here. I am interested in what non-transsexual readers 

of Cameron's text want that text to tell us, and in how we establish its meanin(Y. I 

would like other non-transsexual readers of this chapter to open themselves up to 

that kind of self-scrutiny too, so that they can read with me. In this way, my hope 

is that further discursive construction of transsexuality as regressive or 

transgressive may be avoided in favour of bringing the gaze itself under scrutiny. tn t:, 
I can offer the reader two guides to this process: firstly, Susan Stryker's inquiry, 0 
'I know why I let myself be photographed. Do you know why you look? ' tn 
(Stryker in Smyth 1995: 21) and secondly, Jay Prosser's comment that in 

transsexuat autobiography 'gender is not so much undone as queerness would 1_: ý 

have it as redone, that is, done up differently'. (Prosser 1995: 488) 

Loren Cameron exposes himself naked, in body-builder pose. He is 

strong, confident, and looks to his right rather than at the camera, not because he 

cannot, but because he does not want to. But in that description I have already 

made a series of assumptions. He is male; he is strong; he is self-assured. Why 

and how do I come to make these assumptions so confidently that I present them 

as a preamble to my 'critical reading'? 

Take One -Certainty: Cameron presents familiar male, or even 'macho' 

elements - well-defined muscles, positive, self-reliant stance, and a significant 

amount of facial hair. His flame tattoos accentuate those chiselled surfaces, show 

him, perhaps, as a man who can endure Pain. 110 In short, he is unequivocally 

220 Tattoos are obviously not a male preserve (as the foot-long peacock etched on my own back 
makes plain). I am suggesting, though, that Cameron's flames signify maleness in conjunction 
with his other marks and attitudes. I think that my own tattoo marks me in a similar way, 
actually, as being of and in my own female body. It is not simply the tattoo themselves or the 
body they mark, but a conjunction of a number of signs and meanings that link body and tattoo 
in signifying maleness or femaleness. Similarly, tattoos do not always signify gender. 
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male. Cameron confirms this reading for me when he says: 

'I used to read a lot of graphic art novels and loved looking at all those 1-1 1 C) masculine archetypes. I always wanted a body like those comic book 
heroes with their bulging biceps and firm, hard pecs. But it wasn'tjust C) tý, 

about muscles, it was about gender identity. ' (Cameron, in Smyth 1995: zn 

19). 

Take Two - Ambivalence: Twin scars on, just under, his chest, and hair 

on his abdomen tapering down to a vagina not a penis, reveal Cameron as 

inhabiting a modified body, reveal his assured body as having changed over time, Z: 5 týl 

as other than static and self-evident. Does his pose come from that temporal 

narrative, or exist in spite of it? Do the tattooed flames echo that modification, 

similarly represent the desire to create a body Cameron can live and with? The 

twin scars and crenitals (what Cameron shows us of them, and so mostly what I 

read into them): do they sit at odds with the Certainty of Cameron as 

unequivocally mate? Or rather do they combine to produce a very particular male 

effect? What is the difference among Cameron's sculpted biceps, the one lick of 

flame on his right forearm precisely mirroring/predicting the prominent vein to 

one side of it, and the re-shaping of his chest? 

Take Three - Self-Scrutiny: Which is Cameron's naked narrative and 

which my own? It is surely already too late to attempt to detach my own desire 

from my readings. For a week, I can't stop looking at this self-portrait, tracing 

Cameron's body with my eyes, trying to track my own responses accurately, 

wondering about the order of reading, the order through which Cameron's body 

emerges as meaning, finding alternative cultural meanings to his closed left fist. 
C) rýl Cý 

Then one day, going through this process again, I finally notice the scar from the 
t: ) tý 

cut across Cameron's pelvic bone. And this shocks me. How is it that I have 

been staring at Cameron's body everyday, and not noticed this mark? What does 

it mean that I am obviously not giving the same attention to the genital area of C) týl 
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Cameron's body as I am to his right forearm? Does this mean I am completely 

unconcerned by the specifics of Cameron's genitals? That 'maleness' for me is as 
likely to be signalled by conscious clenching as it is by protruding penis? Or does 

this mark the significance of Cameron's 'lack' for me (such that I can't even tn 

look? ) even though I believe myself to be reading against such overdetermined 

si ornifii cation? You micrht ask: Whose body and gender am I primarily interested 4n) tý) C5 
in, mine or Cameron's? And so, on to an exploration of the relationship of my 

own narrative to Cameron's, a closer look at what it means for me to desire his 

(altered) image. Stephen Whittle reads the same photograph to highlight the 

relationship between queer and transsexuality, suggesting that Cameron's self- 

portrait: 

shows a man who is proud to be without, because his masculinity does 
not come from a penis but from himself [ ... ] Cameron does not 
'gender blend', instead he escapes gender because it can no longer be 
imposed by the observer as the boundaries keep moving. (Whittle 1996: 
214) 

Cameron's self-portrait certainly presents a challenge to the assumption that 

gender can only be signified by one particular body, or more precisely, one set of 

genitals. Jay Prosser, on the other hand, interprets Cameron's 'Self Portrait' as 

'profoundly unreadable': 

The splitting in viewed and viewer takes place precisely because of a r: ) (my? ) failure at reconciliation of the parts/past. Cameron's stylized 
(passing) masculinity - his muscular chest and shoulders and the beautiful 
tattoos spread across them - only makes more visible what is excessive or 
absent from this picture: what doesn't pass. (Prosser 1996: 64) 

Both Whittle and Prosser conclude that Cameron is not satisfactorily a man or a 

woman (since the eye is always 'drawn and fixed' to the conflicting bodily 

markers of gender, and, in that sense, can never rest). Whittle perceives this as 

propelling the 'reader' (willing or not) 'beyond gender'; Prosser perceives this as 
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the reason transsexuality both cannot be read within and yet cannot escape bodily 

markers of gender. I find my own reading to be at odds with both Whittle's and 

Prosser's interpretations. In response to Whittle I would argue that we are always tn 
in negotiation with gender and the ways bodily signs are read: we cannot move 

voluntaristically 'beyond gender' however much we might wish to. And because Cn 0 

I find Cameron's body beautiful and readable as transsexual, both within existing 

gender conventions and through a glimpse of how gender might be re-signified C) C) týl Z:: ) 0 
through different bodily signs (both Cameron's and his readers'), I do not want 

to read in line with Prosser. 

My own reading of Cameron, symptomatic as it is of my particular non- Z-15 

transsexual location, is that he is not'gender-fluid' but male, despite the 'female' ZI) 

markers. Or. I finally read Cameron as all the more male because of those 

markers. A synthesis of the certainty, ambivalence and self-scrutiny I described 

earlier leads me to believe that my reading narrative works thus: Z: ý 

0) 1 read Cameron as a man. 

(i]) I question that conclusion when I read the dissonance among his bodily 

markers of gender- aren't men supposed to have penises? 

(iii) I toy with and reject the possibility that Cameron is a woman - there are 

too many markers of maleness, and those 'female markers' that hold so 

much cultural weight no longer impress. 

(iv) I return to my initial conclusion that Cameron is a man. This is the result 

of consciously tracing the signs that presumably 'added up to' my initial 

reading of Cameron as male. 

(V) I can describe Cameron as a transsexual man, a term available to us 

contemporarily. Calling Cameron 'transsexual man' describes both his 

own history and his meaning for me within the above reading narrative. 

This non-transsexual reading was confirmed for me when I presented some of 
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my ideas to an English graduate students work-in-progress session, tocrether with Z-: ) 0 t: o 0 

Cameron's self-portrait. I asked the group to try and identify their reading ZID 

process in terms of assi gonin o, maleness or femaleness to Cameron. "' The CD 

responses covered a vast range. Cameron was variously 'potent' and 

'emasculated' ; 222 the embodiment of 'West Coast American-ness'; an 

advertisement for a 'new commodity' (transsexualism); a relative of satyrs, 

centaurs and mermaids (these were English literature students, after all! ); a 

representation of cosmic unity (through a notion of hermaphroditic ideal, I zn 

suspect); a 'picture of profound alienation of self and capitulation'; and the 'body 

beautiful'. Yet despite these diverse readings. there was no-one in the group who 

read Cameron as anything other than male, however the individual reached that 

conclusion (i. e. whatever the specifics of their own narrative) and regardless of 

whether they saw Cameron's maleness as acceptable or perverted, beautiful or 

disgusting. In addition, all the members of the group agreed that they had initially 
0 ZD 

read Cameron as male., and that their narrative confirmation of that was always 

referential - i. e. at no point was the belief that Cameron is male wholly 

abandoned. 

According to Barthes, in photographic representation the subject mimics 

her/himself and arranges ber/himself as s/he wants to be seen, and/or needs to be 

seen in order to maintain the sense of self that s/he already has. Barthes states 

that: 

In front of the lens, I am at the same time: the one I think I am, the one I 
want others to think I am, the one the photographer thinks I am, and the 
one he makes use of to exhibit his art. In other words a strange action: I 

221 It would, of course, be pointless to hypothesise as to how many members of this group were 
non-transsexual. I think I can safely assume that the majority were non- transsexual, however. 
222 The term 'emasculated' struck me particularly interesting, since it suggests that Cameron Is 
being read as having had his penis (the sign of that potency, presumably) removed, and stands as 
a manifestation of every man's supposed castration complex. This contrasts with Whittle's 
reading of Cameron as a "'human fucking penis"'. (Ian, in Whittle 1996: 212) 
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do not stop imitating myself I... II invariably suffer from a sensation of inauthenticity, sometimes of imposture. (Barthes 1981: 13)... 

With respect to Cameron, the emphasis is different because he is the author of his 

self-representation, of course. He both poses as the object of the gaze and is the 

one who captures the pose. Yet within a Barthesian frame and in light of the tý, 
analysis of my reading narrative several points can be made about the way that 

Cameron represents himself to his audience and to himself. 

(i) He wants to be seen as a man, as he sees himself. 

(ii) He presents himself naked, and therefore does not see his genitals as a 

contradiction in that self-representation of himself as mate. He sees 

himself as male both in spite of, and because of, his genitals. 

(iii) Cameron's self-representation is consistent with his sense of self as male, 

is necessary to maintain and/or consolidate that sense of himself as a 

transsexual male. 

The potential gap between 'transsexual male' and 'male' is deflected back onto 

the observer, because of the confidence with which Cameron represents his 

maleness to us as authentic. 

From a Lacanian perspective, subjectivity is formed through language, 

though the ability to say 'I'. This entry into culture through language is t! ) 

precipitated by the subject's differentiation from the mother due to the rupture 

caused by the entry of the father. The moment of self-articulation, then, cannot be 

separated from our acknowledgement of sexual difference and our relationship to 

it (which determines our position in culture). (Lacan, in Mitchell and Rose 1985: 

83-85)"' Cameron's maleness, however, does not rely on this acknowledgement 

223 Tyler discusses Barthes' understanding of photography as another form of posturing, of 
passing, yet also as a moment (when the shutter clicks) that is essential to and constitutive of 
self (in terms of recognition and self-recognition). (Tyler 1994: 224) 
224 Judith Butler describes the relation of self to phallus thus: 'There is no inquiry into 
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of (biolocrically-based) sexual difference as the ground for subjectivity, and in 41) 4: 5 

that respect he calls into question the authority of the penis as the phallus' envoy. 

Tyler suggests that the penis passes as the phallus in order to shore up sexual 

difference, in order to make biological maleness and phallic authority appear co- 

extensive. (Tyler 1994: 241) Rather than Cameron 'passing as' a man, then, he 

effectively exposes the passing of the penis as the phallic signifier, exposes not 

his lack, but the penis's attempt to cover up its lack of irrefutable phallic 

authority. In doing so, Cameron inevitably also call the '1' of the observer (which 

is also assumed to be formed in relation to sexual difference) into question; 

reading Cameron's subjectivity through its altered bodily referents is, in Lacanian 

terms, to challenge the (unconscious) basis of our own subjectivity. In other 

words, to read Cameron cannot be other than to read oneself. Cameron's self- 

conscious self-representation exposes not just himself, but the mechanisms 

whereby we make sense of him, ourselves, and the stuuctures of sexual 

difference we understand our selves by. 

Stephen Whittle analyses Cameron's self-portrait from another 

perspective, emphasising the explicit context of body-building within which the 

photograph is framed. Whittle draws on the work of Marcia Ian, who in argues Z: ) zD 

(in a section Whittle does not look at) that: 

Bodybuilding is about the body's self-loathina, its horror at its own 
repulsive beauty, and is therefore sublime. It fulfills the wish to objectify 
the already unfamiliar body, to make it even more unrecognizable, to 
transgress or explode its limits, to metamorphose, to expose the deep 
materiality of its interior. (Ian 1994: 72) 

Cameron's body is sublime, not in terms of being 'beyond' body, but in terms of 

ontology perse, no access to being, without a prior inquiry into the "being" of the Phallus, the 

authorizing signification of the Law that takes sexual difference as a presupposition Of its own 
intelligibility. ' (Butler 1990: 43-44) 
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being heroically of body and of masculinity. 225 Yet, unlike penis-endowed rýl 
bodybuilding men, to self-represent as Cameron does is to consciously resi IM ist 

gender identity as either wholly independent of or wholly dependent upon the cn, 

body. The fragment of Ian's piece that Whittle quotes delineates Cameron's form 

in quite another (and from a feminist perspective, possibly a more problematic) 

way. 

'bodybuilders plan ... (to) ... display as much tumescent muscle as 
possible, the skin must be well tanned and oiled, the physique 
rock-hard, showing striations and bulging veins ... in other words C) 

to look as much like a giant erection as possible ... a human 
fucking penis. ' (Ian, 1994: 79) 4D 

and Whittle continues: 

Cameron becomes the human fucking penis. He is what he does not 
apparently possess, and which by default we would assume he desires. 
(Whittle 1996: 212-214) 

If Cameron is the embodiment of the desire to be a penis, it might seem 

that Raymond et a] were right after all to consider transsexual bodies as literal or 

metaphorical penises. This accusation is usually levelled at NITFs who are seen as 

retaining their phallic brains and masculinity, hence raping women (stealing their tý' 

remaining possession - their difference from men) and occupying their cultural CI C) 

territory (women's space). (Raymond 1979: 103-4,112)226 Lesbian feminist 

transsexuals are the epitome of violence against women within this schema, since 

they 'take' both women's bodies and (by deception) women as lovers. Raymond 

does not talk about FTMs in any detail, yet it is extremely interesting how 
0 

225 Michael Moon and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick develop the relationship of the transgendered 
body to divinity through a reading of the at once corporeal and hyper-real body of Divine. (Moon 
and Sedg%N,, Ick 1993: 218-251) 
121 Carol Riddell comments that '[a]lthough the transsexual woman has no penis, in the feminist 
movement "her whole presence becomes a'member' invading women's presence and dividing us 
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Whittle's reading of Cameron through Ian appears to take Raymond's statements 4D C) 

about MTFs and very literally apply them. to this particular FTM (or to FTMs 

more generally). Of course, Cameron's self-portrait is the absolute opposite of 
Raymond's notion of transsexual deception, yet is not necessarily any the less 

phallic because of that. Would Raymond ask: If MTFs realise their castration 

anxiety, do FFMs realise penis envy? 

This discussion of the meanings of both transsexual and non-transsexual 

bodies in relation to aender, finds form in the experiences of lovers of FTMs- 

Marcy Sheiner writes about her relationship with Rob, an FTM, and about her 

ambivalence, her curiosity, and her own desire. Of sex with her lover, Sheiner 

writes: 

It was as if his whole body became one giant cock, and I simply became 

cunt, opening up to receive the energy [... I Ironically, I felt more female 
with Rob than I had ever felt with a aenetic male. Maybe it was because I In 
was more trusting of a he-w ho-had-been- she, and could therefore drop 
my survival skills, allowing myself to become pure, primeval woman. It 
felt liberatina - for awhile. Eventually, of course, there was a price to C, 
pay. (Sheiner 1996: 20) 

Sheiner talks about the way that her sense of self as a woman changes through Z: ý Cý 
her relationship with Rob. The 'price' she pays is her mutation from capable 

independent feminist of dubious sexuality, to (as she sees it) heterosexualised, 

complementary vessel. This all makes for rather distressing, unreconstructed 

reading, which appears to confirm all of Raymond's worst fears about the 

predatory nature of transsexuals, and the terrible dangers of being seduced by 

masculinity. (Raymond 1979: 112) Yet it is not alien to me. I have ajournal full 

of (mostly dull and repetitive) entries about my own femininity being 'brought 

out' through my relationship with Mark, an FTM, my own calls mirroring Z: -) tý 

Marcy's 'hysterical phone calls at 7: 00am'. (Sheiner 1996: 20) 

once more from each other". (Raymond 1979: 104)' (Riddell 1996: 173) 
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It's been nearly two months since we first fucked I .. -I I've felt all- 
consumed, physically, emotionally, like my body 

tgets sick for you when 
you're not there with me. 

We talked about sex and I wasn't entirely honest [... W1hat I didn't say 
was that I sometimes feel like I'm only t1ts and cunt to you, that you 
almost never touch the rest of my body, almost never run your hands all 
over me until I quiver. Kiss my body all over - you've never done that. 
Ironic, really, because I touch you where I can, where you'll let me, 
which is everywhere but tits and cunt. My body is just those things, 
because yours is not those things, doesn't have those things t: 5 
At the moment I slip in and out of my body so easily.. I can feel myself 
slipping in, slipping out ... t: ) 6 

I think I've been performing femme as if it's passivity, waiting, an open 0 receptacle; it's strange to me, unfamiliar. And with the top/bottom C1 dynamic, I'd said it didn't spill into our relationship, but it had. It had 
meant I was looking to you to define me, to define our dynamic. 4D 

(Hemmings 1995) 

As you might imagine, this stage of my reading of Cameron disturbs me. It Cl 

seems to situate Cameron's self-representation as a performance of a 

psychoanalytically-inscribed desire to be not only the phallus, but to wield the 

same power as its cultural and historical proxy, the penis. The embodiment of 

dominant masculinity indeed! Transsexual male disruption of the grounding of 

phallic authority in sexual difference does not necessarily divorce the resultant 

maleness from gendered difference and its cultural effects. I would much rather C) 

say that the maleness displayed and produced in and through Cameron bears no 

relation to Raymond's rapacious double agent. But I cannot. There are a number 

of questions begged by my anxiety: Why does it matter that Cameron could 

clearly be read as 'human fucking penis"ý Why do I/we need him to disprove 

Raymond first in order to lay valid claim to maleness? 

I am led again to a rather hesitant conclusion that Sheiner's/my narrative 

says more about what we want to see, do, explore, and perform in terms of our 

own embodied gender than it really does about Rob's, Mark's, Cameron's (or 
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FTM) embodiment more generally. This does not please me greatly. It is a painful týý týý 
reading which suggests that my own narrative of masochistic indulgence relies on L" 1=1 C-5 ZD 

my reading FTM bodies as penises, a desire for more, not less, masculinity, with t5 

that masculinity coextensive with the cultural location of maleness. Raymond 

says something similar about this ' "last remnant of male identification" ' that is 

4 attraction to masculine presence'. (Raymond 1979: 113) Yet, for femme lovers 

of FrMs, there seems to be something compelling about being 'feminine/female' t: ) t> 

with a man, where that maleness is consciously attained rather than assumed, and 

where that man has not always been recognised as such. In other words, 

masculine subject-male location dissonance seems to be desired and desirable, but 

this does not have to be visible in the present; it can be enacted through narrative. 

The question for FTMs' lovers is not just about one's own response to 

maleness, but also how one gets read in turn. Sheiner discusses her family's 0 

reaction to Rob with some trepidation. (Sheiner 1996: 20-21) If Rob is read 

uncomplicatedly as a man, Marcy's sexuality is read as straight. Her own sexual 

history is erased . 
22' Debra Bercuvitz writes about her relationship with 

transgendered butch Kris in similar ways to Sheiner and myself: 

My identity as femme was clear to me. But as Kris became more stone, 
then passed as a man, I realized that not only was I losing my external 
identity as a lesbian, but my own sense of self became clouded as I related 
more to Kris's masculinity. (Bercuvitz 1995: 90)221 

My lover and I are at the North Star bar, Northampton, MassachUSettS. 22' He is 

read as male in heterosexual spaces most of the time; queer (and particularly 

227 Sheiner's piece is published in Anything That Moves (the national US bisexual magazine), 
and mentions her previous men and women lovers. She does not state whether or not she 
identifies as bisexual, but it does seem likely. 
228 Minnic Bruce Pratt writes similarly of her own changing relationship to both her sexuality 
and her gender identity, in particular through her relationship with Leslie Feinberg, the 's/he' of 
the title. (Pratt 1995: especially 19-21,83-84,114-115,142,184) 
229 See Chapter Two, Section One, Part One, for a brief history of the North Star. 
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lesbian) spaces produce more ambivalence. I am mostly read as 'low femme' in 

queer circles, and as dyke in straight circles. We are both in our late twenties. We 

are dancina, and are obviously lovers. t) I 

You have on your leather, black silk shirt, jeans. I've got on my new 
purple linen dungarees - low back, tight black T-shirt. You buy whiskeys tý for us and we move to the side of the pool table - one eye on the butches 
one eye on the dance floor. (Hemmings 1995) t) 

How are we being read? As a heterosexual couple? As a butch/femme couple? 

A butch, probably in her forties (we both assumed she was butch rather 
than FrM) comes and stands almost uncomfortably close to us. Her pool 
cue planted on the floor, grasped firmly in her hand, she surveys and 
protects her territory. Is she threatened by us? - by Mark? - or is she just 
lettino, us know? whose bar this is ... She doesn't look at us. (Ibid) 

Z: 5 

Are we threatening to her territory because she sees us as a heterosexual couple C) 

who 'shouldn't be there', or as an unknown butch/fernme couple who might be t) 

4 on the up" The choices available throuah which to read my or my lover's desire 
4D 

are limited to straight or lesbian; it is highly unlikely that we were being read as Z-: ) 

FIFM and bisexual femme, particularly in that context. 

Later at home, we talk about how people were watching us. Because they 
wanted what you had, they wanted what I had, in our bodies, in our 
sexuality, in our honesty? We were dancing our sexuality trans guy and bi Z: ) 

woman. We were dancing our sexuality charming heterosexual couple. Cn Z: D 

We were dancing our sexuality butch/fem, and so are we? (lbid) 

What I find particularly interestin about this issue of 'passing' here - is that I am 

not quite sure which reading is the wrong one. Both are partly wrong, and partly t: ) tt, 

right. We are both butch and femme, and straight man and straight woman, since Z) 

our history cannot but inform our practice/performance. More precisely, perhaps, 

we are not not those things. Reminiscent of my reading of Cameron's 
t5 tn 

inauthenticity' as producing rather than undercutting his maleness, our dance 
t5 
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also suggests that artifice is not equivalent to essence, but also that the two are not 

separable either. The 'spectre' of straightness cannot be banished from our butch- 

femme dance; the 'spectre' of butch-fernme, of lesbian contexts, ) cannot be 
230 banished from our heterosexuality. In this sense our'passing' both reflects and C 

does not reflect who we are, since it offers a glimpse of the present but cannot 

(not) be faithful to the narrative that has brought us there. 

Part Two: Whom Does She Desire? 

Bisexual activists and theorists have been consistently concerned with ways of 

representing both the bisexual body and bisexual sexual history. 2" In his C) 
introduction to RePresenting Bisexualities, Donald Hall states that'[t]his 

collection takes as one of its foundational premises that BISEXUALITY cannot 

be definitively REPRESENTED. ' (Hall 1996: 9, emphasis in ori --nnal) As I 

argued in Chapter One, the contemporary imagination seems locked into the 11-1) 
figuring of bisexuality and bisexuals through threes, as a result of which Vý tý) 
bisexuality is impossible to conceive of effectively as an independent sexual 

identity or subjecti Vity. 232 Similarly, most contemporary attempts at resolving the 0 

problems of bisexual representation have used the same paradigm to create 

images of 'threes' - two men and a woman; two women and a man. Madorie 

Garber pinpoints the lasting nature of bisexual representation through threes in 

her choice of film stills from 1931 to 1994. (Garber 1995: between 288-289, 

Figure 26) The front cover of the UK bisexual anthology Bisexual Hori. 9 ons, C) 

(Rose etal 1996: front cover, see Figure 27) continues this theme, though here 

230 Clearly this reading resonates with my analysis of Callfia's poetry In Section One, Part 
Three of this chapter. 
231 Marjorie Garber highlights negative dominant representations of bisexuals and bisexuality, 
and argues for'bisexual readings' of representations in film and art. (Garber 1995) See also 
Bryant 1996, for an account of representations of bisexuals in film, and Udis-Kessler 1995 for a 
rejection of bisexual stereotypes. 
232 See Chapter One, Section One, Part One. 
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Figure 26. Film stills: Marjorie Garber (1995) 'Traumatic Triangles' and 'Three's zn zD Company', Vice Versa: Bisexualit 
-v 

and the Eroticization of Everyda_v Lýfe (New 
York: Simon and Schuster): plates between 288-289. 
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figure 27. Front covm Sharon Rose, Cris Stevens etaIlThe Off Pink Collective 

Wishart), 

rf 
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the three is created through multiple representations of more recognisable Z-15 t: ) 

couplings. Interestingly, this latter image is taken from an HIV+/AIDS safer sex 4D tn' týo 

campaign where lesbian, gay and straight HIV risks are brought into focus, but zIn C) tý, rýl 

bisexuality is never mentioned. On the cover of a bisexual anthology, however 
zn 

the images combine to suggest a variety of possible bisexual combinations. Such In zn t: ý 

representations rely on the consistent presence of two differently sexed bodies to 

create a specific bisexual context within which all of those bodies may be read as 

bisexual. It is easy to see how bisexuality becomes positioned as regressive 2n 

within a representative field that can only over-emphasise bi-gendered object- 

choice. Indeed, it is difficult to know how one might represent bisexuality 

effectively other than through these threes, or T-shirts declaring one's sexual 0 zlý 

orientation for all to read. The cover photograph of the 'Bisexuality Issue' of C) 
Newsweek in July 1995 has two men and a woman looking confrontational ly 

4n 

straight at the camera. (Newsweek 1995: front cover; Figure 28) They are all C) tn 

young, dressed in black and white, smart and trendy. The bisexuality represented tý' 
in these images situates bisexual bodies in relationship to the sexual choices that C-) 

result in a contemporary bisexual identity - desiring both men and women in 

other words. Part of the difficulty, then, is that representations of bisexuality 

need to encapsulate both a bisexual body itself, and the bodies that are the object 

of bisexual desire. 

Even a narrative series of photographs, such as the four in the Winter 

1996 issue of Atqthing That Moves (ATM) repeats that same form (ATM 1996: 

front cover, 24, back cover, 22, see Figures 29,30,31 and 32 respectively). The 

front cover shows two men either side of a woman, surely not coincidentally 

holding a copy of the bisexuality issue of Newsweek with its front cover 
tn 

displayed. The woman has her arms around the two men, bringing them into the 
: --. ) zD 

picture, establishing their three-way relationship. The images in Newsweek and 
zn t) 
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'7, Figure 28. Fron. t cover: Newsweek (1995) 'Bisexuality', July front cover. 
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Fi (g,! ire 29- Rachel Lanzerotti (I 9ý-Xi) Untitled, Anything Tht-itAlloves., The 
Alqga.,.. Jnefi. )r il,?, e Bisextial ai Lary 'overing GenderawdSexuality PrU Fixe to ei ge IaCarie. Issue #10, Winter. t. , rant Cover, 
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C17 I- 
Figure 30. Rachel Lanzerotti (1996) Untitled, Anything That Moves: 24. 
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Fi gtore 31ý Rachel Lanzerotti ( 1996) Untitled, Anything That Alo-ves. back cover. 
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Figure 32. Rachel Lanzerotti (1996) Untitled, Anything That Moves: 22. 
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ATM would not function in the same way if two figures were obviously 
'primary' with the other figuring only as a peripheral interest. In effect, it is a 
bisexual scene that is produced through such representations, and within which 

all participants are bisexual by implication. 

One way in which I think that this rather complex framework for reading 
bisexuality is made slightly more accessible is by attaching this 'boundlessness' 

to actual bisexuals. Both the object and the subject of desire have to be produced 

as unequivocally bisexual. The presence of 'the three' on the Newsweek 

'Bisexuality' cover not only gives us a 'multiple bisexual body', and a 'multiple 

bisexual option', but condenses the three into each single body. The main body 

of the article itself confirms this. Only bisexuals are represented: there are no 

lesbian, gay or heterosexual partners, because in terms of representation. this 

cannot confirm the sexuality of the bisexual subject. The participants must all be 

bisexual. The ATMfront cover is the beginning of a series of photographs that Zý 

initially appears to challenge the predictable three-in-one plot. On the back cover 

we see the same three in a different, less predictable pose. The two men kiss just 

behind the woman who smiles knowingly and with obvious glee at the camera. 

She shares their pleasure it seems, and her presence changes the scene even 

though the two men appear blissfully oblivious to her presence (their eyes are 

closed and the hand that holds the head of one of the men is also excluding the 

woman from this particular erotic act). Without the first picture it would be 

possible to read this second image as two gay men and a dyke (rather than a 

straight woman, in terms of coded dress, I think). The return to 'absolute 

bisexuality' occurs within the pages of the magazine itself, appropriately enough Cý ZD 

as an insert to an article in the section 'Bisexuality and the Media'. Here the three 

kiss one another in a circle facing inwards, equidistant, on the same level, 
Cý 

complete with picket fence in the background. zný 
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The other way in which bisexual representation is striven for is through a 

gendered and (in the case of AT" 'raced' melange. In both cases, there are two 50 

male and one female figures. This combination could be problematic if all three 

participants need to be read explicitly as bisexual: the woman could be read as 

straight. She is saved from her heterosexuality, however, by her gendered 

difference. The Newsweek woman wears a man'sjacket that seems a little too 

large for her feminine form (note the lipstick and short but definitely 'feminine' 

haircut); the ATM woman is more clearly masculine, coded butch, with short hair 

and no make-up. In both cases, too, the men are 'feminised'. Again, in 

Newsweek, this is more subtle. The men have only slightly longer hair and more 

casual dress. In the ATM images the men are markedly more feminine than the 

woman, with longer hair and jewellery. Not only are both sexes present, the t: 1 

gender of those sexes are mixed and matched. In much the same way as the n) 

accompanying 'hen-naphroditic' picture to the Charlotte Raven article (see Figure 

23) represents bisexuality as two genders in one body, the A TMpicture 

represents bisexuality as the act of, the embodiment of, bringing together the split tý tn 

parts of a psychic wholeness, and thus also opens up the field in terms of objects 

of desire. 

Jo Eadie reads Raven's 'hermaphroditic' representation in a slightly 

different way. Eadie sees this as a bisexual representation not in terms of an 

attempt to produce multiply gendered bodies of bisexuality but in terms of a 

decadent display of available body parts to be devoured by the bisexual gaze, 

feasted upon with relish as part of a bisexual bacchanalia. (Eadie 1997) Yet, as 

Eadie points out, the image is unsatisfactory in that it only represents bisexual 

desire for a mixture of genitals and mammaries of white, shaven-headed people. 

It fails in its attempt to represent bisexual insatiability since it cannot represent the 

ways in which gender and sex characteristics are also 'raced'. The ideal to satisfy 
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bisexual 'consumption' would be to have access to as full a range of sexed, 

ender and raced bodies as possible g CO . 
21' Garber attempts to circumvent this 

problem of representation by arguing that: 'In a world in which a person could Cý týl 
only be classified as male or female, black or white, c,, ray or straight, bisexuality 

simply does not fit in. ' (Garber 1995: 156) As with her treatment of transvestism, 

for Garber, bisexuality becomes a way of fusing all sorts of oppositions, and 

most particularly sex, gender and race oppositions. And for Garber, this move 

re-configures bisexuality as transgressive rather than re ressive, by virtue of its t=) 9 

position as 'in between' sexed, gendered and raced polarities. 

It isl thus, an integral part of the ATM image's production as bisexual that 

the three are 'racially mixed', are read in this context as a white man, a black 

man, and a Latina. Since the image is used as a way of representing notjust a 

bisexual relationship (comprising of three) but a bisexual body itself (as if the 

three were merged), the different gender and racial representatives combine to 

produce bisexuality as both a gender and a racial amalgam. The ATMthreesome 

makes explicit what the Raven photograph does not: that both object and subject 

of bisexual desire and identity are representable only as boundlessness and/or 

absolute inclusivity, and are, therefore, fundamentally unrepresentable without an 

extensive range of sexed. ) gendered and 'raced' bodies. tn CD 

A slightly different reading of the ATM series would highlight its self- 0 C5 

conscious irony. In this context the studied symmetry of the bisexual components 

in terms of gender and race,, and also in terms of the (unnatural) equi-distance of 

the three participants in 'the kiss' provides a critique of the structure of bisexual 

images rather than an attempt to represent bisexuality unselfconsciously. Similar 
0 

23' The pun on sexual and capitalist consumption is certainly apt. Sexual identity and desire can 
be, and is, marketed and targeted much like any other late twentieth century identity. See Nick 
Selby's article in The Bise. rual Imaginary which explicitly links bisexuality and consumer 
culture. (Selby 1997) 
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attempts to circumvent this problem of bisexual unrepresentability through irony 

include the front cover of Vice Versa which shows a painting by Janet Rickus 

called (appropriately enough) 'Three Pairs'. (Garber 1995, front cover, and 

between 527-528, Figure 33) The voicing of what we see - three pears - is CI tn 

reminiscent (as Garber suggests) of 'three pairs', one of the ways in which Cltýl 
bisexuality is frequently represented. The multiple bisexual ironies contained in 

such an image (the classic threesome, but with no gender specificity; the reference 

to three couples; orjust three pears) open up the possibilities and problems of 

such representations for our scrutiny. 

The front cover of the sexual geography volume Mapping Desire (Figure t) 4-n 

34) offers another possible way of representing bisexuality. Here we have an 

image of a navel, reproduced in such a way that it seems to be an orifice. The 

image is ungendered and deliberately ambiguous in terms of subject or object of 

desire. In the context of the volume's subject matter, the image could be read as 

mapping out new territory for sexual identity, one where navels are orifices, and 0 

gender does not signify desire. This might transform the configuration of n eýl In C, 
bisexuality as either regressive or transgressive middle-ground, by attempting to 1-11, tý' 

remove gender from the picture altogether. Although Mapping Desire is not a 

bisexual volume (though it does contain one bisexual theory essay) and there is 

no comment on the meaning of the image by the editors or any of the tn 

contributors., it does open up scavenging possibilities in terms of bisexual 
C) 

representation. 
234 

'Representing Bisexual Desire' 

In her creating of bisexual images, Stephanie Device raises many of the same 4n 

issues (in particular with regard to issues of passing and temporality in bodily 
tD 

"' I oNve this notion of bisexual scavenging to Ann Kaloski, for whom the process always 
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33. Front cover: Maijoric, G,. -ber (1995" Vi(-. -e Versa. 

seem. i,;. -xtr-cmcjy piea-surable? 
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I ic - -rure 34. Front cover. David Belland Gill Vilenfine, eds (. 199.5)Aby? 'ng Desire: Geogrqphies q/Se p, 
New York- Ro tit Woe). 
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representation) to Cameron. Device is an artist and photographer from the UK. C) 
She is a bisexual activist and her work is motivated by the desire to create 
'bisexual imacres' that grapple with the problems of bisexual representability. I zn 0 

have chosen to look at Device's work in particular, since I believe that it moves 
bisexual visual representation in a hitherto uncharted direction, offering new Z: ) 
ways of figuring and understanding bisexual bodies and desires. 00 

Similarly to Cameron, I think, Device does not attempt to show 

bisexuality in a single moment, but creates a narrative in the mind of the reader 

and a relationship between reader and artist that is made explicit. The four 

photo, graphs I am focusing on are a series: 'silenced: missing'; 'you make me feel tn 

mighty real'; 'silenced: ealousy V; 'silenced: jealousy 2'. (Figures 35,36,37 Cý, i 

and 38) 235 Device plays with the contemporary and historical meanings of 

bisexuality in an ironic and conscious way. Object of desire, gendered object- 

choice, associations of bisexuality and non-monogamy, narratives of partners one 

might have had., all these themes are interwoven in her work. 

In the first image, 'silenced: missing', Device sits naked in a bath with the t: 1 IM 

object of her desire, and throws water, as if in blessing, over her lover's head. 

The effect is almost claustrophobic. They are confined in a small and somewhat 

unlikely space; the water falliing has the effect of seeming like bubbles floating 
00 tý, 

upwards, as if Device and her love were underwater. It is a scene of intense 

intimacy. And yet, of course, the object of Device's desire is an armless 

mannequin torso, an unappreciative piece of moulded plastic, which stares past 

Device, unmoved by Device's shower of affection. There are a number of plays 

, going on here. Device writes that she was inspired to shoot this series by a Patsy 

Kline song, 'Fingerprints': 
Z! 5 

23' Two of these images (Figures 35 and 37) appear in TheBisexualkiaginary, under the 
slightly diflerent names 'silenced 1: missing' and 'silenced 2: jealousy'. (Device 1997: 190-191) 
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Fjgure35. Stephanie Device(] 997) 'Si I enced-Missing' 

I am working here with the full series, as yet unpublished in this form. 
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Figure 36. Stephanie Device (1997)'You Make Me Feel Mighty Real' L- Z: ) 

O'Ok"TrIt", I 
', 

ON, 
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Figure 37.1 
1 Ic 

Stephanie Device (1997) 'Silenced -Jealousy F, in B'Academ* Intervention, ed., The Bisexual Imaginary: 191 

IrS 
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Figure 38. Stephanie Device (1997) 'Silenced - Jealousy 2', in 131 Academic 
Intervention, ed., The Bisexucil linagin(w-. v: 192 
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and when the day is through rD I dream only of you 
I sit alone and dream of all the thincys we didn't do 
now I am al I alone 
and when the teardrops start 
I feel the fingerprints that you left on my heart 
(cited by Device 1997b) 

Device's first image could be read as absolute isolation -a bisexual image that 

does not present bisexuals as having an endless stream of sexual partners, but tD 

rather as being forced to create an intimate fantasy with an inanimate object. Of C5 

course, the image is also playing off and with other images of bisexuals as not 

restricted to one gender of object choice. Is Device's desire for the (more female 

than male) mannequin torso displaced lesbian desire, or does the mannequin 

function as a way of propelling us beyond gender-of-object choice as signifying In 4D t: ) 

sexual identity? After all, the mannequin is actually neither female nor male, and 

cannot tell us anything concrete about Device's desire. Another possible effect of 

the image resides in its references to a contemporary cyber-world where flesh, 
Z--) 

plastic and silicone chips are not so separate after all. 236 Perhaps, in other words, 

the mannequin is Device's object of desire, and is not standing in for a gendered 

human. Mannequins may just be Device's fetish. Instead of presenting us with a In 

range of orendered choices as lover (as in the Newsweek and ATM images), CI) t: ) 
Device's desire both highlights and deflects the significance of gender in terms of 

her own desire. 

The second image, 'you make me feel mighty real', is mostly blurred. In 
Cý tý, 

the main segment Device's head obscures the mannequin's, so that we can only 

see its breasts. In the slim shot of the mirror we see Device kissing her object of zn 

236 The theoretical play with the relationship between human and machine is, of course, a central 
part of contemporary feminist and queer theory. See I-Or example Donna Haraway's now 
canonical article'A Manifesto for Cyborgs', (Haraway 1990 [1985]) and Sandy Stone's'Split 
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desire. Had we not already seen the first image, it would be not be evident from 

this second one that the object of Device's attention is a mannequin. The 

mannequin is fixing its gaze on the observer more precisely than Device who is zl: ý M 

still fixated by her object of desire. It is the mannequin who addresses us. By this 

reversal of images - Device might have chosen to 'reveal' the non-human nature 

of her love more gradually - Device precipitates a reading whereby we privilege tý, 4n 
the non-human over the human: we assume that her love is a mannequin, the 

same one as in the previous shot. In other words, by the second shot, we do not 

expect a male or female body to be in the bath with Device; we know it is neither, 

or that this is not even relevant. This is, in my view, a beautiful and effective 

turn. The burden of responsibility for representing bisexuality is moved away 

from the artist (or the bisexual) and placed onto the reader (who may or may not 

be bisexual). Neither male nor female (and certainly not both) need to be present 

to read Device's desire. It is worth noting that Device sees herself as a lesbian- 

identified bisexual, and that here she creates a way of reading her desire for 
rýý 

women as bisexual, as not wholly bound to her object-choice. It is this specificity 

of Device's ima(), es, her refusal of bisexuality as 'middle-crround', that I find so tý, rý, 

compelling. 

The third and fourth images, 'silenced: jealousy F, and 'silenced: 

jealousy 2', address the issue of jealousy and bisexual narrative in representation. 

The scene has shifted to more comfortable surroundings, and Device takes the 

opportunity to scrutinize her lover. Again, Device is inspired by Patsy Kline: 

if you can't be all mine 
then why am i all yours 
i wonder where a heart draws the line (cited by Device 1997b) 

Subjects, Not Atoms'. (Stone 1995) 
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Wondering where a heart draws the line again has multiple resonance here. In a r: 1 C) 
series of 'bisexual photographs' of course, this suggests the common bisexual 

adacre of loving people not crenders or bodies, and not wanting to be restricted by tD ;M tD 

political imperatives to desire only one gender or body. 

In the context of this series, too, the phrase relates to jealousy and to 

physical possession and obsession. The body under scrutiny is one that bears the 

marks of a previous encounter -a handprint, a mark on and under the right 

breast, and the mark of a mouth on her lover's neck. In the next photograph 

Device holds her lover's head with care while examining the mouth-print in close- zn 

up. Device covers the ground of jealousy, of imagining real (and fantasy) lovers tn tD C5 

when with one lover. These images highlight a certain attention to detail, a In 

curiosity with, as Device says, 'lovers' skin as terrain which other people have 

travelled'. (Device 1997b) Those marks are not usually visible to the human eye - 

hence the light dusting as if fingerprinting. Perhaps it is here that Device's t: o zn 

feelings surface - fingerprinting usually only occurs at the scene of a crime. In 
6 

relation to the Patsy Kline lyrics, the crime emerges as one of passion that 

Device's imagination cannot erase. Device's feelings about these traces are 

nevertheless ambiguous. She could be acknowledging her lover's past; she could 

be fetishising it; she could be racked with jealousy and possessiveness. We have 

no way of telling. 

The mannequin's narrative is made visible to Device; previous lovers 

reside in the present moment, in the moments of greatest intimacy. The 

mannequin is hereby given a narrative of its own - whose imprints are these? 
4D 

They cannot be gendered, and we do not know whether they were made five 

minutes ago or five years ago. Similarly, we cannot tell if the mannequin 

consented to the touch, or whether the crime scene denoted by the fingerprint dust 

and the magnifyingglass is a rape scene. This narrative of bodies touchina Cy t-D Cý 5 
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resurfacing in unexpected ways, imprints of affection or rage left on the body - 
the mark on Device's lover's neck could also be a love-bite, a bruising - suggests 

a sexual narrative that never breaks but is ongoing and regenerative (if not always 

pleasant). One could also argue that the marks on the mannequin are Device's 

own marks that she examines in preparation for someone else to witness; a way 

of making her own lust visible for someone else to scrutinise. in terms of 

bisexual narrative, Device's images suggest to me that one's sexual past does not 

always conform to one's sexual present or future, but that the marks of previous 

or simultaneous lovers (or whatever kind) are left on the body and the mind. 

Both Cameron and Device respectively, then, challenge the production of 

transsexuality and bisexuality within feminist and queer theorlies as transgress-zi. ve Cý 

or regressive. It seems to me that they achieve this in two central ways. Firstly, 

both artists throw this problematic back onto the viewer and interpreter of her 

images. This move, perhaps most graphically displayed in Cameron's 'Triptych' 

(Figure 25), exposes the taken-for-granted discourses that usually precede \ Z! ) 

representation. Neither Cameron nor Device attempts a 'true' representation of 

bisexuality and transsexuality in contrast to dominant meanings of them as 

regressive or transgressive. Cameron does not resolve 'Triptych' with the 'right' 

discourse; and the masculinity presented in 'Self-Portrait' is that of the 'super- 

hero' rather than heterosexual man of limited powers. Device does not cast aside 

her mannequin for a visibly gendered sub . ect to convince us of her sexual j 

transgression; nor does she expose the narrative of her object of desire. Instead 

we are left to struggle with hidden and disclosed meaning, and forced to tn 

recognise that theinterpretation we offer is finally more indicative of our own 

subjectivities and desires than of theirs. 

The second way in i nant . which Cameron and Device question dom. 

meanings of transsexuality and bisexuality is to contest the visibility discourse 
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that underpins them. CU-me-10-11's studied self-exposure grants us access to whatis 

usually hidden; Device's magnifying glass highlights otherwise invisible traces 1=1 In t: 1 
on her lover's body. Interestingly, in doing so, both artists forearound narrative 

progression (from female body to male body; from one lover to another lover) 

suggesting - ironically, perhaps, given the representational genre of photography tDC) 1-13 1: 5 

- that what you see is most emphatically not what you get. The assumptions 

about the regressive or transgressive positioning of bisexual and transsexual 

subjects do not, in other words, take account of the shifting locations that 

punctuate bisexual and transsexual narratives. Both artists suggest that if we 

attend to the specificities of bisexual and transsexual narratives, we cannot help 

but see that bisexual and transsexual subjects exceed their discursive designation 

as either regressive or transgressive. These specific narratives contest any belief 

in a static relationship between subjectivity and location within relations of 

power. Visible as a man, Cameron has a different relationship to hegemonic 

power relations than when he was visible as female. Device is also differently 

positioned depending on whether her sexual object choice is male or female. The 

importance of transsexual and bisexual ncaTative, then, is that it allows for a 

consideration of subjective continuity rather than abrupt changes of location and 

reversal of subjectivity - woman to man; lesbian to straight, transgressive to 

regressive - as constitutive of bisexuality and transsexuality. 

In my final chapter I will be examining the ways that these specific and 

disparate bisexual narratives are in turn re-configured as the basis for bisexual 

community and identity, and, interestingly, as the ground for a new politics of 

bisexual visibility. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

A Place to Call Home: The Creation of a Sep arate Bisexual Space at the 1990 National Bris-exual Conference in San- Francisco 
, USA 

San Francisco is where gay fantasies come true, and the problem the city 
presents is whether, after all, we wanted these particular dreams to be 
fulfilled - or would we have preferred others? Did we know what price 
these dreams would exact? (White 1980: 30) 

Introduction 

In this thesis so far, I have been concerned with how, and to what effect, 

bisexuality is produced in gendered and sexual spaces where a bisexual identity 

or community does not take centre-stage. In this chapter I document the bisexual 

fantasy of community and space that 'came true' in the summer of 1990, by 

focusing on the history and execution of the 1990 National Bisexual Conference 

(NBC) in San Francisco. Although this is my final chapter, I do not see the 

spaces I have been concerned with as 'progressive', as inevitably leading to the 

creation of a separate bisexual space and identity. As I argued in Chapter One, I 

believe that the spaces where bisexuality is not named are as important to bisexual 

history and a contemporary bisexual subject position as the space of bisexual 

identity and community that I turn to now. I see the 1990 US NBC as one 

example of a contemporary bisexual space where bisexual desire, identity and 

community form the core around which 'other' identities areDegotiated. I am 

particularly interested in exploring the following questions: How is this dream t-n zn 

made possible? What exactly does this dream consist of? And, to return to my 

concern with Butter's understanding of the mechanism of repudiation in the 

construction of sexual and gendered identity, 237 which repudiations allow a 

contemporary bisexual subject of bisexual space to emerge, and to what effects? 

237 See Chapter Three, Section One, Part Three for my analysis of Butler's construction of 
II fifies of bisexualiq as potential in relation to her notion of 'repudiation'. I discuss the possibi ii 

bisexual cultural repudiation as a response to Butler in 'Waiting For No Man: Bisexual Femme 
Subject] vi tIv and Cultural Repudiation'. (Hemmings 1998: 95-100) 
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Finally, if bisexual identity is one of the possibilities foreclosed by lesbian, gay 

or queer identities, how does a 'bisexual discourse' effect similar foreclosures in 

order to secure its own presence? 

Focusing on the NBC in San Francisco is useful for a number of reasons. 

As the first national bisexual conference in the US, the 1990 Conference was 

viewed as a key moment for the growth of individual bisexuals. Hence many of Z: ) 
the discussions both before and during the conference relate to individual 

identity-formation. The Conference also marked the inception of the North 

American Multicultural Bisexual Network, and so provides details of the 

relationship between bisexual identity and the larger bisexual community. Both of 

these issues are concerns throughout this thesis. Other reasons I am interested in 

this particular bisexual space are related to its San Francisco context. San 

Francisco is a Mecca for gay men and shapes a gay imaginary, much as CI 
Northampton shapes a lesbian imaginary. 238 it seems appropriate to the scope of 

this thesis to consider bisexual space in such a predominantly gay space, 

particularly after examining the production of bisexuality in relation to the 

predominantly lesbian space of Northampton and the queer and feminist terrains 

of contemporary theory. In addition, I lived in San Francisco in the winters of 

1995 and 1997 and became well acquainted with members of the San Francisco 

Bay Area bisexual community and its resources. 

In Section One, 'Making Bisexual Presence Felt: Imaginative and 

Geographical Cartographies', I trace the development of bisexual space in San 

238 This is not to say that lesbians and bisexuals do not make homes in San Francisco, but it 
does not function so readily as a recognisablc indicator of these identities. For San Francisco's 

position in the gay imaginary see: States of Desire: Travels in Gay America; (White 1980: 30- 
33) Making Trouble: Essays on Gay History, Politics, and the University; (D'Emilio 199": 74- 
95) Gay Culture in America: L'ssa 

- 
ysfroin the Field; (Herdt 1992) Gay by the Bay: a History of 

Queer Culture in the San Francisco Bay Area; (Stryker and Buskirk 1996) and Queers In Space: 
Coinnninifies, Places, Sites of Resistance. (Ingram, Boutillette and Retter 1997) most recentlN, 
Nan Alarnilla Boyd has explored the role of the San Francisco police and media in creating San 
Francisco as the space ot'deviant dcsirc in the US. (Boyd 1997) 
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Francisco and historicise the decision to hold the 1990 NBC in San Francisco. 

Part One, "Locating Ourselves', draws a contemporary and historical map of Z"n 

bisexual identity in San Francisco up until the 1990 Conference. Part Two, 'The 

Road to San Francisco', tells the history of national and local events leading to 

the 1990 NBC. Both Parts are concerned with the location of bisexual identity 

and community and the search for a bisexual 'home'. Section Two, 'Bisexual 

Stonewalling: the 1990 National Bisexual Conference Space', traces the 

discursive construction of this bisexual space, and asks which behaviours and 

identities (sexual, gendered, raced, political) are included or excluded, named or 

assumed. Part One, 'Bisexual Difference', hiahlights the conscious construction t-In, 

of the 1990 NBC as 'home'. Part Two., 'Bisexual Differentiation', suggests 

some tensions and contradictions in the production of the bisexual subject of the 

Conference. Section Three, 'Buildino, a Bisexual Community: Spaces of Cý 

Inclusion and Exclusion', examines two contentious issues in the struggle to týp 

establish what counts as bisexual space. Part One, 'Love Knows No Gender', 

explores the feminist and gender politics of the Conference space. Part Two, 

'The Bisexual Melting Pot% interrogates the construction and function of race and 

ethnicity at the Conference. 

The material for this chapter was gathered from a number of different 

sources. Most of the archive material was stored in dusty boxes in the basement 

of one of the conference's main organisers, Lani Ka'ahumanu . 
239These boxes 

C) 

contained: an almost complete set 4 minutes of the 1990 Bisexual Conference 

Committee Meetings from 1989-1990; flyers for fundraising events and the Z-7) 

Conference itself; financial and logistical information; personal correspondence; 

239 As well as being involved in the organisation ofthe 1990 National Bisexual Conference, 
Ka'ahumanu co-edited the first bisexual anthology Bi Any 01her Name: Bisexual People Speak 
Out, with Loraine Hutchins, (Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu 1991, see Chapter One, Section One, 
Part One) sits on the board of the Gay and Lesbian HI*stOn, cal Society ol'Northern California 
(GLHSNC), and is a leading figure in local, national and international bisexual activism. 
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Conference programs and statements of purpose; information on the U. S. 

National Bisexual Network (NBN); Conference evaluation sheets; and other 

miscellaneous information including some photographs. '140 1 also interviewed 

Lani Ka'ahumanu about the history of the Conference and Robyn Ochs (a 

founding member of the Boston Bisexual Women's Network (BBVVN)) about 

the NBN Track that ran throughout the Conference 
. 
24 ' To situate the Conference zn 

material within a wider context I consulted back issues of two bisexual 

publications Bi Women and the &q Area Bisexual Network Newsletter. Both 

these publications provided information on the Conference itself and enabled me 

to begin mapping the development of a bisexual community context for the 

Conference. 

Throughout the research for this chapter, I was wary of the dangers of 

describing the Conference from the perspective of the organisers only. Clearly Cý tý, 

this would give a very biased view, most likely focusing on the Conference's 

aims more than delegates' experiences of attending, or the results of the 

organiser's efforts to create the Bisexual Conference space. Hence, I also listened 

to over twenty audio tapes of conference workshops. 
242 These enabled me to hear 

the discussions that were going on during the Conference, and to gain a clearer 

picture of what kind of bisexual space, identity and community was being tý) 

experienced and formed by the Conference delegates themselves. Similarly I had 

access to a two-hour videotape of the conference, which allowed me to add 

another dimension - that of ambience. Although a number of people had 

'40 At present I have copies of the original material, so that the fullest archive collection is in 
my care. Lani Ka"ahumanu and I are working on a project to bring all the original material 
together, along with my chronological notes and indexing. 
"' These interviews were conducted on the basis of one bisexual activist and writer to another. 
These interviews enabled me to ask for specific information (where there were gaps in the 
existing archive material), and address particular issues such as the role of feminism in the 
Conference. 
24' Thanks to Jim Fraizin for agreeing to lend me these master tapes. 
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described the opening Conference plenary to me in some detail, it was only when t) 
I watched the video footage of this event that I began to develop a strong sense of IM t:: ) 
its emotional importance for both organisers and delegates. 

San Francisco's general library resources and gay and lesbian archives 

are second to none, and there is already a wealth of secondary material on San 

Francisco's queer geography. For background information on San Francisco's C) 11-1) 
lesbian and gay activism, I consulted materials at San Francisco's Public Library, 

and the GLHSNC, also in San FranciSCO. 2" The information I obtained from 

these sources is integrated throughout this chapter. 
244 

" The GLHSNC is a useful community and academic resource located in downtown San 
Francisco, just a couple of blocks away from the Public Library. It contains national and local 

information on lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual and transgendered life, in the form of books, 

pamphlets, flyers, journals, newspapers, and archive material. Information on bisexuals, 

transsexuals and transgendered people is difficult to locate, however, since it is mostly dispersed 

throughout the archive, and is not cross- referenced. Under the category 'bisexual' there is only a 
handful of bisexual newsletters and books, although bisexuality is mentioned throughout the 

archive. This means that bisexual research continues to be an extremely difficult and time- 

consuming process. This provides a different understanding of the lack of bisexual research at 

present. The fact that the Sexual Minorities Archives in Northampton is in the process of 

creating new cross- referenced categories including 'bisexual' and'transgender' is a good thing, to 

my mind, in terins of this issue alone. (See Chapter Two, footnote 79, and Hemmings 
1996.43-48) 
244 1 was particularly interested in the Queer Nation Archive at the GLHSNC. Queer Nation San 

Francisco began in the summer of 1990, just a couple of weeks after the Bisexual Conference. 
With more time, I am sure it would prove fruitful to trace bisexual inclusion and exclusion in 
this queer context, to see what effect, if any, the development of a separate bisexual space had 

on San Francisco's queer communitN., 
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Section One: Making Bise-xual Presence Felt: Ima2inative and Geographical 
Cartographies 

Part One: Locating Ourselves 

I want to create, here, the imaginative and geographical space of bisexual identity tl) t: l 
in the mind of the reader unfamiliar with San Francisco's sexual minority terrain. 

I aim firstly to sketch a map of bisexual space in the run up to the Conference 

(1989-1990), and secondly, to trace the roots of this space in the 1970s and 

1980s . 
2" This shows that the 1990 NBC itself is not an isolated bisexual space, 

but one that can be placed within a more general bisexual geography in San 

Franci SCO. 246 

'Gay and Lesbian Enclaves' 

San Francisco's 'The Castro' - delimited by Castro Street from its intersection 

with Market Street and 17t' Street (Harvey Milk Plaza) all the way to 'Noe 

Valley'(24ýh Street) and many of the surrounding streets - is well known as the Z! ) 
'Gay Ghetto' (Figure 40). 247 The countless bars, restaurants and shops that line 

M 

this always-crowded neighbourhood cater specifically (although not exclusively) tn 

to San Francisco's thriving gay male community. The block on Castro between 

1W and 19" Streets is home to A Different Light (A), the city's famous gay and 

"5 The gay and lesbian population of San Francisco is too large, and its history too complex, 
for me to attempt even a partial documentation of its history in the way I was able to with 
Northampton's development as a lesbian community. Moreover, this would not be new work. 
John D'Emilio traces this history in his chapter on San Francisco -'Gay Politics, Gav 
Community: San Francisco's Expenence' - in Making Trouble. (D'Emillo 1992: 74-ý5) Part 

of D'EmIlio's analysis documents the increase of the city's gay and lesbian population after the 
end of World War 11, when large numbers of servicemen and women were dishonourably 
discharged and stayed in the Bay Area, (lbid: 78) the influence ofthe'Beat poets' of North 
Beach, (lbid: 80) as well as the post-Stonewall Gay Liberation Movement. (lbid: 85-88) San 
Francisco's bisexual community is both small and large enough to be traceable in San 
Francisco, however, and so I am able to provide this history. 
246 Figure 39 shows a map of the area of San Francisco that this section is concerned with, from 
Castro Street (top) to South Van Ness (bottom), and 25ý' Street (left) to 16'h and Market Street 
(right). Figures 40,42,44 and 45 show details from this map. 
247 Figure 40 shows a map of San Francisco's Castro area. The 'Gay Ghetto' is concentrated 
between 17" and 19"' Streets. Places mentioned are marked alphabetically on the map. On the 
basis of this 'territorial' demarcation for gay malc identity in The Castro, Stephen Murray 
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Fi crure 39. Street Map of The Castro, Mission, and Noe Valley areas of San Francisco. Shaded areas refer to particular (predominantly) community territory: blue = gay; yellow = lesbian; pink = Hispanic/immigrant; areen = bisexual. L-1 
? I_- 

argues that the social science term 'commUnl II in San Francisco. (Murray 1992: 107) 
't. N, ' can be applied to the 'gav niale community' ' 
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Figure 40. Street map of The Castro area of San Francisco. Z-1 
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lesbian bookstore. The bars on 18" Street (between Noe and Castro Streets) 

throng day and night with gay men talking, drinking and cruising. Gay gyms and lzý Cý 17) tn Z: ) zn 
offices on the first floors provide a further level of the gay experience, and give 

rise to what is known as the 'Castro Clone', a 'handsome, masculine-looking', tý) 
(D'Emilio 1992: 93) white, middle-class consumer and bar-fly, whose mirror- 

image can be recognised a thousand-fold throughout the 'Gay Ghetto'. Z: ) 

'The Castro' has been and continues to be the most important site of gay 

community and political activism in the San Francisco Bay Area. Harvey Milk's 

camera store, from which he co-ordinated his political career in the late 1970s 

until his assassination in 1978,248 was opposite the Castro Cinema (B) between 

17 th and IV Streets. The Castro street-fairs (Figure 41), the annual Halloween tn 

street party, and the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Pride Marches, are zn 

all centred in The Castro. The street itself is often the site for political leafleting, 

demonstrations and confrontations, mostly relating to gay, lesbian, bisexual or I zD 

queer politi CS. 
249 San Francisco gay male politics and identity, in particular, are C) 

formulated, contradicted and re-solidified on the streets that make up this vibrant 

community landscape. 

Directly south of The Castro, between Dolores Street and Harrison Street, 

and 14ýh and 25" Streets, is the Mission district of San Francisco (Figure 42) . 
250 

C) 

The inhabitants of the Mission are predominantly low-income Mexicans, Central 

Americans, students and 'radicals'. The neighbourhood (particularly Mission 

2`8 Harvey Milk was the first openly gay Supervisor, elected to San Francisco's Board of 
I LI Supervisors in 1977. During his brief career he was a guiding light in the successful campaign 

to prevent Proposition 6, the 'Briggs Initiative' (which sought to prevent gay men and lesbians 
from teaching in the state education system), from becoming law. Milk and Mayor George 
Moscone were assassinated in 1978 by Dan White, an ex-supervisor on the city's Board of 
Supervisors. (D'Emilio 1992: 88-91) 
249 Many of the political debates between 'gays and the gay anarchists', (Williams 1990: n-p-) 
i. e. between the 'old gays' and a new generation ofqUCCF activIsts, took place on the streets of 
The Castro, taking the form of heated arguments and poster wars. (Williams 1990; ReihI 1990; 
Pepper 1990; Gray 1990; Queer Nation Records 1990-1996) 
2'('The places I mention are marked alphabetically. 
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Figure 41. "Consolidation of Castro and Market Street as Gay Public Space in the L- 1970s', photographed by Crawford Burton. Courtesy of the GLHSNC- 
Reproduced from Califia 1997: 181. 
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Street itself) is filled with restaurants, cafes, grocery stores, second-hand stores, 

cheap markets, and community centres. Like many such poor neitc: ýF)hbourhoods 
in 

cities in the US and the UK, the Mission is becomincr increasingly gentrified by Z"D t: 1 tý) 
white professionals who enjoy the Mission's vibrancy but not its income-bracket. 

As a result what was, even five years ago, a relatively integrated neighbourhood 

has become increasingly segregated, with trendy white liberals frequenting their 

(ethnic' caf6s, bars and restaurants, and the long-term, mostly of color, 

inhabitants, trying to prevent what remain of their own spaces being 

appropriated. 251 

Within the Mission district is the less demarcated and more diffuse, but 

nevertheless locatable, lesbian community. Although, as I have noted, San 

Francisco is most notably a gay male Mecca, 'San Francisco is one of the very 

few cities where lesbians are residentially concentrated enouah to be visible. ' tn 
(D'Emilio 1992: 74) The spinal column of the lesbian community is Valencia 

Street, which stretches from the women's sex shop Good Vibrations (C), 

between 23rd and 2Wh Streets, to 14 th Street. Pat Califia describes Valencia Street 

as one of two 4 nascent" lesbian ghettos. " ' (Califia 1997: 182) 252 Lesbian spaces 

on or near Valencia Street include the impressive San Francisco Women's 

Building (Ficrure 43, and D), 253 'ust off Valencia at 3543 1 81h Street; the 
C) CD J 

Women's Bathhouse, Osento (E), on Valencia between 20" and 21"' Streets; the 

2S' For example, a Korean bar on 24"' Street between Valencia and Mission Streets, that was 
predominantly frequented by older Koreans and the occasional non-Korcan friend in January 
1997, had become an young, Anglo-American bar by August 1997. This rapid take-over is 
typical. Thanks to David Hansen-MiIICF for this information and for the 'story' of the Mission's 

white, liberal 'gentn fi cation'. I should add that I am not divorced from this process of 
gentrification myself, as a white, soon- to- be- professional, temporary resident of the Mission. (I 
lived on 23rd Street, between Valencia and Guerrero, for two months in the winter of 1997. ) 
251 The other being Park Slope in Brooklyn, New York. (lbid: 181) In a later interview, 
published as an epilogue to 1his article, Califia reaffirms that 'Valencia [... I has finally been 

established as a lesbian neighborhood. ' (Ibid: 189) 
253 Figure 43 shows two photographs I took of the Women's Building just after its exterior had 
been beautifully painted with the pictures and names of'hundreds ofwomen in the summer of 
1994. 
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Figure 42. Street Map of the Mission district of San Francisco. Valencia's 
'lesbian spinal column' is marked in yellow on the map. 
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women tý. Vý 
's bar, The Lexinaton, on 19" Street and Lexincrton (F), and the 

alternative women's performance space, LunaSea (G), a little further down 16" 

Street between Capp and South Van Ness 
. 
25' These and numerous other 

nei2hbourhood caf6s, bars and restaurants combine to create a lesbian-friendly In 

environment that makes Valencia one of the most desirable areas for lesbians to 

live in. 

Valencia Street is not as uniformly lesbian as The Castro is gay, however. 

There is no mistaking The Castro as a gay male ghetto. But unless you were C, 

looking for it, it would be easy to miss or ignore Valencia Street's lesbian 0 Z: ) 
presence. This can be attributed to the more dispersed nature of lesbian space, 

and to the fact that there are fewer lesbians than gay men in San Francisco. But 

these are not the only reasons. Lesbian space is more precarious than gay male 

space generally. Hence the demise of San Francisco's Old Wives' Tales 2-ý 

women's bookstore, and the women's bar, Amelia's (now the Elbo Room), in 

the early 1990s, both of which were located on Valencia Street. 255 Such 'early- 

closings' may be related to the fact that lesbians (as women) earn less money as a 

whole than gay men (as men) and hence are unable to support a wide range of I zD 

venues, or to the lesbian community's increasing,, awareness of alcoholism 

(which restricts the number of lesbian bars). 

From a different perspective, Valencia's lesbian territory is hard to pin 

down because lesbian space is rarely onýv lesbian space. At The Lexington's 

opening night in February 1997, several dozen men joined the hundreds of 

women. At an equivalent opening night at a Castro gay bar you would be 
ZID tn 11-1) 

unlikely to see any women at all. And from 15 th Street to 18" Street, Valencia is 

211 '4 LunaSea is the only permanent alternative women's/lesbian cabaret venue in San Francisco. 
have been to LunaSea twice: the first time to a lesbian comedy performance evening, In January 
1995; the second time to a lesbian stnp perfOrmance, in February 1997. 
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Fioure 43. Photographs of San Francisco Wom-en's Building, 3543 18'h Street. betweep, Valencia and Guerrero Streets. San Francisco- 

despite its huge losbiart proscrice. See ("hapler'Povo, -Secuun One, Pail One, for a discussion 
the I 'ms of mal these, space. 
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now the new centre of heterosexual prostitution. (lbid: 189) Further, as is made 

clear by the terms *women's bar', 'women's buildina', 'women's sex shop' and 
'women's performance space', lesbian space is rarely named as such. Although 

4everyone knows 256 that a 'women's bar' is primarily a lesbian bar, women's 

performance spaces and bookstores are historically feminist spaces that include 

lesbians. 257 The San Francisco Women's Building houses (both temporarily and 

more permanently) numerous different identities and communities: feminist and 

lesbian groups, in particular feminist and lesbians of color groups; a women's 

SM fair in the summer; and more recently, the Pt International FTM Conference 

in 1995. (Rubin 1996: 176)28 Spaces such as San Francisco Women's Building 

miaht best be viewed as ones of contemporary sexual, gendered and raced t) zn 

negotiation, rather than as any one community's home. Valencia Street as a 

whole might also be viewed as a space producing and reflecting a concentration 

of lesbian community, where that community is always intervening and 

intervened in, and always overlapping with 'other' communitieS. 259 
Z: ) 

'56Perhaps I am wrong in presuming that 'everyone knows' this, of course, like the observer 
from Chapter Three who 'can U ust] tell' (McKerrow 1993: -2, in Eadie 1993: 150) that a gay 
man and a lesbian having public sex after the SM Pride March arc not heterosexual. See Chapter 
Three, Section One, Part Three, for this reference to queer culture's disavowal of bisexuality. 
257The difference between what is signified by these terms must be due in part to the historical 
roots of lesbian bar culture in the 1940s, '50s and '60s, as opposed to the development of 
women's bookstores and 'women's culture' as feminist spaces in the 1970s. 
2"' Given the identity of the majority of delegates to the FTM Conference, the Women's 
Building here functions as a space of historical and theoretical conflict (FIFMs in relation to 
women's' space) as well as a space of ne\\Tly formed identity. As Rubin wryly notes of the 

opening night of the conference: 'The buzz from the numbers of all different kinds of 
transsexual men in one place superceded the irony that overenrollment had forced the last minute 
shift of the conference to the San Francisco Women's building. ' (lbid) 
2r '9 These two areas, The Castro and Valencia Street, are not the only spaces in San Francisco 
marked as gay or lesbian, and neither are all such spaces one or the other. The 'South of Market' 
district (Figure 44) has long been a zone where sex workers, drug dealers, and clients of queer 
sex clubs descend after dark, and not always harmoniously. (lbid: 182-188) The community 
spaces of The Castro and Valencia Street, however, are defined through their sexual minority 
populations in unique and significant ways, not least because thell7queerness is not limited to 
particular times of the day. 
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Figure 44. Street map of the South of Market district of San Francisco. 
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'A -little space for the likes of me" "' 

In his interview with Califia, Gordon Brent Ingram asks the following: 'Has 

there been a diversification of spaces in the ghettos and sex zones to include 

bisexuals, transsexuals, transvestites, and sadomasochists'? (Ibid: 191) Califia's 

answer -Jt1hose groups of people still have fairly marginal positions in gay 

space in San Francisco' (Ibid) - does not offer much hope of the development of 

permanent bisexual space in San Francisco at present. Or, perhaps, Califia is not 

aware of the bisexual spaces that have been opening up in her city. 
One of the results of bisexual organising for the 1990 NBC was that a 

territory peculiar to bisexuals was indeed staked out in San Francisco during 

1989 and 1990.26' This space was concentrated in a narrow band between Noe 

and Valencia and 18' and 20th Streets, and overlapped with (but was not 

reducible to) lesbian and gay spaces in San Francisco (Figure 45). 262 The 

majority of the committee meetings for the conference were held either at 

Ka'ahumanu's house, 20 Cumberland Street (between Guerrero and Dolores) 

(Figure 46 and H), or Naomi Tucker's house at 371 Noe Street. (1, and 

Ka'ahumanu 1995: 1)263 in the latter stages of organisation, representatives from 

twelve committees crammed themselves at least twice-weekly into one or other 

space. Ka'ahumanu talks of those weeks with understandable nostalgia, 

remembering the 'bisexual conference time line' that was pasted around the inside 
Z: ) 

walls of her apartment, (Ka'ahumanu 1995a) and notes that 'we would kid 

because Noe was in between the lesbian Valencia and the gay Castro, and so Noe 

This subheading includes a citation from one of the speeches on I" Nalional Bisexual 
Conference, the above-mentioned videotape of the conference. (Dajenya, In BIPOL 1990a: tape 

261 1 refer briefly to this issue in my article 'From Landmarks to Spaces'. (Hemmings 1997: 
159-161) 
262 Places I mention arc marked alphabetically on the map. 
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Figure 45. Street map of the bisexual geography of San Francisco, 1989-1990. in zn The approximate area of bisexual territory is marked in green. 
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263 Like Ka'ahumanu, Tucker is a prominent members ofthe contemporary bisexual comillunitv 
in San Francisco and nationally. Tucker is the editor of Bisexual Polifics: h. 

eories, Queries and 
Visions (Tucker 1995) and a founder member of the San Francisco Jewlsh/bi sexual caucus. 
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Figure 4: 
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was the bisexual neighborhood. ' (Ka*ahumanu 1995: 5) The 1990 NBC itself 

was held at the Mission High School, an ornate, somewhat Gothic buildin2, at I- - 
3750 19-` Street betwee-n Delores and Chtirch Streets (Fignre 47 

-and 
j 264 

- he )t T 

opening reception of the Conference., on the evening of Wednesday June 201h, t-- --4:: 1 - .1- 

was held at the High School. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 1) On Thursday June 21't there 

was an *Evenin2 Celebratin(-y Bisexuality" -a perfon-nance by members of the 

Bisexual Diasp 265 a bi-sexualperfor o- held at the, Sa isco ora mer. s'gr-up n Franc 

Women'-s Building, (K) a little further down 18th towards, Valencia Street. ([bid, - 

7-, BiPOL 1990: 8) 

The Bisexual Conference Steerin2 Committee was concerned with 

practical and ideological issues of space from the outset. (Hemmin, (-: rs 1997: 160) 

, 266 Twelve sub-commi ttees were set up to negotiate areas such a-, logistics, media, 

n ýX., 267 26" 
and the parade. The bousi access, People of Color Caucus, 

conference itself ran from Thursday June 20th to Sattir-day June 2-3', during Sjan 
C, 

Francisco's annual Gav Pride Week. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 1 
.) 

Conference 

participants were encoura(ged to stay and attend the Lesbian and Gay Freedom 

Parade on Sunday june 2V, in order to rn- ake the bisexual contingent as visible 

as possible: the bisexual contingent was the second largest in the Parade that 

year. Obid: 13. ) A cable car-was rented for the parade so that bisexuals with 

disabilities and bisexuals with AIDS could participatefully in the march. 269 

I his linal site was not coni irmed until thebeoinning of May 11990, (SCM: May 5,1990) 

V% 1-11CH IIjZL\I IIIU-Ica: te the L11,11 lculvv (A sec-uningbisexuall space. 
265 

'cus", 6-- adverttising, for this event in 'Sectlon Tvvo, Part One of J. h. c. chapter. I di 
216 Rach sub-committee renresentative was reoinred to give a regular report to the rest of the 
steering committee. (SCM: 1989-1990) 
267A last-minute housing-crisis was caused by the unexpectedly high number ot'delegates, 
(Steering Committee Minutes (SCM): May 20,1990) although by mid-june everyone had been 

placed. (SCMI: june 1,1990) 
268 1 discuss the establishment of *the Pooplic of(I'_oIIor, -"_aucus and the udesire vo create a 
multicultural bisexual conference space in Sections Two and Three of this chapter. r, 
269After much discussion, the Steering Committee made the decision not to share the cable car 
with any other (non-bisexual) group, in order to maximise bisexual space and visibility. (SCM: 
April 17,1989; September 17,1989; April 22,1990) 
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Figure 47. Photographs of Mission High, 'Schcool, 3750 18" Street, 
behveen Deloresmal Church Strectsý Frmici-, on- 
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In his article 'Blatantly Bisexual: Or, Unthinking Queer Theory', bisexual 

theorist Michael du Plessis discusses the commonplace of bisexuality as 

occupying 'some "middle ground" between other entities, whether sexualities, 

genders, or social groups'. (du Plessis 1996: 22) Du Plessis suggests that we 

might want to conceive of that rniddle-ground as a 'radical site for a new 

bisexual activism', (Ibid: 23) rather than as the 'only place to which bisexuality 

gets relegated'. (Ibid: 22) The bisexual space I have been sketching here quite 

literally occupies the 'middle ground' between the gay male Castro and the 

lesbian and Hispanic Mission. Although only temporary, these bisexual spaces 

form a cluster that overlaps the borders of those other spaces. The San Francisco 

Women's Building is figured as a temporary home for bisexual community as 

well, for example, and Tucker's house overlooks the 'Castro Clone' bars on 18ý' 

Street between Castro and Noe. The other non-geographically located bisexual 

spaces I have described - the cable car, the bisexual contingent in the Freedom 

Parade, the attempts to provide space for difference 270 _ open up spaces within 

other communities, and carve out spaces within the existing bisexual community 

too. 

Interestingly, the commonplace of the bisexual 'middle ground' that du 

Plessis analyses is almost always thought to be located between gay/lesbian and 

straight spaces and identities. For example, Helene Cixous describes bisexuality 

as a bridge between homosexuality and heterosexuality and as 'the location 

within oneself of the presence of both sexes' in 'Sorties: Out and Out: 

AttacksfWays Out/ Forays'. (Cixous 1986: 85) A number of authors in bisexual 

anthologies of the 1990s"' underline the ways in which they believe bisexuals 

are discriminated against by 'both sides' - i. e. by heterosexuals and by lesbians 

"' I am referring to the crash accommodation for delegates on low income, disability access and 
the People of Color Caucus, amongst other spaces. 
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and gay men - and offer up critiques of the heterosexual/homosexual dyad that 

makes identifying as bisexual problematic. 272 Similarly, in Chapter One of this 

thesis I tried to locate bisexual space in relation to Joan Nestle's hand-drawing of 
Reis Park . 

27' At that point in my analysis I could only imagine bisexual space in 

the 'thin line in the sand' that separated gay and lesbian sunbathers from their 

straight counterparts, or as existing within or encompassing gay/lesbian and/or 

straight spaces. 

As du Plessis notes, this construction of bisexuality as in between 

heterosexual and homosexual spaces, identities and communities is what enables 

the link between bisexuality and 'multiculturali sm' to be made. (Ibid.: 23) 

Ka'ahumanu writes that: 'Like multiculturalism, mixed heritage and bi-racial 

relationships, both the bisexual and transgender movement expose and politicize 

the middle ground'. (Ka'ahumanu 1995b: 64) This link between bisexuality and 

multiculturalism is effectively dependent on bisexuality combining or going 

beyond heterosexuality and homosexuality, so that it can be paralleled to 

combining or going beyond 'black' and 'white'. 274 As I argued extensively in 
0 C) 

Chapter One, Section One, this figuring of bisexuality as ground, bridge or 

m6lange of. sexed, gendered or sexual opposites makes conceiving of bisexuality 

as an adult sexual identity extremely difficult. Perhaps it is in charting bisexual 

'middle grounds' in places such as San Francisco that contemporary meanings of tn 
bisexuality as conjoining other than white heterosexuality and white 

271 See Chapter One, Section One, Part One, I-Or a list of recent US and UK bisexual 
anthologies. 
272 See particularly, Kathleen Bennett 'Feminist Bisexuality: A Both/And Option for an 
Either/or World', which takes its title from a quote by Tom Robinson -'I'm simply trying to 
live a both/and life in an either/or world'. (Robinson, in Bennett 1992: 205) See also: Tmka 
1992: 103-114; Queen 1991: 17-21; Blasingame 1995: 229-234; and Dajcnya 1995: 235-236. 
273 See Chapter One, Part One, Section Two, and Figure 5. 
274 1 have critiqued the association of bisexuality with 'diversity' and multiculturalism in 
Chapter Two, Section One, Part Two, and Chaptcr Thrce, Section One, Part Three. In Sections 
Two and Three of this chapter I examine more closely the ways In which bisexual conference 
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homosexuality can flourish. Du Plessis appeals to our imaginations in the same 

vein: 'Picture a middle ground that is not static but on the move [ ... ] That is the Cý I 

space for new bisexualities that can be exorbitant, ecstatic, beside themselves' 

(lbid: 41-43) 

Part Two: The Road to San Francisco 

How did the contemporary bisexual cartography in San Francisco detailed above 

emerge? What is its history? Has bisexual community in San Francisco always Cý 
been negotiated in relation to lesbian and gay spaces? In this Part, I begin to piece 

together the history of the contemporary bisexual movement in San Francisco. 

'The 1970s' 

BiPOL, San Francisco bisexual community's political wing, was founded in 

1983, and was the primary organising group of the 1990 NBC. Bisexual writer 

Amanda Udis-Kessler suggests that until the early 1980s, the bisexual 

community had been primarily a support network, which organised social 

gatherings as a way of reducing individual bisexuals' isolation. She argues that in 

the mid- to late- 1970s, during the period of 'gay male utopianism, and lesbian 

feminist construction of community norms, bisexuals were not doing much, at 

least not in an organized way', (Ibid: 22) and includes the San Francisco 

Bisexual Center (founded in 1976) among those 'social-only' groups. 
(lbid)275 

0 Z: ) 

Udis-Kessler provides a starting-point of 1980 to the contemporary bisexual 

movement in the US: 

In 1980, the year the New York and Chicago bisexual social groups 
peaked in popularity, a lesbian activist [Ka'ahumanul in San Francisco 
went public with her relationship to a man and quietly initiated the process 
that led us to where we are today. In 1982, she ran an article in a Bay 

space is imagined through a multicultural model. Here, it is clear that heterosexuality and 
homosexuality are presumed white, and so compared to 'other' oppositions, e. g. blackjwhite. 
275 Elizabeth Reba Weise also writes that the Bisexual Center's activity was restricted to running 
4 support groups, rap groups and social functions for a large bisexual network. ' (Weise 1992a: 
x1i) 
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Area women's paper calling for bisexuals to become a political force 
within the women's movement. (Udis-Kessler 1995: 24)276 

The bisexual history Udis-Kessler traces is one with lesbian/feminism at its 

centre. 277 While I have no doubt that lesbian/feminism had, and continues to 

have, an enormous influence on the contemporary bisexual movement in the US, 

I question a historical narrative of bisexuality that rejects other possible roots as 

simply apolitical. Udis-Kessler overlooks or denies pertinent bisexual histories, 

either because they do not evidence the appropriate (feminist or lesbian and gay) 

political position, or because they are not pre-packaged and conveniently labelled 

'bisexual'. 

In contrast to Udis-Kessler, Stephen Donaldson makes the case for 

considering the Sexual Freedom League (SFL), of which he was a part from Cý 
1967, as the precursor to the contemporary bisexual movement, even though it 

did not organise under the term 'bisexual'. (Donaldson 1995) He writes: 'based 

in San Francisco but nationally organized, the Sexual Freedom League 

propagated the slogan ' "If it moves, fondle it, " [... 1 and staged some memorable 

bisexual orgies'. (Ibid: 33) As bisexual activist and writer Liz A. Highleyman 

suggests, 'members of these groups were often more closely connected to 

heterosexual "swinger" communities than to gay or lesbian communities. ' 

(Highleyman 1993: 1) Udis-Kessler may wish the situation were otherwise, but 

the SFL and the National Bisexual Liberation Group (founded in New York in 

276 Udis-Kessler suggests that: 'Post- S tonewal I lesbian and gay groups got along fine for more 
than a decade without bisexuals insisting on inclusion, and bisexuals presumably got along fine 
during that period without seeking it. ' (lbid: 18) This seems to be a rather uncritical view of the 
mechanisms of political exclusion (i. e. because bisexuals did not insist on inclusion, they must 
have 'got along fine'? ). 
277 This is certainly not an unusual approach. The second US bisexual anthology to be 

published in the 1990s was Closer to Home: Bisexuality and Feminism, (Weise 1992) and my 
own work in 'Locating Bisexual Identities: Discourses of Blscxuality and Contcmporary 
Feminist Theory' (Hemmings 1995a) accounts for bisexuality's contemporary relevance to 

sexual politics in terms of its relationship to feminism. I discuss the relationship between 
bisexuality and feminism as a source of tension in terms of the 1990 Bisexual Conference in 
Section Three, Part One ofthis chapter. 
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1972)27" are very much a part of a narrative of contemporary bisexual 

community, despite their apparent lack of feminist politics. 279 Udis-Kessler's 

bias also means that she misrepresents the history of sites that were not explicitly 

feminist. She states that: 

San Francisco, which later boasted some of the earliest political activism, 
was content at this point [in the late 1970s] to speak of the need to 
recognize and value the natural androgyny of people [... TIhe 
overwhelming theme among these early bisexual organizations was 
human freedom and potential, a clear recall of early gay liberation 
statements. (Udis-Kessler 1995: 22) 

As Highleyman points out, however, the Bisexual Center was 'from the start 

engaged in political activism', (Highleyman 1993: 1) educating on sexual health 

and forming coalitions with gay and lesbian community leaders throughout the 

1970s. (Raymond and Highleyrnan. 1995: 334)"0 
C) 

The Bisexual Center is worth a little closer scrutiny. Its founder, Maggi 

Rubenstein, describes her own difficulties 'coming out' as a bisexual in post- 

Stonewall San Francisco. 

In those days I worked with gay, lesbian, transgender and heterosexual 
people in counseling, but not bisexual and I was troubled because I felt I 
was bisexual and I couldn't find anything about my orientation except 
what Kinsey had researched and written about. All the research has been 
flawed because we [bisexuals] have been left out. (Rubenstein, in Fung 
1996: 34, parentheses in original) 

278The National Bisexual Liberation Group published what is probably the earliest bisexual 

newsletter The Bisexual Expression. (Highleyman 1993: 1) 
279 1 too have concerns about the notion of 'sexual freedom', predicated as it often seems to be 

on an assumption of availability rather than choicr- Many of my ideas concerning the politics 
of a'desirable bisexual history' (including lesbian feminism, but not including 'swingers', for 

example) have been developed in discussion with Ann Kalosk-i. 
'80 There is a very recent Bisexual Center Archive in San Francisco, which, unfortunately, I did 

not manage to gain access to. I did not know about the Bisexual Center on my first visit to San 

Francisco, and during my visit in 1997 the archive material was In the proccss of being 

catalogued and moved to the San Francisco Public Library. I am hoping to be able to use this 

archive source at a later date as a way of following up my interest in the development of 
bisexual movements in theJ960s and 1970s. 
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Rubenstein began to provide 'bisexual education' herself. As one of the founding 

members of San Francisco Sex Information (SFSI) in 1972, she insisted on a 

core bisexual component to the information and education provided. (lbid) When 

the Bisexual Center was founded in 1976 by a group of about twenty people, IM 
(Lourea, in Tucker 1995b: 49) its central focus was on bisexual issues and 

politics, but it did not attempt to split itself off from the communities it was a part 

of: 

We decided [ ... I it was going to be a bisexual center, but it wasn't going 
to limit itself to supporting bisexual rights only. It was going to support 
lesbian and gay rights, and all people's rights. There wasn't much on 
transgender issues then, so we weren't very sensitive to that in the early 
'70s, but we are much more sensitive to that now. We wanted to make 
this as far-reaching an organization as we could. We wanted the Bi 
Center to be a safe harbor for people to share without getting trashed. 
(Rubenstein, in Fung 1996: 35) 

Thus, on June 30,1977, the Bisexual Center held a press conference to speak 

out against Anita Bryant's and State Senator John Briggs' Proposition 6 which, 

if passed, would have barred homosexuals from being employed as 

schoolteachers in the California school system. "' The Bisexual Center's press 

conference 'emphasized that gay concerns were also bisexual concerns. ' 

(Hutchins and Ka'ahurnanu 1991d: 361) 

Despite such political initiatives, David Lourea 2112 
remarks that '[w ]e were 

politically unaware and naive, hoping for acceptance. "We're nonthreatening. 

We're nondemanding" '. (Lourea, in Tucker 199Sb: 49) Rubenstein summarises 

the Center's approach when she says that '[w]e were having a good time and we 

were also delighted that we were offering a service. ' (Rubenstein, in Fung 1996: 

35) The context for this political nalv&6 is a pre-HIV and AIDS San Francisco. 

'8' See footnote 249 for details of Proposition 6, or the Briggs Amendment. 
282 Lourea was an early San Francisco activist and founding member of the Bisexual Center. 
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The Bisexual Center brought together bisexual people from the group sex, t I-M 
heterosexual, lesbian and gay communities at a time of sexual exploration and 
r_ý 
fivedom: 

The late '60s and early '70s were exciting times. During the Sexual 
Freedom movement, swingers were exploring their sexuality and 
challencring the stereotypes within the context of group sex scenes. In the 
process, many people began to open up to bisexuality. If you were lying 
down blindfolded and a number of people were touching you, you 
couldn't tell whether they were male or female.... Oh! A light bulb goes 
on! Maybe there isn't a difference! (Lourea, in Tucker 1995b: 4g)283 

Lourea similarly connects the growth of interest in bisexuality to developments 

within San Francisco's SM community in the 1970s. As women made inroads 

into gay male SM scenes, so the question shifted from ' "Are you gay or 

straight? " ' to ' "Are you a top or a bottom? " ' (Ibid: 49)2" 

Despite this energy and activity, both Rubenstein and Lourea 

acknowledge that the lesbian and gay communities in San Francisco continued to 

marginalise bisexuals in the late 1970s: 'We kept giving our lifeblood, our 

energy, to gay and lesbian liberation, yet we were still being discounted. ' (Ibid: 

51) Lourea also notes that the local newspaper the Bay Area Reporter would 

frequently omit bisexual involvement in any given action or event, publishing 

letters of complaint from bisexuals under biased headings such as 'Bisfeel left 

out'. (Ibid: 51, my italiCS)285 The activists involved in the Bisexual Center were 

convinced that within a few years bisexuals would become accepted within the 

2"' Ann Kaloski makes a similar point about the 1960s in a UK context when she says: 
'Something about the time did create new spaces for all kinds of behaviour [... ] It was a Lime 
which challenged notions of gender and sexual orientation, and the relationships between bodies, 

genders and sexualities. ' (Kaloski, in Bi Academic Intervention 1997a: 0 
"" See my discussion of Pat Califia's article 'Gay Men, Lesbians, and Sex: Doing It Together', 
(Califia 1994a) in Chapter Three Section Two, Part Two. 
"" One of the main complaints ofthe organisers ofthe 1990 Bisexual Cont . erence, too, was that 
the press did not publicise the event as fully as they might have done, even where Committee 

members sent press releases or articles themselves. (SCM: June 17,1990) The Sall Frail-Cisco 
Bay Times, for example, did not print an article it had asked Ka'ahunlanu to write for them. 
(SCM: June 3,1990) 
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lesbian and cray and heterosexual communities, and that a widespread grass-roots 

bisexual movement, 'probably larger than the gay movement', (Ibid: 50) would 

flourish. Lourea notes wryly: 'That was our naivete. ' (Ibid, italics in original) 

'The 1980s' 

Despite the optimism of its founders, the San Francisco Bisexual Center closed in 

1984, shortly after BiPOL started in 1983.2" The Center's demise occurred as 

people gradually stopped using the service, its organisers eventually decided that 

the need for the Center no longer existed within the community. (Rubenstein, in tn 

Fung: 35) There are several possible explanations for the decline in the Center's 

use. Firstly, at that time, San Francisco's bisexual community base may not have 

been broad enough to support both BiPOL and the Bisexual Center. Secondly, 

members of the Center had become increasingly divided over the question of 

whether its function should be primarily social or political. These battles were 

never resolved. BiPOL was unequivocal about its political function from its 

inception, describing itself as a 'progressive, feminist, political organization', 

while it continued the Bisexual Center's dedication to supporting the sexual 

freedom 'of all people, regardless of age, gender or different abilities to explore 

and define openly their own sexual styles'. (BiPOL 1983) 

Probably the central reason for the Center's closure, however, was its 

continued emphasis on non-monogamy, group sex, and SM. Its closure in 1984 

coincided with the peak of the early HIV and AIDS pandernic in San Francisco, 

when accurate sexual health information was still scarce, and AIDS was still 

"' The Bisexual Forum ofNew York which had been running from 1975 as a social, 
educational and support group closed just prior to that in 1983: 'Because of general burnout, 

changes in life circumstances, and lack of new leadership, the last official meeting took place in 
1983. ' (Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu 1991d: 359-400) As in San Francisco , the bisexual 

movement in New York gained new energy in the mid-eighties, with the New York Area 
Bisexual Network (NYABN) and the Bisexual Political Action Committee (BIPAC) of NYABN 

in the mid- to late-1980s. 
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known as Gay Related Immuno-Deficiency (GRID). 287 The Center's borrowed 

slogan 'make love, not war' could no longer serve as a rallying cry in San 

Francisco in the early 1980s, when people were dying as a result of unsafe 

sexual practices that had not previously been considered dangerous. As Lourea 

argues, the increased 

awareness of GRID and eventually AIDS [ ... meant that wle pulled back 
from the Center. Suddenly there was something else; our energy had to 
shift into AIDS work. Because we had not nurtured and developed a 
strong group behind us, the Bi Center changed. (Lourea, in Tucker 1995: 
-54) 

The response to AIDS changed notjust the individual lives of bisexuals affected 

with the virus, but also the political map of bisexuality in relation to the rest of the 

queer community in San FranciSCO. 2" Again, Lourea: 'As horrible as it is, I think 

AIDS brought bisexuality out of the closet. ' (Ibid: 54) Not only were bisexuals 

fighting for their lives in the 1980s, they were also struggling against the 

predominant stereotype of the bisexual as transmitter of AIDS from gay male to 

heterosexual or lesbian communities. (Rubenstein, in Weise 1997: 10)289 

Although some bisexual activists from the 1970s, such as Donaldson, 

lament the shift away from an emphasis on the revolutionary power of a 

liberatory (bi)sexuality, and towards a more focused identity politics, (Donaldson 

1995: 41 )290 the majority of Bisexual Center activists channelled their energy into 
C) 

297 I. e. AIDS was considered by the medical establishment to be related to sexual identity rather 
than high risk behaviours at this time. 
'8" Alan Rockway, Cynthia Slater and David Lourea, three of the founding members of BIPOL 
have since died of AIDS - Rockway and Slater before 1990, Lourea. in 1992. (Ka'ahumanu 
1995a) 
2119 The fight against AIDS is still central to the US bisexual movement in the 1990s: 'The 

main focus of the bisexual movement has been and continues to be the visibility and liberation 

of all people. Currently and most urgently this is in our struggle against AIDS. ' (Hutchins and 
Ka'ahumanu 1991c: 222) 
290 Although Donaldson associates the emphasis on sexual revolution with the Sexual Freedom 
League, other writers before and since make similar arguments. Herbert Marcuse, for example, 
argued in 1966 sexual freedom transforms the societal/sexual repression on which capitalism is 
founded. (Marcuse 1966.: xv-xxv) Transgressive sexual behaviour (i. e. behaviour invalidated by 
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the newly-formed BiPOL and, later, the Bay Area Bisexual Network (BABN), 

founded in 1987. (Rubenstein, in Fung 1996: 35; Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu 

1991d: 363) David Lourea, for example, was one of the 1990 NBC organisers 

and a keynote speaker at the opening plenary. There are, in fact, strong 

connections between these two phases of bisexual political activism, even though 

the differences between those phases are strongly marked. The threads of 'sexual 

freedom' politics still operate in a 1990s San Francisco bisexual imaginary 

through the concern with an inclusive focus that is nevertheless politically 

directed. In a sense it is this desire for political inclusion that fuels the tensions in 

the search for a bisexual 'home, as I shall argue in Sections Two and Three of 

this chapter. If we write out 1970s bisexual history as apolitical and/or irrelevant 

to a contemporary bisexual movement, those connections may be lost, and the 

complexity of contemporary bisexual spaces over simplified. 

BiPOL was politically active around HIV and AIDS issues from the start. 

In the Summer of 1983, it organised one of the first of many AIDS 

demonstrations in San Francisco, protesting outside the Haitian embassy at the 

arrest of fifty six gay and bisexual men in an AIDS panic in Haiti. (Hutchins and 

Ka'ahumanu 1991 d: 362) AIDS awareness programs were developed that 

simultaneously critiqued the stereotyping and dangerous use of 'bisexual' in the 

existing literature, and raised the question of women as a potential risk-group. 

BiPOL never lost sight of the San Francisco bisexual movement's historical 

participation in the sexual freedom movement, however, emphasising sex- 

positivity instead of silence, shame and stigmatisation of particular identity 

normative society, including but not restricted to homosexuality) is therefore considered to be 

political activism in and of itself. Marjorie Garber adapts Marcuse in 1995 to make the case for 
bisexuality (rather than deviant sexuality more generally) as the repressed force on which Society 
is built. See Chapter Three, Section One, Part Three for a discussion of Garber's belief that 
'Bisexuality is that upon the repression of which society depends for its laws, codes, boundaries, 

social organization - everything that defines "civilization" as we k-now it. ' (Garber 1995: 206) 
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groups, at a time when this was not a widely-favoured perspective. (Hutchins 

and Ka'ahumanu 1991d: 362) BiPOL activists shared bisexual-specific 

HIV/AlDS information at conferences, on committees, and at public gay cruising 

sites such as bathhouses and parks. BiPOL members contributed to the activism 

that defeated Proposition 102 in California, which would have made it mandatory 
for HIV+ people to report this information to the state authorities. (Stryker and 
Van Buskirk 1996: 112)"9' 

In 1985 BiPOL organised the first bisexual contingent to take part in the 

Lesbian and Gay Freedom Parade (Figure 48). This first attempt to carve out a 

separate bisexual space within the march was highly successful. Hutchins was 

dressed as Janis Joplin, with a sign displaying Joplin's famous quote: ' "Don't 

compromise yourself, it's all you've got! " ' (Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu 1991b: 

xv) Other members of the contingent carried signs such as 'Bi Cuspids, Bi 

Focals, Bi All Means. Lani [Ka'ahumanul was Bi and Large. ' (lbid)292 The 

energy of that event is typified by the humour with which anti-bisexual feeling 

from onlookers of the march was handled: 'We held up wooden BiPhobia 

Shields to the sidewalk crowds whenever they booed us for being bold enough to t! ) 

proclaim ourselves bi in a gay crowd. ' (Ibid) 

BiPOL's high profile in the mid- to late 1980s resulted in rapid growth of 

the San Francisco bisexual community. By 1989 there was enough support to 

allow several different bisexual groups to flourish in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
Z: ) 

including (in addition to BiPOL) the umbrella group BABN, BiFriendly (a 
tn 

regular social group meeting in restaurants and caf6s in San Francisco), and Z: ) tn 

'9' Proposition 102 was sponsored by US Representative William Dannemyer in 1988. 
292 Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu first met at this event, where Ka'ahumanu placed the seed of the 
first US bisexual anthology Bi Atq Other Name: Bisexual People Speak Out (Hutchins and 
Ka'ahumanu 1991) in Hutchins' mind. (Hutchins and Ka'ahumanul991b: Xv-XvI) 
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Figure 48. The Bisexual Contingent at the 1985 San Francisco Freedom Day 
Lý C) Parade. (Stryker and Buskirk 1996: 109, date error in original) I 

I 
a. - 
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several university campus bisexual groups in the Bay Area. 293 The political 

growth of the San Francisco bisexual community in the 1980s in response to the 

AIDS pandemic means it sees itself as politically and socially allied to the city's 

lesbian and gay communities, whose population has also been decimated by the 

virus. The San Francisco bisexual community has very little contact with white 

heterosexual community. Rubenstein reasons that: 'Sometimes it has been easier 

and more comfortable to hang out with the gay and lesbian community and push 

for out rights there than to buck the mainstream. ' (Rubenstein, in Weise 1997: 

10) 

Despite this queer emphasis, however, gay and lesbian communities in 

San Francisco have not fully recognised the bisexual community's contribution to 

and investment in queer culture and politics. Susan Stryker and Jim Van Buskirk 

argue that it is only 

in the late 1980s, with the organization of the Bay Area Bisexual Network 
(BABN) and BiPol, [sic] a political action committee, [that] the issue of 
bisexuality gainfed] widespread visibility in the 'monosexual' queer 
community. (Stryker and Buskirk 1996: 106-7) 

Although bisexual visibility has increased in queer communities in the late 1980s, 

I would not say that it is 'widespread'. Despite bisexuals' high profile role in 

fighting ignorance about HIV and AIDS in San Francisco, and the ever-mounting 

death toll of bisexuals, gay and lesbian activists frequently fail to acknowledge 

the extent of bisexual investment in this struggle. On January 31,1989, for 

example, ACT UP San Francisco organised a roadblock of the Golden Gate 

Bridge in protest at the apathy towards and violence against HIV+ people and 

People With Aids, handing out these flyers to car drivers: 

293BABN and BiFnendly were involved in the organisation of the 1990 conference, which \vas 
spearheaded by BiPOL. All three groups are still running at the time of \N'nL, ng (April 1998)- 
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We are gay men and lesbians who see our community being devastated 
by the AIDS epidemic. We are straight and bisexual people who are 
involved in the fiaht auainst AIDS. (reproduced in Stryker and Van Cý r> Buskirk 1996: 114) 

What is notable about the language in this flyer is its alignment of straight and 0 tD 
bisexual people as allies 'involved in the fight against AIDS. There is no 

acknowledgement that bisexuals 'see [their] community being devastated by the 

AIDS epidemic' too. This elision of bisexuals indicates either a lack of belief that 

there is such a thing as bisexual community, and/or a refusal to acknowledge the 

extent of the effects of AIDS on bisexuals. Stryker and Buskirk's work in Gay 

bv the Bay also reflects a characteristic lack of familiarity with bisexual issues. 

They include just one and a half pages on bisexual involvement in San 
t: ) 

Francisco's lesbian and gay communities, failing to document bisexual 

involvement in AIDS work or the 1990 NBC. (lbid)294 Bisexual invisibility 

within queer communities is thus compounded by scarce and often inaccurate 

information. 

'Bisexual Landmarks' 

The seeds of the 1990 NBC were not just sown in San Francisco. Bisexual 

groups and organising were increasing on the East Coast of the US during the 

IggOS too. 295 BBWN was founded in 1982 by eight women, and has moved C) 

294 Stryker and Van Buskirk's ignorance Is evidenced by their dating of the Inception of BiPol 
[sic] as 'the late 1980s', (lbid) rather than 1993. The general lack of bisexual history in this 
book may be due to the fact that Stryker and Van Buskirk's primary research was conducted at 
the GLHSNC. See footnote 244 for details of my own difficulty researching bisexuality here. 
29-5 The growth of bisexual groups in the US is not restricted to either coast, of course. Weise 

writes that '[slince the early 1980s, other bi groups, both women's and men's, have emerged 
across the country. Some of the strongest are in Seattle, Los Angeles, Washington D. C., 
Philadelphia, Santa Cruz and Chicago. ' (Weise 1992a: xiii) The Seattle Bisexual Women's 
Network (SBWN), founded in 1986, was particularly involved in establishing the NBN- 
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from strength to strength. 
296 By 1987, BBWN had over fifty members, an zn Z! 5 

autonomous newsletter (Bi Women) '297 and a mailing list of almost a thousand 

women in US, Canada and Europe. (Weise et al 1987: 10)29" The East Coast 

Bisexual Network (ECBN), a regional umbrella group, was founded in 1985 to 

facilitate communication between various East Coast bisexual groups and 
individuals, and began holding a regular regional conference. In May 1987, 

ECBN hosted its fourth 'Conference on Bisexuality' in New York City, where 

Rubenstein gave the keynote address, (Ibid) and which attracted over one 

hundred and fifty people from fifteen states. (Ibid) During that conference, the 

need for a National Bisexual Network was established, and plans were made for 

ECBN to sponsor a National Bisexual Contingent to the 1987 March on 

Washington for Gay and Lesbian Rights. ('Call to Bisexuals' 1987; Hutchins 

and Ka'ahumanu 1991d: 365) 

As the largest group in the area, BBWN organised this National Bisexual 

Contingent. Viewing the contingent as an opportunity to organise bisexuals 

nationally, BBV*IN constructed the event as the starting point for a national 

bisexual movement. Before the 1987 March on Washington, BBWN distributed 

a flyer, 'Call to Bisexuals', the last lines of which read: 

Witness the birth of a national bisexual movement in Washington on 
October I 11hl Whatever the size of the Bisexual Contingent, it will be a 
proud contingent. You can count on it. We'll be waiting for you. (BBWN 
1987) 

During and after the March, BBWN handed out copies of the flyer, 'Are We 

Ready for a National Bisexual NetworkT, (BBVvIN 1987a; Figure 49) which had 

296 Weise writes that'BBWN had its beginnings in 1982 at a lesbian discussion group the night 
it tackled the issue of bisexuality. Some of the women who attended that discussion went on to 

start a bi women's support group the BiVocals, and then BBWN. ' (Weise 1992a: xiii) 
29' Bi Women is still published regularly today (April 1998). 
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BiPOL San Francisco's P. O. Box number on it. Recipients of the flyer were 

encouraged to detach and return the bottom section of the flyer to BiPOL, state 
their opinion about the feasibility of a National Bisexual Network, and commit 
themselves to some form of participation. 299 

In an article for G6zy Community News, one of the organisers of the 

National Bisexual Contingent, Liz Nania, writes retrospectively of the event as: 

surely one of the finest moments in bisexual history. Gutsy bisexuals 
[converged] from about twenty state, women and men with the courage 
and conviction to affirm their identity before more than half a million 
lesbians, gays, and gay-rights advocates. (Nania 1987: 5)... 

Nania continues: 'Sunday morning marked the beginning of the first ever 

gathering of bisexual women and men from all over the country'. (Ibid) In fact, 

the ECBN Conference on Bisexuality in May held in New York City had also 

been a gathering of bisexuals from all over the country. Nania's claim is probably 

less an example of historical amnesia than it is the manifestation of her own (and 

a shared) desire for the National Bisexual Contingent on October I I" in 

Washington DC to be particularly significant, and to lead to a cohesive National 

Bisexual Network. Nania continues: 

Although the March weekend couldn't have been more beautiful and 
empowering, the important question remains: How do we use this 
experience? [... F]or you bisexuals out there, read your local gay papers 
and watch for the new and expanded gay and lesbian projects that the 
March generated and take part as an OUT bisexual. Participate in the 
formation of the new National Bisexual Network. (lbid) 

'99 BBWN had decided that BiPOL was the only national bisexual group large enough and 
established enough to co-ordinate a natIon-wide response to the flyer. 
300 1t is, of course, highly appropriate that this event - widely viewed as the beginning of the 
formation of the NBN - takes place within the context of lesbian and gay community and 
activism, setting the tone for the queer focus of national and regional bisexual politics in the 
late 1980s and the 1990s. 
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Lucy Friedland similarly marks the importance of the National Bisexual 

Contingent in the 1987 March on Washington in a letter written for Sojourner zIn ;z 
almost a year later: 

You may ask'What's so hugely important about 100 bisexuals? "" z! ) [ ... I sense that in order for these 100 people to participate meaningfully in the 
March they had to march in a bisexual contingent [ ... ] In the continuing 'march' towards gay liberation, bis cannot be left behind. We cannot leave bi liberation in the hands of gay liberationists. (Friedland 1988: 3, 
italics in original) 

The 1987 National Bisexual Contingent is consistently marked as a turning point 

in bisexual history. This key bisexual space is formed within lesbian and gay 

territory, but also functions as a sign of a future, separate bisexual space. '02 The 

event emerges as a pivotal moment in the early formation of a contemporary US 

bisexual imaginary. 

Within four months of the October 1987 March on Washington, BiPOL 

had received over one hundred and fifty responses to the 'Are You Ready for a 

National Bisexual Network? ' flyer, and more than $500 towards costs. 

(Hutchins and Ka'ahurnanu 1991d: 366; Ka'ahumanu 1995a)303 The feedback 

from the flyer was overwhelmingly in favour of establishing a National Bisexual 

Network, and by February 18,1988 Ka'ahumanu and Autumn Courtney 304 were 

able to distribute a national mailing: 

301 Clyde Dillard of Bi-Ways, Washington DC, sets the number at fewer than 50. (Dillard 1987: 
2) 
3"' The Bisexual Contingent at the 1987 March on Washington was also personally significant 
for individual bisexuals. Matthew le Grant talks of 'marchfing] proudly with the NATIONAL 
BISEXUAL NETWORK contingent' (le Grant 1991: 209) and relates this to what he sees as 
'the last major step in my own personal coming out process. ' (Ibid: 208) 
303 The bisexual group from Washington DC, Bi-Ways, also sent a nine-page 'Mani festo', with 

a postscript suggesting possible logos for the Network. 
304 Autumn Courtney was one of the main organisers: of both the NBN and the 1990 
Conference, and a member of BiPOL. 
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Dear Nascent National Bisexual Networkers: 

Yes we are ready! Yes we will go for it. Yes, from one low key flyer you responded from all over the USA. Yes, we're making history [ ... I It's 
time to COME OUT as a movement! (Ka'ahumanu and Courtney 
1988)305 

The mailing asked networkers, to prioritise the aims of the Network, and included 

the first written mention of the 1990 NBC: 'Would it be possible to attend a 

conference in June, 1990 during Lesbian/Gay Pride Week and march as a 

contingent in the Parade? Who would seriously think about attending? ' (Ibid) The 

most sustained responses to Ka'ahumanu and Courtney's questionnaire came 

from groups in Boston, Seattle, Washington DC, and North Carolina. 

(Ka'ahumanu, Courtney and Weise... 1988)307 Individual enthusiasm proved 

difficult to maintain, however, and decisions about the structure of the Network 

were repeatedly postponed. Eventually, 'nascent-network' members were 

advised that: 'The North American Bisexual Network In-Fon-nation will 

(hopefully) hammer out the final statement of purpose and by-laws at the ( 1990 

International Bisexual Clonference" to form a fully fledged organization. ' 

(Ka'ahumanu, Courtney and Weise 1988a) There were two subsequent national 

mailings to the Network members prior to the Conference. The first, sent in April 

1989, functioned primarily as a vehicle to distribute the Call for Workshops and 

Performers for the Conference, and to reinforce the decision that: 'This is where 

the NABN [North American Bisexual Network] will give birth to itself. ' 

3" This mailing included selected responses to the original flyer, a summary of organisational 
suggestions (e. g. establishing a newsletter, steering committee and yearly conference, and 
continuing to work within national gay and lesbian organisations), and a list of purposes (e. g. 
networking, creation of national statement of purpose, dissemination of information, and 
combining resources). (lbid) This mailing is reproduced in Appendix 11. 
'06By the second mailing in June 1988, Weise (from SBWN) had joined Ka'ahumanu and 
Courtney as co-ordinators of the 'Nascent North American Bisexual Network-in-formation'. 
(Ibid) 
307 See Appendix 11 for these groups' proposals Nvith respect to the formation of the National 
Network. 
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(Ka'ahmunu and Courtney 1989) The second, sent in October 1989, was a 

proposal for the structure of NABN from the 'North American Bisexual Network 

working group of the 1990 San Francisco Conference on Bisexuality 

Committee'. -109 The 1990 NBC, then, was explicitly conce'ved of as a space to 

mark the inception of the national bisexual movement. 

30" This title was later amended to the 1990 National Bisexual Conference, given that its 

organising was entirely US-based. 
'09 This committee was comprised of Weise, Andrew Murray and Lisa Moore of SBWN and 
BiPOL. See Appendix 11 for the text of this proposal. 
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Section Two: Bisexual Stonewallin. (.: Y: the 1990 National Bisexual Conference Space 

The 1990 NBC itself was simply titled 'Celebrate! ' (. BiPOL 1990)"o It began on C, 
Wednesday evening with an opening reception at the Mission High School, and t: ) :M 
ended on Saturday evening with a closing ritual, following the report on the 

'Official Formation of the National Bisexual Network' that afternoon. There was 

a social event each evening of the Conference: Thursday, 'An Evening 

Celebrating Bisexuality: The Third Path'; Friday, 'Clean and Sober Get 

Acquainted Social', in honour of the Bisexual People of Color Caucus; and 
Saturday, to end the Conference, the 'Free Clean and Sober Dance'. Every 

lunchtime delegates could participate in the NBN Committee meetings, the 'open 

mic' performances, or a bisexual 12-step meetincr. "' The three-day program 

included six general assemblies and six workshop spaces. Workshops were 

grouped into eleven tracks - People of Color, Feminist, Androgyny and Gender, 

Writing/Publishing, Sexuality, Relationships, Therapy, AIDS, Spirituality, 

Political, and Coming Out - with the number of workshops varying from two in 

the Spirituality track, to thirteen in the AIDS track? 12 In total four hundred and 

thirty nine delegates attended the conference over the three dayS. 313 compared to 

"0 All details of the conference in this paragraph are taken from BiPOL's Conference Brochure. 
There are no page numbers in this text. 
"' 12-step programs were made famous in the US by Alcoholics Anonymous, but there is now 
a 12-step group for almost any addiction or difficulty. They are self-help groups that invoke the 
notion of a 'spirit' to guide you through the 12-steps to 'recovery. See Chapter Two, Section 
One for a discussion of sobriety and queer community in the 1980s and 1990s in the 
Northampton context. 
31 'The emphasis on bisexuality and AIDS at the Conference highlights the influence of its San 
Francisco location. Ka'ahumanu remarks that when she went to a bisexual conference in Boston 
in 1989 and spoke about AIDS 'nobody in the Boston area had had anyone they knew die of 
AIDS. By that time in '89,1 had stopped counting [... lIn San Francisco [ 

... 
j sorne of our 

leadership had died of AIDS already'. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 10) The 1990 National Bisexual 
Conference coincided with the 1990 International AIDS Conference also being held in San 
Francisco. (GLHSNC General Files, 1990) The centrality of AIDS was also marked by the 
presence on the main stage of the auditorium ofthree panels from the AIDS Memorial Quilt 
commemorating members of the bisexual community who had died of AIDS. (BiPOL 1990, 
SCM: January 21,1990) 
"' 66.3% of attendees were from California, 71.5% of which were from the San Francisco Bay 
Area (which includes San Francisco, Berkeley, Oakland and San Jose); 7.7% were froin 
Massachusetts (mostly Boston); 4.3% from New York; 3.9% from Washington State (mostly 
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Figure 50. Advertisement for the 1990 [Bi I/Lesbialn/GayFreedom Day Parade and Celebration, San Francisco, Sunday 24" June. (BIPOL 1990) 

"7-8-9-10. We Love 
Wo en, We Love Men! " 

1990(BI)/LESBIAN/GAY FREEDOM DAY PARADE & 
CELEBRATION 

"The Future Is Ours" 

The largest gay pride parade featuring the largest Bi marching 
contingent in the world begins at I 1: 00am at Spear & Market 

Streets and ends at the Civic Center. 
Check the Conference Information Board for 

Bi Marching Contingent Information. 

This will be a BistOric event! Let's all march together and pro- 
claim our diversity, our strength, our numbers, our PRIDE! 

A Motorized Cable Car will be available. 

"Come On Now,, Let's Hear You Shout 
Bisexuals Come On Out! " 

Seattle); and 4.1% from overseas (Australia, Canada, England and Scotland), 55.57( of'which 
wcrc from England and Scotland. (Finance and Logistics Committee 1989-1990) 
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the pre-Conference estimate of one hundred and twenty five delegates. 
tn 

(Ka'ahumanu 1995: 2) 

In keeping with the positioning of the 1990 Conference as the pivotal 

event in the creation and consolidation of bisexual community and identity, the 

San Francisco Board of Supervisors officially proclaimed June 23,1990 

'Bisexual Pride Day in San Francisco'. (Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu 1991d: 366; 

McPherson 1990) The Bisexual Contingent for the '1990 [Bil/Lesbian/Gay 

Freedom Day Parade and Celebration' (BiPOL 1990, parentheses in original) 

was marked in advance as historic in its advertisement in the Bisexual Conference 

Brochure (Figure 50): 

The largest gay pride parade featuring the largest Bi marching contingent 
in the world begins at I 1: 00arn at Spear and Market Streets and ends at 
the Civic Center [ ... I This will be a Bistoric event! Let's all march 
together and proclaim our diversity, our strength, 314 our numbers, our 
PRIDE! (lbid)315 

The significance of the 1990 Conference for a linear narrative of bisexual history 

is also emphasised throughout the Conference Brochure whose opening 

4 welcome' paragraph reads: 

Just as Stonewall marked the crystalization of the gay and lesbian 
liberation movement. ) so does this Conference mark the beginning of the 
coalescing of our bisexual community. This is an historic occasion which 
will shape the growth of bisexuals across the nation. We are here to 
celebrate our strength as a community and as a people. Through 
discovering the diversity and the talents of each other, we can realize our 

314 This conjunction of 'diversity' and 'strength' pre-empts the alternative theme of the 1991 

Pride March theme in Northampton: 'Unity is Our Power, Diversity Our Strength'. See Chapter 

Two, Section One, Part One. 
"s Before the occurrence of either the Conference or the March, the fon-ner is already being 

%vritten about as precipitating the 'largest 131 marching contingent in the world' at the latter. The 

bisexual contingent at the Parade was, indeed, the largest ever, with one estimate that there were 

two hundred and fifty participants, (Christina 1990: 8) and another that there were over three 

hundred. (Highleyman 1990: 4) 
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true power. It is through the National Bisexual Network that we can be 0 connected to our history and our community. (BiPOL 1990)316 

Once again, bisexual history is placed in relation to a lesbian and gay context - 
the Stonewall Riots of 1969 in New York CitY317 - and simultaneously detached 

from that history. Bisexuals now have their own founding moment in the 1990 

National Bisexual Conference. One major difference between the two events 

paralleled here, of course, is that the Stonewall Riots were a local (and then 

national) reaction to homophobic violence, whereas the 1990 NBC is a pre- 

planned event emphasising unity and celebration with (as far as I know) no 

casualties. Unlike other identity movements of this century - the Suffrage 

Movement, the Black Civil Right Movement, and the Lesbian and Gay 

Movement, to name but three - this founding moment in bisexual history is not 

born from a mass public response to violence and oppression, but from a 

conscious desire for unity, for a community and movement to give the term 

'bisexual' contemporary political meaning. 

This vision of bisexual unity could also be seen in terms of a later 

twentieth century understanding of bisexual marketability. As Donaldson notes, 

the solidification of bisexual identity could be seen as 'an attempt to create an 

exploitable bisexual market along the lines of the rapidly growing gay and lesbian 

markets, and even to seduce consumers away from them. ' (Donaldson 1995: 42) 

316 The local press response to the Conference endorses this parallel. Sarah Murray writes in the 
San Francisco Sentinel that 'more than 400 bisexuals from as far away as Boston and Great 
Britain converged on Mission High School to see what a bisexual movement might look like'. 
(Murray 1990: 13) In an article aptly titled 'Conference Marks Bisexuals' Stonewall', Carol 
Queen is cited as saying: 'We're thinking of this as our Stonewall 20 years later', (Queen, in 
McPherson 1990: 22) and Greta Christina confirms that '[r]eferences to Stonewall were 
commonplace' (Christina 1990: 8) throughout the Conference. 
317 it is important to note, however, that 'Stonewall' as the founding moment of gay culture is a 
contested event within lesbian and gay history. George Chauncey, for example, has beautifully 
documented New York's vibrant and visible homosexual community in the early twentieth 
century, in Gay New York, (Chauncey 1994) and Warren Blumenfeld and Diane7Raymond write 
that 'at least one hundred years prior to the Stonewall Riots there was a healthy, homosexual 

nghts movement'. (Blumenfeld and Raymond 1993: 276) 
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In these ten-ns, the 1990 NBC could be seen as the promotion of bisexual culture 

and products (from safer sex to T-shirts) as well as the creation of the 

contemporary bisexual consumer who will buy such products. "' The Bisexual 

Conference Committee certainly understand the power of self-publicity. The 

Conference was professionally filmed for a two-hour video, (SCM: June 3, 

1990) and many of the conference workshops were audio-taped; the Conference 

was bound to be a saleable historical memory rý- .3 
'9 This marketing of bisexuality is 

one possible context from within which to read any discussion of bisexual 

inclusion and exclusion in the Conference space. 

Part One: Bisexual Differences 

As well as providing a historic bisexual landmark, the 1990 Conference 

Committee sought to create a sense of 'home' for the four hundred plus delegates 

in attendance. Marking the Conference experience as having been one of safe Z: ) 

refuge from a biphobic outside world, Ka'ahumanu exclaims at the final 

assembly: ' "Standing here today, I feel like I've clicked my heels three times and 

come home. " ' (Ka'ahumanu, in Christina 1990: 48) The Conference was the 

first time some delegates had met another bisexual person, let alone several 

hundred. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 11) The emotional connections among delegates 

were heartfelt, and the 'hidden stories, the secret stories, the untold stories of our 

community' (Hutchins, in Murray 1990: 13) formed the 'constant backdrop' 

(lbid) to the Conference. Throughout the three days regular emphasis is placed V: I 

318 See the 'Editors' Roundtable' in The Bisexual hnaginary for a brief discussion of this aspect 
of UK and US bisexual culture. (Bi Academic Intervention 1997a: 205) 
"' Of course, the advertising strategies of the Committee mean that the Conference is 
effectively easier to research than any other. I am only too aware ofiny own gains as a 
researcher as a result of these strategies. 
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on the relationship among the larger bisexual community (both present and in t:, tý 
process), regional groups, and individual bisexualS. 320 tn C5 

The opening plenary session of the Conference was planned as a way of 
dramatising this individual-community relationship. People on stage and in the I.. 

audience were primed to stand up and say their name, and two things about 

themselves: for example, 'I'm Lani Ka'ahumanu; I'm a lesbian-identified 

bisexual; and I'm a parent'. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 12) The process was then 

opened up to the audience. 

And so then there was all of a sudden people standing up on stage, all 
different kinds of bisexuals, it was mind-boggling So people started 
coming forward and saying, 'I'm blah-blah, and I'm from a small town 
in Ireland, I'm a school teacher and I'm a bisexual too. ' It was [ ... I so 
moving, because people were from all over, people couldn't stop 
cheering and screaming. (Ibid) 

The desired sense of bisexual home is, thus, achieved by an appeal to and 

emphasis on diversity within the bisexual community. The Conference space is 

planned as one in which any and every bisexual can see herself represented and 

catered for. A draft of the Conference Statement of Purpose opens with these 

words: 

This conference will bring together bisexuals of all colors, classes, ages, 
abilities Iffletc. who are community organizers, scholars, artists, regular 
folks to share our experience, theories, strategies, skills, artistic 
expression and our history. (Conference Statement of Purpose n. d., text 
as in original) 

The Conference Committee demonstrated their commitment to this ideal of an 

inclusive bisexual home through a number of important practical measures. 

Conference Committee members attended disability/access awareness training 

320 Thus, the general assembly meetings that took place twice a day alternated between providing 
a space for individual testimony, local group histories and discussions of a larger bisexual 

L- IIIII 
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before the Conference, (Ibid: 7, SCM: June 5,1989)32 ' and Conference 

presenters were 'strongly encouraged' to make their workshops as 'inclusionary' C) 
as possible. (SCM: January 21,1990) The People of Color Caucus was planned 

in November 1989, (SCM: November 19,1989) and met several times before the 

actual Conference. (SCM: March 3,1990, March 18,1990, April 22,1990) 

American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters were booked for hearing-impaired zlý t: p C5 

individuals and for the plenary assemblies, and Conference signs were printed Zn 
large and bold for partial ly- sighted delegates. Advertising was in English and r5 C) Zýý ZID C, 

Spanish. Childeare arrangements at the Conference were prepared well in 

advance, with a budget of $1000 set aside for this purpose. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 

6) Registration was on a sliding scale, and waived for those attending from 

overseas. (Ibid) 

At the Conference itself organisers attempted to make the spaces as open 

as possible. Delegates were asked not to use scented products to protect those 

with Environmental Illness (EI), and most of the social spaces were alcohol and 

smoke-free zones. (BiPOL 1990) Wheelchair access to the Conference site itself 

was limited, however, with only one lift; most of the sessions took place on the 

second floor. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 8) As well as the People of Color Caucus, a 

Special Needs Caucus met during the Conference and a 'Special Needs' page 

was included in the Conference Brochure, drawing delegates attention to each eý 

other's needs and to the 'shape' of the Conference space (Figure 51). 

Ka'ahumanu makes the salient point that whatever the des, gns of the Conference 

organisers, many delegates with special needs discovered that their requirements 

were not being respected. (Ibid: 9) The Conference Committee's extended efforts t: ) 

movement. (BiPOL 1990) 
32'Ka'ahumanu relates how the sight-impaired leader of the Committee training on disabilitv 

I 
awareness could not find the training room because the w'nting on a note that had been left Iffor 
her with instructions was too small. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 7) Although this kvas a painful (and 

CII 
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to make the 1990 Conference space accessible in a variety of ways are laudable, 

however, and most participants acknowledge this in the Conference evaluation 

sheets. (NBC Evaluation Sheets 1990) 

This practical attention to bisexual differences at the 1990 Conference is 

secured by a rhetorical, ideological thread of the notion of unity running through 

the plenary speeches, published materials and Conference 'vision'. Naomi 

Tucker opens the Conference with herjubilant declaration: 'This is the bisexual 

harmonic convergence! ' (BiPOL 1990a: tape 1) Ka'ahumanu argues that an 

overarching notion of 'bisexual home' needs to be created at the Conference, so 

that delegates can return to their various geographical homes with a strong sense 

of their own position within a larger bisexual movement. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 11) 

The sense of Conference unity was envisioned as a mechanism to generate 

sufficient energy within individuals and regional groups for the conception of 

other regional bisexual spaces: 

we wanted to get across to people, and talked about this from the stage 
quite a bit, that we recognize that you're going to have to go 
home, and you're going to crash. We're going to crash [... W]e talked a 
lot about the early days when it was only six of us or seven of us [in 
San Francisco] doing these wild things [... ] making the community look 
very big, even though it wasn't. And we talked a lot about that 
emphasizing the organizing. (Ibid) 

The tone in the conference workshops was, similarly, of a bisexual group unity 

formed through its internal diversity. At his session, 'Bisexuals as an Ethnic 

Minority', (Gutierrez 1990) Fernando Gutierrez makes a case for viewing 

bisexuals as having a distinct history, and stresses that we need to 'create [our] 

own sense of sameness and continuity as bisexuals', to 'create culture for 

ourselves in the here and now. ' (Gutierrez 1990: tape 1)322 And at his workshop, 

embarrassing) lesson to learn, Ka'ahumanu also notes that the incident illustrated to skeptical 
Committee members the importance of disability access and awareness. (Ibid) 
12' Gutierrez also confirms the status of the Conference as a historical landmark suggesting that 
bisexuals 'are making history F ... ] by participating in this Conference'. Obid) 
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Figure 51. 'Special Needs' page of the 1990 National Bisexual Conference Brochure. (BiPOL 1990) 

The 1990 National Bisexual Conference Organizers are cornmitted to making this Conference as accessible as 
possible for every person who wants to attend, including many who have historically been excluded from signifi- 
cant events in our cornmunity. 

For those with special needs. the Conference is providing valet parking-, large-print site maps. ASL (CSC) 
interpreters: refrigeration for medications and special diets: rest areas: first aid; an accessible message board, 
wheelchair accessibility for the Conference and all Conference sponsored events; smoke-free Conference site and 
scent-free areas; evironmentally -safe"bathrooms and environmentally"safe"soaps in all bathrooms. Please note: 
'Safe' is only a relative term in the world of environmental sensitivities, hence the quotation marksl 

Special Needs Services & Where To Locate Them 

Special Needs ( AIDS/ARC/PWA. Blind/Sight im- 
paired, Deaf/Hearing Impaired: Environmental M- 
ness; Mobility) Registration Table (front lobby) 

Wheelchair Accessible entrance. ramps and bath- 
rooms throughout (see map, rns ked with signs) 

Large Print Message Board (Front Lobby) 

Large Print Maps & Programs (Special Needs Regis- 
tration Table) 

SPECIAL NOTES: 

Because Mission High is an old buJlding, we can't make 
it 1000/6 safe for every person who has El, but each of us 
can help make it possible for MANY people with El to 
attend this Conference by mahing our bodies and 
clothing EI "safe. ' 

We request that before coming. NO ONE USE any 
scented products such as scented deodorant, soap. 
shampoo, oils ("natural" or otherwise), lotions, per- 
fumes, dryer fabric sheets or any other scented prod- 
ucts. 

During the Conference, please refrain fi-om chewing 
gum or candy and wear clothing that has been washed 
since exposure to pets. 

There will be separate auditorium seating for people 
with El. and they have the option of wearing lavenclar 
armbands so that they are identifiable to people who are 
not El safe. 

ASL Interpreters (Special Needs Registration Table) NO SMOKING 

Special Needs Seating (Auditorium, Classrooms) Many people with El suffer prolonged, severe reactions 
to smoke which clings to clothing and hair. Therefore. 

El & WA Access Bathrooms (2nd floor, follow the we ask smokers to refrain from smoking to the extent 

signs) that you can and no smoking on Mission Mgh School 

grounds. 
Special Needs Resting Space (Room #225: includes 
refrigerator for medications or special diets) 

Personal Assistance at Elevator 

Some wheelchairs available at elevator exits 

Volunteer Psychotheraposts on Call (First Aid Room 
& Info Central in front lobby) 

Valet parking of your vehicle. Differently Abled 
parking set aside behind the high school 
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'Labels: Can't Live With Them, Can't Live Without Them', Michael Beer 

proposes that: 

Either we can take the established route of creatingjust another ghetto [ ... ] Or we can take a leap and cast a very wide net. We can try to be as diverse as possible and almost try to come up with a synonym for the 
word 'sexual'. We can make this really be a movement not only about 
sexual liberation, but about ending lookism, racism, sexism, ageism, That's my dream. That's my utopia. (Beer, in Murray 1990: 13) 

The bisexual movement is presented here as a panacea not only for sexual 

oppression, but also for any number of other social and political ills. Bisexuality 

is everywhere presented as having the potential to heal the splits caused by IM 

sexual, gender, racial, age and class differences, both within the world and eý 

within the (bisexual) self. A typical comment by one workshop participant sums 

this perspective up: 'I will be who I will be. ' (Anon, in Hutchins 1990) The 

participant uses what I call the 'future utopic grammar' of the bisexual self and 

community produced at the 1990 NBC. This grammar constructs a bisexual 

home of possibility, of fantastic architect's blueprints that defy the laws of 

structure and gravity. I want to argue that this is a bisexual home that could never 

be built. 

Part Two: Bisexual Differentiation 

Not everyone is convinced by this call for a unified celebration of differences in 

the name of bisexual diversity, however. Greta Christina 323 comments that by the 

end of the conference she was frustrated with 'the lack of clarity over long-term tý 

goals [... and the] vagueness of vision'. (Christina 1990: 48) She continues by 

criticisingthe 

"3 1 mention bisexual writer and activist Greta Christina in Chapter Two, Section Two, Part 
One, in relation to lesbian sexual practices and 'The Northampton Controversy I- 
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tendency for a number of workshops to be somewhat simplistic and imprecise, as well as [ ... I the speeches, several of which were cliched, loncy-winded, and self-Indul crent. The judgement may seem harsh, but the C> ZD Cý power and excitement of a newly conscious sexual minority in its 
embryonic stage is much too valuable to be diluted by the atmosphere of C5 an awards ceremony. (Ibid) 

It seems to me that this 'awards ceremony' atmosphere is not, as Christina 

argues what holds the 'newly conscious' bisexual movement back, but what 

effectively creates it. AlthouOh the Conference Committee are adept at identifying rD 

and emphasising differences among bisexuals, and within the term 'bisexual', Cý 
differentiating bisexual identity, community and space from 'others' proves far C1 

more problematic. The rhetorical invocation of differences is not located within a 

demarcated bisexual space or set of boundaries other than those the Conference 

provides. The 'awards ceremony' atmosphere., then, is precisely what locates this 

bisexual space. The enthusiastic assertion of unity is the thread connecting the C) 
Conference space of bisexual difference, without which there would be no 

6 newly conscious sexual minority' at all. 

This reluctance on the part of the Conference orgranisers and delegates to 

position bisexual space in relation to other identities, communities and spaces is 

demonstrated particularly in the ambivalence with regard to bisexuality's 

relationship to lesbian and gay communities and identities. For some Conference 

participants bisexuals are an inseparable part of lesbian, cray or queer 

communities: Queen, for example, remarks that bisexuals' 6 same sex connections 

are very powerful and precious [ ... T]hat's what makes us bisexual instead of 

heterosexual. We're not heterosexual people', (Queen, in McPherson 1990: 22) 

and Courtney emphasi ses that '[w ]hether or not they are a part of our 

community, we are a part of theirs. We have always been a part of the lesbian 

gay community and we will always be there. ' (Courtney, in Christina 1990: 8) 

Lourea also argues in favour of viewing bisexuals as both '[alpart and separate' 
zn Cý 
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Figure 52. Rachel Kaplan and Keith Hennessy (1990) L- Bi Artists' Manifesto', in BiPOL (1990) Celebt-ate. 

A 

THIS IS EDUCATIONAL. WE ARE BISEXUAL PERFORMANCE ARTISTS. WE WANT 
YOU TO KNOW THAT WE EXIST. We are post-Stonewall, post-femlnlst b1sexu- 
ais, performing in the continuum of art/sex/activists that Is HUNDREDS, If not 
THOUSANDS, of years old, We want the Bisexual story to be added to the 

TRUTH cis It Is known. We are not 100% pure grade anythIng. We want to be 
acknowledged as ALLIES to the GAY and LESBIAN communities and as 

MEMBERS of a larger community of SEX RADICALS In pursuit of PLEASURE. 
Rather than Identifying as homo or hetero, bisexuals find themselves In an 

essential state of FLUIDITY and NON-IDENTITY, a third path. This Is a process of 
SURRENDER and SURVIVAL In a world seeking to constrict, contain and 

control our DESIRES. OUR INNER CHILDREN WANT TO COME OUT. Our Inner 
Children live In a world where gender does not determine desire or behav- 

lor. WE WANT TO CHALLENGE the notion of a static sexual Identity. We 
acknowledge the possibility of free-falling towards ALL of our DESIRES. THE 

POSSIBILITIES OF GETTING WHAT WE WANT. 

WE DECLARE THE 90's AS THE FIRST OFFICIAL DECADE OF OUR 
EMERGENCE. WE WILL COME OUT AND BE WITNESSED. We will open the 

closet door to our desires. We will support each other in shame-free circles. 
Because we want to participate as CITIZENS OF THE WORLD COMMUNITY 

and be recognized as Important contributors to the movements for SEXUAL 
LIBERATION, the democratization of creativity and FREEDOM FOR ALL 

BEINGS. we will: 

CHALLENGE historical revisionism by Interrupting the mechanisms of bisexual 
disappearance. 

No longer will we assume as gay or lesbian any person known to have 
sexual relations with members of the some gender (unless they Insist). We 

know that homo Identity did not exist In many communities before the 
Industrial non-revoluflon, but that same-gender sex was part of the MAGI- 

CAL TRANSITION OF INITIATION, the healing of wounds, the circling of circles. 

No longer will we assume that anyone's sexual Identity exists In the context 
of anything but the FLUIDITY OF DESIRE and the REALrTY OF CHANGE. 

We will educate about bisexual Involvement In the histories of radical 
culture. WHAT WE CANNOT FIND IN BOOKS, WE WILL INVENT, 

We will build bridges from ourselves and our communities to art/sex/acflvists 
everwhere, whenever possible. We will not shame each other for boundries 

created to protect our spirits and our work. 

WE DEDICATE THE CREATION OF OUR UNIONS TO THE ONGOING REVOLU- 
TION OF LIBERATION FOR ALL BEINGS. 

Rachel Kaplan 
Keith Hennessy 
March 1990 
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(Lourea, in McPherson 1990: 21) from the lesbian and gay community. Other 

commentators see bisexual space as equally separate from lesbian, gay and 
heterosexual spaces - 'straight society sees us as perverted, and gays see us as 

selling out'. (Ellyn, in Christina 1990: 8) And still others suggest that we need to 

work towards establishing a space of inclusion, one that can incorporate 

bisexual, lesbian, gay and straight difference -'I don't want a bi community; I 

want there to be a unified sexual minority community. ' (Anon, in Ochs 1990: 

tape 2) The Conference organisers are clear from the outset that the Bisexual 

Conference space should be consolidated adjacent to or within lesbian and gay 

space, which is partly a reflection of the Conference's location in San Francisco. 

Several Conference evaluation sheets complain of the lack of focus on 

heterosexual issues, however. Comments include: 'Please address 

heterophobia 124 in your next convention'; (Anon, in NBC Evaluation Sheets 

1990) and 'not everyone comes to bisexuality through lesbigay groups'. (Ibid) It 

would indeed be difficult to decide the parameters of bisexual space in relation to 

other' sexual communities on the basis of such conflicting visions and needs. 

Rather than attempt to differentiate bisexual space from 'other' space, 

then, bisexual space is posed as enigmatic andjoyfully inclusive, as a space with 

no actual place. The 'Bi Artist's Manifesto' (Figure 52) written by Rachel Kaplan 

and Keith Hennessy, the co-ordinators of The Third Path: an Evening of 

Performances by Members of the Bisexual Diaspora, is a case in point. The 

authors stress the importance of acknowledging bisexuals: 
tý) zl. ý, 

WE WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT WE EXIST [... ] We want the 
bisexual story to be added to the TRUTH as it is known [ ... I WE 
DECLARE THE 90'S [sic] AS THE FIRST OFFICIAL DECADE OF 

324 imacN Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu define 'heterophobia' as 'the fear of closeness and/or nt y 

Nvith those of the other sex; the fear of being perceived as opposite-sex oriented. ' (Hutchins and 
Ka'ahumanu 1991: 369) 
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OUR EMERGENCE. WE WILL COME OUT AND BE WITNESSED. 
(Kaplan and Hennessy 1990, caps and fonts in original) 

The specific nature of bisexuals' visibility and where it might be witnessed 

remains opaque. In the 'Bi Artists' Manifesto' bisexuals are 'post- Stonewall' and 

4post-feminist' but we are also 

not 100% pure grade anything. We want to be acknowledged as ALLIES 
to the GAY and LESBIAN communities and as MEMBERS of a laroer 
community of SEX RADICALS in pursuit of PLEASURE. Rather than 
identifying as homo or hetero, bisexuals find themselves in an essential 
state of FLUIDITY and NON-IDENTITY, a third path [ ... ]OURINNER 
CHILDREN WANT TO COME OUT We acknowledge the 
possibility of free-falling towards ALL of our DESIRES. (Ibid, caps in 
original) 

Bisexuals are thus represented as in a state of perpetual motion, allies to one 

community, members of another, never reducible to a single category: 'We build 

bridges from ourselves to art/sex/activists everwhere [sic]', (Ibid) but where we 

are cannot be mapped. This is a similar problem to the one I identified in Chapter 

Two at the close of Section Two, Part Two. Claims are made for a separate 

bisexual identity and community, but what separate space bisexuals can claim as 

theirs alone is impossible to articulate. It is small wonder that bisexuals are often 

avid science fiction or Internet enthusiasts, or that, as Kaloski notes, 'bisexuals 

can be identified by their [ ... ] addiction to Star Trek. ' (Kaloski 1997: 47) Marge 

Piercy's Woman on the Edge of Time (Piercy 1979) is possibly the most 

frequently cited 'bisexual text'. It is not accidental that this takes place in a 'future 

utopic' world. Similarly the proliferation of bisexual internet lists and interest 

makes perfect sense: the Internet functions here as a 'world' without 

circumference, a potential space for a bisexual utopia. 

This lack of specific bisexual location is presented as positive, as part of 

the future utopic grammar of bisexuality that propels bisexual desire and identity 
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towards somewhere it will never arrive. The free-falline, bisexual is not expected tý, 
to land. 325 This future utopic bisexual grammar also refers 'back' to a time before 

differentiation, of course, the 'memory' of an uncircumscribed sexuality 

propelling the bisexual community to a like future. Kaplan and Hennessy's 

invocation to reclaim our inner children, above, comes as no surprise in this 

context. Their representation of an imaginative bisexual space is reminiscent of a 

pre-Oedipal polymorphous perversity326 _ '[wie will open the closet door to our 

desires. We will support each other in shame-free circles. ' (Ibid) 

In the flyer design for 'The Third Path: An Evening of Performances by 

Members of the Bisexual Diaspora' (Figure 54) this sense of bisexual 

placelessness is confirmed. The flyer shows two hands and forearms clasped, 

meeting at the centre point from which three arrows branch out. There is no 

information to indicate where the hands come from - they break the blackness 

only at the point where they meet. There is no indication of permanence to the 

hold (though it does seem fin-n), and no hint of where they might next surface. 

The image is an attempt to make bisexuality visible, without specifying the 

different trajectories that might lead to this bisexual moment, this bisexual space. 

Bisexuality might spring forth at any moment, it seems, and at the meeting point 

of any three identities, desires, experiences, or histories. In a contemporary re- 

writing of Freud, bisexual desire here precedes the direction of the sexual, 

political or cultural aim. 327 

325 The logo for the 81h National Bisexual Conferences in Edinburgh in 1990 is a kite, reflecting 

the same theme of bisexual desire as free-floating and blown by chance winds. (8" National 

Bisexual Conference (UK) 1990, Figure 53) 
316 Freud describes the polymorphously perverse disposition in children as innately present and 

preceding the directing of the sexual aim through the 'mental dams against sexual excesses - 

shame, disgust and morality'. (Freud 1905: 109) 
327 It may just be the reproduction of the image, but it looks to me as if the forearm being 

grasped does not belong to a willing participant in this representation of bisexual space. Are 

some people bisexual despite themselves? Do they need to be dragged Licking and screaming 

into a bisexual space, and held there until they get used to the idea? I am probably over-reading 

when I say that this suggests to me that non-bisexual people attending the Conference and/or 
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Fi gure 53. Flyer for the Ei ghth National Bisexual Conference, Z75 t: ' Edinburgh, 7- 10 September 1990. Z7) 

the eighth national 
bisexual conference 

edinburgh 
7th - 10th september 

The Edinburgh Bisexual Group is proud to host the 
Eighth National Bisexual Conference. The conference 
is an opportunity for bisexual people, their friends, 
partners and allies to meet others from all over Britain 
and beyond, in a warm and friendly atmosphere. We 
will exploring ideas about sexuality, identity, personal 
development and sexual politics. 

,e wide range of discussions and talks will interest 
you whether this is your first conference or you've 
been before and want to explore ideas in more depth. 

We welcome anyone supporting bisexuality, 
regardless of sexuality, sex, race, HIV status, age, 
ethnic background, class, transsexuality, disability, 
nationality or religion. Bigots will not be welcome. 

So if you're already in contact with the British 
bisexual movement, or if you think you might be 
bisexual and you're wondering if there's anyone else 
who shares your feelings, or if you want to meet other 
bisexual people, come and join us at the Eighth 
National Bisexual Conference. 

perf'Ormance might need to be on their guard in case they are claimed for a particular bisexual 

emergence! 
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Figure 54. Rachel Kaplan and Keith Hennessy (1990)'Third Path: An Evening 
of Performance by Members of the Bisexual Diaspora', in BIPOL(1990) 
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Kaplan and Hennessy's use of the term 'diaspora' refers to the dispersion 

of Jews after the destruction of Israel, and to the sense of connection that links 

the Jewish people, wherever their may make their homes. (Brah 1997) The use 

of the term 'bisexual diaspora', here, suggests that sense both of dispersion and 1-13 

connection, though, as with the blithe reference to the Conference as the 

'bisexual Stonewall', there is no oppression or destruction that can be said to 

have caused the scattering of bisexual peoples in the same way. In contemporary 

post-colonial theory, 'diaspora' is used to refer to the exile of people of color as 

well as Jews, indicatin less an originary moment but a dispersed Imaginary, a 9 Z-: ) 

sense of subjectivity formed from a number of different locations. Kaplan and 

Hennessy's invocation of the 'bisexual diaspora' suggests that the bisexual 

occupies borderlands not unlike Gloria Anzaldua's mestiza subject, in other 

words, whose identity is formed in the 'borderlands' between and among 

dominant identities. (Anzaldua 1987)32' Du Plessis likewise advocates the 

bisexual use of the strategy of 'para-naming', whereby ' "bisexuality" can work 

in ways not unlike the "oppositional consciousness" of which Chela Sandoval 

writes in relation to the contradictions of "U. S. third world feminism. " ' 

(du Plessis 1996: 22) Para-naming is the process of naming the self through 

negation: for example, the bisexual slogan ' "Not half gay; not half straight, but 

totally bisexual, " in which "bisexual" achieves its meaning through its refusal of 

both adjacent terms'. (Ibid) I have already mentioned my concerns about such a 

sexual/racial slippage that relies on bisexuality being located as the middle-ground 

between heterosexuality and homosexuality alone. In the context of the 1990 

Conference, the blithe reference to 'bisexual diaspora' without accompanying 

specificity raises a question about the ethics of such bisexual appropriation of 

3"' For an extended and subtle engagement Nvith Anzaldila's text from a bisexual perspective see 
Kaloski 1997. 
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post-colonial geographic imagery. For third world feminists diaspora is located tn 1=1 

and locatable, the result of specific exile and relocation, hybridity and fusion. 329 

The bisexual utopia invoked by Beer, Tucker, Kaplan and Hennessy at the 1990 

Conference, however, precludes the possibility of mapping 'bisexual diaspora', 

relying as it does on an appeal to undifferentiated unity. The use of 'diaspora' 

here, then, reads as a strategy for understanding bisexuality as inclusive of the 

multicultural' differences suggested by that term, rather than as a way of 

mapping bisexuality's own difference 
. 
330 In this context, du Plessis' para-naming 

(we are not gay, not straight, etc. ) also reads as strategy for maintaining the Cý tn 

desire for a bisexual space free of exclusion. 

The representation of bisexual conference spaces as no place and every 

place is not unique to the 1990 NBC in San Francisco. Figure 55 shows the logo 

for the 2d International Bisexual Conference held in London in 1992, in which 

arrow-less cupids hover either side of the world. The juxtaposition between the 

world - denoting inclusivity and difference - and the cupids - denoting 

innocence and arbitrary desire, produces a similar effect to the 'Third Path' text, 

in its appeal to both a past and a future bisexual 'innocence'. The 5" International 

Bisexual Conference held at Harvard in April 1998 utilised a similar notion of 

pre-discursive' unity. Through the conference title -'One World, Many Faces: 

Unity and Diversity in Bi Communities, Queer Communities, and the World' 

(Leibensperger 1997) - bisexual conference space is once again imagined as a 

unifying space within which all the 'faces' among bisexual and queer 

communities and'the world' may circulate. Once acrain a visual image of 'the 
Cý 

3'9 Anzaldda's mestiza subject is formed by and acts upon very particular influences: Mexico, 

Tex-Mex culture, and California. (Anzaldda 1987) Spivak's 'subaltern as female cannot be heard 

orread... [she] cannot speak', (Spivak 1988: 308) as a result of definable white global capitalism 

and Western intellectual discourses. 
"0 The careful mapping of bisexual hybridity, its own internal variance, is, howcver, a useful 

and necessary process. Ann Kalosk-i's %vork is explicitly concerned with this process, (Kaloski 

1997) and my own work on bisexual partiality could, perhaps, be seen In a similar light. 
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Figure 55. Recyistration leaflet from the 2"' International Bisexual Conference, 
London, United Kingdom, June 23-24,1992. tý' 
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wo 9 provides the backdrop to the conference information (Figure 56). In an 

unsettlingly similar tone to the 'one world' Benetton advertisements, the 5" 

International Bisexual Conference is presupposed as both containing and moving 

beyond difference, even though the Conference itself was predominantly white 

and almost exclusively Northern European and North American. "' There is no 

shadow of doubt here: no question mark - One World, Many Faces? - to suggest 

the possibility that this space might not be inclusive. 332 

What I have been describino, in this Section is the visualisation of the 

1990 Bisexual Conference space through a future utopic bisexual grammar that 

presupposes bisexual inclusivity and anchors itself in relation to a future perfect 

lack of differentiation. The reality of the Conference space and experience is, 

unsurprisingly, distinct from (though still related to) this vision. The attention to 

access discussed above suggests that insistent issues of power and difference 

could not be solved by a 'will to inclusion' alone. Ka'ahumanu describes her 

feelings of loss at her realisation that the bisexual community could not remain an 

innocent community. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 2ff) Of a series of conflicts and 

betrayals over the role of feminism in the Conference, 333 Ka'ahumanu states 

candidly that: 

it was so painful [ ... I It was hard for a lot of re[asons]. Mostly it was the 
innocence, the level of trust that we had all been operating on [--J It was 
like rape; it was violent [ ... ]There was this sense of loss. (Ibid: 4-5) 

As my discussion of the role of the Bisexual Center in the consolidation of 

bisexual community in San Francisco makes clear, bisexual community had not 

331 Interestingly, 'the world' here is marked out as 'other' to bisexual and queer communities. 
The 'world' in this context is not only produced as bizarrely heterosexual, but also as anything 

not North American or Northern European, as that non-specific 'other' to our queer, Euro- 

American selves. 
332 1 return to my experiences of the 5h International Bisexual Conference in my Conclusion to 

this thesis. 
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Figure 56. 'Fifth International Bisexual Conference: One World, Many Faces - C5 Unity and Diversity in Bi Communities, Queer Communities, and the World% 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA, April 3-5,1998, Conference Program. 
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333 1 discuss the relationship offeminism to the Conference in Section Two, Part One ot this 

chapter. 
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existed in a state of pre-political innocence. However, the belief that it did, and 

the rhetorically expressed desire to 'return' to an inclusive bisexual space, propel 

the narrative of the 1990 Bisexual Conference in significant ways. The desire for 

innocence is one factor determining which identities and communities are 

differentiated from or adhered to, and what political ground is claimed or 

rejected, in the creation of the Bisexual Conference space. 
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Section Three: Building a Bisexual Community: Spaces of Inclusion and 
Exclusion 

An extract from BiPOL's statement of purpose, revised for the 1990 Conference 

Brochure runs: 

BiPOL is an independent Bisexual/Lesbian/Gay political action group founded in 1983 which supports Bisexual identity and rights. While 
BiPOL works in tandem with the more personal, social and support 
Bisexual Groups, BiPOL supports more militant public methods to 
EDUCATE, ADVOCATE and AGITATE for Bisexual visibility and 
inclusion. BiPOL is a progressive, feminist, political organization. We 
believe in fighting to end the oppression of all people regardless of sexual Z"n 

or gender orientation, different abilities, race, age, culture, ethnicity, class 
or religion. (BiPOL 1990) t: ) 

In this section I want to explore further the tensions, contradictions and decisions 

influencing who is included in the term 'bisexual' and in the 1990 NBC space. I 

am interested in exploring the ambivalence between Weise's statement in her t:, 
'Opening Remarks' on the first day of the Conference that, as bisexuals, it is 

'humanity [... ] that defines us [ ... ] We can be all things simultaneously and that 

scares people', (Weise, 1990a: tape 1) and BiPOL's far more partisan Statement 

of Purpose, above. In that statement bisexual politics is unequivocally 

intertwined with lesbian and gay politics, and is firmly established as occupying a 

feminist anti-racist, -acreist and -classist position. "' These seemingly opposed 

views of bisexuality as either always already inclusive of 'humanity' or as 

political -biased in order to achieve eventual inclusion, are reflective of the 

historical strands of bisexuality that tend to prioritise either a sexual liberation or a 

feminist political model of the bisexual movement run throughout the 

Conference. The Conference is a site where these different historical trajectories 

334 As I have noted, BiPOL was the organising and sponsoring group for the Conference, and 
, 
so 

its politics set the tone of the whole Conference, as indicated by the pnnting of Statement ot 
Purpose at the front of the Conference Brochure. 
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come together, where there are attempts to resolve the differences between the 
two perspectives. In fact, this desire to integrate humanist and feminist 

perspectives at the Conference is one way in which a sense of national bisexual 

unity is imagined, and a further marker of the cultural significance of the 
Conference as a landmark in the Bisexual Imaginary. 

I focus here on the ways in which the politics of both gender and race are 
formative in the creation of the Bisexual Conference space. Firstly, I discuss the 

extent to which feminism is viewed as foundational and integral to an individual 

and collective bisexual self. Secondly, I am concerned with the influence of 

discourses of race and ethnicity in the formation of a bisexual space and identity. 

Part One: Love Knows No Gender 

The shift from bisexual movements of the 1970s to those of the 1990s is marked 

partly by the change in leadership from predominantly men to predominantly 

women. One reason for this change is the premature death in the 1980s and 

1990s of many bisexual men from AIDS-related illnesses, as discussed briefly in 

Section One, Part Two, above. Thus Donaldson remarks that 'the change [in 

bisexual leadership] may reflect how AIDS has decimated the male population 

and stigmatized bi men as AIDS infectors of the straight majority. ' (Donaldson 

1995: 37) Another reason is that most of the women leaders of the bisexual 

movement'came out' as bisexual after identifying as lesbian (and often as lesbian 

separatist): these women have been concerned to safeguard radical feminist 

politics within the bisexual movement. 

Feminism is not only central to the lives of many bisexual women, both 

theoretically'" and personally, "' it is also part of the fabric of the US bisexual 

335 In her 'Introduction' to Closer lo Hoine: Bisexuality and Feminism, (Weise 19922) Weise 
makes the case for bisexual and feminist identities being mutually implicated In one another 
because of the challenges she perceives they both make to hierarchical sex and gender difference. 
She writes: 'Those of us who consider ourselves feminist are excited about the possibilities of a 
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community. Weise suggests that the increased ferninist focus within the bisexual tý, Cý 

movement can be attributed to the fact that: 'The two largest women-only groups, 00 
Boston's and Seattle's, are both staunchly feminist-identified. 337 Other groups 
have grown more out of sexual liberation model. ' (Ibid: xiii) Both the Boston and 
Seattle women's groups were instrumental 1 6 in the discussions about the NBN 

prior to the NBC, and in the planning of the Conference itself. The inception of 

BiPOL in 1983 marked the desire for an explicitly political and feminist political 

agenda within the bisexual movement in San Francisco, and this perspective was 

maintained throughout the organising of the 1990 Bisexual Conference. t: ý 
(Ka'ahumanu 1995: 1-2) Thus, Ka'ahumanu notes that: 'Autumn [Courtney] and 

I were really clear that we always brought up feminism at every meeting'. (lbid: 

2) In addition Ka'ahumanu and Courtney drafted a policy document for 

Committee members, 'Bisexual Politics: What It Is', (BiPOL 1988/89) that 

situated bisexual feminism as fundamental to the Conference and to bisexual 

identity and community more generally. 

This feminist emphasis is not universally accepted within the bisexual 

movement, however, and was the cause of a major conflict in the 1990 NBC 

Committee. (Ka'ahumanu 1995)338 In the early meetings (late 1988-early 1989) 
tý, 

bisexuality informed by the understanding that sex and gender are classifications by which 
women are oppressed and restricted. We see bisexuality calling into question many of the 
fundamental assumptions of our culture: the duality of gender; the necessity of bipolar 

relationships [... and] the demand for either/or sexualities. ' (lbid: ix) 
336 For many of the women involved in bisexual organising, bisexuality and feminism cannot 
be separateý. Thus, Rubenstein states that, for her, feminism and bisexuality 'co-incided. 
Getting into feminism and my power as a woman gave me the courage to come out as 
bisexual. ' (Rubenstein, in Sheiner 1991: 204) Similarly, many of the articles in Closer to 
Home: Bisexualiýy and Feminism, trace the path of the author from identifying as lesbian to 

identifying as bisexual. See Gonsalves 1995, Silver 1995, Young 1995, and Zabatinsky 1995. 
337 Joan Hill of SWBN remarks that the group 'was founded by women who think that 
feminism is relevant to their lives', (Hill, in BiPOL 1990a: tape 2) and the growth of the group 
is the basis of a work-shop in the Feminist Track of the Conference. (Weise 1990) Robyn Ochs 

of BBWN also emphasises her group's feminist, collective organisation, and its distance from 

the Boston Bisexual Men's Network. (Ochs 1990a) 
33" References to the intcn, -tew in this part will be by page number in the text. 
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one of the Conference Committee memberS339 frequently challenged the feminist 

emphasis of the planning. Ka'ahumanu outlines the story of this rift in my 
interview with her. 'You know, "feminism., what does it mean, why do we have 

to deal with sexism? I'm oppressed too. " One of those kind of men. ' (2) Despite 

this man's being a 'provocateur'., (lbid) Ka'ahumanu explains that 'he would 

challenge pieces but he would listen... so itfelt OK. ' (2) With Weise and Lisa 

Jean Moore, this Committee member organised the first national mailing 

informin-go, Network members and regional bisexual groups about the 1990 tý, 
Conference in San Francisco. At the last moment he removed his name from the 

letter and altered its contents, adding the word 'feminist' at inappropriate points. 

His action was intended as 'an alert', (2) to make people aware that 'it was [I 

basically "fascist feminist people" running this organization'. (2) The letter went 

out before the sabotage was identified by the rest of the Conference Committee. 

Superficial effects of this letter included this person's subsequent absence 

from Committee meetings (since he refused to acknowledge the possibility of 

culpability), and the necessity of organising and paying for a repeat national 

mailing. (3) Two attempts were made to negotiate with the perpetrator: Weise 

'wrote this brilliant letter to him about working with him, consensing on the 

letter, and then him [ ... ] sending something out with her name on [that] she 

didn't approve of'; (3) and there was a meeting organised in an effort to resolve 

the resultant personal conflicts. (3 )3'0 The impact of the letter on the Conference 

organising did not end there, however. Ka'ahumanu believes that this 

intervention 'broke apart our whole community' (3) in terms of forcing the 

Conference Committee to move out of the state of innocence they believed they 

339 Ka'ahmunau asked me not to name this person, as he continues to be an active member of 
San Francisco's bisexual social network. 
340 The perpetrator did acknowledge that he was wrong to have changed the letter and then taken 
his name off it, but was not prepared to revise his view of feminist organising as manifestly 
anti-mcn. (3) 
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had been operating within. Despite the fact that the Committee sent out another 

mailing immediately to'clean it [all] up as quickly as possible without targeting 

him or anything', (3) the realisation that bisexual identity - like all identity - is a 

messy business could no longer be ignored. In other words, the assertion of 

feminist unity that marked the early days of the Conference organising, could not 

account for disagreement, human maliciousness, or error. The Committee was 

required to reconsider its assumption that an inclusive bisexuality is always 

already both radical and ethical, or indeed, that there could be common agreement 

about the meaning of those terms in the first place. Clearly, 'the saboteur' 

considered it his ethical duty to 'warn' potential Conference delegates of the 

feminist emphasis of the Committee, while feminist Committee members 

considered such an emphasis to be at the heart of an 'ethical bisexuality'. 

Effectively the anti-feminist letter forced the Committee out of a state of presumed 

innocence, forcing its members to take a political position in relationship to 

feminism. From this point onwards, continued insistence on a feminist focus - 

'[p]eople across the country had to know that this was feminist' (4) - was 

combined with a knowledge that this would inevitably lead to the exclusion of 

those who disagreed . 
34' The Committee recovered from this anti-feminist 

6 violation' (4), but as Ka'ahumanu laments 'we'll never be that innocent again', 

(4) and the meanings of feminism in the context of the Conference were radically 

altered. 342 Although this incident is understood as provoking the devastation of 

the bisexual community's innocence, I prefer to view it as marking the inception 

of a bisexual community aware that however strong the desire for unity, each 

decision about bisexual meaning differentiates that community from what and 

whom it is not. 

'4' The fact that the feminist focus excludes some anti-feminists is marked by this man's non- 

attendance at the Conference. (5) 
342 1 discuss these alterations below. 
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Responses to and perspectives on feminism continue to provide fuel for 

ruptures within the bisexual movement more recently. Stephen Donaldson 

remarks rather defensively that: 

The imbalance of gender is a problem. Bisexual leadership at all levels 
must reach out to men, and men in the movement must take responsibility for developing remedies. The intellectual discourse of the bi movementl 
which often appears to be dominated by 'women's issues, ' must be 
broadened, or the movement may be perceived by men as a primary 
vehicle for arcane intrafen-ýinist controversies. (Donaldson 1995: 37) 

Aside from the fact that Donaldson clearly deems feminism a concern for women 

only, he also perceives it as a source of tension between the interests of the 

(feminist) leadership of the movement and those of the grassroots of the 

movement. From a different perspective, the joint co-ordinator of BiNet USA, "' 

Stephanie Berger, mentions her current and ongoing frustration with male 

network members' defensiveness at her feminist approach to bisexual 

organising. "' One thing is clear: feminism is both central to and a contested part 

of the contemporary US bisexual movement. 

ýU- 
verninism and the 1990 Conference' 

In July 1987 a bisexual woman who attended the ECBN Conference writes that 

'[t]he men I met all indicated sympathy for feminism, but I also suspect some 

were motivated to come by sexual adventurism. ' (Anon, in Weise et al 1987: 11) 

'Sexual adventurism' and feminism are clearly viewed as mutually exclusive 

terms and choices here, in a way that reminds me, somewhat ironically, of the 

association of bisexual women with 'the sexual' and lesbians with 'the political' 

during the Northampton debates. Here it is bisexual (feminist) women who are 

assumed to be 'political', and bisexual men who are cast as 'sexual' (and 

BiNet USA is the current name of the US NBN. 
From a conversation with Stephanie Berger, January 1997. For Berger, such defensiveness Is 

less a desire to move beyond gendered inequality, but a desire to disassociate the term 'bisexual' 
from the tem 'political' more generally. (Conversation with Stephanie Berger, ApnI 1998) 
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therefore apolitical). This personal response mirrors the accounts I have been 

describing that divide bisexual community history into pre- and post-feminist 

eras, (e. g. Weise 1992a: xiii) with the distinction between the two being a move 5 
from the creation of bisexual social space (humanist) to the creation of bisexual 

315 
political space (feminist). In the wake of the split within the Committee around 

issues of feminism, however, the Conference becomes imagined as a site for 

resolving this humanist/political tension without relinquishing a feminist premise. 

in this way, the Conference is the site for an attempt to recuperate feminism for a 

humanist model of bisexuality as wholly inclusive of difference. 

An exchange in the Bay Area Bisexual Network Newsletter just prior to 

the Conference makes plain this desire to make humanism and feminism 

compatible. Naomi Tucker and Paul Smith's article 'Feminism and the 

Conference' (Tucker and Smith 199())346 in the February/March issue is intended 

as an explanation of 'why feminism is part of the statement of purpose of this 

upcoming June conference. ' (1)34' Tucker and Smith begin their article by stating 

that a feminist conference 'means that we strive to be inclusionary in our visions 

of community'. (1) This assertion frames the rest of the article. Tucker and Smith 

argue that without feminism women will continue to be oppressed, making equal 1-11.1 

relationships among individual men and women impossible and precluding the 

development of a bisexual community 'that is truly for everyone. ' (1) For the 

34' For example, a member of the Portland bisexual group reports that the group had been open 
30-35 year-old Nvhi to men and women in the mid to late 1980s, but had been predominantly ite 

men. People stopped coming because the 'group had no sense of itself as political around 
bisexuality', (Anon, in Ochs 1990a. ) until the women's group was founded (no date gRen). In 
1990 the ýortland bisexual women's group was flourishing, with between 10 and 20 members, 
6-12 of whom attended weekly meetings. (Ibid) I have no reason to doubt the truth of the 
outline of the Portland group's history. The speaker's suggestion that the switch from bisexual 
social group to bisexual political group is coextensive with its change from being mixed to 
being women-only, (Ibid) however, simplifies the narrative and precludes investigation into 
other possible factors for the changes within that particular group. 
346AII further references to this article in this paragraph will be by page number in the text. 
34' Tucker and Smith are both member of the 1990 National Bisexual Conference Steering 
Committee, and their article must be read in light of this. 
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authors (and therefore for the Conference Committee) a feminist politics is about 

creatinCo) equality among men and women of all races, classes, apes and cultures: C) 6 

The progressive, feminist politics of BiPOL necessitate actively 
struggling to end the oppression of all people regardless of sexual or 
gender orientation, different abilities, race, age, culture, ethnicity, class or 
religion [ 

... wle need more than a nondiscrimination statement of purpose. We need active outreach to diverse communities; we need an 
organizational structure that strives for parity and reflects the 
diversity of our community. (1)348 

In their article, Tucker and Smith attempt to refute any lingering notions of 

feminism as divisive and sectarian by claiming it as fundamental to a 

revolutionary vision of bisexual wholeness, as central to abolishing hierarchical 

' us/them' (7) oppositions, and as allowing 'the beauty of [bisexual] diversity' (7) 

to emercre. rn 
WL Warner is not convinced by Tucker and Smith's arguments for a 

integrative feminist bisexuality, however. (Warner 1990)"' Responding directly 

to their article, Warner warns against 'binding' (3) links between the bisexual and 0 
feminist movements, arguing that: 'the bisexual movement is in danger of being 

hampered by the considerable baggage of the radical ferninisms of the past. ' (3) 

In Warner's view the feminist movement's insistence on 'feminine superiority' 

(3) is incompatible with 'creating space "in which we can all feel good about 

being bisexual" '. (3) Interestingly, Warner uses the past tense for describing 

both the feminist movement and 'the cultural oppression of women', (3) 

implying that feminism is a tool of yesteryear. His/her own suggestion for the 

present and future is 'to establish our own gender-centrist movement, truly 

inclusive, and [discard] the exclusionary trappings of both male and female 

34' Clearly, this extract directly relates to BiPOL's Statement of Purpose, quoted at the 
beginning of Section Three of this chapter. 
34' All further references to this article in this paragraph will be by page number in the text. 
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chauvinism'. (3) Warner's narrative of the bisexual movement reverses the 

tendency to place sexual liberation models in the naive past, Instead writing 
feminism as the outdated politics of naivete, and humanism as the politics of a 

mature bisexual movement. 

Tucker and Smith respond in turn by re-emphasising the points they 

made in their original article. (Tucker and Smith 1990a)350 They too reject the 

'doctrine of female superiority espoused by a monolithic movement of guilt and 

shame', (3) and underscore that in the context of the Bisexual Conference 

feminism means accessibility and equality for all. This feminism is (unlike the 

'doctrine of female superiority): 'NOT the female parallel to chauvinism' (3, 

emphasis in original) but a way of C$ 

freeing women AND men from the traditional sex roles that bind and 
oppress us. Our goal is not, as you seem to fear, to have women 
dominate men. Rather we seek to affirmatively create a culture where 
women and men are equally valued. (3, emphasis in original) 

The tone of Tucker and Smith's letter is conciliatory and defensive, where their 

initial article was vibrant and visionary. Tucker and Smith reinforce Warner's 

image of a feminist demon to be consigned to the paranoid past, in order to 

convince him that the feminist 'organizing principle of the Conference' (3) does 

not mean exclusion. "' Their feminism (not unlike the 'gender-centrist 

movement' (Warner 1990: 3) Warner favours) is one where no one need feel bad 

about structural oppression as lone, as the mistakes of the past are not perpetuated 

in the present. In both letters, bisexual mein's 'fears' of dominant women are 

given the same symbolic and political weight as the 'oppression of women in the 

past millenia'. (3) The difference is that Warner invokes this fear (of 'female 

3 -'0 All further references to this article in this paragraph will be by page number in the text. 
See my I ntroducti on to Chapter Three, where Idi scuss the consi gnment of both proponents I 

of radical feminism and its political relevance, to a murky past. 
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chauvinism') where Tucker and Smith dismiss it. Neither letter considers the 

possibility that these 'fears' might be in any way related to the structural 

oppression of women that has been so neatly consigned to an ignorant past. 

Neither letter names this 'outdated' feminism lesbian feminism either, although 

that is effectively what is called up and then cast aside . 
35' In this context, Tucker 

and Smith's letter reads as less ajustification of the Conference Committee's 

advocacy of feminism, and more as reassurance for bisexual men that the 

'lesbian' marker that would signal their exclusion has been removed from 

bisexual feminism - 
This attempt to distance the bisexual feminism of the Conference from 

lesbian feminism continues through the Conference itself. The panel of speakers 

at the 'Bisexuality and Feminism' (McGuire 1990) session was comprised of two 

women and two men, 353 both of whom saw feminism as a way of moving 

beyond the confines of the gender oppositions that oppress both men and 

women, enabling women and men to forge egalitarian relationships with one 

another. Thus, TOM354 states that feminism enables us to 'overcome [the] false 

divisions in our society based on gender [ ... I Part of our goal is to transcend 

them [... and] build unity across divisions'. (Tom, in McGuire 1990: tape 1) 

These divisions are 'outside, not within' (lbid) us, i. e. they are societally- 

imposed rather than of men or women's own making. The other male speaker on 

the 'Bisexuality and Feminism' panel, Bill Mack, similarly argues that men are 

systematically hurt by the way society is organized'. (Mack, in McGuire 1990: 

tape 2) For both speakers, (bisexual) feminism is a strategy for building the 
ZýI r: ) 

This failure to name lesbian feminism is particularly notable given the number of women 

involved in both the bisexual movement and the conference who previously Identified as 
lesbian. 
353 It is clearly important that women andmen come forward as advocates of feminism. Tucker 

and Smith's joint defensive of Conference policy is, of course, a case in point. 
3' Tom's surname was not on the tape of this session. 
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utopian future of gyender, race and class equality that would mirror our pre- zn 

societal state, the 'innocence' that is lost by political exclusion. None of the 

speakers on this panel addresses the question of the ways in which gendered 

sub ectivity may be formed in and through society, whether or not we 'choose' j 

such formations. 

A woman speaker on the same panel, Joan Hill, provides a brief history 

of feminism. Hill differentiates between radical feminism, which she defines as 

emphasising the socially-constructed nature of gender and'cultural feminism', 

which she defines as a 'reactionary movement' (Hill, in McGuire 1990: tape 1) 

creating an opposition between men and women on the basis of a natural 

'feminine' superiority, and encouraging women to withdraw from men. (lbid)"' 

In a similar way to Tucker, Smith and Warner, Hill consigns the usefulness of a 
156 

cultural feminist' movement to a less enlightened past. Instead, she links 
t: $ 

bisexual feminism to radical feminism in its visionary accentuating of utopian 

possibility. The lesbian centre of both radical and cultural feminism is, of course, 

not mentioned, as to do so would necessitate admitting that the term 'feminist' 

(radical, cultural, or otherwise) does indeed place a question mark over the role 

of bisexual men. Instead, the panel isolates cultural/lesbian feminism as the 

reactionary force preventing male-female harmony, effectively shifting the gaze 

away from male responsibility (as individuals or as a group) for the oppression 

of women? 
57 

355 Alice Echols argues similarly that'radical feminism was a political movement dedicated to 
eliminating the sex-class system, whereas cultural feminism was a countercultural movement 
aimed at reversing the cultural valuation of the male and the devaluation of the fernale. ' (Echols 
1989: 6) 
356 The words of feminists such as Echols and Hills have resulted in lesbian separatism being 
damned through its association with 'cultural' rather than radical feminism, as being merely a 
4 reversal' or 'retreat' rather than a serious political position that is still part of a contemporary 
radical feminist movement. See Tania Lienert 'On Who is Calling Radical Feminists, Cultural 
Feminists (and Other Historical Sleights of Hand)', (Lienert 1996) for a critique of Echols. 
'57Denise Thompson rejects the term 'cultural feminism' outright on the basis that those 
categorlsed thus do not choose the label. She argues that 'cultural feminism' is less a 
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In the discussion after the panel presentations at the 'Bisexuality and 
Feminism' workshop, one participant raises a series of questions about the 

relationship between bisexuality and feminism. She expresses doubts about 
bisexuality's ability to 'fix men', and asks for more information and less rhetoric 

about the ways in which race, sex and class may be aligned within a bisexual 

frame. (Anon, in McQuire 1990: tape 2) Her questions are greeted with a 

noticeable silence (on the tape), and she is eventually answered with a rhetorical 

invocation of an authentic bisexual self, whatever the context. (McGuire 1990: 

tape 2) The 'Bisexuality and Feminism' panel, and the Conference as a whole, 

structure debates about feminism in such a way that even to suggest sexism 

affects women and men differently, let alone that men might actually gain from 

patriarchy, is to invite a scom generally reserved for the demon lesbian 

separatists of the bisexual imagination. The rest of the discussion after the panel 

reaffirms the separation of bisexual feminism from lesbian feminism, although 

the word 'lesbian' is only mentioned once. In response to a question about the 

difference between sexuality and gender, Tom argues that we must remember that 

we are 'dealing with messy, grey, human areas [ ... ] more than [with] ideological 

dogmatic areas. ' (Tom, in McGuire 1990: tape 2) In the context of this panel, it 

does not seem an over-reading to interpret Tom's statement as referring to the 

complex area of bisexual men and women's (human) desire and the rigid 

oversimplifications of lesbian politics respectively. In the run up to the 

Conference, bisexual space was located (as I illustrated) between and among 

lesbian, Hispanic, and gay male space in San Francisco. In the context of the 

description of a movement than it is a mechanism for various strands of feminist politics 'to 
distinguish their own position from an opponent who is not there. ' (Thompson 1991: 8) 
Clearly, advocates of a humanist bisexual feminism at the Conference use the term to mark 
themselves out as 'not lesbian' without having to state that as such. it is for this reason that I 
leave 'cultural feminism' in scare quotes. 
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Conference itself, however, feminism is used as a mechanism for securing a 
bisexual space outside lesbianism rather than within in. 

358 

In the process of separating the terms 'bisexual' and 'lesbian', the 

meanin, g, of feminism in a bisexual context is altered too. Tucker and Smith's 

original assertion was that without feminism women continue to be oppressed, 

which in turn has implications for relationships among men and women. (Tucker 

and Smith 1990: 1) In the course of the Conference this has been transformed 

(via humanism) into the assumption that men and women are equally 

oppressed . 
359This 

position is further still from Weise's vision of bisexual 

feminist coalitions in 1988: 'A black lesbian feminist once defined coalition- 

building as working with people who might otherwise want to kill you. ' (Weise 

1988) The attempt to present feminist bisexuality as a way of moving towards a 

utopian harmony (and anticipating that utopian space such that there appears to be 

no work to do in the present other then individual soul-searchincr)"' strips even 4n 

the most liberal feminism of its emphasis on responsibility and struggle. "' Thus, 

although Christina writes positively about the role feminism played in the 1990 

Conference concluding that: 'there was an overriding sentiment that one of the 

best things about the bisexual movement was that it inherently challenges 

traditional attitudes about sex roles and relations between men and women', 

3 -8This is, of course, a completely different situation to that I discussed In Chapter Two, where 
bisexual women sought to understand their bisexuality from within lesbian community. 
"9 This de-emphasising of male responsibility for sexist oppression is endorsed by the 
Conference Committee in the later stages of organising. In an article on oppression attached to 
the Steenng Committee Minutes of May 

1 
5,1990, Charlie Kreiner argues that 'As a 

white/male/heterosexual and so forth, it is important to take complete pride in your humanity, 

not your roles. As a human, take pnde in your inherent human qualities: that you are alive, 
have a right to exist, are completely good, innocent, blameless, whole, worthwhile, powerful'. 

is view that sub ects can detach themselves from the societal oppression (Kremer 1990: 11) Thi Ij 
that informs them and be entirely blameless sets the tone for the discourse of 'equal harm' to be 
healed by bisexual feminism that circulates at the Conference. 
'60 Christina writes that everyone she spoke to at the 1990 Conference 'felt strongly that 
feminism had an important and valuable place in their personal life. ' (Christina 1990: 48) 
361 See Susan L Brown's The Polilics of Individitalisin: Liberalism, Liberal Feminism and 
Anarchism, (Brown 1993) which bravely attempts to rcscue liberal feminism from the scathing 
critiques of its apolitical position. (e. g. Tong 1989) 
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(Christina 1990: 48) 1 am unsure whether 'traditional attitudes' are understood 
here as patriarchal or as lesbian feminist. In the clash between humanism and 
feminism, it is feminism that is forced to shift its boundaries. The Conference 

Committee's attempt to show how feminism is inclusive results in its being 

stripped of any historical or political substance. Christina's obvious pleasure at 

the fact that 'almost everyone [she] spoke to [ ... ] identified as feminist' (Ibid) 

highlights for me that feminist politics have been watered down to such an extent 

at the Conference, that 'feminist' becomes little more than a label signifying 

bisexual agreement with a non-specific desire for equality. In my view, this 

desire for bisexuality to always already equal inclusion and equality rather 

ironically results in the denial both of political differences (e. g. the lack of 

response to the sceptical audience member) and social and individual differences 

(e. g. the effects of being a woman or a man in contemporary US culture). 

Part Two: The Bisexual Melting-Pot 

When viewed as the space 'in between' lesbian/gay and straight communities, 

bisexual community is considered uniquely positioned to provide a home for, and 

a parallel to, other 'm6langes' - of gender, as we have seen, and also of race. 362 
Z"n 

Thus Margaret Mihee Choe suggests that: 'My not being black or white in 

America may make bisexuality easier. One could even say that bisexuals are the 

Asians of sexual America: you're not one or the other, so you're overlooked. ' 

(Choe 1992: 22) Mihee suggests that being neither 'gay/straight', nor 

'black/white', (Ibid: 23) bisexuality and Asian American-ness occupy parallel 

spaces of exclusion and facilitate one another. Alternatively, bisexuals are written 

contemporarily as the magpies of sexual culture, piecing together their identities 
r5 C C) 

362 See Section One, Part One and Section Two, Part Three of this chapter for earlier discussions 

of similar issues. 
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from different locations: 'Out of this comes a sense of a bisexual hybridity' 

(Eadie, in Bi Academic Intervention 1997a: 204) The hybrid is, of course, a 

contemporary subject more familiar to critical race theory than lesbian and gay or 

feminist theory. 363 In these various ways bisexuality is produced as either 

inherently or culturally situated in unique relation to communities and discourses 

of race. 364 

This discursive production of bisexuality and multiculturalism as 

theoretical and cultural allies with singular insight into one another is set against 

the knowledge the organisers have that the Conference will undoubtedly reflect 

the wider US bisexual community in being a predominantly white space. While C: ý 

white bisexuals may see bisexual identity as incorporating racial diversity, 

bisexuals of color apparently do not; certainly not in significant enough numbers 6 

to transform the desire for inclusiveness into a visible reality through their 

presence at bisexual events. There is a (by now familiar) gap between the 

Conference Committee's desire for bisexual space to be inherentýy racially 

diverse and their knowledge that it will not be. This provokes a similar 

politicisation around issues of race as occurred around feminism. From the 

earliest stage of the Conference planning, the organisers employed a policy of 4D 

affirmative action as an attempt to counteract the default whiteness of the bisexual 

community. 

This affirmative action was not contested within the Committee, or by 

Conference delegates, unlike the Committee's politicisation of bisexual space 

through feminism. This is partly because the 1990 NBC space is positioned 

363 See Section Two, Part Three of this chapter. For the concept of hybridity in critical race 
theory see, for example, Young 1995, Bhabha 1990, and of course Anzaldija 1987. 
36413renda Mane Blasingame ties racial diversity and bisexuality together in a slightly different 

way, arguing that racism is one root of biphobia within lesbian and gay communities. 
(Blasingame 1992: 50) Blasingame explains that the model for a queer cmstence is a white 
model and that queers of color whose experiences do not 'match up' to that model are often 
rejected on the grounds of being bisexual. (Ibld: 51-52) 
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within the predominant American fantasy of the US as a multicultural 'melting- 

pot' and, more specifically, San Francisco, where the activism of people of color 
has considerable influence and the racial and ethnic diversity of the population is 

highly visible. Within the terms of the Bisexual Conference space itself, 

affirmative action for bisexuals of color is accepted because the belief that 

bisexuality is uniquely positioned in terms of multiculturalism. needs to be made 

visible if it is not to remain purely a metaphor. The conscious politicisation 

around race, therefore, produces a paradox of sorts. On the one hand it 

undermines the assumption that bisexuality is always already racially diverse; 

while on the other it seeks to produce a non-white centrality to, and visibility 

within, the Conference space such that the bisexual desire for inclusiveness, and 

the representation of inclusiveness, are drawn closer together. 365 

The need for political action to include people of color at the Conference 

was initially recognised by Loraine Hutchins. In October 1989 Hutchins wrote to 

the steering committee of ECBN requesting that: 

Any 'surplus' funds in our ECBN account be allocated as scholarships 
for bisexual people of color and PWAs [people with AIDS] to enable both 
of these groups' attendance at the June 1990 conference in San Francisco, 
as well as to facilitate advertising efforts about the availability of this 
resource to these segments of our bi community. (Hutchins 1989: 1)366 

Hutchins places this request in the context of 'several incidents of racism [she] 

witnessed at the May conference at Harvard. ' (1)367 She reasons that the 

bisexual community needs to stop viewing bisexuals as white -'[p]eople of color 

are not special exceptions or additions to "us", (2) - and that this will occur only 

when bisexuals of color are enabled to attend bisexual events. For Hutchins this 

... As I mentioned in Chapter Two, the presumed multiculturalism of the bisexual community 
serves the additional function of providing a platform of moral superiority for bisexuals to 
occupy in relation to a predominantly white US lesbian and gay movement. 
366 Hutchins' letter is included in Appendix 11. All further references to Hutchins' letter in this 

paragraph are by page reference in the text. 
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Figure 57. Ka'ahumanu Productions and BiPOI (1989) 
'Under One Flag: A Dance', flyer. 
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task involves an understanding, of the structural and actual poverty of US people 

of color and a fundamental shift of the bisexual community's existing (white) 

perspective. (2) Hutchins concludes by insisting that real transformation requires 

a'thorough and on- oing self-examination and re-orientation of resources and 09 

consciousness towards addressing and changing this racism among us and týý Cý 
beyond us. ' (2) 

Hutchins' suggestions were adopted by the ECBN Steering Committee. 

The announcement 'ECBN Offers Scholarship Fund', (BiPOL 1990b: 8) 

published in Bi Women, states that '[flirst priority will be given to low income 

bisexual people of color. ' (Ibid) The 1990 Bisexual Conference Committee also 

made concerted efforts to guarantee that the Conference would be as racially and 

ethnically diverse as possible. In an effort to reach a racially diverse population in 

San Francisco and coalition with other groups, the Conference Committee co- 

organised a benefit dance with members of the Asian Pacific Lesbian Retreat and 

the Men of Color Conference in June 1989. "' And as part of a larger education 

outreach strategy, the Committee organised a plenary at the National AIDS/ARC 

Update Conference in San Francisco in October 1989 entitled 'Finding answers 

to the problems of reaching bisexual communities in regards to AIDS education, 

with emphasis on people of color. ' (SCM: September 17,1989) 

With respect to internal organising, the Bisexual Conference Committee 

agreed that each sub-committee should not begin Conference planning until it had 

at least one person of color on it, (SCM: January 9,1989; September 17, 

1989)"' and it was impressed upon workshop presenters that their sessions 

should be relevant to people of color's experiences. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 9; SCM: 

368The Dance, 'Under One Flag', (Figure 57) was held at the San Francisco Women's Building. 
Members of the Asian Pacific Lesbian Retreat organ1sed the bar, the Men of Color Conference 
Committee organised the food, and the Bisexual Conference Committee orgamsed the logistics 

and ambience. (Ka'ahumanu Productions and BiPOL 1989) 
369 It is not stated whether or not this aim was achieved. 
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January 2 1,1990)170 In November 1989 plans were laid for a People of Color 

Caucus to organise both before and during the Conference. (SCM: November 

19,1989) The Caucus was established to influence Conference decisions, to 

provide a voice for bisexuals of color, and 'to foster visible and diverse 

leadership in the bisexual movement. ' (Hutchins and Ka'ahumanu 199d: 366; 

SCM: March 18,1990) Before the Conference, the People of Color Caucus 

issued this statement about their aims and an invitation to participants: 

The 1990 Conference is the place for us to put forth our issues. We are 
forming a caucus to build multi-cultural alliances that will help us 
organize out [sic] agenda for the 1990's [sic]. Our visibility will support 
bisexual people of color who are coming out of the lesbian/gay and 
heterosexual closets. The strength and challenge of our emerging bisexual 
community/movement is in our diversity [... ] Please contact us. Let us 
know what is going on with you and/or your local community/movement. 
What do you want to see at the Conference? (The Bisexual People of 
Color Caucus 1990: 8) 

The establishment of the People of Color Caucus suggested that the bisexual t: ) 

community had learned valuable lessons from the historical exclusions of 

'different liberation movements', (lbid) and could avoid repeating those 

exclusions - 'fwle don't have to begin at zero. ' (lbid) 

During the Conference itself, the Committee continued to emphasise the 

centrality of racial diversity and bisexual inclusiveness in the formation of the 

national bisexual community. The People of Color Workshop Track had nine 

sessions (compared to six .n the Feminist Track), and the general assemblies I Z: ) 

usually included at least one speaker of color, and stressed the importance of 

racial diversity and political coalitions among different communities. (BiPOL 

1990; BiPOL 1990a) For example, Susan Carlton of the UC Berkeley 

Multicultural Bi/Gay/Lesbian Student Alliance relayed her experiences of 

37' As a way of facilitating the racial diversity of work-shops, 
i 
the Committee offered resources 

for presenters who did not know where to find the pertinent information. (Ka'ahumanu 1995: 9) 
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coalition building between queers of color and bisexuals to force the campus gay 

and lesbian groups to become more inclusive of 'both' groups. (Carlton, in 

BiPOL 1990a: tape 2) Christina describes her story as '[ojne of the most 

inspiring' (Christina 1990: 11) of the Conference. Carlton's narrative is 

'inspiring' here because it demonstrates one of the prevailing assumptions of the 

Conference - that bisexuals and people of color are natural allies - in a concrete 

political realm. In similar fashion, Ron Franklin, a Conference organiser and 

member of the People of Color Caucus, underlines the Conference Committee's 

hope that the bisexual Conference space (and bisexual community more 

generally) can be an environment where the desire for racial parity to be part of 

bisexual meaning is made visible: 

'One thing we're trying to do in organizing this [Conference] is to be very 
inclusive of men, women, people of color, differently-abled. The push is 
to see that followed through so that it's not just statements on paper, it's 
notjust wording: that there are people of color, differently-abled people, 
people from different classes, so that it becomes a true, very involved, 
very inclusive organization that addresses the special needs of people 
across the board'. (Franklin, in Christina 1990: 11) 

Despite their best efforts at racial and ethnic inclusion, however, the 

Conference Committee discovered that they could not account for the attitudes or 

experiences of Conference delegates. Ka'ahumanu acknowledges that while 'the 

representation of people of colorfrom the stage was very well thought out', 

(Ka'ahumanu 1995: 9, my italics) the majority of (white) workshop presenters 

still presumed a white audience. According to Ka'ahumanu members of the 

People of Color Caucus were amazed at the lack of 'sophistication around 

challenging white supremacy' (Ibid) from white bisexual delegates. The Caucus 

and the ECBN Scholarships were originally intended as strategies for insuring 

that the Conference/movement would not be predominantly or structurally white. 

In the course of the Conference, however, the Caucus's role shifted to become 
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I-M, - 
one of highlighting how the Conference space consistently fell short of those 
intentions, how, in fact, racial diversity is marginal rather than central to bisexual 

community. People of color expressed their concern and anger at their marginal 

position by walking out of Conference workshops that did not address issues of 

racial diversity, (Ibid) and/or in the Conference evaluation sheets. Those filled 

out by people of color all attest to their disappointment at the whiteness of the 

Conference, "' and their longing for a more genuine attention to ethnic and racial 

difference. Here are three examples: 

[Dliversity can't just be 'declared'. There has to be real listening to 
nonwhite, working class and differently-abled people. 

Despite the commendable efforts to do otherwise, I found the ambience of 
the conference definitely skewed towards a white countercultural 
sensibility that tended to exclude those of us from working class or 
people of color origins. 

The conference is too white. Why aren't there more People of Color here? 
(Conference Evaluation Sheets 1990) 

Despite the evident dissatisfaction of people of color at the conference 

Christina celebrates the Conference's diversity in her post-Conference article. 

She writes that: 

Although the [Conference] crowd was largely white, middle-class, 
educated, and able-bodied, it was not overwhelmingly so: there was a 
strong presence of disabled people and people of color, in significantly 
more than token numbers. An entire track of workshops focused 
specifically on bisexual people of color, and organizers and participants 
alike expressed a strong interest in creating a bisexual community that is 
multicultural and hospitable to any and all bisexuals and bi-friendlies. 
(Christina 1990: 11) 

37' There are no statistics for the conference in terms of break-down of participants along the 
lines of race or ethnicity. Of the 37 Conference Evaluation Sheets I have, however, 13.5% of 
evaluation sheets were completed by people of color (2 African Americans, I Puerto Rican, I 
Asian, and I Latina). This should not be taken as a percentage of people of color at the 
Conference, however. It seems likely that a disproportionately high number of people of color 
filled out evaluation sheets in order to signal their disappointment at the lack of 'racial 
inclusion' to the Conference organisers and to suggest future improvements. (Conference 
Evaluation Sheets 1990) 
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Readers are clearly supposed to be impressed by the existence of an 'entire track 

of workshops focused on bisexual people of color', [my italics] but in 1i1-_. r)ht of the 

above Conference evaluations one wondersfor whom the Conference was not 
ý overwhelmingly' white, middle-class, etc, and who decides what constitutes 
'token numbers', 'strong interest', or 'hospitality'. Ka'ahumanu describes her 

shame at the realisation that, because the Conference felt safe to her as a light- 

skinned woman of color, she had assumed it was safe for everyone: 'there [were] 

a lot of places around I-pass-for-white privilege that I didn't understand'. 

(Ka'ahumanu 1995: 9) Clearly the Conference was not experienced as a safe 

space by the people of color whose inclusion many white delegates were 

celebrating as further evidence of bisexual diversity. 

The tensions generated over the question of the racial inclusiveness of 

bisexual space were particularly marked in the NBN Track discussions. The 

preliminary material on the 'National Bisexual Network In-Formation' in the 

Bisexual Conference Brochure makes it plain that the task of consolidating the 

Network during the Conference will not be an easy one: 'We have a great deal of 

work ahead to reach our vision of a community-based national Network. Please 

join us and help realize the dream together. ' (Moore and Weise 1990)372 From the Z_n 

beginning of the Network organising during the Conference 'meetings were [ ... ] 

frustrating because it took such a long time to make decisions and discuss ideas. ' 

(Moore 1990: 1) This process is exemplified in extended initial discussions about 

the name of the Network. The name 'The North American Bisexual Network' 

was decided upon by participants at Friday's meetings, (Riles 1990: 4) but the 

next day, the name was changed by consensus to 'The North American 

Multicultural Bisexual Network'. (lbid) This consensus decision is described as a 

372 Moore and Weise anticipate that one of the primary difficulties of establishing the Network 

is likely to be one of continuity, since anyone may enter and leave the discussion at will. They 

warn delegates that 'if you want to have a say in what our National Bisexual Network I ooks 
like, you need to come early and contribute. ' (lbid) 
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'painful process', (lbid) a source of 'extreme tension', (Ochs 1995) and caused 
rifts among participants of the track. Riles, for example was angered by what she 
perceived as the political ly-motivated 'high-jacking' of the strand, as opposed to 

genuine interest in building an inclusive National Network: 'some of the people C) 

present were not committed to looking for a solution that everyone could agree on Z"n t-D 

and support'. (Riles 1990: 4)373 The name was chancred because of the 4n 
predominant view that the omission of the term 'multicultural' was racist and 

exclusionary. This perception was strengthened by the fact that there were no 

people of color at the Friday afternoon meeting, which clashed with the People of 

Color Caucus. (Ibid; BiPOL 1990)"' As Moore notes: 'The lack of diversity in 

the first two days of planning the Network was obviously a major problem. ' 

(Moore 1990: 1) Other participants of the Network Track argued that since the 

majority of people in the US bisexual community are white, the inclusion of the 

term 'multicultural' would be inaccurate and tokenistic. (Ochs 1995: 5) After the 

consensus decision to include the term 'multicultural' was reached, 375 organisers 

emphasised the need to ensure that the term not be a substitute for real efforts at 

racial and ethnic inclusion: 

Much work has to go into the multicultural development of the Network. 
This should be emphasized in the next meeting [... ] Meetings of the 
Network should not interfere with any of the Multicultural events. The 
Network should clearly state it's [sic] commitment to Multicultural issues. 
(Moore 1990: 2) 

373 Moore understates the case in her review of the Bisexual Network Track, saying that: 'The 

comings and goings of people wanting to participate briefly hinder decision making and can 
be annoying to others. ' (Moore 1990: 1) 
374A further NBN meeting had been planned for Friday evening at the Women's Building, but 

was cancelled when the orgarusers reallsed that the meeting would clash, once again, with the 
People of Color Caucus, and was not wheelchair accessible. (Riles 1990: 4) 
375 Conference participants continued to be confused over what to call the national network, 
however. For example, in her report on the Conference, Liz Highleyman refers to the Network 

as the'North American Bisexual Network'. (Highleyman 1990: 4) 
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rýQ: n 
The struggle over the naming of the National Network reflects broader struggles 

within the Conference over the relationship between bisexuality and racial and 

ethnic identities, struggles that remain unresolved. The addition of the term 

4 multicultural' serves as an indicator both of the bisexual community's sense of 
its own diversity, and of its apparent lack of diversity. 

Conclusion 

Race and gender are, clearly, central to the Conference space, but not in terms of 

an inherent bisexual inclusiveness of all crenders, races and ethnicities. The tý) 

centrality of race and gender to bisexual identity and community resides in the 

extent to which their contested position within bisexuality structures the 

emergence and experiences of this bisexual space. Where the 1990 Bisexual 

Conference space is 'inclusive', this is not because of an innate bisexual ability to 

transcend difference, but because it is a site where organisers and participants are 

forced to negotiate the mechanisms of power that produce difference. 

The 1990 NBC space is interesting precisely because it crystalises the 

oscillation between bisexual 'innocence' and bisexual 'Identity'. The nostalgia for 

a 'future perfect' bisexual innocence rubs shoulders with the knowledge that 

identity-formation produces particular exclusions. In that respect, the 1990 

Bisexual Conference space is not a 'middle-ground' uniting heterosexual and 

homosexual, white and black, male and female, as organisers and participants 

initially wished. It is, rather, a space where the assumptions constituting that 

desire for bisexuality to occupy the middle-ground are made manifest. Jo Eadie 
týl 

remarks that the desire for bisexuality to be inclusive in and of itself can be a way 

of forgetting 'the fact that we are always caught up in conflicts of class, gender 
Zý$ t: ) ZD 

and "race". ' (Eadie in Bi Academic Intervention 1997a: 204, italics in original) In 

the context of the Conference, that same desire means that the conflicts cannot be 
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forgotten. From early on, the Conference Committee realised that bisexual space 

and identity needed to be identified with some and differentiated from other 

identities and practices if it was not to replicate societal power-structures. In that 

sense, the process of creating the Conference space is also a process of becoming t: ) 

bisexual, of differentiating bisexuality from other forms of sexuality, and of 

trying to do so ethically. tn 
Ka'ahumanu's playful queer reference to Dorothy in The Wi'7 ard of 07 in 

the final plenary of the conference -'Standing here today, I feel like I've clicked 

my heels three times and come home' (Ka'ahumanu, in Christina 1990: 48) - that 

I cited earlier as evidence of the discourse of the Conference as a safe bisexual 

home, can be re-read now as an expression of the knowledge that home is where 

you wake up when the 'dream' evaporates. Since the Committee sought to 

differentiate bisexual space with a care and attention rarely witnessed in the 

contemporary social field, the 'bisexual home' of the Conference is perhaps the 

painful realisation of this dream's unconscious foundations, rather than simply a 

dream that disappears in the cold light of day. 
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Conclusion 

Given my repeated emphasis on bisexual partiality throughout this thesis, it may 

seem antithetical to my project even to attempt to draw together the wealth of 

disparate material I have been concerned with here. Part of my interest has been 

to look at the different ways in which bisexuality is produced culturally and 

theoretically, rather than assuming a single bisexual meaning. I want to conclude 

this project, however, by unraveling some common threads running through the 

thesis as a whole, as a way of underlining both what I believe to be the 

importance of this work, and suggesting (a)venues for future research. Firstly, I 

want to return to the production of bisexuality as the 'middle ground' between 

the oppositional and hierarchical poles of sexuality, sex and gender, emphasising 

my reasons for seeking alternative constructions. In addition I want to link this 

issue to the understanding of bisexuality as governed by the t-1-1 

regressive/transgressive dualism I have identified throughout the thesis. 1-1) Cn 

Secondly, I aim to emphasise the ways in which attention to alternative sites of 

bisexual production provides new insight into the relationship between structural t: 5 

hierarchies of sexuality and gender and those sexual and gendered subjects who 

negotiate those hierarchies. Finally, I want to relate these discussions to my own 

changing perspective and use of personal (bisexual) narrative in this thesis. How 
týl 

does my own 'methodology of the personal' resolve and/or complicate these key 

debates that bubble under the surface of my text? 

Exposing the Middle Ground 

When the content of the three central chapters to my thesis was firmly 

established, my supervisor, Professor Nicole Ward, asked me why I had chosen 

not to examine bisexual discourse in relation to heterosexual spaces. At the time, 

I was puzzled by the question and answered in terms of the need to keep my 
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focus narrow, the relative ease of exploring 'queer' spaces, and my own 

personal investments in the communities I was exploring. "' Yet, in the course of 

researching and writing I , Nicole's question kept returning to me, and in Z: ý Z- t: ) 

retrospective I believe my desire not to balance my bisexual cartography with a 

4 representative' range of sexual spaces is both a methodological and a political 

decision. I wanted my research to actively challenge the discursive production of 

bisexuality as the conceptual and actual 'middle ground' between heterosexuality 

and homosexuality. 

As I suggest at a number of points in the thesis, I am interested in 

resisting this discursive production of bisexuality as vigorously as possible for 

the following, reasons. Firstly, the notion of bisexuality as middle ground 

between heterosexuality and homosexuality allows contemporary feminist, 

lesbian, gay and queer theorists of sexuality and gender to maintain their Z5 C1 

understanding of bisexuality as 'regressive'. Bisexuality is thus repeatedly 

configured as the tie that binds the heterosexual/homosexual binary, as both 

bridge between and no-man's land. Bisexuality as middle ground unites and 

separates 'male' and 'female', and 'masculine' and 'feminine', within a 

structural regime of heterosexual dominance. As middle ground, bisexuality can 

be re-inscribed as hegemonic structure (by such writers as Judith Butler and 

Donna Haraway), and bisexual subjects can be either ignored or marginalised as 

the carriers of a dominant curse. Secondly, this construction of bisexuality as 

middle ground also allows for the understanding of bisexuality as 'transgressive' 

of those same dominant categories of sex, gender and sexuality. Here, 

bisexuality's location as 'in between' is understood to provide either a unique 

vantage-point from which to deconstruct gendered oppositions, (e. g. Ddumer 

1992) or a crisis of category itself; bisexuality is the 'repressed third' that haunts 
C) 

376 1 discuss the latter two readings investment in Chapter One, Section Two, Part One 
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the dyad. (e. g. Garber 1995) Appealintg, 
: -n 

3, as it may be to reconfigure bisexuality as 
transgressive of those nonns it is commonly accused of upholding, such a move 

cannot challenge the structural location of bisexuality. The implicit heterosexual 

construction of this 'bisexual transgression' - the merging or tension of 

gendered opposites as the basis for desire - is never challenged by such 

advocates. 

The inter-linked constructions of bisexuality as regressive or 

transgressive, colludincy with or challenging dominant categories, humanist or 4-=) b t: l 
post-identity, run throughout this thesis, of course. To bring us more up to date, b tn 
I want to mention briefly my experience of the 5 th International Bisexual 

Conference at Harvard that I attended in April 1998.111 Here too, bisexuality as 

transgression was the dominant discourse. At the opening plenary each mention 

of the word 'bisexual' was greeted with a standing ovation. The emphasis of the 

keynotes was on the equal exclusions bisexuals face from lesbian/gay and 

straight communities, and the importance of bisexuality's inherent challenge to a 

C monosexual' imperative. "" The presumed diversity of bisexual community was 

consistently re-emphasised, despite the predominantly white and middle-class 

contingent. As I suggested in Chapter Four, a transgression model that is 

invested in bisexuality's explosion of categories actually erases the differences of 

race and gender experienced by lesbian feminist delegates and delegates of color. 

Interestingly, where at the 1990 Conference this lack of specificity was 

vigorously resisted by the organisers, in 1998 what critique of subversive 0 
bisexual location existed was primarily to be found among participants. For 

example, Merl Storr and I presented papers contesting the political radicalism of tl. ý' 

understanding bisexuality as transgressive middle ground, focusing on the 
I_,: I 

377 See Chapter Four, Figure 56, for the cover of the brochure for this Conference. 
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disingenuous collapse of structures of race, gender and sexuality that often 

accompanies this move. Despite the highly critical nature of both papers, the 

majority of those present greeted such a perspective with enthusiasm. This 

provided a forum within the Conference as a whole where the specific 

positioning of bisexual subjects, communities and histories could begin to be 

addressed, even if this was not reflected within the Conference framework. 

Although I did not stay until the end of the Conference -I felt depressed 

by the solidification of bisexual identity and community in ways that my research 

has sought to counter - my experience there has shed light on my work in this 

thesis. What I have hoped to show is that the construction of bisexuality as 

transgressive (as well as regressive) middle ground, while understandable, is 

ultimately counter-productive. Re-imagining the meaning of that middle ground 

does not, and cannot, critique the structure of hierarchical oppositions of sex, 

gender and sexuality. As we saw in Chapter Four, in relation to the position of 

feminism within the 1990 Bisexual Conference space, proposing bisexuality as 

subversive of gender norms, by virtue of its 'post-feminist' utopian potential, is 

profoundly ahistorical. Bisexuality as 'beyond category' effectively equalises 

those oppositional categories, refusing to acknowledge the hierarchies of gender tD tn Z: ) ZD 

that have historically influenced, and continue to influence, subject and 

community formation. In this rubric, the differences between a lesbian feminist 

position and a heterosexual male position in relation to structures of power are 

erased, as both are seen as equally 'gender invested'. " 

While highlighting the limits of theorising bisexuality as middle ground 1-11: 1 
Z_ý 

as a progressive political endeavour, in this thesis, I have also tried to focus on 
Z: ) 

378 See Chapter One, Section One, Part Two, and particularly footnotes 37,38 and 39, for more 
detail about and a critique of the term 'monosexual'. 
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bisexual production in other spaces and locations. Each chapter is an attempt to 

view bisexuality within queer contexts, to emphasise both the pervasive 
influence of bisexuality as heterosexual/homosexual middle ground, and the 

ways in which bisexual space is formed either as middle ground among a range C) 
of cultures, or is not a middle around at all. Thus, in Chapter Two, bisexuality is 4-: ) 1 

produced both in opposition to and within the lesbian community of 

Northampton, as well as within queer culture. In Chapter Three, bisexuals and 

transsexuals are at points produced as one body, or as 'indistinguishable' from 

lesbians, gay men and heterosexuals, particularly in terms of sexual behaviour. 

Finally, in Chapter Four, bisexual identity and community is carved out between 

and among, the lesbian and gay, and white and Hispanic cultures of San 

Francisco. My three very different cartographies of bisexual space in this thesis 

are held together by their insistence that bisexuality is at times produced as other 

than the structural mechanism grounding heterosexuality. 

Insistent Bisexual Narratives 

I believe that my focus on these bisexual locations elsewhere helps to shed light 

on the mutable relationship between bisexual subjects and their structural location 

within dominant regimes of sexuality and gender. Bisexual subjects are clearly 

positioned differently in relation to dominant (and sub-cultural) power relations, 

depending upon their sex, gender and current object-choice. The consistent 

factor in bisexual experience is, in fact, more likely to be her subjectivity (as 

bisexual) than, say, her privileged position (if with a man) or oppressed position 

(if with a woman). Her sense of self as bisexual is not produced by the 

experience of any one location within structures of power. This is not to negate 

379 This is, of course, similar to the flattening out of differences between homosexua 
iI 

and 
heterosexual positions, in order to posit 'monoscxism' as a pr mary form of b1phobia. See 

footnote 378. 
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the effects of power-relations, but to emphasis the fact that a bisexual subject's 

positioning within those power-relations cannot be finally pinpointed. Her 

location is never equivalent to, nor wholly productive of her subjectivity. 

The above is obviously true for subjects other than bisexual ones too. As 

I argued at the outset of my thesis, and again at the close of Chapter Three, tn tý, 
however, the difference is that for a bisexual subject, this partiality is central to 

and productive of subjectivity, rather than that which undermines the supposed 

authenticity of the (lesbian, gay or straight) subject. " I would argue, too, that Z: ) t: 5 
the elucidation of that narrative does make a difference to how we view structural 

location's influence over subjectivity. It suggests that positioning within 

structural power-relations does not finally determine one's subjectivity, either 

overall or at a given moment. For example, a bisexual woman in a relationship 

with a man does not have the same relationship to heterosexuality as a straight 

woman. Similarly, with regards to transsexual subjectivity, a man who has been 

culturally read as a woman, does not have the same relationship to maleness as a 

genetic male. That difference is marked on their bodies by virtue of previous a 

structural location, and potential future locations. To assume (as often is) that 

bisexual subjectivity is different from lesbian subjectivity primarily in terms of its 

access to heterosexual privilege, is to obscure any notion of a bisexual narrative 

over time. In effect, to focus primarily on structural location is to banish the 

possibility of a continuous bisexual (or transsexual) subjectivity. It is for this 

reason that I have focused upon bisexual narratives of subjectivity throughout 

this thesis, rather than on structures of power that at best position bisexuality as 

oscillation (now this, now that), and at worst re-inscribe bisexuality as middle 

ground regulating or transcending heterosexuality. 

... See my discussion of Julia Creet's article 'Anxieties of Identity: Coming out and Coming 

Undone', (Creet 1995) In Chapter Three, Section One, Part Three, '131 sexual Pleasures'. 
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My argument concerning the specificity of bisexual narrative, above, and 
the changing relationship between subject and structural location that I believe Z15 Z: ) 

typifies that narrative, is perhaps best illustrated by my own changing position in 

relation to my research within the thesis. In Chapter One I mention that the 

progression through this research is a personal one, that I am as shaped by my Z: ý 

findings as they are by me. I also suggest that the use of the 'personal voice', t5týl 

while not unproblematic, remains a central concern within feminist research 

practice. I realise, however, that how my own experience functions as 

methodolog as the thesis progresses, becomes increasingly obscure. Not only zly 
does my voice change in different contexts, but at certain points it frames the 

text, propelling the reader forward in a given direction, while at others its 

presence is negligible, little more than a whisper. This may certainly be 

confusing for the reader, especially given that there are no signposts in 

preparation for these textual shifts. Yet as I also mentioned in Chapter One, self- 

reflexive methodology could be usefully understood less as a search for the truth 

of experience, than as an exploration of 'the interfaces among difference 

"voices" ', and how they inflect one another to produce a meaningful subject. To 

rephrase the subjectivity-location question, then, how might we make sense of 

this personal (bisexual) confusion? 

In a sense, perhaps only consciously in retrospect, my journey through 

these bisexual spaces is indicative of my resistance to the construction of 

bisexuality as regressive or transgressive middle ground. To return to Rosi 

Braidotti's conceptualisation of the researcher as nomad, (Braidotti 1994) and to 

Elspeth Probyn's warnin as about the researcher as tourist. I feel not so much 

that I have visited new bisexual places in my work, but that I have been, and 

continue to be, a tourist in my own cultural (a)venues, forced to look again at the 

spaces bisexuals occupy and the meanings generated by their presence in those 
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spaces. Looking back, I can say that the use of the personal in each chapter is I-M, 
both a methodological issue, a way of approaching the issue of bisexual 

experience, and a research finding itself, through which bisexual positioning and 

sub . ectivity may be read. j 

I want to go back over the relationship between my own narrative and my 

research now in more detail. My 'search for the bisexual experience' in the 

lesbian context of Northampton, Massachusetts, is quite explicitly framed by my 

own experience of living there. Section One of that chapter begins with an 

informal walk through the town, and ends with a discussion of the lesbian 

household I was a part of. Throughout the chapter my concern is with the ways 

bisexual women are included and/or excluded from lesbian community. The 

narrative ostensibly traces the shift from what I identify as initial bisexual 

inclusion within lesbian community, to the separation of bisexual identity 

through naming. In a direct mirroring of this trajectory (that is to say, inversion) 

I wander the streets of Northampton as an outsider searching for bisexual 

community, in vain, and end up with a sense of my own inclusion within a 

miniature lesbian community. At the close of the chapter there remains a 

contradiction between the 'resolution' of the Pride March Controversy through 

bisexual naming, and the apparent lack of bisexual visibility during my stay in 

Northampton. Yet my own movement towards rather than away from inclusion 

within lesbian community could perhaps be seen as providing alternative closure. 

Rather than 'transgressing' lesbian community, then, my own ambivalent 

narrative mirrors those of Sharon Gonsalves and May Wolf in suggesting a lack 

of stable location for bisexuality. 

In the following chapter on bisexuality and transsexuality in feminist and 

queer spaces, my personal trajectory is still more problematic. The 

methodological use of the personal is, from the outset, motivated by my invested 
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relationship to the subject. At the time of conducting the research for this chapter, 

my involvement with my FTM lover provides a particular perspective on the 

relationship between bisexual and transsexual subjectivity. My interest in the 

historical and theoretical merging of bisexuality and transsexuality is persistently 

mediated through my desire, both to affirm and to separate the linked but 

different trajectories I analyse. Here, perhaps more than anywhere else in the 

thesis, my own subjectivity is implicated in the production of bisexuality (and 

transsexuality) as either regressive or transgressive. The end of Section One rý tD 

makes the case (rather too strongly? ) for bisexual and transsexual subjectivity as 

wrongýy inscribed by this dyad, thus preparing the way for a triumphant and 

romantic bi/trans escape, in the next section, from the confining gaze of the zný 

mythical, malicious viewer (who, neither bisexual nor transsexual, remains 

curiously unnamed). 'Read with me', I say, all the while refusing that 

possibility. I want, clearly, to map out a visible escape route from the normative 

middle ground, from the dominant structures of gender and sexuality, within 

which (my) bisexual and (his) transsexual subjectivity have no mobility. Instead 

of 'trangrression' I want specificity, but in this context I can only sketch out an 

imaginative map that suggests the idea of bisexual narrative I can only bring t5 

together later. 

In the final chapter, I attempt to take an uncharacteristic critical distance 

from my subject - the consolidation of bisexual identity and community through t5 

the 1990 Bisexual Conference in San Francisco. This is a deliberate move on my 

part. It seems quite clear to me from this research, and from the subsequent 

development of US bisexual conferences (as highlighted above), that the 

consolidation of bisexual space occurs here through an incorporation, rather than 

critique of the production of bisexuality as transgressive. As is no doubt clear, I 

am highly suspicious of the normative effects of such a progression, while I can 
b t: l 
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see te importance of identi self-valuation. My ity and community for bisexual 

desire in this chapter is to highlight the historical construction of separate 
bisexual space, how it undercuts itself, rather than damning from outside. In that 

sense I am conscious throughout the text of my presence there as an academic 

rather than 'political activist'. In maintaining such a fictional, and perhaps even 

parodic distance, the ways in which bisexual separation and visibility work to 

reaffirm rather than contest productions of bisexuality as middle ground, can be 

brouaht to the reader's attention. Perhaps it is even my desire to retreat into an 

academic passing, that exposes the internal logic of dominant bisexual subject- 

formation, rather like Butler's passing subjects expose the workings of the t: ) ;n 
heterosexual matrix. The ways in which bisexual wish-fulfillment (my own 

position in Chapter Three) seeks to gloss over the bisexual specificity that 

inevitably resurfaces are, to my mind, better addressed through this 

methodological tack than through a more direct critique. The consolidation of the 

middle ground of bisexuality makes a range of bisexual historical and personal 

narratives invisible, while privileging others. Reading through the use of the 

personal, then, the focus of this chapter becomes the process of bisexual 

rewriting and the writing out of 1970s bisexual activism, as well as bisexual 

subjects who do not fit the new rubric. 

And so where does this leave, or lead, us? Inconsistent as my personal 

bisexual methodology is, it is precisely this trajectory that suggests possible 

(a)venues for further research. In contrast to a bisexual theory that privileges the 

transgressive over the regressive, and seeks to validate the 'middle ground' as a 

useful political location for bisexual identity and community, I want to propose 

the linking of my/incongruous bisexual narratives that run through this thesis. Cl 

Rather than viewing (this) bisexual experience as fractured, asjumping from one 

location to another, and thereby from one subjectivity to another, perhaps we 
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might reconfigure it as a continuous narrative, with its own internal logic. The tp 

'bisexual experience' I set out in search of (according to my title) does not reside 
in any single location or subjectivity. A bisexual subject moves through and 

attaches to itself different experiences of visibility and Invisibility, privilege and 

refusal, cultural acceptance and cultural exclusion. She is produced by her 

various locations, but is not reducible to any single location. This emphasis on 

bisexual narrative, that would surely form the basis of a new project, must of 

necessity emphasise the local over the universal, and provides scope for 

acknowledging potential and actual bisexual collusion with dominant structures 

as well as resistance to the same. 

A 'return to narrative' may seem strangely old-fashioned in these post- 

postmodern days, particularly given my focus in this thesis on spaces. Yet I 

believe that such approach to bisexuality may open up a number of productive 

areas for future research. I am particularly interested, for example, in the 

challenges that bisexual narrative poses to visibility politics. To trace bisexual 

narratives effectively I believe we need to considerpassing as potentially 

productive of subjectivity rather than only as repressive of a 'true self', for 

example. In addition, a focus on narrative raises the question of literary criticism, 

perhaps forcing the researcher to produce close readings of bisexual texts and 

contexts, and to consider the relationship among different texts -a cultural 

intertextuality. How do we map bisexual narratives cross-culturally (within and 

among nation states), through age and class differences, to name but a few areas 

of interest? The task, then, continues to be an interdisciplinary one. I am not sure 

what we will discover by linking theories of space and narrative in researching 

bisexuality, but I am sure that the process will be an illuminating one. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: Archive Material from Chapter Two 

List of Materials in Appendix (in date order) 

a. Elisabeth Brook (1989) 'Lesbians Don't Fuck Men', Sojourner, Vol. 14, 
No. 11, July: 6; and Sharon Gonsalves' response, Ibid. 

b. The Calendar, January 1990: front page. 
C. 7he Calendar, February 1990: front page. 
d. 7he Calendar, April 1990: front page. 
e. Seccs Uelle (1990) 'Dyke and Bi Women's Factions Sling It Out', Gay 

Community Nudes, April 1: 43. 
f. Steve Boai to Bet Power (1990) letter, Apnl 7. 

C1. 
Bet Power to Steve Boat (1990) letter, April 21. a 

h. Anon (1994) 'Why Do the Lesbians Have All the Fun Around HereT, 
advertisement for the Valley Gq y Men's Calendar. 

i. Unauthored and undated newspaper article. 

APPENDIX 11: Archive Material from Chapter Four 

List of Materials in Appendix (in date order) 

a. Lani Ka'ahumanu and Autumn Courtney (1988) 'Dear Nascent Bisexual 
Networkers', National Mailing, February 17. 

b. Boston Area Planning Committee (1988) 'PROPOSAL by the Boston Area 
Planning Committee for the Nascent National Bisexual Network', June 2; 
Seattle Bisexual Women's Network (1988) 'Yes to a National Bisexual 
Network', Ibid; and miscellaneous responses nationwide. 

c. North American Bisexual Network working group of the 1990 San 
Francisco 
Conference on Bisexuality Committee (1989) 'A Proposal', October 1. 

d. Loraine Hutchins (1989) Letter to the ECBN Steering Committee, October 
27: 1-3. 
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and the Berkshires 

HERE WE UV AuAiN ULLIT. working with Northampton's Peoples "non-binding" and invalid. We 
Institute, I encourage women 1.0 shocked and angered by what went Whew things happen fast, these days. consider what a wonderful. resource it in that meeting. We have create Once again, THE MARCH is an issue or could be for all of us , if it was community we care deeply about, 

s an concern and action. ccensible. Think aqain about taking are in danger of seeing t folTowing anno on that project. The P. I. director is community made invisible. We f 
poor (log Magic got hit by a car and enthusiastic about working with a some kind of action must be tak is recovering from a bro-%en hip. No, Lesbian group (yes, the L-word was Therefore, we have decided to 5 thf. car didn't stop. And all Of us used, ask Fern). ont, more i, esbian caucus to the n are dealing with a brutal murder in only three photos have been sent meeting of the March committee, the mall parking lot. A young woman, in to the PHOTO CONTEST! One of them Jan. 10. The week before that, 
not found for a whole day. Surely the was from Israel! I rea IIy thought Jan. 3, we will meet to discuss 
imirdox-v was inspirpd by the Montreal there were more picture-taking (Jyk(,. s issues and problems that have b, 
Massacre. And he. may be still around, in this dyke town. SO GET OFF YOUR raised, and to try to find creatý 
as there are no clues to his ASSES AND SEND IN YOUR IIIIOTOS NOWI!! ways to confront these. If you io-ntity. So, we have to do And do something. Recycle, send concerned and interested, plei 
ýoinpthing! what call we do? Are any contributions, write legislators, iLl 11 us on Jan. 3. Information 
of ii. c doinq anything? Some 0f us art'. picket, petition, shelter, support, t. 0 Lime and place will be availaL 
fýolll- of us have become gu*" iI 1ý, build coalitions, fight for rights, if you call 413-586-5071 and lea 
vandals, perforininq works of "Nyah! protect, investigate, teach. DO. y(. )ut- name and number. We have a'. 
t4yah! Thr. aLrp" that may (goddess 'I'llis is my opinion, of course. I _bookpd 

the Northampton _Menl-ie-ri 
forbid) end up with fines or jail for probably worl, t do it again, but I the 
thein. The truth is, I'm having a hard encourago you to respond. Pamela Lesbian community on Tuesday, Ja 
Ii pie with vandalism as a feminist 23 a share c 
rl, volutionary tool. Boys are vandals, experiences with you, to hear yc 
wmiwn clean up ... Coinpark- th(I paitil- ANNOUNCEMENTS concerns, and to brainstorm ways 
weilding guerilla raid on the Antherst. meet this very real threat to c 
nowsioom with any act carried out by COMMUNITY ALERT: A group of Valley hard-won community. 
Arty person in Romania, Poland, Lesbians, independently of one 
Guatemala, El Salvadore, Palestine, another, attended the meeting of the WOMEN INDOORS!! THRILL to the bri 
or any other country where nien May 1990 March committee on Dec. 13. breeze of a rapid riffle ... SHA 
unifotm call randomly kill you. We shared a common concern about the THE I-I'XCITEMENT of "quartz" on 
-nerqy, risk, danger, enthusiasm, and lack of Lesbian representation at triple ... FLEX your gluteus to i 
passion spent by these women on that the 1989 Rally, and the change Of maximus while you really score, 
act - what if they had organi7ed a the name of the March from Lesbian card games, board games, whatevE 
picket for a few weeks, Witt, st-r-(. et and Gay Pride March to Gay, Lesbian, WOMEN INDOORS! What a warm feelir. 
I hnat re, activit. ips and/or dai Iy and Bisexual Pride March. Call Judy, 413-634-5456, or wra 
, Ieinoný, t rations? The media would have Throughout an increasingly WOMEN INDOORS c/o PO Box 9027 
covered it the. Ainherst Newsroom friq,, Lening and maddening 2-hour Spfld, 01100. 
'ý,, ukjld have lost 

business, blah, blah, discussion, we tried to express our 
blah ... concerns but were met with hostility "NOW'S THE TIME" listeners -a lai 

Sure, I talk. Li ke all of US, and condescension. Some of the lavendar thank-you for yo 
ý1111-lhinq happeris, we talk, qvt aII non-lesbian members of the committee enthusiastic and generous suppor- 
-'II-iikIht_eous, don't act. At 1pa! A -ipppared determined to define. our Keep C)n listenin' and we'll keep 
I 1w:: '. wolwqi did "v"', )ifertyles ill purely bedroom, not spinning. Peace Be With You, Ju 
l)-litih I disagive-w-ith Lll(ý 11"'(11o(i, I political, terms. Faced with the Oland Ruth. 
11,10,111d anyonF- taking act i oil about diI enima of offending either the 

.) lly I. It i ny she feels -strongly. The bisexual or the Lesbian community, N. O. W. Meeting. lst Greenfie. 
apat hy level around here has risen they chose not to offend the Chapter Mtg. Jan 10,7 : 30P. 
Oramat iCally this winter , and I'm as bisexuals. When it became apparent Greenfield Public Library on Ma 
I-ad iis rýveryone elsr,. that we couldn't even reach Street. Hampshire/ Franklin 

So I'm making the resolution to consensus on the name of the march, 
banish apathy front iny life ill 1990. the group agreed to a democratic 
Thprp are important projects hpqun in vote on that single issue. It was 
1110 valley. The qu es I for decided - by one vote - to change 
; 1ccossibility is on, - t 11 i net t 11 iq the name back to its original 
"Ommullity can be proud of . I, u na r ia " "Lesbian and Gay Pride", and to 
efforts, and the work at 16 CLntf-L canvass the community by means of a 
St. are making more of our physical ballot at the rally following the 
resvurces available to more of our march. At that point some members 
-i-tvzs. And, although women have 
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C. 

AN I'V)l I N('I-: M I-. N, r! -, 
TAKF BACK THE' MARCII HIGHT 

Pp I DE 11ARCII COMM 1 11111EV IIP 1) ATV * 
Thanks Lo the combined effort s of 
nearly 40 concerned le-sbians, we 
were able to turn the March 
commitLee around at the January 
10 meeting. The thrust of our 
argument is contained in the 
following statement, which we 
passed out and read at that 
meeting- "The 1989 March and 
rally were not representative of 
lesbian concerns and/or 
int-erf-sts. According to Lhe vote 
taken at the December 13,1989 
meeting, the. title of the. 1990 
march is the Lesbian and Gay 
Pride March. This is a political 
march , with the aIm ---o-f- 

celebrating and building on the 
gaills we, have made, and of 
strengthening the lesbian and gay 
communities. Though we. have won a 
major victory with the 
Massachusetts Gay Rights bill, 
many battles remain to be 
fought. These include (but are not 
limited to): societal homophobia 
and its attendant violence, job 
cýecurity, foster care, 
woman-hating and violence against 
'wompti. We encourage bisexuals and 
of-her politically sympathetic 
, ýi-upn to march ar. otir aIIi" 
I'lle group voted to accept the 
Leturn of the March name to 
"Lesbian and Gay Pride March. " 
AF! I ll('Y had threatened, the gay 
innn and bisexuals who had opposed 
Ihe change/return withdrew from 
1-he March committee. As of now, 
Ill committees related to the 
March are made up of dykes. We 
will make the 1990 March a 
nemorable one, a march for our 
pride, our rights, and our 
visibility. Contrary to rumor, 
we didn't "storm the meeting" 
like Fascists. We turned out in 
large numbers because we-re 
-oncerned. We're not terrorists. 
le're your sisters, your 
70111mu II ty. Come celebrate with 
is on May 5 11 

COMMUNITY MEETING REPORT: 

On aan. 23, nParly fi fty leshiatir, 
nipt to disseminate information 
ronverni rig the. May 51 1990 
L, esbiaii/(; ay Pride March. We 
learned that lesbians now control 
the steering committee and work 
groups, so this year's march will 
be a huge change from the past 
few years. Several lesbians 

. epo t--T-on the first few March 
meetings, during which -- after 
initial hostility toward lesbian 
initiative and input -- it was 
decided that the March title will 
not include the word Bisexual, 
because of the shift in pajýiticai 
focus. Several gay men and 
6`1--sexual folks have decided not 
to work on the march this year, 
making it a true Take Back the 
March March. We were pleased 
with the support our community 
gave us, and relieved and 
gratified to know that this is 

what the community wants and 
supports. More March help is 

needed especially 
peacekeepers. So keep a watch 
out, in TC, for more 
information. We also decided to 

meet after 
paYbJe) - to disCuss plans 

-and ch-angr-T-f-OT' next__year _. 
Consider 

getting invoiveý. MWýe this your 
coirimunj Ly, too. 

F. L. O. W. E. R. BLOOMSI Thanks to 
the enthusiastic support of the 
I. -? sbian community, FLOWER met its 

goal of raising $2500 to start 
its Spring granting cycle! if 
you are a Lesbian who has a 
not-for-profit project or idea 
that will benefit the Lesbian 
community of Western Mass., write 
FLOWER, P. O. Box 602, 
Northampton, MA 01061. Criteria 
for funding, guidelines, and an 
application will be sent to you. 
Or come by the FLOWER office - 
suite 220,16 Center St., 
Northampton, MA, on Weds. 
9: 30-11: 30 a. m. or Thurs. 6-8 

p. m. Applications for funding 

will be ready BY THE END OF 
FEBRUARY. Many thanks to all you 
members who have made this 

granting cycle possible. We're 
not stopping here, however. 
Fundraising has already begun for 
tho Fall granting cycle with a 
goal of $2500 and we want to 
raise $5000 by Dec. 31,1990 
toward a vision of a Lesbian 
Community Center. So join now 
and help FLOWER build community 
in innovative ways. 

NORTH EAST WOMEN'S MUSICAL 
RETREAT (NEWMR): The North East 
Women's Musical Retreat's TENTH 
YEAR FFSTIVAL CELEBRATION is in 
the making. We are happy t0 
announce that NFWMR X will be 
held over the Labor Day weekend 
at Echo Lark Camp in Poyntelle, 
PA. This year marks the 
beginning of a new decade and we 
are very excited about NEWMR's 
future. NEWMR has been a 
meaningful part of the lives of 
many women in the past and we 
believe that we can continue to 
contribute to our community. 

a Monthly Listina of Events by, for, and about Lesbians in the Connecticut River Vall( 
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a Monthly Listing of Events by, for, and about Lesbians in the Connecticut River Valley F ", j L- lie Berkshires P'? 'I L- 'FOC, 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

ANITA BRYANT MEMORIAL SPEAKERS 
Bureau. Speakers include Anita 
herself (after all, it WAS her 
idea! ), Maggie Thatcher, Imelda 
Marcos, Nancy Reagan, Jean 
Kirkpatrick, Phyllis Schlaffley, 
and many other of those 
national ly-known women who make 
us so proud to be w-el<n ladies. 
Call 1-BESTFRIEND. 

LESBIANS AGAINST THE POSTAL SERV- 
ice (LAPS) are planning a 
demonstration at the Northampton 
P. O. to protest the continued use 
of oppressive patriarchal womon- 
hating language. Down with 
MAILBOXES!!! Call I-JUSTRAVING to 
help recruit. 

THE BISEXUAL, TRISEXUAL, TRANS- 
vestite, Transexual, Asexual, 
Oversexual, Ultrasexual, 
Heterosexual, Non- sexual Pride 
March Committee will meet at 
Hickey's on April 1. Gals, bring 
some yummie goodies, Men, bring 
your wonderful ideas. Let's make 
this the best March ever! Still 
working on a rally site big 
enough to hold us all! 

P. C. HOTLINE - MESSAGE CHANGED 
daily! Keep up on the 
ever-changing P. C. rules. One 
call every morning, and you'll go 
to work confident that you know 
who is in, who is out, whom to 
disapprove of, who your leaders 
are (how about that Jan Clausen 
now with a man? ) , which community 
member is too P. J. to speak to, 
and who to hate. Also greatest 
gossip line in town! (P. C., of 
course) Call I-LASTWRD. 

THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT PRIDE 
Committee announces FANTASY- 
NASTY NIGHT at the North Star. 
Totally outrageous dress is 
encouraged - there will be a 
fashion show with "prizes". Also 
a Personal Ads Bulletin Board, 
leather market, toy show (bring 
your own to Show and Tell! ), 
11 services auction", public 
pillory, art show, precision 
bullwhip drillteam demonstration, 
and many other nasty things you 
never thought you'd see in 
Northampton! No sex police 
(unless in uniform), so check 
your attitude at the door. 
Benefit for THE CALENDAR. 

THE HADLEY HOUSý PROUDLY ANNOUN- 
ces that they are all pregnant 
with quintuplets (same donor). 
Due on International Women's Day! 
We are having a contest to name 
theml Call 1-KIDDIES FMI. 

HELEN HAGENDAZ ANNOUNCES A BREAK- 
through in channellingl Join her 
April I at the Wendell Town Hall 
as she channels Eleanor 
Roosevelt, who will finally 
reveal how she was able to have a 
life-long lesbian relationship, 
stay married to the Pres., and 
become the world's most beloved 
person during her lifetime. We 
could all learn a thing or two. 
Meet at 2: PM. Bring questions. 

WORKSHOPS 

TOUCHING OURSELVES, HEALING THE 
Universe. Join Hotlik Freespirit 
in an exploration of Transcuntual 
Meditation and the latest fad new 
age healing techniques. April 1 
at TC office, 3: PM. 

LALINGUA LEAGUE TECHNIQUE TO BE 
demonstrated by practitioner. 
Learn to read past lives by 
rubbing tongue bumps and cracks. 
Your own or others. Location TBA. 
Call 1-800-TONGUES. 

YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL - MOVING INTO 
the 90's: A weekend workshop for 
lesbians looking for the Good 
Life (het-style). Learn how to 
balance babies (one on each hip) 
with a career in business, a 
full-time partner, a mistress on 
the side, and weekends of 
wine-tasting parties, while 
maintaining a politically correct 
exterior. Confidentially 
guaranteed. 1-800-SELLOUT. 

STRUGGLE FOR NON-INTIMACY. ARE 

you sick of sharing? Are you 
tired of intimate details? Do you 
hate processing feelings? This 
workshop will teach you how to 
put up walls, not care about the 
feelings someone else is trying 
to guilt-trip you with, and laugh 
(HA! ) at abandonment issues. Icy 
Soulshiver will lead. 1-IFROZEN. 

FINDING OUR INNER VACUUM. BY MED- 
itating in a safe space 
surrounded by crystals and 
wombmoon energy, we will discover 
the wellsprings of our Inner 
Emptyness. Learn to disempower 

your own vacuum. 1-800-THE-HOLE. 

DO WHAT YOU LOVE & NEVER MAKE A 
penny! Who cares, as long as 
you're happy! For only $999, 
these and other brilliant ideas 
can be yours in this 5 minute 
crash course called "How to Lose 
All and Keep Smiling" Call Ms. 
Fortune at 1-800-REALDEAL. 

CLAY VULVAS ARE BACK!! Florence 
Breezebottom has graciously 
consented to facilitate her 
hands-on workshop creating her 
famous clay vulvasl Remember 
girls, Mother's Day is not far 
away. Think how delighted YOUR 
mother will be with her very own 
clay vulva on the piano holding 
those M& M's or breath mints. 
Clay vulvas are also excellent 
wedding gifts for that "het" 
bride you bedded for four years 
in college. These make wonderful 
pickle dishes, sure to dress up 
any dinner party. Call Flo at 
1-800- MUD-CUNT. 

GROUPS 

COCODEPENDANTS SUPPORT GROUP. 
Are you addicted to people who 
are addicted to people with 
addictions? Kick and Slam, the 
2-Step Program, will help you 
overcome this and other 
dependancies. Meets at Sandy's 
whenever you want. 1-KlK-SLAM. 

ADULT SURVIVORS OF 12 STEP PAR- 
ents. (ed. note: I don't know if 
this is 12-Step Parents or 12 
Step-Parents, since it was 
scribbled on the back of a scrap 
of paper bag, in crayon) Meets at 
the ... (end of note) 

WHO ARE YOU EATING/WHO'S EATING 
YOU - local author and teacher 
Lesbia Friend will lead a support 
group for wimmin who are 
concerned about their eating 
habits, bodily parts and relation 
to oral performance, beginning 
Thurs. April 31,7pm -? Call 
1-800-EAT-OUT. 

ROLE CONFUSION SUPPORT GROUP Are 
you butch? Are you Femme? How 
about a femmy butch, or a butchy 
femme? Eleanor Roosevelt once 
said that her success in life was 
due in a large part to the 
personal awakening of herself as 
a butch top. If you are 
questioning your role, or would 
care to be in a supportive 
atmosphere that reaffirms your 
role, call ROCKY FLOWERCHILD at 
1-800-r'()N-FT1qF. 
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h. 

Hey, Brother! Did you ever ask yourself, ýkc)ý 

"Why do the Lesbians have all 
- the fun around here? is 

There is a simple explanation: Since 1987, the Lesbians of Lesbianville have had 
THE LESBIAN CALENDAR, which monthly lists everything going on that's of 
Interest to Lesbians. From central Vermont to northern Connecticut, from 
Albany, NY, to Worcester, MA, TLC reaches into the homes of thousands of 
Lesbians, keeping them up to date on nwhat's happening". Now ffs our turn... 

BEGINNING ýN SEPTEMBER, WE'RE PROUD TO IfITRODUCE the 

VALLEY GAY MEN'S CALENDAR 
A MontOWy Liaing of Events B andAbout! GWYMENC in Western N * For, ew EV4md 

Did you ever wish that there was a bulletin board where you could advertise 
your business, announce your potluck, concert, fundraiser, or sporting event, 
congratulate a new family, eulogize a departed friend, or run a personal ad 
that's really you? And that vou know would be seen only by local Gav Men? 

THIS IS WHAT LESBIANS HAVE HAD FOR SEVEN YEARS! NOW GAY MEN CAN, TOO! 

Every month, VGMC will bring you the info every local Gay Man wants to know, and 
wants you to know. All you have to do is send in your listings. The categories include: 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Almost anything of Interest, including some national & International news Items, but 
mostly Info with a local focus. You'll send It In. 
DANCES/EVENINGS OUT: Sponsored by your group for a fundraiser, planned with the local Two Step 
dancers, organized by your church, or just for fun. Many more will attend If they read about It In VGMC. 

PERFORMANCES/ EVENTS/ ARTS: Advertised national Gay talent, appearing locally, or our own local talent 
appearing locally, or art openings, poetry readings, theatre performances, and anything else. 
CELEBRATIONS: Birthdays, anniversaries, graduations, etc. or any excuse to celebrate! 
CONFERENCES/FESTIVALS: If we hear about it, we'll print It. For local, regional, and national participation. 

SOCIAL & PROFESSIONAL GROUPS: From Leather to cooking, from singing to senior citizens to computers to 
Gay Teachers, and more... You want to form a group? Join a group? Ust It In VGIVIC. 

HEALTH INFO/SUPPORT GROUPS: From HIV testing Info to Gay Survivors to sobriety support groups, VGMC 

wants to let you know everything that's available. 
FAMILY VALUES: From national associations supporting gay parenting to support groups for gay teenagers, 

and everything else about our families. 
POTLUCKS/SPORTS EVENTS: If you want to throw a potluck or brunch, join a volleyball team, or find a tennis 

partner, put It here and see what happensl it is a great way to meet new friends. 

WORKSHOPS/ CLASSES/LtCTU RES: If you think it is of interest, if you want to teach a class. if you are planning 

a workshop, put It In the VGMC. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: This is where you look for a housemate, sell your car, look for a job, find a ride, list your tag 

sale, or find a place to live In a gay-friendly home. 
PERSONAL ADS: Wouldn't it be nice to meet someone who lives closer than two hours away? Wouldn't it be 

great to meet someone with whom you might actually share some things in common? 
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all A 6. 
I therefore propose that if we are to prove virselve, to be 'not 

fence-sitters but bri-Ige-builders ', we_be-ai-n writh-establi-shing ours, elves In 

the Ray-lesbian establishment. 
-- - -------- 

There are a variety of mans to do so. As nentioned above, there is the 

gay press. le. letters. articles. and . 1itorials irk jjaý arpi lesbian (local) 

Aewspapt, rs and national -gazines 

&it in additlor to these forms. there are parties and potlucks. 

'Bi-Nights' in the bars, sexinars and conferences in the coovaunity centers. 

Rils need to participate in the national pay/lesbian organizations; the NGLTF 

(the National Gay and lesbian Task Force). GLALA (Gay and Lesbian Activist 

Alliance) as well as G*I%LA (the Qy and Married Men Association). Why? As 

stated above. i: ýLse orpanmqions ! rs yorkinit for u- we. %hpii1, UIQt_b_eqi: ate=. 

t, o 'atLe Int back'. But thýre is another 'political, reason: one of the 

accusations freque-ntly leveled at bL's (especially in heterosexual relation- 

ships) is that when the going get tough. the bi's go shopping - for a 

heterosexual relationship. If we are to g-iin the respect of the gay conriunity 

we're going to have to earn it. 

Finally. there's the heterosexiial society. ARain we suffer frort 

ignorance as to what we are and are mt. And as with the howsexial 

cniuniiinity, we will have to cnavaiinicate thrmsRh resm. cted and estahlisW 

channels: in this instance speckal-inEerest publications that cover sexwlity 

and hman behavior. as wtll the Iteneral interest w-lia: Penthouse and Form, 

Playboy and Psychology TbdV. And then there. are the electronic aiedia: ra-Uo 

talk shows, nprah, Writihm and Dr. %ith. 
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C. 

October 1 1989 

A Proposal -From the 
North American Bisexual Network working group of tfie 
1990 San Francisco Conference on Pisexuality 

-Comittes. 

N' 

fr. ". 

4t( 

1 -0 .. I 

WhAt would a NABN do? (in decendina order af imOOrtance) 

1) Keep zL central mailing/cOntact list of all bisexual groups 
worldwide. 

2) Produce a quarterly (to start) newsletter which would be 
distributed to all. bisexual groups worldwide. 

3). Act as a. central clearing house for information an 
bisexuality. Anyone writing to the NABN address could be 
directed to their nearest local bi gi-oup. 

4) Produce in-Formation packets for individuals: and groups, 
help distribute the work of the largerl. inore organized groups 
to smaller and newer groups: 

5) 
.- 

ProduCie'twith the assistance of local networks) a yearly 
Conference on Bisexualityp which would switch 'from coast to 
coast yearly. 

What would the structure a+ NABN look like? 

1) A loose coalition of all the bi groups in North America,, 
with one group/n4twork each year taking responsibility for 

some/all of NABN's work each year. For example, bne group 
could produce the newsletter for a year while another'dealt 
wito the mailing. lists and distributed information. The. 
change7over could take place at the yearly Conference on 
Bisexuality. 

2) jhe above 1, =Os, 3 r,: oj-, jjt-io-i in conJunct-icn with a 
Coor . dinating Committee (00) vatc-d in iit 2a:: h-yie-zr. 'y 
Cnnferýemce. The r. C. would. have the responsibil. 4ty of issu. ng 
Pablic statement's. on bisexuality when appropriaze. Excimp-es 

a-F this would be writing to thz-? annual Conf. 3rence of AIDS 
A .6 %- A Resmearchers abOLit bisexual-, and AIDS, writing to national 

1.,: -sýjian and gay groups wnen vhay ignore bisexuals in their 

wa. -k etc, 

'22 create sucm an c: rqaniz. ---ltic)n 

1) Send out copies of this proposal and Ccnference info tc tnt: - 

current NASN mailing list, as. well as all bi groups in US and 

Canada. 
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2) Collect proposals from existing groups and send 'out Packets to the entire mailing list. This would be the basis for the 
consensus proposal which would be worked Out at the 
Conference. 

3) Meet at the 1990 Conference in San Francisco and hammer out a Statement of Purpose and working structure during the four 
days of the Conference. 

4) Present the consensus proposal to the final plenary at the 
Conference. 

5) Get someone to agree to do the work of running NABN for 
the first year. 

Major unanswered questions 

1) Who would be a member o-F this organization? Any group who 
paid dues? Any individual'? 

I ý-) Who would have decision malcing power? Would groups have 
more power than indivi 

* 
duals? Larger groups over smaller 

groups? (Boston with 1,000 inFambers vz. Vancouver with 20) 

3) What would the funding source of the Network be-7 Would be 
rely soley on dues, or would we want to apply +or not-ior- 
pro-Fit status so we could apply for grantsT' is it tco early 
to worry about this'7 

4) Where would the permanent mailing address be? 

5) How can we insure that people who can't come Ato the 
Conference still have a say in what gets deciced? Can groups 
deputise a member to vote for them? Does that member get more 
weight than an individual? 

Submitted by: 'Beth Reba Weise, Andrew Murray and Lisa Moore, 
the NABN working group of the 1990 San Francisco Conference on 
Bisexuality organizing committee. 

Ed -Po I 
1990 Conference 

IJ84 Castro St. 442. 'Z 
San Franciscm, CA 94114 
(415) 775-1990 
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d. 

-October 27,1989 

(CUP 

Dear Woody, Alan, Laura, Wayne, Ginny, 
and the rest of--ECBN: 

This letter is to: 

10 L70 na a formally request that any "surplus" funds in our ECBN ECBN nds nu EC 11 eques t r a X "L yr nds' Jý 0 m ý 

1t r p 0b se pea ed as account be allocated as scholarships for bisexual people 
Ea r 

e0pl e aal P] t be a loca co or bise)a a c c 
to , ro s en of color and PWAs to enable both of these groups, . --, r,. ese Ps c1 or and PWAS p r ese c of c1g u] 

t Ju L is i an 1 Fra scc attendance at the June 1990 conference in San Francisco, n San Fr co an 
7 

iS tt d a t 
[t th to 

. 11 J. tt ou ou t the as well as to facilitate advertising efforts about the t 
en 

el fts a] S 
If 0 ty 0 1 c0 th is r !! gment, of ýr 2. availability of this resource to these segments of our bi la ava. fe econ nts b 

lty . c community. commun 

T .11 tt r is so to Th. 3L Is 1 This letter is 0 -also to discuss/explain my rLasons for 
proposing the above and to invite and request further 
dialogue on this. 7: w 

As I've already expressed to some of you personally,, I was 
, troubled and offended by several incidents of racism I 

witnessed or overhead at the May conference at Harvard. 
These incidents consisted mostly of negative attitudes and 
stereotypes expressed about black pýople. These beliefs 
were expressed by seasoned bi organizers core to our-- 

roup. I'm not even saying they were conscious or 
i t tt h i 

Y 
' ff i t he po n .T ntended, that ee o ect he nt. s no s ? 

The effect is that we have a weaker, more monolith c, more 
limited network because Of-it-. 

I certainly feel the limits and harm of institutionalized 
racism myself - both as a white woman with non-white 

' the s and As the ECBN Steering Committee member in . partner 
Washington, D. C. area, especially when rrealize how many 
people of color are not a part of Bi-Ways in DC -, a city 
that is 70% black and therefore how inadequately I am ' 

. representing this bi heritage and cultural diversity that - i- ". - s, 
could enrich us all. This was particularly brought home 
to me upon my return from the conference, in June, when I 
read a report of the annual international AIDS conference, 
held in Montreal this year, at which one presenter 
ýeported that the incidence and prevalence of bisexuality 
is even higher in non-white communities than gayness is. 
I know what he means! This is why it is doubly important 
for us to take this challenge to integrate our network 
seriously and to not perpetuate the same racist mistakes 
that the women's and gay and lesbian movements have made 
before us. 

-Yesterday The Washington post published the results of a 
---new national study on racerelations in the U. S. It 

showed something about the gap in white and black beliefs 
common to our network too: blacks that I think is very , 
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and, whites have greater contact now (than 10 years ago) but sharply different views on what's happened and what 
needs to be done to gain equality in this society. While 
white attitudes--have somewhat improved, many whites also believe that black progress has gone "too far". '(Give me a nreak! ) This, in fact, relates to one of the racist beliefs I heard expressed by one of us at the conference ft that it was impossible now for a white to get a good teaching job in inner city schools as all the jobs were 
g9ing to blacks. Unexamined assumptions such as these divide us and hold us back, as bisexuals, as pe9ple, and 
would like to see them examined in a more consciousl 
anti-racist manner than now presently exists as, a priority 
among us. (Yes,, I am suggesting a theme for. future 
conferences. ) 

The survey pointed out that "while whites tend to res Ond literally to what is asked, the response of many - blags is 
deepended by their direct daily exgerience with the 

ractical results of past white racism: povertyI poor gousing, 
inferior schools and inadequate health care. " 

And, I would add - the fear and anger and damage to 
self-esteem insidiously re-enforced by incidents-such as 
Howard Beach, Bensonhurt and campus hate crimes which 
re-occur all too frequently in this present climate of 
intolerance. 

I don't want to hear that all the surplus is "spent" and 
so you're nconcerned" but-Or-an 

- 
It" do anything. I would 

like to hear exactl how the proposed amount to be spent 
on ECBN administrative expenses at the Center relates to 
the overall total announced to us at the last Steering 

-Sunday.. -',,.. Committee meeting held at the May conf erence. that: 
and what portion of it could be allocated for what I 
propose for June. 

My only point is that we STOP seeing the bisexual 
c"mmmuni-tv or our membership as white and stop seeing 

/. -S 

racism as someone else's cause to fight somewhere eise 
some other time. People of color are not special 
exceptions or additions to "us". 

This is an issue that any bi movement must address, even 
f aster than the lesbian/gay movement(s) because the number 
of bisexually active people of color os far larger than 
those who exclusively identify as qay. I'm not talking 
about good-will gestures, I'm talking about thorough and- 
on-going ýelf-examination and re-orientation of resources 
and consciousness towards addressing and changing this 
racism among us and beyond us. Don't be afraid. We CAN 
call it that and still trust and struggle, and sometimes 
even disagree, and come out-even stronger because of this. 

There are models alll around if only ite will tap them. 
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/ 

once we see that racism pervades every level. and aspect of 
our movement, as well as our society, we can begin 
changing. But denial won't-do. It hurts. too much. 

I look forward --to hearing your responses to this soon 

for Not needing to clutch -power 
nýi'needlng the light just to shine on me 
I need to be one in the number 
as we stand against tyranny. 
We who believe in freedom cannot rest-until it's won. 
struggliiq myself don't joean a whole lot 
x, ve come to realize 
That teaching others to stand and figh 

- 4; ný , 'L 4 -; C, A 

is the only way our struggle survives. *- 'L, ýV _ý5. ýý N', ., _ 
until the killing of black men,, black- Mothýý*', sons, j , 

-is as Important as the killing of - white men, _" white 
R mothers, sons 

ny -It"s won We who believe in freedom cannot rest: until 

11V '. -Bernice Reagon 
SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK 

peace, 
vi 

kiur-cnins Loraine F. 
6104 3rd St.,, NW 

-Wash., DC 20011. 
202/882-4384 

-7 C. AýCj Committee CC: -ECBN Stee 
BBWN newsletter 
BBMN newsletter 
June 1990 conference/SF office. 

to 1 '- , ý '42 , *, -4 

I. 
- vnt, I., III- 

or - 
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Abbreviations 

BABN Bay Area Bisexual Network 

BBWN Boston Bisexual Women's Network 

BiPOL Bisexual Political wing of BABN 

ECBN East Coast Bisexual Network 

FTM Female-to-Male Transsexual 

GCN G6ýv Community News 

GLHSNC Gay and Lesbian Historical Society of Northern 
California 

MTF Male-to-Female Transsexual 

NSMA Northampton Sexual Minorities Archives 

PMC Pride March Committee 

SBWN Seattle Bisexual Women's Network 

TC 7he Calendar 
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